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PREFACE TO THE SECOND EDITION 

Three years ago, the authors of this book made plans for the second 
edition and started work on the revision. Professor Tarr became seri¬ 
ously ill in the summer of 1938 and died in July, 1939. Fortunately, he 
l(^ft notes on many of the chapters of which he was the author, and his 
wife, who had helped in writing the original text, was able to complete 
the nwision. 

In this edition an attempt has been made to increase the value of the 
text as a beaching medium. Technicalities found in most elementary 
texts have been omitted, in the'belief that such matter is beyond the 
eornpndiension of elementary students and should be introduced only in 
advanced courses. The work has been planned to be of value to the 99 
p(^r cent of students who do not plan to become geologists, as well as to the 
few who continue in the work. 

The revision has (consisted mainly in simplifying the parts that deal 
with chemistry, in omitting terms that are highly technical, in rewriting 
parts that students found difficult to understand, and in substituting new- 
illustrative material for some of the old. The same sequence of treatment 
has been us(id as in the first edition, and no new matter has been added 
('xcept in bringing the work up to date. 

Most of the illustrations used in the first edition have been retained, 
but they are printed on a paper that reproduces the photographs more 
effectively than the dull paper used in fhe first edition. Restorations 
painted by Charles R. Knight for the Field Columbian Museum and the 
American Museum of Natural History have been substituted for several 
of the restorations used before. 

New drawings and changes in the old drawings have been made by 
Vaona Peck. C. C. Branson assisted in the revision for more than a 
month, and Raymond Peck has been helpful in many ways. The author\s 
colleagues in the department of geology of the University of Missouri 
have been helpful in discussing problems of teaching and presentation. 
Mrs. W. A. Tarr not only took the lead in the revision of W. A. Tarr\s 
chapters, but gave invaluable help in the rest of the revision. 

E. B. Branson. 

Columbia, Missouri, 

Aprily 1941. 





PREFACE TO THE FIRST EDITION 

The authors have been associated in teaching geology for more than 
two decades. During this time, they have experimented with many 
different methods of presenting the introductory course and have had 
ample opportunity to ol)serve the students^ reactions while taking the*, 
work and their later opinions of the value of the subject matter. They 
have changed gradually the content of the beginning course from some¬ 
thing of every phase of geology, with explanations couched in somewhat 
technical terms, to the outstanding principles of the subject, with a 
minimum of technical phraseology. 

Geology at its best offers a field for thinking and enjoyment, and the 
beginner should not devote much time to memorizing data and becoming 
ac^quainted with terminology that is of little value after examinations 
have passed. The elementary student who is seeking mental training 
has the right to demand principles and geological reasoning rather than 
data that may soon be forgotten or confused. Most students have no 
intention of carrying their ,geological studies beyond the first (tourse, 
and technical details tend to obscure the larger vision. As a matter of 
fact, the authoi's haycyobserved that students who major in geology enter 
later courses with more enthusiasm and less feeling of repetition in 
subject matter if their first course is not tec^hnicah 

In writing this textbook, the authors have kept before them the 
view that not more than one; in every hundred of the readers will become 
a geologist. They have also thought of the text as a suitable broad 
foundation for later professional studies. Th(’s principles that have 
motivated them in the actual writing have been the selection of the 
most fundamental subjects and simple presentation. They have felt 
that it is not necessary to mention every phase of geology in order to 
give a broad survey of the field. They have kept in mind the outstanding 
need for a treatment of both physical and historical geology that may be 
mastered in a five-hour course of a semester\s duration. 

In preparing the text, Tarr wrote the chapters on physical geology, 
except The Work of Running Water, The Work of Snow and Ice, and 
Structures and Diastrophism, Branson wrote the historical part and 
the three chapters mentioned in the preceding sentence. 

The Sources of the illustrations have been acknowledged in the 
text, and where drawings have been modified the original drawings are 
mentioned. Particular mention should be made of the illustrations 
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procured from the United States Geological Survey, the United States 
Forestry Service, the United States Army Air Service, the United States 
Navy Air Service, the American Museum of Natural History, Professor 
S. W. Williston^s books. Professor Charles Schuchert^s paleographic maps, 
Professor W. B. Scott’s works. Professor H. F. Osborn’s works, the recent 
textbooks by Professor Raymond Moore, and Professors Emmons, Thiel, 
Stauffer, and Allison. Most of the original drawings were made by Miss 
Coral Fleenor and she retouched the photographs where retouching was 
necessary. Miss Grace Carter rendered efficient service in typing the 
manuscript and various secretarial duties. Willard Bailey made many of 
the line drawings. Mrs. Vaona Peck, Wilford Cline, James Mitchell, 
Robert Clark, Trusten Peery, and Philip Morey prepared the outcrop 
maps on which their names appear. 

Our colleagues, Walter Keller, Raymond Peck, Carl Swartzlow, Sam 
T. Bratton, and .lohn Quincy Adams, have helped with the work by 
suggestions and discussions. Mrs. W. A. Tarr has been of invaluable 
service to Tarr. Branson is under heavy obligations to his colleague 
M. G. Mehl for help in many ways, and for his collaboration in some parts 
of the discussion of historical phases. 

It is fitting to mention the teaching and books of S. W. Williston, 
Thomas C. Chamberlin, R. D. Salisbury, and Stuart Weller as having 
laid the foundation for this book. Perhaps the greatest debt of the 
authors is to their students, who have shown them the way toward 
improvement in their selection and presentation of the materials. 

E. B. BllANSON, 

W. A. Taru. 
Columbia, Missouri, 

March, 1935. 
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PART I 

PHYSICAL GEOLOGY 

CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Few sciences give the individual so much knowledge of the physical 
world about him as does geology. We are always in the presence of some 
of the features of whicii geology treats, such as hills, valleys, rivers, lakes, 
mountains, canyons, wind, ocean, rocks, or soil; and the person who 
understands th(^ origin of these features will derive a deep satisfaction 
from his surroundings. How few people look upon a beautiful stream 
winding its way through a valley bordered by rolling hills or rugged 
cliffs and see in the agent that formed both the valley and the hills. 
Not knowing how a stream accomplishes its work, most people, while 
standing upon one of the hills along the valley, could not in imagination 
follow the stream back through its early stages and see the valley when 
it was a mere gully that slowly but surely grew to its present size. Why 
is then^ a precipitous bluff at a certain point by the stream although the 
valley, both up- and downstream from the bluff, is bordered by gently 
rolling hills? Undoubtedly the character of the rock composing the 
bluff had something to do with it, but the person who knows nothing 
about the physical properties or composition of rocks cannot tell why a 
bluff was formed at just that point. Yet how much it would add to his 
appreciation of the forces of nature if he only knew that the rock forming 
the bluff was, for instance, volcanic in origin and once filled the throat 
of a volcano that has been entirely removed by the physical agents 
that are forever changing the surface of the earth. The inquiries might 
go further back, asking where this volcanic rock came from, how far 
down in the earth it was, what caused it to move outward, and what 
happened when it reached the surface. Geology seeks to answer all 
such queries. 

But the questions could be carried still further back, inquiring how 
the earth originated, what was the source of the matter composing it, 
and whether it is like the other bodies that comprise the universe. These 
questions lead us into another realm of science, that of the astronomer; 
hence we may ask him for the answer to some of these queries. However, 
as geology treats of the earth, the geologist must help in answering the 
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2 INTRODUCTION TO GEOLOGY 

questions, for he knows about the composition, size, weight, and density 
of the earth^s body, and these factors have a bearing upon its origin. 
The discussion of the origin of the earth may be called astronomic geology, 

because it makes use of both astronomy and geology. 
As we travel about on the earth, we find rocks in layers or strata that 

are usually horizon^l, though in some places they are inclined. Why? 
The geologic answer is that these rocks were formed by the deposition 
of muds and sands on the bottom of the ocean and that earth move¬ 
ments later caused any inclination of the strata. The study of the posi¬ 
tion of the rocks in the earth’s crust we call structural geology. We note 
also that rocks are different in character, each kind with its own dis¬ 
tinguishing features that enable the geologist to name the rock and make 
deductions as to its history. The discussion of the different kinds of 
rocks is known as petrology (from pe/ros, meaning ^‘rock,” and logia, 

meaning ‘‘to learn of”). 
If we examine the stratified rocks somewhat in detail, we may find 

other features about which we should like information, a shell, for exam¬ 
ple. It is embedded in the rock and has a fascinating story to tell, for it 
is evidence that life was in existence when the rock was formed. We 
should want to know about the conditions under which this life existed 
and what other creatures were on the earth at that time. The study 
of former life remains is known as paleontology, and th^ geologist trained 
in that field can give us a wonderful picture of the land and seas, the 
climate, and the life of early times upon the earth. 

There are many other fields of study in geology, but even the short 
sketch just given shows that a knowledge of geology can contribute a 
great deal to the pleasure of understanding the world at out us. This 
knowledge can be used everywhere; in the fields; upon the highway; 
on the ocean; even in the cities, for in them a vast amount of earth 
materials is utilized for our comfort and pleasure. 

Geology deals with all the features of the earth’s surface and with 
the origin, composition, structure, and inhabitants (»f the earth. In 
this study, some of the explanations will involve physical and chemical 
data, and others, biological. This makes possible a logical, twofold 
division of geology; one division is known as physical geology, i.e,, a 
treatment of the rocks composing the earth, the movements within it, 
and its surface features and the agents that form them; the other, his- 

torical geology, traces the changing distribution of land and seas upon 
the earth and gives the story of the life inhabiting it. 



CHAPTER II 

THE ORGANIZATION OF MATTER (OF THE EARTH) 

The term matter is applied to the material that forms the planets 
sun, stars, and everything on these bodies. All matter is composed of a 
relatively small number of substances called elements. We all ar(5 
familiar with some of these elements, nine of which, copper, gold, silver, 
iron, lead, sulfur, mercury, carbon, and tin, were known at the dawn 
of history. Twenty more of the elements had been recognized by 
1800; 51 were discovered during the nineteenth century; and 12 during 

the present century, bringing the number known to 92, which, chemists 
believe, are all that exist. The fundamental unit of an element is the 
atomy the nature of which we shall consider briefly. 

The Atom.—An atom is far too small to be seen by any means yet 
devised by man. It has been regarded as the smallest physical unit that 
can exist by itself, and, as far as our present knowledge of the physical 
state of matter is concerned, this may be true. Science, however, has 
been constantly pushing the borders of our knowledge downward to 
discover smaller and smaller units of matter, and outward to embrace 
larger and larger units in the universe, so who can say that in the atom 
we have the smallest unit of matter that can exist alone, or that there 
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are limits in either direction? It will be sufficient for us, however, to 
consider the atom as the smallest unit, and to leave any further division 
to the physicist and chemist. 

The minuteness of atoms is inconceivable. It has been computed that 
a gram of water contains 600,000,000,000,000,000,000 (6 X 10^®) atoms 
and that a human body of average size contains 10,000,000,000,000,- 
000,000,000,000,000 (10^^). Just what such numbers mean is beyond 

our understanding, but, however 
small the atoms may be, it is of them 
that the earth is built. 

In a consideration of the organi¬ 
zation of matter, we find that it may 
be either crystalline, or amorphous. 

In crystalline material, the atoms 
have a definite arrangement (re¬ 
sulting in crystals. Fig. 1) which is 
independent of their size or shape. 
One of the wonderful features of 
this definite arrangement of matter 
is that all known crystalline com'- 
pounds can be put into 32 classes. 
Furthermore, all the 32 classes can 
be placed in 6 crystal systems. The 
marvelous simplicity of this arrange¬ 
ment is surprising, as there are 

thousands of crystalline compounds. In the study of these compounds, 
it is now possible, by passing x rays through a crystal, to determine the 
position of the atoms in the compound (see Fig. 2). The discovery that 
X rays could be used to obtain photographs of this atomic arrangement 
was made in 1911, and since that time the use of this method has enabled 
us to understand fully the actual structure of many thousands of such 
compounds. Amorphous substances do not possess a definite arrange¬ 
ment of the atoms, yet the number of amorphous compounds and the 
different forms the material has assumed are many. A good example 
of a great group of amorphous compounds is the body of a living creature; 
in fact, living matter of any kind belongs in this group. 

Minerals.—Atoms, in certain aggregates, go to make up what are 
known as minerals. Although most mifaerals are crystalline substances, 
a few, of which the opal is an example, are amorphous. We may define 
a mineral as a naturally occurring inorganic substance having a definite 
chemical composition and definite physical properties. Ice on a pond 
occurs naturally; it has a definite chemical composition, i.e., one part 
oxygen and two parts hydrogen, HjO; and it has the physical property 

Fio. 2.—Drawing showing a possible 
arrangement of the atoms of sodium (Na) 
and ehloriiie (Cl) in a crystal of salt 
(NaCl). In the other possible arrange¬ 
ment, the sodium atoms would change 
places with those of chlorine. 
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of forming six-sided (;rystals (this property may be observed in a perfect 
snowflake). We conclude, therefore, that natural ice is a mineral. 
From our definition of a mineral it will bo seen that water is equally 
well a mineral, though in the popular conception only solids are accorded 
that name. 

Minerals are very abundant, as the soil and all the rocks of the earth’s 
crust are composcKi of on(^ or more of them. Minerals possess many 
different shapers, colors, and other physical properties. Many are 
beautiful, in both form and (tolor, and so are prized as ornaments and 
sought after by collectors. 

Composition of the Earth by Elements.—We have learned that all 
matter is composed of 92 elements. Most of th(;se elements are so rare, 

Fio. 3.—Diagram showing the relative percentage amounts of the eight most abundant 
elements of the earth’s crust. 

however, that they have been seen by only a few people. Even such 
elements as platinum, gold, and copper are rare in that they form an 
insignificant part of the body of the earth. Our use of such substances 
today is made possible only by the fact that during the formation of the 
rocks conditions existed that favored the accumulation of these valuable 
metals into the deposits in which we find them. 

We are reasonably certain that, through various geologic processes, 
rocks from depths of 10 to 12 miles have been brought to the surface 
of the earth. Chemical analyses of all kinds of these rocks from all 
parts of the world have been made and the results have been averaged. 
We are certain, therefore, that this average composition is representative 
of the composition of this thickness of the earth, which is known as the 
earth’s crust. An additional thickness of 30 miles is sometimes included 
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in the term “crust/' but this lower part would be better known as the 

subcrust. By the use of the word “crust" it should not be understood 

that there is a solid layer over a liquid interior of the earth. 

The following table gives the average composition by elements of the 

earth's crust, as estimated by Clarke and Washington: 

Composition of the Earth’s Crust by Elements 
Element Percentage 

Oxygen (O). 46.710 
Silicon (Si). 27.690 
Aluminum (Al). 8.070 
Iron (Fe). 5.050 
Calcium (Ca). 3.650 
Sodium (Na). 2.750 
Potassium (K). 2.580 
Magnesium (Mg). 2.080 

Percentage of the 8 dominant elements. 98.580 
Titanium (Ti). 0.620 
Hydrogen (H). 0.140 
Phosphorus (P). 0.130 
Carbon (C). 0.094 
Manganese (Mn). 0.090 
Sulfur (S). 0.082 
Barium (Ba). 0.050 
Chlorine (Cl). 0.045 
Chromium (Cr). 0.035 
Fluorine (F). 0.029 
Zirconium (Zr)... 0.025 
Nickel (Ni). 0.019 
Strontium (Sr). 0.018 
Vanadium (V). 0.010 
Cerium (Ce), Yttrium (Y). 0.014 
Copper (Cu). 0.010 
Uranium (U). 0.008 
Tungsten (W). 0.005 
Lithium (Li). ' 0.004 
Zinc (Zn)... 0.004 
Columbium (Cb), Tantalum (Ta). 0.003 
Hafnium (Hf).  0.003 
Thorium (Th). 0.002 
I^ad (Pb). 0.002 
Cobalt (Co). 0.001 
Boron (B).  0.001 
Glucinum (Gl).  0.001 

Total.  100.000 

It will be seen that only eight elements make up 98.58 per cent of the 

crust (Fig. 3). 

It should be noted that of the most common metals in use only iron, 

aluminum, copper, zinc, and lead are included in this table. Less com- 
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monly used metals, such as manganese, chromium, nickel, tungsten, 
and cobalt, are presenl in the talde; but gold, silver, and platinum 
are not. Their estimated percentages in th(i crust are as follows: silver, 
0.000,000,4; gold, 0.000,000,1; and platinum, 0.000,000,008. Such 
quantities can scarcely even l>e called traces. 

Formation of the Primary Minerals.— Minerals may form anywhere 
upon or within the earth^s body, but it has been determined that those 
which formed first, the primary minerals, originated from a molten mass 
within the earth^s crust. In such a mass the different atoms were free 
to move about and unite with one another to form various substances. 
The rate of movement of the atoms varied, being influenced by many 
factors. The most important of these factors were heat and the amo\mt 
of water and gases present, as these two agents largely controlled the 
fluidity of the molten material. If the liquid was very thin, the atoms 
could travel farther to unite; if it was very thick, like tar or asphalt, 
they could move only short distances. Such factors influenced the size 
of the mineral particles formed. 

Minerals contain one or more elements. Gold, silver, sulfur, and 
carbon (occurring as the diamond and graphite) are examples of minerals 
containing only one (4ement, but these minerals do not play an important 
part in forming the rocks. The primary minerals form the rocks and so 
arc the dominant minerals in the earth s body. The eight elements 
(oxygen, silicon, aluminum, iron, calcium, sodium, potassium, and 
magnesium) that comprise 98.58 per cent of the earth^s crust (see table, 
page 6) are the elements that formed the primary minerals. 

Oxygen, the most abundant of the eight elements, exists in the 
atmosphere as a gas, but it combines readily with the other seven ele« 
memts. These eight elements united to form many different primary 
minerals, some of which are simple in composition, as, for example, 
quartz, which is composed of one atom of silicon and two atoms of oxygen, 
Si02. Because silicon ranks next to oxygen in amount in the crust, the 
compound Si02, commonly called silica, is very abundant. It readily 
united with other elements, and the resulting mineral is called a silicate 
because the silica is the basis of the compound, the other constituents 
varying. Aluminum, the third most abundant ehment in the crust, is 
a constituent of many of the silicates. The potassium, sodium, and 
calcium in the liquid mass united with silica and aluminum to form the 
most abundant group of primary silicate minerals, the feldspars. Two 
other common silicates, hxmihleude and pyroxene, were formed by making 
use of iron and magnesium. There are other silicates containing iron 
and magnesium, but they are loss common than hornblende and pyrox¬ 
ene. The micas are two complex silicates that may also be formed as 
primary minerals. Thus the eight most abundant elements in the earth’s 
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crust united in various ways to form the following most important pri¬ 
mary minerals, named in the order of their abundance: feldspars^ quartz, 
hornblende and pyroxene, and micas. 

As the atoms were uniting within the molten mass, each one placed 
itself in a definite position relative to the other atoms like it. In this 
way, a solid crystal (Fig. 1) of the mineral was built up. The external 
form of the crystal was determined by this internal arrangement (Fig. 2) 
of the atoms. The minerals are the '^niilding blocks'' of which we shall 
make use in the next chapter in explaining the formation of th(^ rocks of 
the earth's crust. 



CHAPTER III 

VOLCANISM AND IGNEOUS ROCKS 

INTRODUCTION 

In the previous chapter it was pointed out that the study of minerals 
was a preliminary step to the study of rocks. A rock ts a substance 
composed of one or more minerals. It may also be defined as any consider¬ 
able part of the earih\s body. Rocks that resulted from the solidification 
of a liquid mass werti the first or primary rocks^ and are known as igneous 
rocks (^4gneous’’ comes from the Latin word ignis, meaning ^‘fire/^). 
The term volcanism is applied to the study of volcanic action. This 
(ihapter deals also with the source of the molten matc^rial within the 
earth, its movement, composition, solidification, and the final forms 
assumed when it bc^comes solid. The form and position of the igneous 
rock in the crust or at. the surface are known as its mode of occurrence. 

The igneous rocks owe their significant (jharacU^ristics to two impor¬ 
tant factors: (1) the co7Uposition of the original molten mass, which controls 
what minerals will be formed upon solidification; and (2) the conditions 
under which the mass cooled, since the rate of cooling controls the size 
and arrangement of the mineral grains. 

We shall begin our discussion with the consideration of a molten 
mass within the crust and follow it to its final stage, i.e., the solid igneous 
rock. 

THE MAGMA 

A mass of liquid rock within the body of the earth is commonly called 
magma, and its extrusive^ form is not infrequently designated as lava. 

Sotirce and Movement of a Magma.—A magma is formed by the 
melting of rocks within the earth due to the heat available there. For 
various reasons we are certain that temperatures within the earth are 
high. All deep wells and mines show an increase in temperature as 
they go deeper into the crust. Furthermore, from the lavas we may 
learn of the high temperatures, as we can measure their heat as they 
come from volcanoes or can heat a solid piece of lava and determine 
its melting point. Both methods have been used and have shown that 
the temperatures of lavas vary from 600 to 1200®C. Not all rocks, how¬ 
ever, melt at the same temperature, some becoming liquid at low and 
others only at high temperatures. Many other factors influence the 
melting, but it is not necessary to consider them here. 

9 



10 INTRODUCTION TO GEOLOGY 

The formation of a magma probably takes place in any portion of 
the earth^s body where the temperature is high enough to melt the rocks. 
This melting may occur 10, .50, 100, or 500 miles down. The liquid rock 
may then work its way upward to the crust or the surface by melting 
the rocks above it. Liquid rock is lighter in weight than solid rock and 
the presence of gases makers it still lighter. Therefore, as the magma 
is subjected to great pressures (about 1,200,000 pounds or 600 tons per 
square inch at a depth of 200 miles) from the surrounding solid rocks, 
it is forced to move, and the movement is upward because that is the 
direction of least pressure. The movement is aided by the great mobility 
of liquid rock and also by the expansive force of the gases within the 

Fig. 4.—Sketch showing the magma (black) prying off blocks of the surrounding ro(!k by 
wedging into the cracks and fissures. 

magma. A steady loss in heat and, consequently, in volume accompanies 
the upward movement of the magma, and thus when the mass (*omes 
so near the surfacje that it no longer has suffiedent heat to melt its way 
upward, it (;omes to rest and assumes many different forms, as shown in 
Fig. 9, page 15. From the upper part of the magma, portions rich in 
gases may find local weak pla(;es in the crust and work their way on 
upward, some even reaching the surface. After the magma has reached 
the upper zone of cracked and fissured rocks, an additional method of 
upward movement is available in that it may pry off blocks of the solid 
rock from the roof of the magma chamber (Fig. 4), and these blocks, 
being heavier than the liquid rock; sink into it and so cause the magma 
to move on upward. In this region of cracks and fissures, the magma 
may also move out into these openings where it is possible fomt to force 
the cracks still wider apart, because, by its pressure on their walls, the 
cracks and joints in the adjoining rock are reduced in size, perhaps even 
practically closed. Room may thus be made in joints and other openings 
for a magma of considerable size to psuss, and finally perhaps to solidify. 

The heat of a magma may be sufficient to keep it in a liquid state 
for many thousands of years, during which time it may act as a source 
from which material moves outward from time to time to feed a volcano. 
Gases, by reacting with one another, may play an important part in the 
maintenance of this heat and in the accompanying volcanic activity. 
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Composition of the Magma.—The composition of magmas varies in 
different parts of the earth; but geologists believe that, in the main, 
magmas occurring to deptns of 10 miles are of one type, those that are 
10 to 40 miles (the maximum thickness of the crust) down are of another 
type, and those in the layer (approximately 900 miles thick) next below 
the crust are of still another. These three regions of the earth^s body 
are known as the granitic^ gahbroid or basaltiCy and peridotitic zones, 
A magma that moved upward from a lower into a hight^r zone would 
have the composition of the lower one; but, as it melted and mingled 
with the rocks above, its composition would (;hange. 

We have given on page 6 the average composition of the rocks of 
th(^ earth\s crust. It has been estimated that 95 per cent of the crust 
is composed of igneous rocks, and therefore the average composition 
of the crust is approximately the composition of the igneous rocks. As 
has been pointed out also (page 7), only a few of the elements are of 
importance in forming the rocks. Variations in the amounts of these 
significant elements give rise to different kinds of rocks. Thus an 
abundance of iron, magnesium, calcium, and less than 60 per cent of 
silica give rise to the gabbroid and the peridotitic rocks; and an abun¬ 
dance of silica, aluminum, potassium, and sodium, to the granitic rocks. 
Between these two types there are all gradations. 

The composition of a magma governs what minerals will be formed 
from it and also has a marked influence upon its movement. The basaltic 
lavas are more fluid than lavas rich in silica and consequently will 
squeeze into smaller fractures or joints in the rocks or flow farther on 
the surface. The fluidity of magmas influences the size oLthe mineral 
grains formed, as will lie explained later. The presence of water (as a 
liquid or gas) and other gases in the magma greatly increases the fluidity. 
It should be noted in this connection that very little of the water and 
gases of the magma become a part of the igneous rock, as they are sepa¬ 
rated from the magma during its solidification. If this solidification 
occurs on the surface, the water and gases escape into the atmosphere; 
but, if it occurs below, they enter the surrounding rock, carrying with 
them much mineral matter and any metals the magma contained. These 
minerals and metals may later form the valuable mineral (ore) deposits 
from which we obtain such metals as gold, copper, and iron. These 
deposits will be discussed later in this chapter. 
* Solidification of the Magmas.—^The solidification of a magma is 

influenced by (1) the rate at which it cools and (2) its composition. 
The Effect of the Rate of Cooling,—We have noted the wide variance 

in the temperatures of lavas: from 600 to 1200®C. There is a steady 
decrease in heat as a magma moves upward, and when it comes to rest 
the heat passes into the surrounding rocks and is lost. The rate at 
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which the cooling takes place varies and depends upon many factors of 
which the following are the most important: 

a. Depth of the mass below the surface. 
f>. Size of the cooling mass, 
c. Shape of the cooling mass. 
a. The depth of a magma below the surface is of primary importance 

in the rate of cooling. A mass ru^ar the surface loses its heat much faster 
in this cooler area than does one that is twic(^ as dc^ep (Fig. 5, 1, a and h) 
and so becomes solid much sooner. 

h. Of two similarly shaped magmas at the same depth (Fig. 5, 2, 
a and 6), one that is twice as large as th(^ other takes much long('r to 
cool and so solidifies mucli more slowly than does iho smaller one. 

S urface 

S\N\\v > \vOs\s V 

Fig. 5,—Sketch illustrating some of the factors tliat affect the rate of cooling of magma 
(black areas). 

c. If one magma has a spherical shape (Fig. 5, 3, h) and another is 
thin and tabular (Fig. 5, 3, a), the thin one certainly loses its heat faster. 

The rate of cooling of a magma gniatly influences the sizci of the 
mineral crystals formed during the solidification. Slow cooling keeps 
the magma fluid for a long pi'riod of time, which permits more atoms 
to get together and form large crystals; rapid cooling means small 
crystals; and extremely rapid cooling, such as occurs when a thick 
viscous lava pours out upon the surface, prevents the formation of any 
grains, and a glassy rock is the result. 

The Effect of Composition.—The composition of a magma affects 
its fluidity, and this fluidity, as we have already noted, becomes significant 
during solidification as it influences the ability of the atonfs to get 
together to form minerals. In a thin (i.c., very fluid) basaltic magma, 
the molecules can travel mucH farther during the period of cooling 
and, therefore, more of them can get together to form larger grains or 
crystals. The presence of much water, carbon dioxide, sulfur dioxide, and 
other gases increases the fluidity of a magma and so is favorable to the 
formation of large grains; in fact, the presence of these substances is so 
helpful in forming large mineral crystals that they are called mineralizers. 
The mineralizers are important, also, in forming deposits of valuable 
metals. 
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TEXTURE OF IGNEOUS ROCKS 

Wo have seen how the various factors influencing the solidification of 
a magma combine to produce solid rocks having grains of different 
sizes. T'he size of the grains^ together with their arrangement in a rock, 
is called texture. 

Different Kinds of Texture.—It is possible to divide rocks into four 
classes based upon theii* textun^, viz,, grained, dense, glassy, and frag- 
mental rocks. The linens dividing the first three classes are purely 

Glassy Fragmental 
Fia. 6.—The principal textures o%igneous rocks. 

arbitrary. For our purpose we shall consider the grained rocks as having 
mineral grains or crystals larger than those of fine granulated sugar (about 
3-16 inch in diameter); thedc/J5c rocks as those with mineral grains ranging 
from 3^16 inch in diameter to those that are invisible to the naked eye; 
and the glassy rocks as those that are devoid of grains. Figure 6 illus¬ 
trates these three textures. Fragmental texture is not due to solidifica¬ 
tion, but to the fact that a rock is composed of fragments (see Figs. 6 and 
7), which in the case of the igneous rocks were blown from a volcano. 

A special feature of the texture of igneous rocks, but a very common 
one, is that the crystals of the same rock may be of two general sizes 
(see Figs. 8 and 51 on page 43). This tjfpe is called porphyritic texture 
and the rock is called a ^‘porphyry.’’ This texture is usually the result 
of two periods of cooling in the magma. The first period occurred 
at a considerable depth, where the slow rate of cooling permitted certain 
minerals to grow to considerable size. Then the magma containing these 
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solid crystals was forced up nearer the surface, where the still-liquid 
portion solidified rapidly, forming a fine-grained rock in which the earlier, 
larger crystals were embedded. The large crystals in a porphyry an^ 
called phenocrysts and the background of uniformly sized particles is 

called the groundmass. 

MODE OF OCCURRENCE OF 
IGNEOUS ROCKS 

Study of the forms of igneous rock 
masses has shown that the openings 
followed bj’’ the magmas in their up¬ 
ward journey are of two dominant 
types: tubular and tabular. Tubular 
openings are rudely circular in outline; 
and most of them are less than a mile 
across, but some greatly excc^ed this 
width. Such an opening, called a con¬ 
duit (Fig. 9), is the usual one leading 
up to a volcano and certain iiitrusiv(i 
forms. The tabular type of opening 
is usually an enlarged fissure or joint 
in the rock. Some are miles in length 
but usually much loss than a mile in 
width. Such openings are called fis- 
sure openings. 

Igneous rocks have two major 
modes of occ.urrence, viz., intrusive and 
extrusive. Intrusive rocks are those 
formed by the solidification of a magma 
below the surface; and extrusive rocks, 
those formed after the lava reached 

the surface. Many different shapers were assumed as the magma 
or lava solidified, and these various shapes are commonly known as 
forms. The form of an igneous rock maybe due to the shape of the 
opening (for example, tabular) through which the magma moved; to 
the melting of the enclosing rock; or, it may be a surface feature. We 
shall describe in detail some of the more common forms of igneous rocks. 

Fig. 7,—Fragmental texture in vol¬ 
canic breccia, on road between Cody, 
Wyoming, and Yellowstone National 
Park. {Photograph hy Edwin R. 
Brannon,) 

INTRUSIVE FORMS OF IGNEOUS ROCKS 

The various intrusive typos of igneous rocks and their relationships 
to one another and to the surface are shown in Fig. 9. The more com¬ 
mon intrusive forms are dikes, sills, laccoliths, necks or plugs, and batho- 
liths, though geologists recognize many other special forms. 
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Dikes.—Dikes are thin, tabular masses of igneous rocks (see Figs. 10, 
a and 2>, 11, 12, and 13). They have essentially a vertical position, and 
were formed by being injected into fissures and joints in rocks. Those 

Fia. 10. -Basalt dike in granite from southeastern Missouri, (a) Front view; {h) baek 
view showing inclusion of granite in dike. 

occurring in sedimentary rocks usually cut across th(^ bedding planes 
Some dikes are no tliicker than a sheet of paptT and somehavt^ a thickness 
of hundreds of feet, but the vast majority are loss than 10 f(^et thittk. 
They may be miles in h^ngth. Dikes are tlu' most common form of 

intrusive igneous rocks seen at the surface. They occur in great abun¬ 
dance in many areas, especially in the vicinity of volcanoes. There 
are, for example, hundreds of dikes around the Spanish Peaks in soiitherr 
Colorado (Fig. 14). 
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Sills.—Sills also are labulai' masses of igneous rocks, but their position 
is (essentially horizontal. Sills arc thickest over or adjacent to the 
opening thr ough which they are fed and tiicy thin out laterally. In very 

Flo. 12.—Near view of one of the dikes in the Highwood Mountains, Montana. {Photo- 
graph by W, A. Tarr.) 

Fig. 13.—Granite dikes (light) intruded into schists (dark), Big Horn Canyon, Wyoming. 
{Photograph by E. B. Branson.) 

large sills the top and bottom are essentially parallel. Sills are formed 
by the squeezing in of magma between the beds or bands of a rock. They 
may cross the beds from one plane to another (Figs. 15 and 16). Like 
the dikes, sills have a wide range in size and extent. Most sills are thin 



Fig, 15.—Sketoli of sills fed by dikes. Note that a sill is thickest over the dike. 
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sheets, though some are hundreds of fecit thick and may extend over a 
horizontal area of hundreds of square miles, as it is estimated some do 
in South Africa. Opposite New York City, the Hudson River exposes 
a thick sill, known as the Palisades of the Hudson. 

Laccoliths.- -Laccoliths, though somewhat similar to sills (see Fig. 
16), differ from them in that the overlying beds are arched. The hori¬ 
zontal area occupied by a laccolith is usually smaller than that occupied 

Fig. 16.—Sketch of an ideal laccolith and associated dikes and sills. 

by a sill. This is because the magma forming a laccolith was too viscous 
to flow far between the beds of the rock and so pushed them up to form 
a dome. A laccolith is usually fed through a conduit (see Fig. 9). 
Laccoliths may merge into sills and they are also commonly associated 
with dikes. Several laccoliths may occur in the same area. They form 
numerous buttes and mountains in western United States. Bear Butte 
in the northern part of the Black Hills and the Henry Mountains of 
southeastern Utah are such examples. The laccoliths forming the 
Henry Mountains were the first of the type to be recognized and described. 

Necks or Plugs,—Necks or plugs are nearly circular masses of igneous 
rock having a vertical position. They occupy the conduit through which 
ixiagma moved upward to form a volcano, laccolith, or batholith. When 
movement ceased, the material still in the conduit became solid; and, 
after erosion had cut away the overlying mass of rock, this rock was 
exposed. This method of origin explains the name “neck” or “plug.” 
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These forms are numerous in some areas where volcanoes and laccoliths 
were formerly abundant. A striking e.vample of such a feature occurs 

Fio. 17,—A volcanic neck (called Devils Tower) showing columnar structure. {Dartun. 
U. S. Geological Survey.) 

Fia. 18.—Ship Rock, an unusual type of volcanic neck on northwestern New Mexico. 
(Photograph by E. B. Branson.) 

in northeastern Wyoming, where a high column of rock, known as the 
Devils Tower, rears itself 600 feet above the surrounding country (Fig. 
17), Ship Rock (Fig. 18) in northwestern New Mexico is a plug oi 
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neck composed of fragments of rock that were forced upward through a 
conduit as a solid column. 

Batholiths.—Batholiths are very large (at least 40 square miles in 
area), irregular masses of igneous rock (see Fig. 9). They are formed by 
a magma\s melting the rock in place and by its displacement of the rock. 
Exceptionally large batholiths (like those forming the Sierra Nevadas and 
one in central Idaho estimated to have an area of 80,000 square miles) 
may have been the original magmas themselves, which worked tlunr 
way upw^ard into the crust. Pikes Peak, wdiich has been carved from 
a batholith of granites, is an example that may be viewed by many. The 
w^orld-famous coppe^r deposits of Butte, Montana, occur in a batholith 
cov(M'ing about 2,000 square miles. Many other valuable metal deposits 
are associated with batholiths. Batholiths are of common occurrence in 
many parts of the world. 

Th(^ 

EXTRUSIVE FORMS OF IGNEOUS ROCKS 

If a magma in working its way upward has sufficient heat and pres- 
sur(!, it reaches tlu* surface and becom(\s an extrusive igneous rock 
two common modes of oc(*urr<nice of 
ext rusiv(‘ igneous rocks are lava flows 
and volcanoes. Lava flows generally 
ris(» through fissures and usually cover 
wide areas; volcanoes are f(‘d through 
conduits and are much mon^ restricted 
in (extent. Volcano(\s are the spec¬ 
tacular manifestations of volcanisra 
and are the only form man has beem 
permitU<l to witness. At that, he is 
often an unwilling spectator. 
Through studies of active and recent 
volcanoes, we have learned much 
about the characteristics and composition of lavas, and by witnessing 
volcanic eruptions, we are permitted a startling view of the effect of the 
tremendous forces within the earth. 

Lava Flows.—In many regions the only rock in evidence over vast 
arenas is that of lava flow^s. Some flows, like those of Idaho and Iceland, 
are so recent as to have no vegetation upon them; others are very ancient 
apd are covered with soil and vegetation. In forming large flows, the 
lava breaks through the crust along fissures miles in length, and enormous 
quantities are poured out and spread far and wide over the land. Such 
eruptions are relatively very quiet. In northwestern United States (in 
Washington, Oregon, Idaho, and northern California), approximately 
200,000 square miles of surface are covered by lava flows (Fig. 19) which. 

Fia, 19.—Map showing areas of lava 
flows in northwestern United States. 
{Based on data from various sources.) 
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in places, arc 3,000 feet thick. This lava poured out upon and biu ic'd a 
region of hills and mountains. The solidified lava occupying the fissures 

Fig 20 —Entrance to lava cave south of Bend, Oregon, on Highway 07. {Photograph hy 
W. A. Tarr.) 

Fio. 21.—Stalactites of lava from 
lava cave near Bend, Oregon. One- 

half natural size. 

Fig. 22.—Another type of 
lava stalactite from lava cave 
near Bend, Oregon. One-half 

natural size. 

through which eruption took place is now visible, as dikes, where rivers 
have cut down through the lava flows. Other great lava flows are found 
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in Iceland and on the Deccan plateau in western India. Small lava 
flows may accompany volcanic action. 

Features of Lava Flows.— Lava caves ar() of common occurrence in 
recent lava flows, and liave an interesting origin. As the surface of a 

Fid. 23,—Spatter cones in the Craters of the Moon National Monument, Idaho. Distant 
hills are cinder cones. (Photograph hy W, A. Tarr.) 

Fig. 24.—Ropy lava in the crater of Vesuvius, Italy. Pillowy lava in background 
{Photograph by W. A, Tarr,) 

lava flow was the first part to cool and solidify, a crust was formed under 
which the still-liquid lava below continued to move forward. All of the 
flow gradually became cool and consequently solid; but, as more lava con¬ 
tinued to well up fi’om below, it followed the old channel the lava had 
,maintained under the crust; and, when the supply from below was 
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oxhauHted, tlio lava in t hose chaimols drained out (like water from a liose), 
leaving an underground passage or eave (Fig. 20). Small stala(^tites 
(Figs. 21 and 22) of lava occur in the int,erior of some of these caves. 

Fig. 25.—Sketch map of the Craters of the Moon National Monument, Idaho, showing 
location of the fissure (the Great Rift Zone) through which the lava was extruded. {Idaho 
Bureau of Mines and. Geological Bulletin 13, pL /, 19;28.) 

On the surface of some lava flows, small features called spatter corves 
(Fig. 23) were built up where the lava broke through the crust and piled 
up about the opening. Otherwise smooth surfaces of lava flows may be 
broken by ridges^ which consist of blocks of lava that resulted from the 
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})uckling up and breaking of the crust as the lava beneath it continued 
to move forward. The lava of very rough, jagged surfaces is known as 
clinkery lava, Som(^ surfaces consist of twisted, ropelike masses (Fig. 
24) called ropy lava. The twisting was caused by then forward moA ement 
of an already viscous crust. Lava also assumes a pillowy surface (Fig. 
24). Fine exampl(\s of th(is(i various types of lava, lava flows, and small 
volcanoes an' to seen in the Craters of the Moon, a national monu- 

Vi<i. 20. Air view of an Alaskan volcano. Crater well shown. iCourlesy of U. S. Navy 
Air Service.) 

m(int in Idaho (Fig. 25), and in numerous other places in western United 
States. 

Volcanoes.—Volcanoes have long becm a source of trouble to man 
because he has persist ently sought to live upon or near them, an act that 
simply invites trouble. There is no natural phenomenon that is more 
awe-inspiring than a volcano in vigorous eruption. The earth move¬ 
ments, explosions, dust and ashes, and fiery lava are sufficient to satisfy 
the most avaricious thrill seeker. Detailed descriptions of eruptions 
cannot be given here, but accounts of Pel6e in the West Indies (1902),^ 
Vesuvius in Italy (1906),^ and Katmai in Alaska (1912)® are readily 
available in libraries and are fascinating reading. 

Character and Source of Volcanic Phenomena.—A volcano is the 
opening of a circular conduit about which have been or are being piled 

# * E. O. Hovey, “The Eruptions of 1902 of La Soufri^ie, St. Vincent, and Mt. Pel6e, 
ilartinique,'' American Journal of Sciencej Vol. 14, pp. 323-328, 342-349, 1902. 

^Fkank a. Pehket, **The Vesuvius Eruption of 1906,” Carnegie Institute^ Pub. 

339, 1924. 
" ® Robert F. Griggs, *^The Valley of Ten Thousand Smokes,” National Geographic 
^:r?^iety, Washington, 1922. (Contains 340 pp., 9 maps, and 233 illustrations.) 
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the lava and volcanic dust ejected through the conduit. The cgected 
material forms a conically shaped liill or mountain (Figs. 23 and 26), 
and the depression in the top of the cone is known as the crater (Figs. 26 

f IG. 27.—Interior of crater of Vesuvius, Feb. 15, 1025. Shows lava floor and small active 
cone. Note edges of sills in crater walls. 

and 27) of the volcano. The range in size of volcanoes is gn^at; many 
are only a few hundred feet high; others tower more than 20,000 fen^t 
above sea level. Some have steep sides (the slope near tlui top of Mt. 

Lava Ash 

Fig. 28.—Diagram showing structure of a volcano and method of forming parasitic cones 
and lava flo\/s. 

Vesuvius is nearly 50°), and others have gentle slopes. For the most 
part, the structure of volcanoes is similar. They are formed of successive 
lava flows or of lava flows and dust beds (Figs. 27, 28, and 29). These 
layers may be cut by dikes which formed where the lava broke through 
fissures in the sides of the volcano. 
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Volcanoes represent a final form of lava that has reached the surface 
from a magma below. The magma that feeds a volcano may be large 
or small; it may be within two or three miles of the surface or at a con¬ 
siderable depth below it. A study of volcanic eruptions has shown that 
adjacent volcano(‘s may or may not be fed by the same magma. The 
two great Hawaiian volcanoes, Mauna Loa and Kilauea, are only 22 
miles apart; and the crater of Kilauea is about 10,000 feet lower than that 
of Mauna Loa, yet sometimes the two volcanoes erupt independently. 
Sometimes, however, ttiey erupt simultaneously, and a careful study of 
the (‘haracter of their lava and other features has not made it possible 

to decide whether they are fed by one magma or two, as all their features 
and characteristics may be explained by either mode of origin. 

The temperature of volcanic lavas is high; from 600 to 1200°C. or 
higher. Some volcanic lavas are very viscous, but many are quite fluid 
and may be able to flow for miles. The motion-picture camera has given 
to the world at large a very clear idea of lava in motion as it poured out 
of Mt. Etna in Sicily during the eruption of 1928. Some lavas are accom¬ 
panied by large quantities of steam and other gases, and some are not. 
The presence of water (as steam) in the lava has a marked effect upon 
the eruption of a volcano; if the quantities are large, the volcano is 
usually of the explosive type, as the rapid escape of the steam causes 
explosions. If small quantities of steam are present, the lava usually 
wells up quietly to the crater and flows down the sides while the steam 
escapes and condenses, forming the enormous cauliflower-like clouds 
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(Figs. 30 and 31) that hang over such a volcano. Numerous gradations 
exist, of course, between these two 
types of volcanoes. If the lava is 
quite viscous, a volcano may remain 
quiet for long periods of time during 
vrhich the gases accumulates at some 
point below the crater; and, when 
their preissurc has become sufficient, 
the top of th^ volcano is blown off 
(Fig. 32). This is what happened at 
Vesuvius, in a.d. 79, when Pompeii 
and Herculaneum were buried under 
many fe^et of volcanic dust and mud. 

It has been possible to study the 
gase^s that are associated with lavas by 
collecting and analyzing those that 
escape from volcanoes. Water 
(steam) is by far the most abundant, 
but carbon dioxide (CO2), carbon mon¬ 
oxide (CO), sulfur dioxide (SO2), chlo¬ 
rine (Cl 2), and other gases are given off 
also. Considerable amounts of some 

of these gases make the fumes eje(;ted from a volcano extremely poison- 

Fig. 31.—Enormous cloud (about four miles high) hanging over Mt. Lassen,^California, 
during the eruption of May 22, 1915. Picture taken at Anderson, California, 60 miles 
away. {Photograph furnished by B, F, LoomisJ) 

ous. Clouds of hot, poisonous gases have swept down upon towns and 
cities near volcanoes and snuffed out the lives of thousands 0/ people in 

Fig. 30.—Cloud (4,000 feet high) 
formed by a blast of steam from Hale- 
inaumau fire pit in crater of Kilauea, 
Hawaii, May 24, 1924, {Photograph by 
K. Maehara.) 
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a few seconds, as happened at St. Pierre at the foot of Mt. Pel4e on the 
island of Martinique, in 1902 (see Fig. 44, page 38). 

Features Produced by the Escape of Gases from Volcanic Lavas.—The 
gases of volcanic lavas produce s(^veral interesting f(uiturcs in connection 
with their escape. They expand in the lava of a flow and thus cause the 
formation of scoriaceous and pumiccous rocks; by their explosion they 
l)low the hardened lava above them in the conduit into bits and thus 
produc(‘ pyroclastic material; they form clouds above volcanoes, the 

Probable outline of the ancient volcano 
(dotted) and its shape (solid) after an 
unknown explosion 

Outline due to the filling up of the 
ancient .crater before th® eruption of IMJ 

Outline today, showing the effects 
^the explosion of August, 1883 

Fig. 82.- - Sketches illustrating prob¬ 
able history of Krakatua, a volcano in 
the East Indies. {Figures from “ The 
Eruption of Krakatua,” The Rogal 

Society, London, pp. 7-23, 18S8.) 

Fig. 88. - jcMriacooiis lava (basalt) 
from Orators of tlir' Moon National Monu- 
niont, Idaho. The flattened, crooked 
Iioles indicate tliat the lava moved after 
cavities liad liecn formed by expansion of 
gases. About one-fourth natural size. 

rain from which assists in the production of mudflows; and, finally, when 
the volcano has becjome inac^tive, they escape, aiding in the formation 
of'fumaroleSj geysers, and lastly hot springs. 

Scoriaceous rocks (Fig. 33) arc extremely porous. They were formed 
by the expansion of the steam and other gases beneath the hardened 
crust of a lava. The final escape of the gases from the hardening lava 
l(jft large, rounded holes in the rock. 

Pumice is a rock also formed by the expansion and escape of gases 
(Fig. 34). In it, many of the holes are in the form of long, minute closed 
tubes, which make the rock so light that it will float on water. These 
tubes were formed by the expansive force of large amounts of gases in an 

.extremely viscous lava that cooled very rapidly, forming a glassy rock. 
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Pumice is the rock i-hat Is usually formed from the lava eje(;i(^d from 
explosive volcanoes. It has l)een l>lown miles by explosions. Pine 
forests in the vicinity of Crater Lake Mountain in Oregon are growing 

Fi(i. 34.—Pumico from a bed of volcanic ash and pnmico, near Crater Lake, Oregon. Note 
large holes and thread-like fibers of glass. About one-half natural size. 

Fig. 35.—‘Volcanic bombs. One-fourth natural size. 

over beds of volcanic dust and pumice that are still powdery beneath the 
thin layer of soil that has formed over them. 

Explosive volcanoes eject great quantities of broken and pulverized 
lava {pyroclastic material). These fragments range in size fr4)m great 
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blocks weighing tons down to the finest dust Two of these products of 
intermediate >sizes that have special names may be noted. Particles 
like coarsen gravel are called lapilU, and more or less rounded masses 
that are liquid when thrown into the air but cooled before falling to the 
surface, are called bombs (Fig. 35). 

The steam accompanying an eruption forms clouds from which rain 
may fall. If much volcanic dust has been ejected, the rain and dust 
cause great mud flows (Iiat rush down th(^ sides of the volcano, burying 
all before tlnun. 

Fi«. 30. Funmroles in tlio main arm of tho Valley of Ten Thousand Smokes, Katinai, 
Alaska, {('opyright by National Geographic Society, Reprodjiced by special permission from 
the National Geographic M ago zinc.) 

TA)ng after the eruption of a volcano has ceased, the escape of gas, 
steam, and hot water gives evidence of the former activity. The gases 
and st(iam may be escaping from hot magma that is still cooling below the 
surface, or they may be produced when surface water, having percolated 
downward, comes in contact with hot magma or even solid hot rock. The 
gases and steam that find their way to the surface through cracks and 
fissures in the rocks are known as fumaroles. The vast number of these 
fumaroles in a valley near tho Alaskan volcano Katmai has given it its 
name, the Valley of Ten Thousand Smokes (Fig. 36). Vegetation is 
destroyed by fumaroles, as on Roaring Mountain (Fig. 37), Yellowstone 
National Park. This area of fumaroles is increasing in size. 

A geyser (Fig, 38) ejects both steam and hot water and thus represents 
an intermediate stage between a fumarole and a hot spring. Geysers 
originate as follows. Water from the surface in descending along a 
fissure comes in contact with steam rising from some hot rock (solid or 
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liquid) below and Is heated. The pressure of the accumulating steam 
finally becomes great enough to eject violently the water above it in the 
fissure. The eruption lasts until the pressure is relieved. Water then 

Fig. 37.—Roaring Mountain, Yellowstone National Park. Escaping stoarn and other 
gases have killed off all the trees. The fumarolcs first developed in 1902, in an area 30 feet 
square near the top of the mountain. {Photograph taken in 1928 hy W. A. Tarr.) 

finds its way back into the fissure and the process is repeated, commonly 
at regular intervals. Thus the action of a geyser is dependent upon 
surface water from above and steam from a magma below. The magma 
or rock furnishing the steam is gradually cooling, of course, so the time 
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interval between eruptions becomes longer and longer. Old Faithful 
Geyser in Yellowstone Park formerly had an interval of 60 minutes; at 
present it is 63 minutes. 

Only three arcias, Yellowstone National Park, I(;oland, and New 
Zealand, hav(? the conditions nc^eded to produce geysers. Some of the 
New Zealand geysers throw water and steam to a benight of 1,500 feet, 
which is the greah^st hc^ight attained by geysers anywhere in the world. 

Finally, when the quantities of st(?am coming from the lava are no 
longer sufficient to causes eruptions, water from their condensation, 

Fjg. 39.—Cinder cone near Sail Francisco Peaks, northern Arizona. Shows crater depres¬ 
sion in top. {Photograph by W. A. Tarr.) 

tog(^ther with the heated surface waters, will be pnvstuit as hot springs. 
Eventually even the springs cool down, signif>niig that the igneous 
activity is over, at least temporarily. 

Cones and Other Features of Vohanoes,—A beautiful symmetry is 
exhibited by most volcanic cones, the classic examples of which is th(i 
Fuji in Japan. The symmetry of some cones is l>roken, however, by 
the presence of small parasitic cones upon the sides of the major peak 
(see Fig. 28, page 26). Tht^se small cones are formed where volcanic 
action took place on the sides of the large cone and produced miniature 
eruptions. A type of cone built most commonly during the closing 
stages of an eruption (either fissure or volcanic) is a cinder cone (Fig. 39), 
as the final gase^s in escaping break up the lava which had solidified and 
blow it out of the crater. Cinder cones are composed largely of lapilli 
with more or less fine and coarse fragmental material. These cones are 
usually wry symmetrical and have perfectly circular craters. Cinder 
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conovs are very abundant near Flagstaff, Arizona; Lassen Peak, Cali¬ 
fornia; and in the volcanic regions of Oregon and Idaho. 

Lava caves occur in vol(;anic lavas, also, and the surfaces of volcanic 
lavas show the same smooth, ropy (se(^ Fig. 24, page 23), and clinkery 
structures as do the surfaces of the lava from fissure eruptions. 

Location of Volcanoes,-- Volcano(^s are widc^ly distributed over the 
earth (Fig. 40), but they are mon^ abundant in (uu-tain belts. One such 
belt encircles the Pacifica Ocean and includes many of the islands in it. 
Other volcanic areas are t h(^ islands of the West Indies, those off the west 
(joast of Africa, the Mediterranean region, and Iceland. Most volcanoes 

Ficj. 41.—Paved street in Pompeii, Italy, after excavation. Note stepping stones and 
tracks worn by Roman carts. {Pkotogrnjth by W, A. Tarr.) 

occur around or near tlu^ margins of tlu*! continents, so these areas are 
regarded as weak zones in the earth\s crust wht^re lavas can readily work 
their way upward. There are more than 400 active volcanoes, at present 
(1940), and many more inactive ones. Very probably, numerous sub¬ 
marine volcanoes exist, also, of which we have no knowledge. Of the 
many known volcanoes we shall describe a few briefly. 

Vesuvius,—The very famous volcano Vesuvius had been dormant 
for an unknown period of time when, in a.d. 79, it suddenly became very 
active. Its eruption consiste?d of a series of great explosions by which 
enormous quantities of rock were pulverized and blown high into the 
air, obscuring the light of the sun. The fragments fell as dust and mud, 
burying cities and towns. Pompeii, a city of 20,000, located on the shore 
of the Bay of Naples at the foot of Vesuvius, was buried under 25 or 
30 feet of volcanic dust. This city is now being excavated (Figs. 41 
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and 42) and thus many incid(uits of the eruption are coming to light. 
Although most of the inhabitants of Pompeii escaped, we know that some 
were suddenly overwhelmed and killed by hot gases, for they are found 
in positions that show what- they were doing at the time of the explosion. 
Facial expressions of the plaster casts made of bodies found standing, 
sitting, and lying down show tliat death in many cases must have been 
instantan(K)us. Foods were found in cooking vessels on stoves and in 
dishes on tables, p(H)ple wctc found sitting about the tables, and thus 
many facts n^ating to peoples of that time and their habits have been 

Fig. 42.—Interior of bakery in Pompeii, Italy, showing oven and stone mills (at right) for 
grinding grain. {Photograph by W. A. Tarr,) 

learned. About 2,000 people perished in Pompeii, and an unknown 
number in Hercailaneum, which is also being excavated. As Her¬ 
culaneum was buried under 50 feet or naore of mud, the work of excava¬ 
tion has not progressed so far as at Pompeii. 

Since this first eruption of which we have knowledge, Vesuvius has 
had several dormant periods followed by eruptions, of which some have 
been violent, destroying many lives. The last great eruption, in 1906, 
although not so destructive of life as some of the earlier opes, destroyed 
much property. Figure 43 illustrates the character of activity prevalent 
in recent years. 

Krakatua,—Krakatua, a volcano of the East l4dies, is of interest 
because of the violence of the explosion that destroyed the cone. Thi# 
eruption occurred on August 27, 1883, and was probably the greatest 
volcanic eruption of historical times. The steam in the volcano had 
accumulated in enormous amounts, and after some minor explosions and 
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earthquakes it suddenly blew away the upper two-thirds of the mountain 
which comprised the island (see Fig. 32). Krakatua was 2,623 feet high, 
but after the explosion the ocean was 1,000 feet deep over most of the 
area. Only small parts of the outer edges of the cone now remain as 
islands. The explosion was heard in southern Australia, 2,200 miles 
away, and at other points at distances of about 3,000 miles. The air 
waves produced by the concussion traveled around the globe several times. 
Dust from the ex])losion was shot to a height of 20 miles or more and, in 

Fjg. 43.—Clouds of steam issuing from inner cone in crater of Vesuvius, and numerous 

fuinaroles a little farther down the cone. Black spots in cloud arc blobs of lava being 
ejected. (From the Illustrated London News, June 22, 1929.) 

15 days, was carried around the world by the upp(ir currents of air. 
Pieces of rock were sprciad ov(ir the ocean floor for miles around. For 
months afterward the sunrises and sunsets all over the world were of 
(exceptionally brilliant colors due to the dust particles in the air, some of 
which are estimated to have reached a height of 70 miles. These particles 
finally settled down over all parts of the earth. A great sea wav(>(, which 
Was created by the explosion, rushed upon neighboring shores, destroying 
hundreds of towns and about 30,000 people. Had this eruption occurred 
in a densely populated part of the earth, the loss of life would have been 
tremendous. Since this eruption, Krakatua has been fairly quiet, only 

occasionally showing signs of activity. 
^ ML PeUe,—Mt. Pel6e, on the island of Martiniciue in the West Indies, 

was also an explosive volcano, but its last eruption was of a different 
type. The city of St. Pierre, located on a flat plain on the sea shore, lay 
at the foot of the volcano. Pel4e became activated late in April, 1902. 
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Explosions of gases and dust accompanied by earthquake shocks were 

Fig. 44.—Cloud of poisonous gases from Mt. Pel6e rolling down on the eity of 8t. Pierre, 
Martinique. 

the first evidence of what was to come. It is wortli noting that the gases 
(ejected during those preliminary (ex¬ 
plosions were so poisonous that horses 
in the streets of St. Pierre were killed. 
The (explosions steadily increeased in 
viokeiKee until, on May 8, a terrific 
eruption of dust and hot poisonous 
gases occurred. This great cloud of 
dust and gas swept out of the crater 
through a notch in its south side and 
rolled down the cone and across the 
plain to St. Pierre and its harbor 
(Fig. 44). It traveled with such tre¬ 
mendous force that in two minutes if 
had destroyed all in its path: build¬ 
ings, people, trees, even the boats in 
the harbor. Fire finished the destruc¬ 
tion of the city, and then rain from 
the condensed steam carried the dust 
down as mud and buried it. Very few 

of the 30,000 inhabitants escaped; one survivor, a prisoner in a dungeon, 
was found many days; later. As the activity of the volcano grew less, 

Fig. 45.—Column of lava (called 
Pel6e's Spine) that rose from crater of 
Mt. Pel6e. {After photograph by E. O. 
Hovey, American Journal of Science, 
voL 16, 1903.) 
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a great column of lava slowly rose through the crater to a hciight of 
1,200 feet. This column Is known as Pel^e\s Spine (P'ig. 45). It has 
since gradually disintegrated and decreased in height. 

Mt. Katniai,—Mt.. Katmai is on Alaska Peninsula in southwestern 
Alaska, about 750 miles due west of Juneau. As it is located in a very 
sparsely settled country, we have no record of any action previous to the 
eruption of 1912. This eruption occurrc^d about 1 p.m. on June 6, and 
was witnessed only by a few natives. The noise of the explosion was 

Fig. 46.—Map of the ashfall in vieiiiity of Katmai, Alaska. {Copyright by National 
Geographic. Society. Rrprodriced by special permission from the National Geographic 

Magazine.) 

h(^ard at Juneau. The eruption was followed by another at 11 oVdock 
that night and by a third at 10:40 the next night. During the first 
explosion, an enormous quantity of gray volcanic dust was ejected, 
which tegan to fall in Kodiak, 100 miles away (Fig. 46), about 5 o’clock 
that afternoon. By 6:30, the dust was so thick that the darkness of 
night prevailed (at that time of the year daylight at Kodiak lasted nearly 
24 hours). The fall ceased at 9:10 the next morning (the dust was then 
5 inches deep), but ashes from the second explosion began falling at 
12:30 P.M., and in an hour and a half it was again dark. The darkness 
COT tinned until 2:30 p.m. on June 8. Dust from the explosions fell 
1,500 miles from the volcano. The extent of the area covered by 0.02 
foot or more of dust is shown in Fig. 46. It is estimated by Griggs that 
4;75 cubic miles of dust were blown out of the volcano; that a cubic mile 
of coarse ash was ejected in the sand flow in the Valley of Ten Thousand 
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Smokes; and, in addition, that enough material from smaller craters 
was ejected to bring the total amount to 6.2t5 cubic miles. It would take 
all the stone crushers existing at the present time in the United States 
about 500 years to produce this quantity of crushed material. For six 
months after the dust was thrown into the air at Katmai, a decrease in 
the amount of heat received from the sun was noticeable throughout 
the world. The amount of water ejected as steam was enormous al^;o. 
A study of the pumice resulting from the explosion indi(;ates that the 
quantity of gas it contained was about 12 times greater than its own 
volume?. This was water newly added to that at the surface of the earth. 

Fio. 47.—Air view of Halemaumau fire pit in crater of Kilauea, Hawaii. Fire pit in 
3,000 by 3,400 by 1,400 (depth) feet. Wall of crater in background. {Courtesy of U. S, 
Army Air Corps ) 

The Valley of Ten Thousand Smokers, lying several miles northwest 
of Katmai, covers about 53 square miles. Before the eruption of Katmai, 
the floor of this valley had been covered (in places to a depth of lu^arlyj 
100 feet) by a white-hot mass of volcanic sand, which, together with mucl^ 
steam, had welled up from below through fissures in the floor of the valleyi 
Though Katmai is now (1940) quiet, in this valley steam is still escaping 
from a vast number of fissures (Fig. 36). The temperature of the steam 
from some of the fumaroles is very high; in one it is 1200®F. Such steam 
is invisible and a piece of wood placed in it catches fire. During the 
expeditions of the National Geographic Society to this region, consider¬ 
able cooking was done over these natural cookstoves. 

Hawaiian Volcanoes.—The Hawaiian Islands are entirely volcanic 
in origin. They contain many volcanoes, all of the quiet type, but only 
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12 9 6 3 0 6 12 
Miles 

Fig. 48.—Sket<4i of Manna Loa voloano, Hawaii, drawn to scale (vertical and horizontal 
the same) to show its enormous height above the sea floor. 

(c) ^ 
Fig. 49.—Photographs taken at intervals of a few minutes during eruption of Mt. Lassen, 

June 14, 1914. {Reproduced by pennisswn of B, F, Loomis, the photographer.) 
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Mauna Loa (nearly 14,000 feet high) and Kilauea (about 4,000 feet high) 
are widely known. Th(^ craters of these volcanoes arc large; that of 
Mauna Loa being 2 by 3 miles in areal extent and 1,000 feet- deep; and 
that of Kilauea, about 3 miles in diameter and over 1,000 feet deep. 
Within each of theses craters are local fire pits (Fig. 47). The lava 
usually breaks through the sides of these volcanoes and flows quietly 
down them, and thus the volcano(\s have broad, flat, cones. The width 
of their bas(\s, being below the ocean, is unknown; but considering their 
height and the fact that they are built up from the floor of the ocean, 
which is 16,000 feet deep around them, they must, be enormous peaks 
(Fig. 48). 

Lassen Peak.—Lassen Peak in northern California is the only oven 
moderately a(?tive volcano within th(‘ territory of the United States 
proper. The volcano, which is 10,453 fe(^t high, had been dormant for 
200 years until 1914, when several mild eruptions occurred (Fig. 49). 
Two violent, eruptions occurred in 1915: one on May 19 and the other 
on May 22 (see Fig. 31, pag(^ 28). The early activity was mainly explo¬ 
sive action, which nmioved mu(*h mat,(a‘ial from the old cratca*, allowing 
the rising lava to fill it and ovei-flow slightly. This lava then solidified, 
forming a solid lid in the ci’ater under whi(*h the gases accumulated until 
finally the lid was lifK^d and a horizontal explosion took plac( from under 
it. Lava flowed down the mountain side, melting the snow and destroy¬ 
ing everything in front of it. The water from thc^ snow, mixed with 
the volcanic dust, caused a great mud flow. Lassen Peak, which is 
readily accessible, is quiet now; but there are many furnaroles, hot, springs, 
and boiling mud pots in its vicinity, and many lava caves in the earlicM’ 
lava flows about the peak. 

STRUCTURAL FEATURES OF IGNEOUS ROCKS 

The structural features of igneous rocks are rathei* large and are best 
seen in the field, though they may Ix^ studied also in laboratory s})e(;i- 
mens. The following stru(;tural features are distinctive of igneous rocks 
and can be used to distinguish them from the other types of rocks: 

Ropy structure. 

Clinkery structure. 

Block structure. 

Flow structure. 

Columnar str^ture. 

Massivene^. 

Ropy and clinkery structures have already been described (page 25). 
Block structure is the result of the formation of a crust on a lava flow 

followed by movement of the stilHiquid portion below. The emst is 
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thus broken into ))lock.s and becomes a rough, jumbled mass as the lava 
moves forward. 

Flow structure is the result of movement in a viscous lava. It is seen 
as linos or streaks of different color in a rock (Fig. 50), or as the parallel 

Fio. .50. Fui. 51. 
Fkj. 50.—Flow 8tru(?turo in obsidian. 
,Fic{. 51. -Flow structure due to rudely parallel arrangement of phonocrysts. This 

arrangement was caused by movement of viscous lava. 

Fig. 52.—Columnar structure in basalt, Giant’s Causeway, Ireland. Hammer is 
12 inches long. Some columns are concave on ends (those containing rain water), others 
convex. {Photograph by W, A. Tarr.) 

arrangement of the phenocrysts of a porphyry (Fig. 51). This banding 
is well illustrated by the lines and bands formed in taffy as it is being 
puUetl Thick asphalt shows the same features. 
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Fig. 53.—The Giant’s Causeway, Ireland. Note great number of columns—estimaitKl 
at 70,000. {Photograph hy W. A, Tarr.) 

Fig. 64.—^The Giant’s Organ, a group of remarkably perfect columns in the Giant’s Caufie- 
way, Ireland. {Photograph hyW, A, Tarr,) 
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Columnar structure results from a certain type of jointing formed in 
igneous rocks as the lava cools and contracts. The joints or cracks that 
start on the surface of the cooling mass (a flow, dike, or sill) penetrate 
deeper and deeper as the interior cools and contracts. The cracks are 
remarkably uniform in their spacjing, the result being extraordinarily 
symmetrical columns (Figs. 52 and 53). A noteworthy feature of these 
columns is their dominantly six-sided character, although the number of 
sides ranges from three to nine. The columns of the Giant^s Causeway 
on the north coast of Ireland are among the most perfect known (Fig. 54). 
In the main part of the Causeway, the columns average about 15 inches in 
diameter, in other parts several feet. The columns in the Devils Tower 
in Wyoming are from 6 to 8 feet in diameter (see Fig. 17, page 20). 

Massiveness is a term applied to igneous rocks that, over a wide 
extent, are uniform in texture. This feature is most typical of granites, 
diorites, and similar rocks and is but rarely exhibited by other types of 
rocks. 

THE COMMON MINERALS OF IGNEOUS ROCKS 

One of the outstanding facts about igneous rocks is that the great 
majority are aggregates of only four minerals. Many other minerals 
occur in igneous rocks, but either they are minor constituents or, if fairly 
abundant, they give rise to rare types of rocks that are of interest chiefly 
to the petrographer. We shall ignore these rarer varieties in our study, 
aiming only to acquire a working acquaintance with the simpler rocks. 

The four minerals that form the basis of the igneous rocks arc, in the 
order of their abundance: feldspar, quartz, hornblende, and pyroxene. 
Leith and Mead have given the following estimate as to the relative 
abundance of the minerals found in igneous rocks: 

Minerals of Igneous Rocks Percentage 

Feldspars. 50.0 

Quartz. 20.5 

Hornblende, pyroxene, and olivine. 17.0 

Mica. 7.5 

All other minerals. 5.0 

Total. 100.0 

The description of the minerals which follows gives necessarily only 
their general characteristics; the student must study them in the labora¬ 
tory also and, if possible, in the field. 

The Feldspars.—The feldspars are minerals containing potassium, 
sodium, calcium, aluminum, and silica. A very convenient way of 
stating their composition is to say that they are silicates ot potassium, 
sodium, calcium, and aluminum. There are two common feldspars: 
orthoclase, which contains potassium; and plagioclase, which contains 
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sodium and calcium. The feldspars are white, pink, red, gray, and, 
rarely, dark gray or black. They are so hard that a fragment rubbed 
on glass will scratch it. Feldspars have two smooth cleavage surfaces, 
i.c., they break readily along two surfaces. These two surfaces are at 
right angles (or nearly so) to each other (Fig. 55), and the break in the 
third direction is rough and jagged. Practically all common igneous 
rocks contain at least a little feldspar. The term fcUic (^TeP^ for 
feldspar; for silica or quartz; and ^^ic,^^ the general ending) is coming 
into common use for these minerals. 

Quartz.—Quartz is common, not only in igneous, but in most kinds of 
rocks. It is composed of silica (Si02) and is the hardest of the common 

Fig. 55. -Sketch of cleavage fragment of orthoclase, showing the two smooth (tlcavage face's 
at right angles to each other, and the position of the fracture face. 

minerals found in rocks. Its hardness is generally given as 7 in a scales 
that runs from 1 to 10. (The diamond has a hardness of 10, being the 
hardest substance known.) Quartz occurs in all colors; but transparent, 
white, pink, red, violet, and green (juartz are the most common varieties. 
Quartz does not have cleavage, but breaks with an uneven surface that 
looks like glass. Well-developed crystals of quartz are common. The 
crystals are six-sided and on the ends have faces arranged as six-sided 
pyramids. Most sand consists dominantly of quartz grains. 

Hornblende and Pyroxene.—Hornblende and pyroxene are similar in 
composition. Both are iron-magnesium-calcium-aluminum silicates; 
but, due to variations in the constituent amounts of these elements, the 
two minerals possess different physical properties. Numerous varieties 
of each mineral occur. Both minerals are black or dark green and have a 
hardness of 5 to 7. Both have two cleavages, and their different cleavage 
angles (for hornblende 124 and 56°; for pyroxene 93 and 87°) are the 
most important physical means of distinguishing between them. Horn¬ 
blende crystals may be longer and more slender than those of pyroxene. 
The occurrence of the two minerals as small grains in igneous rocks makes 
it impossible, even by their cleavage angles, to distinguish between them. 
The>se two minerals are commonly called the ferromagneaian (“ferro^^ 
means iron) minerals or, the newer term, mafic (‘^ma’^ for magnesium; 
‘^ffor iron; ‘4c/^ the general ending) minerals. Rocks rich in horn- 
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blende or pyroxene are ca\\oxl ferromagnestart or mafic rocks. In a great, 
many dark-colored rocks, the beginning student will find it impossible 
to distinguish bet ween these two minerals and Avould better simply call 
the rocks mafic. 

The Micas.—There are two common varieties of mica: one is white 
or transparent, muscovite; the othc^r is black, Idotitc. Mi(*as are easily 
determined because they have shiny cleavage facets, split readily in one 
direction into extremely thin sheets, and arc soft. Both biotito and 
muscovite are fairly common. 

Olivine.—A mineral of somewhat rarer occurrence in igneous rocks 
is olivine. It is an iron-magnesium silicate. It ocemrs in certain dark 
mafic rocks, notably one calh^d peridotite, which, though not very abun¬ 
dant at the surfa(*.e, is believed to be the dominant rock below the gab- 
broid zone. Olivine has a characteristic olive-green (H^lor, breaks 
unevenly, has a glassy luster, and is about as hard as fc^ldspar. 

NAMING THE IGNEOUS ROCKS 

Having followed the developmcnit of igru^ous rocks from their source 
in the magma deep within the earth’s body to the various forms of the 
solid rock, we now come to the final phase of their consideration, i,e., 
the development of names by which we may know them. There are 
many diff(?rent kinds of igneous rocks; hundreds, in fac^t. Fortunately, 
how(wer, foi‘ the beginning student and layman, geologists have found it 
possible and convenient to group most igneous rocks under a few simple 
nann^s, called field names because they can be applied to a rock in the 
field before it has been critically studied in the laboratory. These arc 
the names that should hi) used by the beginning student of geology. 

Three factors are involved in developing the names of the different 
igneous rocks: the texture (always important), color, and the mineral 
composition (if it can be determined). 

Texture is the chief feature used in developing the names or classes 
of igneous rocks, as all of them can be placed in one of four textural 
groups, which are as follows: 

Texture Characteristics 

Grained. Grains large enough to make megascopic^ determination 

of minerals possible. 

Dense. Grains so small as to make megascopic determination o^ 

minerals impossible. 

Glassy. Rock is like glass. 

Fragmental. Composed of fragments of minerals and rocks. 

Further subdivision of these groups will be necessary, as any rock of the 
first three groups may occur as an even-grained rock or as a porphyry. 
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The four textural groups of rocks we shall subdivide on a basis of 
color. For our purpose, only a division into dark-colored^’ and ^Might- 
colored” rocks will be needed. As dark colored, we shall designate 
black, dark-gray, and dark-green rocks; as light colored, those that are 
light gray, light green, white, red, pink, brown, and 3^ellow. 

The third and last factor wo must consider in naming the igneous 
rocks is their mineral composition. Inasmuch as it is only in the grained 
rocks that all the mineral grains are large enough to be determinable, 
it is only in naming the rocks of that group that we can make ^se of the 
mineral composition. Even in the fine-grained varieties of the grained 
rocks, it may be difficult or impossible to determine all the constituent 
minerals. 

Combining now the different kinds of texture, varic'Mies of color, and 
known mineral composition, we are able to produce the following tahk^ 
for determining igneous ro(;k names: 

Igneous Hock Table 

Light colored Dark colored 

Felsic minerals predominate 
m inf‘rn Is 

1 
Feldspar and 

quartz 

1 
Feldspar and 

some mafic 

minerals 

predominate. 

Some feldspar 

o 
Even textured Granite Diorite Gabbro 

1 

Porphyritic 
Granite 
porphyry 

Diorite 
porphyry 

Gabbro porphyry (rare) 

d m 
p 

Felsite Basalt 

a Porphyritic Felsite porph^’ry Basalt porphyry 

1 Even textured Pumice, Obsidian 

3 Porphyritic Obsidian porphyry*' 

F
ra

g
¬

 

m
e
n

ta
l 

Tuff, Volcanic ash. Volcanic breccia 

A sample determination will illustrate the ease with which the name 
of an igneous rock may be determined by the use of this table. Suppose 
the specimen of rock is light colored; it is assigned to the left-hand section 
of the table. Closer inspection shows that the mineral grains of the 
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rock are recognizable; hence it comes under the section of the grained 
rocks. The determination of the minerals in the specimen shows that 
it consists dominantly of feldspar and quartz, and so we decide that the 
name of the rock is “granite.’’ By a similar use of the table the name of 
any common igneous rock can be determined. 

As seen by the table, grained, dense, or glassy rocks may be porphy- 
ritic, but porphyries are most common in dense rocks. Care should be 
used in determining a porphyry. The groundmass must comprise more 
than 50 per cent of a rock in order to designate the rock a “porphyry.” 
The name of the phenocrysts may be used as a part of the rock name: 
thus, if the phenocrysts in a felsite are quartz, the rock may be called a 
“quartz-felsite porphyry”; or, as Is commonly done, the term “felsite” 
may be dropped and the rock called a “quartz porphyry.” If two kinds 
of phenofjrysts are present, as quartz and feldspar, the name of the rock 
would be (if quartz were the smaller in amount) “quartz-feldspar por¬ 
phyry.” The phenocrysts of porphyries may be any of the minerals 
that occur in igneous rocks. 

Tuff is a name us(5d for accumulations of volcanic dust; and volcanic 
breccia (“breccia” means “broken”) is the name for volcanic deposits 
of larger angular fragments. 

MODE OF OCCURRENCE OF THE DIFFERENT KINDS OF IGNEOUS ROCKS 

There is more or less of an association between the type of igneous 
rock and its mode of occurrence, as would be expected when it is recalled 
that the texture of the rock is dependent upon the rate of cooling of the 
parent mass. 

The Grained Rocks.—The graincMi rocks resulted, of course, from 
magmas that cooled under conditions favoring the growth of large 
grains. For the most part, these rocks were formed at considerable 
depths below the surfaces. They are the dominant rocks in batholiths, 
laccoliths, and large sills and dikes. All of the grained rocks are found 
at the surface, owing to erosion, but granites are by far the most abun¬ 
dant there, as the name “granitic” for the outer 10 or 12 miles of the 
earth’s crust indicates. Diorites, though common at the surface, are 
considerably less abundant than the granites. The gabbroid rocks 
are fairly widespread at the surface but become increasingly abundant 
downward. Below the zone in which they are found is a zone rich in 
olivine (the peridotitic zone). The grained rocks are not commonly 
porphyritic. Some granites and diorites are porphyritic, however, espe¬ 
cially those occurring in dikes and sills; but the magmas which gave rise 
to the mafic rocks were so fluid even at low temperatures that most 
of these rocks are wholly crystalline. Cooling and crystal growth may 
oo^ur in two stages, however; hence even gabbro porphyries are known. 
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The Dense Rocks.—The defuse rocks occur commonly in lava flows. 
The silica content of the felsites is about the same as that of the granites 
and diorites; in fact, had the lava forming the felsites cooled slowly, it 
would have become granite or diorite. As tliis felsite lava was usually 
viscous, it could not flow far from the opening but solidified rapidly; 
hence felsites are (common in volcanic lava flows. Basalts were formed 
from magnosium-iron-rich lavas that, being quite fluid, were able to flow 

Fja. 56.—Tuff beds containing fossil plants and animals, near Florissant, Colorado. 
{Photograph by W. A, Tarr.) 

for long distances. In thc^ vast area of lava flows of northwestern 
United States, the rock is dominantly basalt. In addition to these 
extrusive occurrences, both felsites and basalts occur as dikes, sills, and 
necks. The dense rocks are very commonly porphyritic because most 
lavas that finally reach the surface are halted for a time on their way up. 
During this time various minerals start to crystallize, and these crystals 
are the phenocrysts of the ro<5k that is formed after further movement 
toward the surface has taken place. 

The Glassy Rocks.—The glassy rocks are always formed at the 
earth’s surface, where the lava cools very rapidly. As they are formed 
from lavas rich in silica, they, like the felsites, would have been granite 
or diorite had the magma cooled far feelow the surface. Such silica-rich 
(felsic) lavas are very viscous at the surface, and it is the expansion of 
gases in them that gives rise to pumice. Obsidian Cliff in Yellowstone 
Park is a good example of a thick mass of glassy rock. Basaltic lavas 
rarely form glassy rocks because, on account of their extreme fluidity, 
crystals can grow in them rapidly. Rarely, a thin layer of black glai^ 
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is formod around the outside of a mass of solidifying basaltic lava. TIk^ 
formation of i)or{)hyries is possible in glassy rocks, but it is not common. 

The Fragmental Rocks.—The fragmental ro(*ks arc formed from the 
material ejected from the (explosive type of volcano. Tlio coarse frag¬ 
ments and lapilli, which form the volcanic breccia, settle near the vol¬ 
cano, but/ the volcanic dust and pumi(^e may be carried long distances 
by the wind. Dust from volcanoes that formerly w(U*e active in the 
Rocky Mountains is now found as tuff b(^ds as fai- east as c(mtral Kansas 
and Nebraska. Beds of tuff tliousands of h^et/ in tliic^kness occur in th(^ 
San Juan Mountains in southwestern Colorado. Volcanic dust becomes 
somewhat stratified, as dust particles of the sam(^ size settle together to 
tlie earth. In this respect, tuffs resemble sedimentary rocks. Tuffs 
have been found that were deposited in water (Fig. 5G) and contain 
fossils of various kinds. Much care is required in the determination of 
such deposits, for it is readily s(hui that the presencie of fossils in a rock 
is not sufficient evidence to prove that a •ro(*k is wholly of sediment ary 
origin. 

ORE DEPOSITS RESULTING FROM IGNEOUS ACTIVITY 

Having discussed the formation of igneous rocks from magmas, it will 
be of interest to note also the formation, from these same magmas, of 
deposits of the valuable metals and minerals \ised by man. Sindi deposits 
are called ore deposits or mimral deposits. Thus, we read of a “gold ore’^ 
or a “platinum ore.’’ Some magmas contained, in addition to the 
elements that went into the formation of the igneous rocks, small amounts 
of various rare metals or other elements, which under the proper condi- ’ 
tions w^ere concentrated into deposits sufficiently valuable to pay man 
to go to the expenses of mining them. It was only the occasional magma, 
however, that contained such elements; and, even then, only occasionally 
that a concentration of those elements into an ore deposit took place. 
This is shown by the fact that platinum, or nickel, or diamonds, for 
example, have been found in only a very few localities over the entire 
earth. The earth is thus shown to be heterogeneous in composition. 
We shall consider briefly the separation, in the magma, of these valuable 
substances from the igneous rocks, and the forms they assumed upon 
being deposited. 

We have already s(^n that, as a magma cooled and the igneous rocks 
solidified from it, the gases (largely steam) were eliminated. It is in 
these gaseous, and later liquid, solutions (magmatic solutions) forced out of 
the solidifying rock that the valuable elements were contained. The 
gaseous solutions are called mineralizers, for a double reason: (1) because 
they aid in keeping a lava in a liquid state and thus allow minerals to grow 
to large sizes, and (2) because they are very strong solvents, dissolving 
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the most insoluble of elements (such as gold and lead), which are sub¬ 
sequently deposited as minerals. This solvent action of the solutions 
is due to the contained gases, viz., steam, carbon dioxide, (chlorine, sulfur, 
and, more rarely, stronger gases such as fluorine and boron. 

It should be noted that the majority of ore deposits are connected 
with large igneous masses, such as batholiths and, less commonly, thick 
dik(\s, sills, and laccoliths. As these large masses cooled, the rock¬ 
forming minerals solidified and the gaseous solutions were thus forcibly 
eliminated. A small part of them passed outward into the surrounding 
rocks during the early stages of cooling; but, as soon as the outer part of 
the ign(X)US mass was solid (the outer part, of course, cooled first), the 
gases were steadily forced inward as the solidification progressed and 
thus accumulated in the still-li(|uid interior of the cooling mass (Fig. 
57A). These gaseous solutions, having penetrated all parts of tht^ 
magma, had acquired by their pow^erful solvent action whatever rare 
elements or metals (if any) the magma contained. Some of the magmas 
were rich in one or two metals, such as gold, gold and silver, copper, iron, 
lead and zinc, or a rarer metal. Some magmas were rich in several 
metals: commonly, such an association as copper, iron, lead, zinc, gold, 
and silver. 

After the magma had become solid, it contracted with continued 
cooling, and thus cracks and fissures were developed in the solid outer 
part (Fig. 57B). The magmatic solutions on the interior were under 
great pressure (largely due to the expansive force of the gases), and, 
therefore, they took advantage of theses openings and passed outward 
into them (Fig. 57B). They were able to force their way into even very 
tiny fissures and to move outward through them to areas of less pres¬ 
sure, carrying with them, we must remc^mber, the valuable metals and 
minerals they had collected from the magma. 

As time passed, the temperature of the solutions grew less, of course, 
and especially because they found their way into cooler areas near the 
surface and probably mingled with the cooler solutions there. As a 
result, many changes took plade in the solutions and these changes caused 
the deposition of the metals and minerals being carried (Fig. 57C). 
The deposition took place not only near the surface, but also, under 
favorable conditions, deep within the earth. Erosion later cut away 
the overlying rock and exposed some of the deposits at the surface, where 
man discovered and made use of them. 

The deposits made by magmatic solutions are of innumerable forms, 
the most common of which is a vein-like deposit (Fig. 57B and C, and 
Fig. 126, page 128) filling fissures and cracks in the rocks. These veins 
are of all sizes and shapes. Some are many miles long and about 100 feet 
wide; others are no thicker than a sheet of paper. They are found in all 
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kinds of rocks and at all depths. Some mines in which copper and gold 
veins are being worked are over a mile decip. Another common form 
of deposit is a dissernmated deposit, in which the valuable mineral is scat¬ 
tered throughout the rock (Fig. 57D and Fig. 58). These deposits 
may be hundreds of feet thick. One at Bingham Canyon, Utah (Fig. 59), 
is being mined on tlie surface with steam shovels, and the whole side of 
a mountain has })een cni away. 
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Fig. 57.—Sketch showing the formation of mineral deposits from a magma. 

Inasmuch as these deposits whose origin we have been considering 
are formed directly from cooling magmas, they are called primary 
deposits. They include the world’s largest copper, gold, silver, lead, zinc, 
and certain, but not all, iron deposits. Other valuable but less common 
metals, like chromium (used for plating), nickel, tin, and tungsten (used 
in electric lights), are also' formed by magmatic solutions, and so are, 

likeAvise, primary deposits. 
As the igneous rocks are the primary rocks, they are the source of 

all the substances found at the surface of the earth. Not all of the 
products at the earth’s surface are primary, however, as certain valuable 
deposits there, as well as certain kinds of rocks, were formed by secondary 
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processes. These secondary deposits arc all found on or near the surface 
and are the result of the alteration of the igneous rocks, or primary 
mineral deposits, by water, aided by various agents (as will be discussed 
in the next chapter). Deposits of the metals aluminum and platinum are 

Fig. 59.—Open-cut copper mine, Bingham Canyon, Utah. {Photograph by W. D. Keller.) 

examples of the many valuable mineral deposits due to secondary proc¬ 
esses, and salt is an example of a useful rock derived by secondary 
processes. 

Most aluminum deposits are the result of the ground water^s attacking 
a feldspar-rich rock, leaching out the potassium, sodium, calcium, and 
silica, and so leaving the very insoluble aluminum behind to accumulate 
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into a valuable dt^posit. The largest deposit of aluminum in the United 
States is just south of Little Rock, Arkansas. 

Platinum is a very insoluble, heavy mineral occurring in the original 
primary ro(^k (usually a rock rich in the mafic minerals) as the metal, 
but in small grains scattered through the rock (thus a disseminated 
deposit). Valuable as tlui metal is, such a deposit could not be mined 
profitably, but various geologic processes may bring about a concen¬ 
tration of the grains. If the rock containing the platinum is exposed at 
the surface, it will break down or disintegrate into soil and the grains of 
platinum will thus bo loos(^nod. Streams may wash away the soil and 
leave the very heavy platinum grains in the stream bed along with sand 
and gravel. Thus the platinum grains slowly accumulate until a deposit 
known as a placer deposit is formed. It is a very simple matter, then, to 
wash away the sand and gravel and obtain the platinum. The world^s 
largest deposit of platinum is in Russia, on the east slope of the Ural 
Mountains. 

The two elements sodium and chlorine composing salt (NaCl) were 
present in the original magma: the sodium in the part that formed the 
igiK'OUs rocks, and the chlorine in the gaseous solutions. Ages later, at 
the surface of the cjarth, the sodium was fnn^d by the decay of the feldspar 
of the igneous rocks, and the chlorine escaped to the surface during 
volcanic (eruptions. Tluui the two elements, having a great affinity 
for each other, combined whenever they came in contact. As the salt 
formed was readil}^ soluble, it was carried to the sea, whore an enormous 
quantity still exists in the s(^a water. Beds of salt that were deposited 
from the sea water are found on the land. 

Summary.-—Most of the valuable ore deposits of the earth were 
formed by th(^ gaseous solutions given off from a magma as it cooled and 
be(;ame an igneous rock. The solutions entered openings in the rocks 
and deposited the valuable metals they carried as veins and many other 
types of deposits. Such deposits are said to be of magmatic origin. 
Later processes formed secondary deposits from these primary ones. 

SUMMARY OF VOLCANISM AND IGNEOUS ROCKS 

Magmas move outward from interior parts of the earth and give rise 
to intrusive and extrusive^ forms of igneous rocks and t-o associated ore 
deposits. The four minerals, feldspar, quart z, hornblende, and pyroxene, 
unite in different combinat ions to form the primary igneous rocks. These 
rocks are named with reference to their mineral composition, texture, 

and color. 
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WEATHERING OF IGNEOUS ROCKS 
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The minerals that enter into the formation of the next group of rocks 
(sedimentary rocks, sometimes called ‘^secondary rocks because they are 
derived from the primary rocks) that we shall study are (juite different 
from those that compose the ign€'.ous rocks. Before discussing the forma¬ 
tion of the sedimentary rocks, however, we must consider the sourc^e of liie 
materials entering them and the methods by wliich these mattnials are 
transported and deposited. In this chapter we shall study the sourcn^ of 

the materials. This source is the vari¬ 
ous substances that are produced by 
the alteration of the primary igneous 
rocks. 

Our study will begin with the fresh, 
unaltered igneous rock at the earth’s 
surface and will follow the changes it 
undergoes in producing the final prod¬ 
ucts. Figure 60 shows this alt(n’- 
ation, from the solid rock below, 
containing fine cracks and fissures, to 
the much altc^red layer over it, called 
the ‘^mantle rock.” The lower part 
of the mantle rock consists of a much 
cracked and jointed rock which merges 
into an area containing a mixture of i 

Solid fragments and decomposed rock,* 
rock known as the ^‘subsoil.” This also* 

merges into the layer at the surface, 
called the ^^soil,” which is the final 
product of the alteration of the rock. 

This process of breaking up a rock at the surface is called ‘^weathering” 
because the chief factors in the alteratibn are the mechanical and chem¬ 
ical agents that are associated with the weather. “Weathering,” as jve 
shall use the term, includes the mechanical breaking up (disintegration) 
and the chemical alteration (decomposition) of the rocks. The agents of 
weathering may be classified, therefore, as mechanical and cAemfeaZ agents. 
These agents differ widely in their ability to break ud rocks, and indi- 

6a 

—Diagram of the mantle rock 
over an igneous rock. 
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vidual agents are most effective under different conditions. In some 
regions, mechanical agents are the most effective; in others, the chemical 
agents. Such factors as the character of the vegetation, topography, 
and climate arc important in influencing the rate at which the agents 
accomplish their work. 

MECHANICAL FEATHERING 

The agents of mechanical weai/hering are temperature changes and 
freezing water, growth oj vegetation, work of animals, and the abrasive 
action of wind, water, and ice. Of great 
importanc.e in the work of the me¬ 
chanical agents are the openings that 
already exist in the rocks: both those, 
such as cracks, fissures, and joints, 
that are due to earth movements; and 
any original opemings, such as the 
holes caused by the expansion of gases 
and the minute openings between 
mineral grains. With these? openings 
in the rock as a beginning or a starting 
point, th(? mechanical agents break up 
the solid rock into fragments ranging 
in size from enormous boulders to the 
finest dust. These fragments are as 
like the original rock in composition 
as they would be had the rock been 
put through a crusher. It will be 
readily seen how this production of 
rock fragments prepares the way for 
effective work by the agents of 
ch(?mical weathering. Mechanical weathering is not finished, of course, 
before chemical weathering begins, the two processes usually going on 
simultaneously. 

The Effects of Temperature Changes and the Freezing of Water.— 
It had long been thought that the cracks and fissures in rocks were in 
a large measure the result of temperature effects (i.e., that a rock surface 
expanded on becoming warm under the sun^s rays and, conversely, con¬ 
tracted in the cool night air, the repeated expansion and contraction 
finally resulting in a crack), but recent studies^ have shown that tempera- 
t^e effects are probably unimportant in the formation of these openings 
and, except in connection with the freezing of water, are ineffectual in 

1 Eliot Blackweldkr, *'The Insolation Hypothesis of Rock Weathering,"' 

American Journal of Science, vol. 26, p. 97, 1933. 

Fig. 61.—Slab of limestone split 
off face of bluff on Missouri River, 
Boone County, Missouri. {Photograph 
by W. A, Tarr.) 
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enlarging the cracks that have been formed by earth movements. If 
surface water enters the cracks or joints in a rock and freezing takes 
place subsequently, the pressure e.xerted by the ice ozi Ihe walls of the 
cracks will aid materially in widening the cracks and so in finally disrupt¬ 
ing the rock. This pressure (150 to 200 pounds per square inch) exerted 
by the ice is due to the expansion (a one-tenth increase in volume) during 
the freezing process. Figure 61 is a picture of a slab of rock (limestone) 
being split off a southwest-facang bluff along the Missouri River. This 

Fig. 62.—(A) Angular boulders due to mechanical weathering, top of Pikes Peak, 
Colorado. (B) Rounded boulders due to chemical weathering, at base of Pikes Peak. 
{Photographs by W. A. Tarr.) 

disruption is due to a combination of causes, i.e.^ jointing in the rock, 
effects of the freezing of water in the joint, and possibly some aid from 
gravity. On the tops of high mountains where freezing occurs frequently, 
great quantities of the angular fragments it produces accumulate, as 
seen (Fig. 62A) on the top of Pikes Peak. 

Effects of Other Mech^cal Agents.—The growth of roots in cracks 
of rocks gradually splits them open and thus aids in their disintegration. 
Burrowing of animals and the various activities of man also aid in the dis¬ 
integration of rocks. 

By the ceaseless abrasive action of the wind (see Fig. 280, page 264), 
water (Fig. 63), and ice (Fig. 64), particles of rock are ground off. These 
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pieces are of various sizes but are, largely, fine material that may bo 
readily attacked by the chemical agents of weathering. The milky color 
of the streams flowing away from the end of a glacier is due to the large 
amount of ice-ground rock powder they contain. 

Fiu. iui.—Abrasive action of nmning water on granite boulders, St. Francis River, Madison 
County, Missouri. {Photograph by W, A. Tarr.) 

Fici. 64.- -Ice-abraded surface of a hard igneous rock, Gananoque, Ontario. {Photograph 
by W. A. Tarr.) 

Talus Deposits.—At the foot of cliffs or other steep slopes where the 
bare rock is exposed, the fragments of rock that have been produced by 
the work of the various agents of mechanical weathering accumulate 
into what are knowm as talus deposits (Fig. 65) and rock slides (Fig. 66). 
The slope of the talus deposit is usually steep, and it is not only difficult 
but dangerous to ascend or walk across it. Freezing of water in cracks 
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of the rocks is probably the most important single force in the creation 
of this talus material, because by the wedging action of the ice the 

Fig. 65.—Talus slope at foot of cliff which is part of a laccolith, Highwood Mountains, 
Montana. {Photograph by W. A. Tarr.) 

xT_j_ 

fragments produced are loosened and pushed outward until gravity pulls 
large talus deposit or rock slide moves 
outward from the base of a cliff and 
may even flow down a valley, where¬ 
upon it is called a rock stream (see Fig. 
152, page 143). 

CHEMICAL WEATHERING 

The chief agents of chemical weath¬ 
ering are water and air, Th(\sc agents 
attack the minerals of the original rock 
and change them into other minerals, 
and thus the composition of the rock 
is entirely changed. The chemical 
agents may attack and completely 
alter a rock before it is exposed at 
the surface, as water penetrates the 
crust to varying distances, sometimes 
hundreds of feet. The chief means 
of entrance to the rocks is furnished 
by the cracks and fissures that earth 
movements have developed. 

Water is present in the air, from which it falls upon the earth's 
surface as rain (meteoric water). This water then drains off the surface 
into rivers or other bodies of water, or soaks into the soil and passes on 

■ ■ ..fe” / ■ . 

Fig. 66 —Rock slide in mountains 
above Ouray, Colorado {Photograph 
by W, A, Tarr,) 
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downward into the rocks, or evaporates and goes back into the air. 
Though pure water is a solvent for many substances (for example, sugar 
and salt), the water as it falls through the air takes up small amounts of 
oxygen, carbon dioxide, and other gases, thereby increasing its solvent 
power. The air consists dominantly (four-fifths) of inert nitrogen; but it 
contains also nearly 21 per cent of oxygen, considerable amounts of 
certain inert gases, water vapor (in greatly varying quantities), carbon 
dioxides (3 parts in 10,000 V)y volume), and smaller quantities of sulfur 
dioxide, chlorine, ammonia, and even nitric acid. The air penetrates 
the openings and pon^s in the rocks at the surface and thus brings all its 
constituent substances into contact with the minerals of the rock. Also, 
after bringing these substances down to the surface, the rain water carries 
them underground, where they aid the water in its work. While it is 
bringing about alterations in the minerals of th(^ rocks, the water acquires 
still other substances that increase its solvent power. It is especially 
apt to a(*quin^ sulfuric acid from the breaking up of minerals that contain 
sulfur, and it a(‘quir(\s organic acids from decaying organic matter on 
the surfa(!e. Water, however, is not dependent upon acids for its solvent 
power, as it is possible for pure water to effect the complete alteration of 
a ro(;k. 

The chemical effec^ts of the air consist of the union of oxygen, carbon 
dioxide, and other gases with the substances in the rocks. The oxygen, 
especially in the pros(uice of water, readily unites wfith the iron of iron¬ 
bearing minerals to form iron oxides. Iron rust is a familiar example 
of this change. Both oxygen and water are required in its formation, 
which takes place so rapidly that a clean piece of iron may become rust- 
covered in an hour or less. This change can be expressed as follows: 
2 parts of iron (Fe) unite with 3 parts of oxygen (O) to form Fe203 = 
hematite, a very common red iron mineral. In the presence of water 
(H2O), 2 parts of Fe203 (hematite) unite with 3 parts of H2O to form 
2Fe203.3H20 *= limonite or iron rust. The union of oxygen with another 
substance is called oxidation, and its union with iron is the only such 
alteration of common occurrence in rocks. The carbon dioxide of the 
air does not readily unite with substances, but that contained in water 
(in carbonic acid, H2CO3) can combine with several elements. The 
X)rocess is called carhonation. 

The* most effe(;tive agent in rock decomposition is w^ater. Its union 
with a substance is called hydration, an example of which is the formation 
of limonite, given above. Water attacks the rocks upon the surface, 
of course, and also beneath it, as a part of the rainfall or meteoric water 
seeps downward and becomes ground water. 

The water (whether pure or containing various solvents), upon 
moving downward and coming in contact with the minerals or particles 
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of rocks, may alter them into new substances. The alteration maj^ be^ 
slight or nonexistent, as in such minerals as quartz and muscovite; or it 
may be complete, as in feldspar and the mafic minerals. The finer thc^ 
particles that were formed by the mechanical weathering of the rocks, 
the easier it is for the water and other chemical agents to alter them. 
Near the surface, therefore, where the fragments produced by mechanical 
weathering are finest, the chemical alteration is most rapid. The result of 
the attack by water is the formation of a group of more or less soluble 
compounds that are removed in solution and of a group of insolubh^ 
products that are left behind to form the dominant constituent, of the 
soil and subsoil. Any insoluble impurities in a soluble mineral oi’ rock 
are also left behind. 

Character of the Changes Produced during Chemical Weathering 

A very fundamental law, called the law of stability, controls the 
changes that occur in minerals at the surface. Simply stated, th(^ law is 
as follows: a mineral is stable (i.e., remains unchanged) as long as it is 
surrounded by the same conditions as those under which it formed. Thus, 
feldspar is formed during the solidification of magma und(T conditions of 
high te^mperature and, if solidification takes pla(;e de('p within the crust, of 
great pressure. Under the conditions of low temperature and pressure 
at th(i surface, the feldspar is no longer stable and so is readily attacked 
and altered by water and air. A corollary of the law of stability as 
applied to weathered products is that the new minerals formed are stable 
at the surface. This, we shall see, is true, and the new products that arisen 
go into the formation of the dominant types of the secondary (sedi¬ 
mentary) rocks. We shall follow the changes that meteoric wat(>r 
produces in a rock as it works its way down through it. 

The outermost zone of the earth is composed dominantly of granite, 
which was undoubtedly one of the most abundant rocks of the surface 
during the earth^s early history and is at present one of the most common 
of the igneous rocks found there. We shall, therefore, choose it as the 
grained rock whose weathering we shall discuss first and in the most 
detail. 

Weathering of a Granite.—An exposed granite surface is attacked 
by both water and air, and the alteration proceeds slowly downward. 
This downward progress is accelerated by the cracks and joints that have 
been developed in the rock by earth movements, as these openings permit 
the chemical agents to penetrate deep into the rock. Such cracks and 
joints may be small and closely spaced (Fig. 67) or large and widely 
spaced (Fig. 68). Figures 69 and 62B show the weathered forms 
produced in a granite that contained a system of closely spa<?ed joints, 
and Fig. 70 shows a huge boulder weathered from a granite in which 
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the joints were widely spaced. These cracks and joints (supplemented 
by the further disintegration due to mechanical weathering) are essential 
in the process of chemical weathering, as granites (and most other igneous 

Fig. G7.—Closely spaced joints in pori;)hyry, Hogan, Missouri. {Photograph hy W. A. 
Tarr.) 

Fig. 68.—Widely spaced joints in granite, Graniteville, Missouri. Ladders are 10 feet long. 
{Photograph hy W, A. Tarr.) 

rooks) are impervious; and the penetration of water and air would be a 
slow process if confined to the openings inherent in the granite itself, i.e.y 

the minute openings between the grains of feldspar and quartz and those 
along the cleavage planes of the feldspar. 

The Alteration of Orthoclase to Clay Minerals, Soluble Silica^ and 
PotasK—The first mineral attacked in granite is the feldspar, because of 
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the openings along its well-developed cleavage planes. The microscope 
has revealed the fact that the alteration of feldspar occurs along these 
cleavage planes on the interior of the mineral, the change to other sub¬ 
stances being shown by a cloudy whiteness in the feldspar. It will be 
recalled that the feldspars (as a group) are potassium, sodium, calcium. 

Fia. 09.—Boulders developed by weathering along closely spaced joints. Graniteville. 
Missouri. {Photograph by W. A. Tarr.) 

r. 

Fig. 70.—Boulder (34 feet long) formed by weathering along widely spaced joints, Granite-* 
ville, Missouri. {Photograph by W, A, Tarr.) 

and aluminum silicates* Orthoclase is the potassium feldspar and plagio- 
clase the sodium-calcium feldspar. Orthoclase is altered chemically by 
water to some clay mineral^ (a hydrous aluminum silicate), soluble siliqil, 
and potash (Fig. 71). 

1 Recent studies of the clay minerals formed during most weathering processes 
in cool humid regions have shown that these minerals are usually of the beidiftlite- 
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All the clay minerals are relatively insoluble and thus accumulate 
where they are formed. We have already noted that feldspar is the 
most abundant mineral in the outer part of the earth, and, since all the 
aluminum in the feldspar eventually passes into the clay minerals, these 
minerals are probably the most abundant and widespread minerals on 
the earth^s surface. They are the dominant constituents of our soils 
and of most rocks called clays and shales. A pure white clay mineral, 
kaolinite, is the material used in making porccilain, chinaware, and 
pottery. It should be noted that the aluminum in any mineral, during 
weathering, usually goes into the formation of these clay minerals. 
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Fig. 71.—Sketdi of a particle of orthoclase feldspar undergoing chemical alteration, 
would the water carry away if the mineral were plagiof;lH.sc feldspar? 
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The silica freed from the feldspar during its decomposition is a soluble 
compound, and is thus very different from quartz (Si02), which is a 
crystalline mineral and very insoluble. Soluble silica is set free when¬ 
ever any silicate breaks up chemically. It is liberated as minute, 
invisible particles that readily unite with water, and this ease of union 
aids the water in njmoving the silica particles from the mineral that is 
being altered. With the e^limination of some of the water, this silica 
forms a gel. Although soluble, much of the silica remains behind in an 
intimate mixture with the clay minerals; therefore, owing to the water 
in the silica, the mantle rock and soils (as well as clays and shales) are 
.rendered plastic or sticky. 

The potash developed is usually sorbed by the other weathered 
products and thus remains among the residual materials over a decaying 
i;ock. As potash was always present in the soils, plants adapted them- 
si^ves to its use, until it is now an essential plant food. The potash 

moritmorillonite type, the kaolinite type forming in warmer climates. The term 
‘^clajfj^ninerar* is used in this book in preference to the more specific mineral names 
and refers to all three minerals. 
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could unite with carbon dioxide, but that it rarely does so is shown not 
only by its presence in the soils but also by the fact that streams con tain 
only about one-fourth as much potassium as sodium, though the quan¬ 
tity of the two elements in the cnist is m^arly the same. Only about oik^- 

thirtieth as much potassium as sodium is found in the S(ja water. On the 
other hand, clays and shales contain more potassium than sodium. 

The Alteration of Plagioclase into Clay Minerals^ Soluble Silica^ and 
Sodium and Calcium Carbonates,—If the granite contained plagioclase 
instead of orthocdase, the clay minerals and soluble silica would again 
be formed during the alteration; but, instead of potassium’s Ixnng liber¬ 
ated, sodium and calcium would be set fn>e to unite with the wal(u\ As 
sodium and calcium unite with carbon dioxide mon' readily than 
potassium does, they would form carbonat(^s; sodium carbonate 
and calcium carbonate (CaCOs). As both these (arbonates are solubk^, 
th(iy may be carried away by water as fast as they are formed. Sodium 
carbonate soon becomes changed to a chloride (NaCl, common salt) and 
in this form finally becomes a constituent of sea water. Calcium carbon¬ 
ate is found in the water of streams and in spring and well water. It is the 
most abundant compound being carried to the sea by the rivers of the 
world at the present time. We shall encounter calcium carbonate in 
many different physical forms, as our study of the c^arth progr(\sses. 
Any mineral containing sodium or calcium sets theses elements fiee when 
it decomposes. 

The Insolubility of Quartz.—Quartz is insoluble under all ordinary 
conditions; hence the only change it undergoes during the weathering 
of the granite is disintegration, the larger quartz grains becoming 
smaller particles. Quartz is the dominant mineral in sands and gravels. 

The Alteration of Other Minerals in a Granite.—B(isid(\s the essential 
constituents feldspar and quartz, granites not uncommonly contain 
biotitey muscovitey or pyrite. Muscovite, in the form 6f very fine scales, 
is a very stable mineral; it ranks next to quartz in that quality. As a 
result, it is an important constituent of some clays and shales, for the 
thin, flat muscovite flakes are easily carried away by streams or wind. 

On the other hand, hiotitey containing iron and magnesium, is ev(ui 
more readily altered than the feldspar. As a rule, any iron-bearing 
mineral is apt to alter easily, the iron uniting with oxygen to form the 
iron oxide, as shown on page 61. The addition of water to biotite causes 
it to change easily into brown biotite, then into a green, scaly mineral 
called chloritCy which finally alters to iron oxideSy clay mineralSy and 
silica. Biotite contains magnesium, which unites with carbon dioxide as 
readily as calcium does, and the resulting magnesium carbonate (MgCOs) 
is carried away in solution. From biotite we get, therefore, twoiliew 
alteration products in the decomposition of granite: the iron oxides. 
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which arc iusohible and remain in the «oil; and magnesium carbonate, 
wfiich is removed. 

Pyyitc (FeS2), a hard brass-yellow mineral (called ‘‘foobs gold/0> is 
very common in small amounts in granites and all other rocks. This 
mineral alters to the iron oxides^ freeing the sulfate radical SO4. The 
latter readily unites with calcium, magnesium, potassium, or sodium 
t-o form soluble compounds that may be readily removed in solution. 
These sulfate compounds, especially magnesium sulfate anA^cahium 
sulfate (MgS04 and CaS04), exist in the sea in large quantities. 

Substances Added during the Alteration of Granite,—It should be noted 
that in the alteration of the feldspar of the granite only water and carbon 
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Fig. 72.—Diagram showing the original mineral composition of a biotite granite from 
Georgia, and the alteration products due to weathering. Note presence of unaltered 
feldspar in residual (insoluble) materials, and pore space develoned by leaching out soluble 
])roducts. Note also volume increase due to formation of soluble products. {Data from 

Leith and Mead, “ Mctamorphic Geology."') 

dioxide wore addtid to form the new minerals. In the weathering of the 
iron-i)earing minerals biotite and pyrite, oxygen was added to unite with 
the iron. The quantity of these three substances needed to alter a 
granite is well illustrat/cd by the following example of the weathering of a 
granite (Fig. 72). This granite contained about 70 per cent of feldspar, 
23 per cent of quartz, 5.7 per cent of biotite, and some clay minerals 
that had resulted from a minor amount of previous weathering. A study 
of the altered product of this granite by Leith and Moad‘ showed that 
there had been added to 100 grams of the original granite 6.03 grams of 
water, 2.74 grams of carbon dioxide, and 0.14 gram of oxygfen, a total 
of 8.91 grams. As water furnished more than two-thirds of the new 
substances added, hydration was the dominant chemical change in the 

process. 
The volume of the altered product resulting from the weathering of 

the granite greatly exceeded the volume of the original granite, and the 
quantity (8.91 grams or about 9 per cent of the volume of the unaltered 
granite) of the materials added does not account for all of this increase, 

K. Leith and W. J. Mead, “ Metamorphic Geology,” 1915, p. 14 (Henry 
Holt and Company, N. Y.). 
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which is 51 per cent (including the percentage increase due to the pore 
space produced). This unaccounted-for increase in volume is due to the 
fact that the new minerals formed are greater in volume for the same 
weight of material than the original minerals of the granite. This 
expansion greatly aids in the disruption of the rock. 

Fig. 73.—Granite mass showing roughened surface and widened joints. Independence 
Rock, Wyoming. {Courtesy of U, 5. Geological Survey.) 

Altered Zone Produced in the Granite,—The various changes we have 
been considering produce an altered zone on the surface of the granite 
(if exposed at the earth\s surface) and extending inward from the cracks 
and joints. The thickness of this zone depends upon the depth to which 
the water and air can penetrate the granite, and this depth varies not 

Fig. 74.—Diagram showing development of chemically altered zone in outer part of a 
rock, and formation of a shell that finally splits off (exfoliation). 

only with the size and number of the cracks and fissures in the granite 
but also with the size of its grains, its porosity, and the accessory minerall 
it contains. The chemical changes taking place in this zone, aided 
mechanically by the freezing of water in openings, form a layer of altered 
rock that may disintegrate grain by grain, producing a roughened surface 
(Fig. 73). If the granite (or other grained rock or a dense ro^ik) is 
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exposed at the earth’s surface, a shell may split off as a unit at the depth 
of maximum alteration (A-B, Fig. 74). This process is called exfoliation 
(Figs. 74 and 75). 

Summary.—The alteration of a granite by chemical weathering pro¬ 
ceeds as follows: (1) water (with or without carbon dioxide and oxygen) 
enters the rock along the cracks and fissures produced by earth move¬ 
ments (and furth(^r developed by mechanical weathering) and penetrates, 
also, the minute spaces between and within the grains; and (2) the water 
reacts with the feldspar (and other minerals, except quartz) to form new 
alteration products, of which some are stable and insoluble (as the clay 
minerals), and some are soluble and are removed partially (as potash and 
soluble silica) or entirely (as calcium and sodium carbonate). The new 

Fig. 75.—Large boulder of granite undergoing exfoliation, St. Francis River, Madison 
County, Missouri. (Photograph by W. A. Tarr.) 

minerals formexi have a larger volume ptir unit weight than the original 
ones had, and this fact is largely instrumental in causing the granite, 
before complete decomposition, to crumble into grains or scale off in 
shells (exfoliation). 

Weathering of Dioxite and Gabbro.—Diorite and gabbro are the two 
most common grained igneous rocLs next to granite. These rocks 
contain feldspar, but also one or both of the mafic minerals hornblende 
rfnd pyroxene. The feldspars alter, of course, to the same minerals they 
teoduce in the Aveathering of granite, so we need only discuss now the 
weathering of the mafic minerals. 

Hornblende and pyroxene are calcium, magnesium, iron, and alumi¬ 
num silicates. The aluminum goes into the formation of clay minerals; 
the iron unites with oxygen and water to form the two iron oxides^ hematite 
and li^onite; the cahiunf and magnesium form carbonates or sulfates; and 
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some soluble silica is liberated. The soluble eompoiinds, silica and the 
calcium and magnesium compounds, are removed in solution; and the 
clay minerals, stained red, yellow, or brown by the iron oxides, are left 
behind. 

The soil over either a diorite or a gabbro consists dominantly of clay 
minerals, and hematite and limonite which give it various colors. It does 
not contain quartz, of course, and is a heavy soil. As a rule, such soils 
are not so fertile as those derived from gianitc's. If much organic 
matter is present in these soils, it will mask the color of the ii-on oxides, 
and the soil will be gray or black, depending upon tlu^ amount of the 
iron oxides present. The topsoil, which (‘ontains the greater part of 
the organic matter, may be black, though the subsoil below is a dc^ep red. 

Weathering of Felsite, Basalt, and Obsidian.—Our discussion of the 
chemical weathering of igneous rocks would not be compk'te without 
mentioning the alteration of the dense and glassy rocks. Though the 
minerals in these rocks cannot be recognized, it is known from their 
chemical composition that they contain the same eight elements (oxygc'ii, 
silicon, aluminum, iron, calcium, sodium, potassium, magnesium) that 
go into the composition of the grained rocks. 

The felsites (of the dense rocks) are chemi(*ally most nearly similar 
to the granites and certain diorites. The soil over a felsite, therefore, 
consists largely of clay minerals^ with soluble silica and potash. If a 
mafic mineral, such as biotite or hornblende, were present in the felsite^, 
some iron oxides would develop and color the soil to some degr(K\ The 
soluble carbonates and sulfates of sodium ami calcium are formed and 
removed in solution. Quartz would be lacking in this soil unless iho 
felsite were a porphyry with quartz phenocrysts. 

The dense rock basalt^ which corresponds chemically to gabbro, 
produces a soil rich in iron oxides. Clay minerals result from the altc^ra- 
tion, their amount depending on how abundant aluminum minerals 
were in the basalt. 

The decomposition products of the glassy ro(;k obsidian are the samc^ 
as those of felsite, as it also corresponds to granite in composition. ^ 

Summary.—We may sum up our findings of the weathering of the 
chief minerals of igneous rocks in chart form as shown on the opposite page. 
It is readily seen from the chart that the total number of alteration prodf- 
ucts from five different minerals is small, and that they (the former) are 
easily divisible into two groups based upon their solubility. It should he 
noted that the soluble alteration products may be carbonates, sulfates, or 
chlorides, and that sodium goes into the formation of all three. Calcium 
and magnesium also form both the carbonate and sulfate. Very large 
quantities of these soluble products are removed from the land annually 
by the streanls. 
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Weathering of Feldspars, Quartz, Hornblende, and Pyroxene 

Mineral 

♦ 
Composition 

Potassium 

Sodium 

C'alcium 

Aluminum | 
Silica 1 

Products removed in solution 
Products left 

behind in the soil 

Ortho(^lase 

and 

Plagioclase 

l'elds])ar 

Sodium carbonate (NaaCOa) 

Sodium sulfate (Na2S()4) 

Sodium chloride (NaCl) 

('alcium carbonate (CaCOs) 

Potash (KOH), small amounts 

Soluble silica (HaO.SiOa) 

Clay minerals 
(hydrous alumi¬ 

num silicatcis) 

Potash 

Soluble silica 

Quartz SiO, UnchangcHl quartz 

HornldoinU^ 

and 

(’alcium 

Magnesiiim 

Iron 

Aluminum 

Silica 

(’alcium carbonate 

(■alciiim sulfate ((^aS04) 

Magnesium carbonate (MgC^Oa) 

Magnesium sulfate (MgS04) 

Soluble silica 

! 

Clay minerals 

(hydrous alumi¬ 

num silicates) 

Hematite (FeaO?) 

Limonite 

(2Fe203.3H20) 

Soluble silica 

Intermediate Alteration Products of Weathering.—During the 
w(^athoring of any igneous ro(‘k, several minerals or (!ompounds, inter¬ 
mediate bt'tween tlu^ oi-iginal and the final product, may form. The 
process of their formation is too complicated to be discussed here, but 
one or t wo of the commonest products may be mentioned. 

There is good oAudence for believing that a fine-grained muscovite 
may form during tlu^ alteration of orthoclavse feldspar. As it is a very 
light, scaly minera], it, is easily removed from the soil by wind or running 
water. Both biotite and the mafic minerals may alter to chlorite^ and this 
greem mineral may be so abundant as to give the rock of which it is a 
constituent a green color. 

* The End Products of Chemical Weathering.—As we have seen, 
clay minerals, quartz, and the iion oxides are the normal insoluble end 

;|3roduct8 of weathering; and these are the minerals produced during 
weathering over most of the earth. It has been observed, however, 
that under conditions which favor long-continued attack by water even 
t^e stable clay minerals will undergo decay. This alteration of the clay 
minerals producer a soluble silica, w’^hich is removed; and an insoluble 
hydrous aluminum compound, which is left behind. The latter com¬ 
pound is known as bauxite (AI2O3.2H2O), and is the chief source of the 
metal aluminum (Fig. 76). The soluble potash which has been sorbed 
by the clay minerals is removed in solution when this long-continued 
chemical weathering occurs; even quartz, which, as we have seen, 
resists all ordinary weathering attacks, is finally converted into soluble 
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silica and removed by solutions. The iron oxides, however, resist even 
these long-continued attacks of weathering; and so there remains upon 
the surface a mass of bauxite and iron oxides, which forms a very unpro¬ 
ductive soil. If the iron oxides are tlio more abundant, the residual 
deposit is red, and is known as lateriie. It is the final product of iron¬ 
bearing rocks, such as gabbros and basalts. Laterite occurs abundantly 
in the tropics and the warmer parts of the temperate zones. If very 

Fig. 76.—Bauxite from Arkansas. Two-thirds natural size. {From Tarr '^Introductory 
Economic Geology.' ’) 

little iron was present in the original rock, the residual deposit would 
consist mostly of bauxite. 

Rate of Weathering.—The decompoxsition of a rock is a xslow, complex, 
and variable process, and depends upon many factors, xsuch as mineral 
and chemical composition, texture, mode of occurrence, and the climate 
of the region in which the rock is exposed. Some portions of a rock may 
be more readily attacked by the agents of weathering than other portions 
a few inches or a few feet away. This might be due to a greater solubilitjj 
of that portion, to the presence of minerals that decompose easily (like 
iron-bearing minerals), or to the prcxsence of a mineral (like pyrite) whye 
decomposition would liberate a strong acid (sulfuric) that would disso^e 
the other minerals. 

The igneous rocks weather very slawly; a lava flow, hundreds of yeai^s 
old, may show very little change on the surface. Many hard igneous 
rocks that were worn smooth by glaciers show little evidence of weather¬ 
ing since the retreat of the ice, which was many thousands of years ago. 
As igneous rocks are also very resistant to cracking and jointing, this 
scarcity of openings helps to make their weathering slow. In general, 
dark-colored rocks weather faster than light-colored rocks; i)ikes of 
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basalt may weather faster than the rocks around them and when the 
materials are carried awav, form depressions (Fig. 77); though this is 
usually not the case, for they commonly weather more slowly and so 
stand out as ridges or walls (see Figs. 11, page 16, and 12, page 17). 

No time value can be assigned to the raU^ of w'eathering; observa¬ 
tions made on rocks used in buildings show a wide range. A rock that 
undergoes a rapid change in a moist climate will last many times as long 
in a dry climate. The Egyptian obelisk in Central Park, New York 

Fig. 77.—Channel of stream produced by the rapid weathering of a basalt dike, 
Madison County, Missouri. {Photograph by W. A. Tarr.) 

City, had stood unaltered in Egypt for 33 centuries, but began to show 
signs of decay within a few years after being brought to this country in 
1881. Monumental stones in cemeteries also furnish clues to the rate 
of weathering. 

ECONOMIC IMPORTANCE OF WEATHERING 

It can be safely stated that the process of wxjathering is of more 
Importance to man than any other of the geologic processes, for it pro- 
i^ces the soil, upon the products of which man is absolutely dependent 
for his existence. The story of weathering, as developed above, is the 
^ory of soil formation. This process is very slow but it is continuous. 
All rocks eventually break down and contribute material to the soil. 
However, the rate of erosion in a given area may be so rapid as to remove 
the weathered materials as fast as they form and thus leave the unaltered 
rock bare. 

Because soil formation is a slow process and erosion a much faster 
one, mail jnust conserve the soil and endeavor to stop its erosion. As 
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long as a field has a covering of grass or trees, soil erosion is slow; but 
cultivated fields are exposed to (excessive wash after heavy rains, and 
thus it is necessary to oxen cise care in farming sloping fields. The gullies, 
widely prevalent in fields in this country, tesl-ify to a lack of such (^are 
and the consequent great damage being done to farm land. Muddy 
and overloaded streams and rivers tell the same story. 

Weathering processes are of further economic benefit to man, as they 
aid in bringing about a concentration of valuable mine^rals, sucli as 
goldy platinum, and gems, by breaking up the rocks enclosing them. 
These minerals are insoluble and arc lumner than the minerals assoc^iated 
with them. As a result, they can be easily concentrated by the removal 
of the other substances. Rarely, the wind may do this, whereupon the 
concentrated product is known as a wind placer. The only wind placers 
of importance are found in Australia. Streams readily sort the materials 
that find their way into them and concentrate the lu'iavy minerals along 
the bottom of the channels. Thus a stream in crossing a gold-(|uartz 
vein collects the freed gold in the channel, forming a gold placer. Sands 
and gravels have been found that contained $200 or $300 worth of gold 
in one quart of sand, but such placets are rare. 

Another result of weathering of (economic value is the formation of 
enriched copper deposits. If a rock contaiinng a small amount of (topper 
is exposed at the surface, wateu* may dissolve the copper, carry it down¬ 
ward, and redeposit it in a much smaller spac(^ For example, small 
amounts of copper contained in a thickness of 100 feet of rock form a 
much richer deposit when redeposited below in a thickness of 10 feet. 

SUMMARY 

Weathering is the process by which rocks are altered through mechani¬ 
cal and chemical means. Any igneous rock may break down and, in so 
doing, form both soluble and insoluble compounds. The soluble com¬ 
pounds are removed by ground water, and the insoluble compounds are 
left behind to form the soil. If the weathering of the rock ket^ps pace^ 
with the removal of the soil, a soil Is maintained; if not, the bare rock* 
is exposed. 

The composition of the mantle rock and soil is dependent upon the 
character of the underlying rock, but essentially all soils contain, iij" 
diflferent proportions, the insoluble products of wiiathering: clay minc^rals, 
quartz, and the iron oxides, together with soluble silica and potash. If 
chemical weathering can continue uninterrupted by erosion, the most 
insoluble products formed from rocks, i,e,, iron and aluminum oxides, 
are the result. 

We are next to consider the removal of the products of weathjjjiing 
by the different agents and then their deposition as the sedimentarjr rocks. 



CHAPTER V 

INTRODUCTION TO THE PHYSICAL AGENTS 

Our study of the earth thus far has dealt only with its composition. 
We have seen that the outer part is composed dominantly of igneous 
rocks, and that as soon as tlu^se rocks are exposed to tlie climatic condi¬ 
tions existing at the surfa(*e they undergo an alteration by which they 
are con vert (h1 into a group of materials that are stal)le at the surface. 
W<» hav(^ seen, also, that these alteration prodiu'ts formed by weathering 
(consist- of both soluble and insoluble materials, and that the insoluble 
mate]*ials form the mantle ro(^k, which is a loose, porous aggregate of 
minerals and rocks easily removed by any agent . 

The next subj(^(*t in our study is these agents of removal. They are 
called 'physical agents b(H‘ause thear work is accomplished by mechanical 
and cheanical means that are^ physical proce^sse^s. If it were not for 
those agents, the surfac.e of the^ earth would become covered with a 
mantle of looser roe^k. But variations in the temperature and composition 
of the atmosphere^, e^oupled with the distribution of land and water and of 
mountains and plains, produce winds and rainfall, which are the source of 
all the physical agents. 

In order to accomplish work, the physical agents must be in motion, 
and the greatesr tlu^ir vc^locity the greater their al:)ility to do work. 
Motionless air would not move the finest particle of dust, and motionless 
water would not carry the fim\st particle of mud. Quiet water might 
take material into solution, but it would soon becjome saturated and 
unable to dissolve more material, and so even its chemical action would 
eeas(i. But, as w(^ have said, variations in temperature of the air cause 
winds, and, given a sufficient velocity, wind will sw^eep a land surface 
bare. A stream of water having great velocity will also sweep away 
man-made structures and boulders of enormous size. If water that is 
dissolving substances in the rocks keeps moving, immense caverns will 
in time be formed. 

The wind not only accomplishes much work (t.c., removes much 
material) itself but it is the indirect agent in accomplishing much more, 
as it carries moisture-laden air everywhere. The rain formed from this 
moisture is the source of two great modifying agents: part of the rain 
run4t|gff over the surface and becomes the streams, which are the most 
impomtit physical agents in shaping the surface features of the land; 

76 
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another part passes beneath the surface to become the ground water, 
which also accomplishes a tremendous amount of work. The streams 
do their work dominantly by mechanical means, and the ground water 
dominantly by chemi(;al means. Another of the great physical agents 
is the ocean, which is the accumulation of the water of the carth\s sur¬ 
face in the low places. Although not so effective an agent in shifting 
material as the streams, the ocean performs a share of the physical work 
of shaping the earth's surface. Lastly, rain water in the form of ice, 
i.e., as glaciers, may also become a great eroding agent. 

These physical agents, wind, streams, ground water, the ocean, and 
glaciers, we have said, perform Avork, which we und(Tstand to be the 
removal of the material of the earth. We may well ask what the end 
or object of all this work is, and the answer is that it is to reduce the land 
to the level of the sea. When these agents have accomplished this end 
(they never have and probably never will, because of factors operating 
on the interior of the earth), and water thus covers the surface of the 
earth, the rainfall, snowfall, gnnind water, waves, and wind will be useless. 
The wind might (create waves, but they would roll ceasc^lessly and uselessly 
around the world. The work of the physical ag(uits would be over. 

The common objective of all these agents, howev(?r, as long as there is 
land, is to attack it and cut it down. In the accomplishment of this 
purpose, there are three steps which all of the agents follow: (1) removing 
the material, (2) carrying it elsewhere, and (3) depositing it. Removal 
of material the agents ac(?omplish in two ways, i.e., mechanically and 
chemically. Bits of rock are loosern^d mechanically by abrasion, or 
wearing away, just as a metal is worn away by passing a file over it. 
Chemically, the rock is attacked by being dissolved by the agent of 
removal. Streams, waves, wind, and ice, i.e., all the surface agents, are 
constantly abrading the rocks; and, below the surface, ground w^ater is 
just as steadily dissolving them. Each of these agents is a moving agent; 
and thus the second step in the process is accomplished, for, as the agent 
moves on, it carries with it the material that has been loosened from the 
rocks. The transportation by the surface agents is usually downward 
toward the lowest points of the surface. These two phases of the work 
of any of the agents, i.e., the removal and transportation of material, 
are commonly called erosion. Finally, on account of a decrease in the 
velocity, the load of solid material is deposited; and the materials carried 
in solution are deposited by chemical meUns in the oceans and lakes and, 
from ground water, in openings in the rocks and soil. 

These agents are forever at work. They vary in effectiveness from 
time to time, and they differ from one another. The deposits formed are 
temporary, until deposition finally takes place in the ocean. The quantity 
of earth materials emptied into the sea is enormous. Clarke has esti- 
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mated that the amount of material annually carried to the sea in solution 
by the streams is 2,491,585,000 tons, or an average of 62.3 tons from each 
square mile of the 40,000,000 square miles on the earth\s land surface. 
The quantity of material carried mechanically each year by the streams 
he has estimated at 16,000,000,000 tons, or 400 tons per square mik) of 
the earth’s land surface. Other agents besides the streams are also 
contributing mab'rial to the sea, though in minor quantities. 

With this brief introduction to the study of the physical agents that 
are engaged in a (M^asekiss si niggle to reduces the land surface to the level 
of the sea, we shall turn to thc^ detailed study of each. We shall study 
first the streams and n(»xt th(‘ ground water, as these two agents furnish 
most of th(^ materials for deposition in the ot^ean. We shall thim study 
th(i o(;eaii, as the place of disposition, and thi^ deposits formed there, 
i.c., the sedimentary rocks. As the features formed l)y wind and ice are 
transitory forms that may b(' produced on any land surface, we shall 
study them after we have finished our study of the rocks. 



CHAPTER VI 

RUNNING WATER 

Riiiiuin^ water is the main agent ('iigagcd in eroding the earth\s 

surfae(', bnt its importance is not appreciated except by thosie who have 
studied the processes involved. It is also of primary importance in 
transporting earth materials from higher lands to lower and depositing 

them or delivering them to oceans and lakces. Running water and its 

Fi(j. 7S.—Outline map of the United States, showing distribution of mean annual rainfall. 
{After Fuller. Courleey of 17. S. Geological Survey.) 

work are dependent on two things: first, that there be land high enough 

to give some gradient for the water to flow down; second, that, there be a 

source of the water. 
Rainfall.—The water’s source is rainfall. Owing to various causes, 

rainfall is unecpially distributed over the earth, ranging from a small 

shower once in four or five years, as in the desert of Atacama in Chile, 
to an annual rainfall of nearly 500 inches in the upper Amazon in South 

America and in parts of India. Figure 78 shows the wide variation in 

rainfall within the area of the United States. The water that falls on 
the land runs off, sinks into the ground, or is evaporated and taken into 

the atmosphere. 
Runoff and Factors on Which It Depends.—The runoff is the most 

readily observed part of the rainfall and depends on several factors. 
78 
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The most important of these is the slope of the land on which th(^ wat(>r 
falls. If the slop(' is very steep, nearly all thc^ wat(^r will run off. In 
high mountain regions, 80 pcjr cent of the rainfall may run off; whereas, 
in large, relatively hwel regions, the runoff may be less than 1 per cent, 
with the amount of rainfall the same in both cases. 

The rate of rainfall is of great importance in det ermining the amount 
of runoff. Farmers call th(^ very heavy, dashing rains gully w^ashers,” 
as the runoff is so great that gullies are (;reated in the fields. From a 
rainfall of 2 inch(^s in an hour on wet land most of the water will run off, 
whereas if 2 inches fall in a day on dry land most of th(‘ watc^r will sink in. 
Some regions of considerable rainfall hav(^ insufficient moistun^ for crop 
gj-owing be(;ause the rain (umies in heavy downpoui*s of a few minut(‘s 
duration and tiui runoff is v(‘ry high. 

The condition of the mantle rock influences runoff. If it is loose and 
deep, a grcjat d(‘al more w^at-er will sink in than if it is compact. If the 
mantle rock is clay, most of the water will run off; but, if it is sand and 
gravel, most of tlu^ watcT will sink in. 

Vegetation is another fac^tor on which th(^ runoff deptuids. Runoff 
is much greater in rc'gions of sparse v(^getation t han in forested or heavily 
grassed rc‘gions. 

Annual distribution of rainfall is also important in determining runoff. 
In some regions th(^ rainfall corners wtU distiibuted through the year, 
about as much one month as another, but otlun’ regions liav(^ dry seasons 
and wet seasons. Th(' w'(\st(‘rn part of Central Amcuica has al)out 5 
months with no rainfall and 3 or 4 months with heavy rainfall, and the 
runoff is much greater than it. is in areas wiiere the rainfall is ('venly 
distributed throughout the year. In very dry regions rain may evaporate 
almost as fjist as it falls. 

Water that runs off the land collects into streamlets, and the stream¬ 
lets join to form larger and larger streams. The most important and 
constant source of stream water is rainfall that sinks into the ground and 
reemerges as springs or seeps along valley courses. 

Streams Form Their Valleys.—People who have no knowiedge of 
geology frequently raise the question of how valleys and hills were 
formed. Some take it for granted that they have always existed where 
they are at present, and others think the earth must have cracked open 
to form the valleys. 

Everyone has observed that stream waters arc muddy in times of flood 
and that they are likely to be clear at times of low w^ater. One may 
readily find out what makes the water muddy by dipping up some of it 
and letting it stand. Sand and clay settle to the bottom and the water 
becomes clear. One-fifth of the volume of very turbid streams may be 
made up of sand and clay. Streams carry away large amounts of sedi- 
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ment during their flood times. Every average year the Mississippi 
River carries enough sand and clay to cover a square mile of land surface 
to a depth of 268 feet. If the Mississippi River worked 100,000 years at 
the same rate and confined its work to an area 5 miles wide and 5,280 
miles long, it would excavate a valley 2(X) feet dc^ep. If the amount of 
sediment carried by the river w^ere taken in equal amounts from all parts 
of the Mississippi basin, the land would be lowered about one foot every 
5,000 years. 

Farmers are troubled l)y gullies that form in th(‘ir fields during heavy 
rainfall. They know^ that these gullies gf't widc^r, det^per, and longer, 
and that in time they will cut the fields into separate units and become 
so deep that they cannot be crossed with teams. 

It has been observed that a stream bn^aking loose from its channel 
and flowing across a valleyless region very qui(‘kly forms a trench big 
enough to contain its w^aters, i.c., it digs itself a luwv channel. A con¬ 
spicuous example of this w'as the work of the Colorado River in soiitluTii 
California when it broke away from its bed and flowed westw^ard to the 
Sal ton Sea. It formed a new valley several hundred feet wide and several 
feet deep within a few^ days. 

Such things as those mentioned above indicate that streams form 
the valleys in which they flow, and geologists ac(jept that as a general 
principle. 

Streams Fit Their Valleys.—In many w^ays streams fit the valleys 
in which they flow^, but valh^ys vary greatly in their relationships to 
their streams and to their surroundings. Sti-eams of tlui same size 
may have de^ep narrow vall(\ys, shallow’ narrow valkws, deep wide valleys, 
shallow wide valleys, or any intermediate grades. That the size and 
shape of valleys do not depend entirely on the size of the streams that 
made them is as obvious as that the size of an excavation does not 
depend entirely on the size of the group of men that digs it. Following 
out the analogy between the digging of an excavation and the making 
of a valley, the next controlling factor is the length of time consumed in 
the work. Obviously the longer a stream works in a valley, the larger 
the valley will become.. If a stream is given opportunity to start a valley 
on a new land surface, it will first excavate a trench just largii enough 
to contain the normal flow. This would be the case, for example, if the 
Atlantic Ocean retreated so that the Hudson River had to cross the 
emergent ocean bottoni. 

How Streams Attain Their Courses. Extended Consequent Streams.— 
When one becomes convinced that streams make their valleys, the ques¬ 
tion arises as to how they happen to take their courses. If the Atlantic 
Ocean margin should move eastward 100 miles from the east coast of the 
United States, a rather uniform plain—the old sea bottom—woull 
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become land, and every stream now flowing into the Atlantic would have 
to develop a valley across this land (see Fig. 79 as an example of such a 
sea withdrawal). Many streams emptying into the Atlantic along this 
coast are of large volume; and, if the sea should retreat 100 feet or 1 
mile or more per day, the streams would not be left behind, but each 
would follow down the steepest slope of the new land and dig for itself a 
new valley. (This assumes that the newly formed land would be made 
of unconsolidated sand and clay, an almost universal condition.) 

If you can picture for yourself the emcu-ging sea V)ottom of mud flats, 
the edge of the sea moving away from the land about 100 feet per day, 
and a large river flowing into the sea and keeping its channel across the 
newly emergent land, you will get an idea of how the courses of most 
large rivers were attained. In 10 years the sea margin would have 

Fig. 79.-“ Extended consequent streams. The ocean margin ran from A to A for time 
enough to form a beach and sea cliffs. It then withdrew to B-B, and the streams extended 
their courses across the newly emerged sea bottom. A second withdrawal of the ocean 
margin to C-C caused the streams to extend their courses again. 

retreated about 70 miles and laid bare 70 miles of mud flats. The river 
would have taken a nearlj^ straight course across this 70 miles; and if the 
gradient were low the valley across the mud flat w’ould be just big enough 
to contain the normal stream water. Flood waters would probably 
overflow and spread out over the surrounding flats. Every big stream 
would have such a valley a(;ross the newly emergent land. 

The Red River of the North took its course in the wake of a retreating 
margin of a lake, and other streams emptying into the lake from the 
south took their courses nearly parallel to the Red River. Figure 80 
shows the course of the Red River, as well as the margin of the old lake. 
Within relatively recent times. Lake Erie has withdrawn several miles 
from its eld southern shore; and the streams entering it from the south 
are examples, on a small scale, of extended consequents. Maps of the 
region show the nearly parallel streams flowing across the old lake bottom. 

Consequent Valleys.—Many streams, but not the large ones, take 
their courses in consequence of the topography rather than as extended 
consequents. Picture again the newly emergent mud flats of the old 
o^ean bottom between the large extended consequents. These flats 
would slope gently seaward, in the main, but would have no drainage 
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channels. When rain fell on them, the water would run off through the 
lowest places and soon form gullies that would end in the main valleys 
or in the sea margin. The course that the water would take would 
depend upon the slopes, and the i^esult would be consequent valleys. If 
the rainfall were heavy, the gullies would form rapidly and furnish drain¬ 
age channels for the entire area, but if the rainfall were light, it would 
take a long time to form gullies for all of the area. There would be many 

Fig. 80.— Map of extinct Lake Agassiz showing the Rod River of the North in an extended 
consequent valley. {After Upham. Courtesy of U. S. Geological Survey.) 

little streams, but they would join to form larger streams in their lower 

courses. 
The two main ways in which streams attain their courses are, thi^re- 

fore, “extended consequentsfor big streams, and ordinary “conse¬ 
quents^' for the smaller streams; but other ways of valley development 
deserve mention. In some places the earth has warped down so as to 
create depressions, and these have become stream valleys. The Great 
Valley of California, through which the Sacramento River runs, had such 
an origin. Along large fissures in the earth, movement has taken place, 
one side going up relative to the other, and this has created stream 
courses. Long blocks of the earth have settled down between two 
fissures and created valleys; the Red Sea is in a depression of this type. 
Man has acquired the habit of making valleys: the smaller ones as irri¬ 
gation ditches, the larger as canals. In some cases an irrigation ditch 
has drained the stream from which the water came and has become tfir 

main stream. 
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VALLEY DEVELOPMENT 

The Infant Valley.—Imagine a nearly smooth area of very gentle 
slope. At the upper edge a large hydrant is opem^d and the water 
allowed to take its own course. The course would be determined by the 
shape of the land surface, t.c., the dire(;tion of flow would be a consequence 
of the original slopes (Fig. 81). Over a surface with only slight irregular- 
iti(is t h(^ course w^ould be in a nearly straight line down the steepest slope. 

Fig. 81.—Consequent gullies on a newly graded slope. {Courtesy of Agricultural Experi- 
ment Station, University of Missouri.) 

If the surface rocks were sand and clay, the water would soon remove 
enough material to form a channel or valley large enough to accximmodate 
it. The valley would be very steep sided and narrow, only a little wider 
than the stream (Fig. 82). 

Meanders Develop.—Though the valley had a nearly straight course, 
it would be impossible for the stream to maintain a straight current. 
Winds would create crosscurrents, materials would slump in from the 
sides and divert the current, and various other things would tend to 
make the current irregular. A current once diverted would strike one 
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of the banks and be deflected from that bank to the other, and thus would 
begin a zigzag movement down the valley. Where the water struck the 

Fia. 82,—An infant valley in Central America. {Photograph hy E. B. Branson,) 

Fio. 83.—The three figures, A, B, C, show the development of a valley from the gully 
stage to a stage where it has a narrow flat. All stages are young. Figure D shows a 
later stage than C and the origin of an isolated hill. 

bank, it would remove some of the materials and take them as part of its 
load. Above where it crossed the channel, the velocity of the water 
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would be reduced, and some deposition would take place. The stream 
would begin to cut into the bank on one side and deposit on the other, 
and would finally create subsymmetrical curves called meanders. Where 
it cut into the bank, it would widen the valley, but as it deposited on the 
other side it would tend to keep the original width of its channel. 

Flats Form in the Valley.—The top of the deposits made by a stream 
on the inside of meanders reaches about the level of the top of the stream 
water and is, therefore, below the gcmeral level of the region. By 
building on the inside of meanders, the stream creates flats within the 
valley that it forms (Figs. 83 and 84). As it continues to cut on the 

Fig. 84,—Dov(*lopmerit of flats and an isolated hill. 

outer side of the meander and to build on the inner, the flat within the 
valley widens as fast as the valley itself does. 

Streams Straighten and Then Develop New Meanders.—Gradually, 
as the stream course changes from straight to gently curving to large 
curves, the valley changes from narrow to wide. But all widening does 
not take place with the development of one series of meanders. When 
the meanders reach the stage in which the loop of one nearly touches the 
loop of another, the sti'eam straightens itself by cutting away the land 
between the loops (see Fig. 86, page 87). During floods the entire width 
of the valley may be occupied by water, and the current may take a rather 
direct course across the neck of one of the meanders, where it may cut a 
channel. During low water the stream would follow the course through 
the short channel rather than around the long bend and for some distance 
would resume its original condition of straightness. 

In its straight new course the stream again begins to meander and 
first cuts into its own flood-plain deposits, i.e., the deposits that it formed 
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as it created the earlier meanders. The outer part of a meander may 
finally reach the valley wall and again begin the process of widening the 
entire valley (Fig. 85 at B). 

The Meander Cycle.—It is not likely that the completion of a cycle 
of meanders^ would lower the bottoms of large valleys by as much as 
an inch, and the deepening of a valley like that of the Mississippi to some 
400 feet below the original level would take, at that rate, 4,800 cycles of 

Fig. 86.—A valley in early maturity, a little later stage than Fig. 84. 

meanders. The greater the velocity of a stream, the greater the amount 
of downcutting during each meander cj'^cle. 

The completion of the cycle of meanders is much more complex than 
would appear from the above discussion. Actually, the stream is likely 
to cut off not more than 1 meander in 1,000 at the time of any one flood, 
and the cycle is completed for one meander long before it is completed 
for others. In one area three or four cycles of meander development 
may have been completed before one is completed in another. 

Meanders Move Downstream.—Meanders move slowly downstream 
and in course of time one (Fig.' 85A) may reach the position that the 
adjacent downstream meander formerly occupied (Fig. 85B). While 
the stream is cutting against the outer wall of the valley, it keeps the 
side vertical or nearly so; but as soon as it moves away, weathering proc¬ 
esses and slope wash reduce the slopes However, the next bend upstream 
keeps moving down and finally comes to occupy the place of the next 
lower bend, the stream again begins to cut at the place where the gentle 
slope had been created and may cut far enough to make that side of the 
valley vertical again. In this stage of valley development there are 

^ A cycle of meanders is the development from a straight course, through a com¬ 
plete series of meanders, to a straight course again. 
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alternat^e vertical and gentle slopes at the same location in the valley 
and one side of the valley may be steep while the other is gentle (Fig. 85 
at C and B). As the valley becomes wider and wider, a time comes 
when the outer parts of some bends do not touch the valley sides. The 
meander, in moving downstream, does not come against the valley side 
of the next lower meander; and the slope that has had time to be reduced 
to gentleness since the meander left it is not touched by the next meander 
that moves downstream and therefore goes on becoming gentler and 
gentler during another cycle of meander movement. As the valley 

Fig. 86,—Two tributaries that have made wide valleys and have nearly removed the 
divide between them. The dotted lines indicate the width of the meander belt. 

widens still more, fewer mi^anders touch the outer side and more of the 
sides acquire gentle slopes. The valley bottom finally reaches about 
the maximum width of the meander belt, a stage illustrated in Fig. 85. 

Shifting of Meander Belt.—The meander belt is the area between 
imaginary lines drawn on either side of a valley connecting the extreme 
outer parts of a series of meanders. The shifting of the entire meander 
belt now enters into the valley-widening process. As the meander belt 
shifts in the valley, it widens on one side by the outer sides of some 
nieanders toucliing the extreme outer part of the valley. The belt may 
later shift to the other side of the valley and by changing back and forth 
many times makes the valley much wider than the belt. The widening 
would be checked only by the meanders^ cutting away the divide between 
their valley and an adjoining valley (Fig. 86). 

In Fig. 112, page 110, the stream occupies the left side of the valley, 
and the entire valley is three or four times as wide as the meander belt. 
The widening taking place by meander-belt shifting is much slower than 
in the earlier stages. The valley of the Mississippi River south of Cairo, 
Illinois, is more than 60 miles wide, and the meander belt is less than 10 
miles wide. Many of the large rivers of the world have reached this 
stage, but many others have not. The Amazon is an example of this 
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stage of valley development, the Colorado of a stage preceding meaiider- 
belt shifting. 

Examples of Valley Development.—The Colorado River is a very 
swift stream, and such streams deepen their valleys much mon^ rapidly 
in proportion to widening than do slow streams. In the Grand (Canyon 
part of the Colorado, the valley is 8 to 10 miles wide and about 1 mile 
deep (Fig. 87). The Missouri River Valley east of Kansas City is 8 to 

Fig. 87.—A cross section of the Grand Canyon of the Colorado where it is 9 niiles wide 
and 5,000 feet deep. 

H) miles wide and about 250 feet deep (Fig. 88). The downcul ting (com¬ 
pared with side cutting in the one case has Ixhui ten timics as rapid as 
in the other. This has not been due in any sense to difference in hardiness 
of the bedrock, as the Colorado has cut through harder rock than the 
Missouri. One maj^ wonder about the future development of the Colo¬ 
rado Valley. The river is swift and will continue to deepen its valk'y 
rapidly in proportion to widening it. for a long jieriod, but gradually the 
lateral cutting will increase in importance and downcutting will hi) slow 
enough to allow large flats to form. The later history of the valley should 

FiOi 88.- ~A cross section of the valley of the Mississippi whore it is 9 miles wide and 
400 feet deep. 

differ from that of other valleys only in the great depth that the valley 
will retain for a length of time long enough to cover the entire history of 
most rivers. In order to attain the lowest possible grade to sea level, the 
river must loosen and carry away some 10 times the volume of material 
that the Missouri must carry away to attain that grade. On account of 
aridity the rate of weathering is much slower tlian in the Missouri Valley, 
and most of the loosening of the rock materials will be done by the stream 
itself. It will require tens of millions of years to bring the Colorado 
Valley to the stage of the Missouri Valley. 

Widening of Stream Valleys.—The widening of the valley depends 
on the size of the stream, in some degree, but a small stream may create 
a large valley. Increase in width of a valley may not mean that the 
stream is growing in size. Streams may increase in size by capturing 
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other drainage, but they may become smaller by having their own 
drainage captured and from various other causes. A common mis- 
concciption is that the streams that formerly occupied valleys must have 
been mucli larger than they are now, as the valleys are so much larger 
than the streams. 

Valleys Widen at the Top,—In discussing the widening of valleys at 
the bottom by lateral (jutting, widening at the top has Ix^eii mcjntionod 
only incidentally. TIkj steep sides of vall(\ys prodiKJed by sidcj cutting 
of streams gradually become gcuitle after ilie stream stops cutting against 
the sides. Weathering along the top of the valley sides loosens the 
more promin(jnt parts; they fall to the bottom; gradually the slope is 
n'duced and the angle at the base of the cliff is filled up. Water falling 
near the valley margin runs over the edge as slope wash and carries with 
it, loose materials that lie on or near the edge. These materials are in 
turn dropped at the base of the cliff and help to reduce the slope. Gradu¬ 
ally the sloiie decreascjs, and if th(‘ stream does not return to its base, 
r(*duction continu(\s until the velocity of the water can no longto- carry 
matej'ials down the slope. The reduction of the slopcjs of the valley 
side's is slow, but nearly every valley furnishes numerous examples of 
st('('p slopes wh(jre the stream is cutting against the bank and gentler 
slopcjs where no lateral cutting has taken place for a long time (P"ig. 85). 
Along th(j Mississippi River one may go directly down the valley slope 
without encountejing a perceptible grade on one side, cross 5 miles of 
flat, and on the other sid(' find almost vertical bluffs more than 100 fe('t 
high. By the time a valley reaches a width three or four times that of 
the meander Ixjlt, nearly all side slopes are gentle; finally, they become so 
low that they join the valley bottom without perceptible change in slope. 

Tributaries Make Flats.—Tributaries work in the same way as the 
main streams and cut flats (Jontinuous with the flats of the main valhw. 
The slopes betwei'n the tributaries will have become very gentle by the 
time the valkjys are wide, and the entire region may become redueexi to 
stream flats with low^ divides between them and all of th(j slopes toward 
streams. 

Other Factors Influencing Valley Development.—The development of 
valleys depcuids upon several factors not mentioned in the preceding 
discussion. The rate at which a stream corrades or removcjs materials 
from its bottom and sides varies as the square of the velocity, (To 
corrade is to loosen by friction.) If one stream has twice the velocity 
of another, it will corrade four times as fast. A given object will be 
struck twice as hard by a unit amount of water, doubling the wear; but 
twice as much water will strike it in a given time, again doubling the 
amount of wear. In swift streams the currents are diverted less easily 
than bi slow streams, and on that account meanders are likely to develop 
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leas rapidly and to bo smaller. As the widening of the bottoms of valleys 
is accomplished almost entii*ely by meanders, swift streams have narrower 
valleys than slow ones of the same size. Figure 89 illustrates valley 
development by a slow stream, and the Big Thompson River (Fig. 90) 
illustrates valley development by a rapid stream. 

The rate of corrosion by streams depends, in part, upon the amount 
of material carried by them. Waters that carry no sediment do little or 
no wearing. The Niagara River, with great volume and velocity, does 
little corrading above the falls. The greater the load of sediment carried 

Fio. 89.—Valley development by a moderately slow stream. {Photograph by Atwood. 
Courtesy of U. S. Geological Survey.) 

by a stream, the greater its efficiency in wearing rock, until the stage is 
reached in which the size of the load reduces the stream velocity. 

The rate of wear depends partly upon the kinds of rock over which the 
stream flows. One may note that, along almost any stream, parts of the 
valley are much wider than other parts, and, if he investigates the rocks 
which make up the sides and bottom of the valley, he will probably find 
that the rocks where the valley is narrow are hard and those where it is 
wide are soft. A good example of this may be noted along the Missouri 
River, about the central part of Missouri. Maps of the Missouri River 
Valley show that it narrows very abruptly about 76 miles east of Kansas 
City, near the town of Glasgow (Fig. 91). Between Kansas City and 
Glasgow the river flows on shales; south and east of Glasgow it flows on 
limestone. 

The character of the load is also a large factor in determining the 
rate of wear. Angular grains wear other rocks much faster than rounded 
grains, and hard particles are more effective than soft particles. 

Engmeering Control of Valley Development.—In attempting to con¬ 
trol the cutting by rivers, many serious mistakes have been mitde by 
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eugineera. An example in Central America will illustrate this (Fig. 92). 
A railroad was built along a very rapid stream in a narrow valley. At one 
place a meander started cutting against the solid rock on which the 
railroad was built, and, as the rock was not very resistant, the stream 

Fig. 90.—Big Thompson Canyon, north of Denver, Colorado. A steep-walled canyon 
cut through steeply dipping sedimentary and metamorphic rocks. {From Emmons, 
Thiel, Stauffer, and Allison, '"Geology.^* Courtesy of Denver Tourist Bureau.) 

undermined the railroad. The construction engineer attempted to stop 
this by filling in quantities of material and building concrete walls at the 
place where the stream was cutting, but the stream cut out the concrete 
walls as rapidly as it had the other rocks. By filling in a relatively small 
gipount pf material m a bend of the meander a few hundred feet upstream, 
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where the water was not swift, the direction of the current could have 
been changed so that it would have cut across the neck of a meander and 
left the railroad safe. 

Sources of Stream Load.—During the entire time of valley develop¬ 
ment, streams get more of their load through slope wash than through any 

Fig. 91.—Missouri River from Lexington to Boonville, Missouri. Note the abrupt 
narrowing of the valley near Glasgow. 

other means; and the materials are prepared mainly by weathering 
processes other than friction. We have found that most of the earth is 
covered by mantle rock from a depth of a few inches to several feet. 
During every rain some of this mantle rock is washed into the gullies 

Fig. 92.—A railroad in Central America undercut by a stream. 

and small streams, and these carry the material to the main streams. 
The material that has been produced by weathering is mainly clay and 
sand, regardless of the kinds of rock from which it originated. 

Streams loosen some fragments from the solid rock by their own 
work. After they have cut through the mantle rock, they encounter 
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solid rock, and as very little chemical weathering takes place in the 
bottoms of streams, they must deepen their valleys by actual wear. 
They do this by rolling sand and gravel over the solid rock. 

Character of Stream Load.—The materials that streams actually 
wear ofif the solid rocks are usually different from the maU>rials produced 
by chemical weathering that enter the streams by means of slope wash. 
If a stream flows over a granite, th(^ little pieces of material that are worn 
off consist of granite, or of the minerals that make up granite: feldspar 
and (piartz, or some of the accessory minerals, if present. Slope wash 
brings mainly the mat,(trials resulting from chemical weathering, i.c., 
clay minerals and quartz sand. 

AGES OF VALLEYS AND TOPOGRAPHIES 

In a pn^ceding paragraph th(^ vall(\y of a very young stream was 
called ^Hhe infant valley.’’ As streams develop, their valleys go through 
stages of youth, maturity, and old age, and each has its peculiarities 
(Fig. 93). Ages are not considered in years but in terms of conditions of 
d(;velopment. 

Young Valleys.—The narrow, steep-sided, beginning valley is called 
‘‘young,” as it is in an early stage of valley development. In the gully 
stage th(^ young valley has no flats, or only very small ones. The young 
valh^y having a very swift stream that carries away d('posits soon after 
they form has only tcmiporary flats. Most young valleys have narrow, 
discontinuous flats, and the deeper the valley th(^ widen* the flats may be 
before a maturci stages is reached. 

Mature Valleys.—At the stage where flats be(*ome continuous from 
one meander to anoth(T, as shown in Fig. 85, the vall(^3^ is entering the 
stage of early maturity. The mature stage continues until the valley 
is sev(;ral times as wide as th(^ meander b(?lt, and most of the side' slopes 
are gentle. Steep slopes exist along the sides, here and there, where the 
meander belt has shifted to the side of the valley; and the outer sides of 
the meanders again eat into the higher land, as shown in Fig. 85. 

Old Valleys.—The old-age stage of valley begins with wide flood 
plains and few steep side slopes and passes to the stage where the valley 
is so wide and slopes of the sides are so gentle that it is indistinguishable 
as a valley. Most of the divides Ix^tween valleys have become so low 
that they do not appear as features of the landscape. 

The shape of the land surface is called “topography.” Topographies 
are developed by various agents. Man levels an area to make a iennis 
court or a landing field, or he roughens an area by digging ditches in it; 
but he has had little to do with the surface features of most of the earth. 
Streams have been the most important agents in shaping earth topog¬ 
raphies. We have considered the development of stream valleys, and 
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stream-developed topographies consist of stream valleys and the inter¬ 
vening divides. 

Young Topography.—A newly uplifted sea bottom would form an 
ideal young topography—a-flat or gently sloping surface. However, the 
newly uplifted sea bottom would be likely to have valleys of large streams 
crossing it, and the areas between the streams would be the most ideally 
young. As no large area exists without some sort of valley in it, most 
young topographies consist of broad flat or gently sloping uplands 
between streams (Fig. 83 B). Young grades into mature topography 
w^hen only small remnants of the original upland remain. 

Mature Topography.—With the progress of time, more and more 
stream tributaries establish themselves, form valleys, and change all 
the land into slopes toward the streams. This is the stage of full matu¬ 
rity, and the r(>gion is all slopes except the wide valleys. Mountain and 
badland regions are mature, but many regions of plains and plateaus 
have reached this stage also. Figure 94 shows an idc^ally mature region. 

Old Topography.—The mature stage continues to early old age, when 
most of the slopes become gentle. The region has passed from a nearly 
level stage (youth), through a stage when^ it is nearly all in slopes and the 
slopes are steep (maturity), to the stage where it is all gentle slopes and 
flats (old age). The streams have cut laterally until the divides between 
them are inconspicuous. Two phases of old-age topography are desig¬ 
nated by special names: ^^pencplain'^ and ^^base lev<d.’^ 

Peneplain,—A peneplain is a region that has been eroded to very 
gentle slopes by streams. It may still have isolated hills owing to their 
being composed of harder rock than that of the surrounding region or to 
their being the result of accidental stream erosion. Peneplains are made 
up of valley flats and the gently sloping uplands between them. Part 
of the work of leveling the region has been accomplished by wearing and 
part by filling. 

Ba^e Level.—A peneplain that has been eroded nearly to sea level is 
called a ^^base level.'' Streams cannot erode a region to sea level, but 
only to such gentle slopes that the water runs off without doing further 
work of cutting or carrying. A true base level, then, is an ideal thing 
never attained; but geologists speak of a very low, almost level region 
produced by stream erosion as a “base level." Base level is not created 
by Just one stream, but by a number of streams. One stream valley in 
a topography might be as low as the base level, but by definition the term 
“base level" applies only to regions and not to single stream valleys. 

Relation of Valley Age to Topographic Age.—The age of stream 
valleys does not necessarily Ixave anything to do with the age of topog¬ 
raphies. Most of the stream valleys in mature topography are young, 
and young topographies may have mature valleys. Mature and old 
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topograpliies always have some young valleys. Old topographies hav(3 
streams with very wide llats; and one of the main streams, shifting its 
course, may cause a tributary stream to cut across a wide fiat, creating 
a young valley in that flat. The age of the valleys and topographies 
may not be related more definitely than the age of a house with that 
of its newly shingled roof. 

It should be cdear that no sharper gradation separates young, mature, 
and old topographies than divides the youth, maturity, and old age of 
persons. The age of topography discussed is strictly in terms of stream 

Fig. 94.—Mature topography in southwestern Colorado. {Photograph hy E, R. Branson,) 

erosion, and other types of topograpliic dcwelopment may change the 
surface so completely as to destroy the evidence; of the age; for instance, 
a glacier passing over a region may change it from a mature, back to a 
youthful stage. 

Cycle of Erosion.—Where a peneplain or base-leveled region has 
been uplifted and the streams rejuvenated, the narrow, steep-sided val¬ 
leys that result give the topography the appearance of youth; and the 
region is said to have entered a second cycle of erosion. By ^^;ycle of 
erosion’^ the geologist means the things that take place from the starting 
of erosion on a newly emergent surface to the old age of the region and 
the uplift that starts a new cycle. A complete cycle consists of the 
emergence of a sea bottom; its erosion by streams through youth and 
maturity to base level; and, then, the uplift. If uplift comes before the 
base-leveling of the region, the cycle is said to be incomplete. In the 
Appalachian Mountain region, three periods of rejuvenation or uplift 
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and four cycles of erosion may be recognized by erosion features. Figure 
95 shows five stages in a cycle of erosion. 

Relation of Topography to Industry.—Young and old topograpliies 
may furnish ideal farming land, but regions of mature topography, par¬ 
ticularly where the hills are high, are used mainly for grazing and timber 
growing. Mining is probably more common in areas of matuni topog¬ 
raphy than in those of (uther young or old topography, because ores are 
discovered more easily in deeply dissected regions such as mountains. 

FEATURES DEVELOPED BY STREAM EROSION 

In the making of vall(\ys, stn^ams develop many features of the 
landscape that are familiar to everyone and oihvr features that are 
unusual. Ra})ids and falls, tcn-races, oxbow lakes, and isolated hills 

1 

L ^ 

E 
Fig. 95.—Cross section of (A) very young topography, (B) mid-youthful topography, 

(C) mature topography, (D) topography in late maturity, (E) old-age topography. Verti¬ 
cal scale greatly exaggerated in all figures. 

belong in the first group; and, in the second, are canyons, buttes and 
mesas, badlands, hogbacks, pinnacles and pedestal rocks, natural bridges, 

and intrenched meanders. 
Rapids and Falls*—Rapids and falls are both due to stream erosion 

of alternating hard and soft layers of rock or to rapidly constructed dams. 
Where a stream flows from hard rock to soft, it lowers the soft faster 
than the hard and produces a steep grade from the hard to the soft, 
resulting in rapids (Fig. 96). The rapids increase in grade until the 
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greater velocity of the water over the hard rock causes a rat e of erosion 
equal to that of the slow water ovei’ the soft- rocks. This balance may be 
maintained for long periods of time, and the rapids may be lowered with¬ 
out altering their grade. Wlien downcutting has produced such a low 
grade on the soft rock that erosion is <*xceedingly slow, the hard rock is 
reduced faster than the soft, the rapids gradually decrease in speed, and, 
finally, completely disappear. If the difference in rate of erosion of the 
two beds is so great that the face of the hard rock becomes nearly vertical, 
falls are formed (Fig. 96). Rapids are common along streams in young 
or mature valleys, ])ut falls are not. 

Many different conditions c'xist under which soft rocks may alternate 
with hard ones to produc^e falls. Beds of rocks of different hardness 
may be horizontal, dip upstream, be vertical, or dip steeply downstream. 
Igneous rocks may ahxM’iiate with sandstones, shales, or limestones by 
intrusions into ihvm or lava flows over them. In every case the soft 
rocks must bo downstrc^am from the hard rocks to cause falls to develop. 
Under most conditions falls change their location as the rocks forming 
them are cut down by erosion. 

Falls and rapids have prov('d hindrances to navigation. Many 
rivers are navigable to some particular falls or rapids, though the latter 
may not completely stop the navigability of a stream if tlwTo is dei'p 
water through them. Engineering i)lans have been completed for canals 
around the rapids of the St. Lawnun^e River large enough to allow ocean 
steamers to reach the Great Lakes. 

Migration of Falls.—At Niagara Falls the rocks dip slightly upstream, 
hard limestone beds overlie shak\s. Water running over the falls and 
striking at the bottom takes on a sort of whirling motion, strikes against 
the shales and wears or plucks them out so that the limestone overhangs. 
When the undermining reaches a vertical crack in the limestone, part of 
the rock slumps off and the falls recede by the width of the slumped block. 
The undermining causes the Canadian Falls to retreat upstream at a 
rate of about 3 feet per year. The American Falls, having much less 
water to work with, moves back only about 8 inches per year. Niagara 
Falls has migrated upstream from Lewiston, a distance of about 7 miles, 
and at the rate of 3 feet per year the migration has taken more than 12,000 
years. This geological clock, however, is not perfect, since it has been 
found that in its earlier stages the river was only about half as large as 
it is at present. If Niagara Falls continues to move upstream, it will 
finally reach Lake Erie, lower the lake about 100 feet, and cease to exist 
as falls. The rapids, however, will exist until the grade between Lake 
Erie and Lake Ontario becomes low and rather uniform. 

In many regions soft sedimentary rocks overlie hard sedimentary 
or igneous rocks. If the hard beds are strongly tilted downstream, very 
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steep rapids or Jails form wlierc the water flows from hard to soft rocks, 
even though the slope downstream is much less than vertical (Fig. 97). 
In this case, as the river lowers its bed, the falls migrate downstream. 
If the hard layer that forms the falls meets the soft rooks in a vertical 
plane, the falls remain stationary as the river cuts down (Figs. 96 and 97). 

Fig. 96.—A diagram showing development and disappearance of rapids and falls and 
migration of falls upstream. (A) First stage of stream with even grade; (B and C) rapids 
develop; (D) falls have developed; (E and F) falls disappear and rapids become less swift; 
(G) the stream is near sea level and is at low grade. 

Terraces." -Ill all river valk‘ys there are numerous flats ttTininated 
on one side by steep slopes that descend to lower flats. Su(*h features 
art', called terraces’’ and are developed where a stream cuts across a 
meander and starts meandt'ring again. Terraces are shown in Fig. 98, 
and the starting of terraces in Fig. 84, page 85. We have found that 
in cutting a valley the stream meanders back and forth across it hundreds 

Fig. 97.—A diagram showing conditions under wdiich falls move upstream (A) as the 
stream lowers its bed; move downstream (B;; remain stationary (C). The broken line D 
shows the location of the falls after the stream lowered its channel. 

and even thousands of times, and, as each shift ci'eates terraces, their 
number is very large. However, as the stream cuts on the outer side of 
the meander and moves across the valley, it destroys all former terraces 
as far as it goes. It may not cut to the extreme side of the valley and 
therefore may leave some of the terra(*,es. 

In some valleys there are very wide flats, a few feet to possibly hun¬ 
dreds of feet higher than the next flats below, and these make striking 
features. Such terraces develop in mature or old valleys where the 
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stream velocity increases and cuts a deeper* narrower valley within the 
old one. The liigher terraces become the sites of cities and are much 
desired as farm lands where the climate is humid; in a semiarid climates 
they are not so good farm land as the lower terraces, as the ground-water 
level is much farther below the surface in them than it is in the lower 
lands. Wide terraces are well dcA^eloped along the Rio Grande in JNcw 
Mexico, the Missouri in its course through Montana and the Dakotas, 
the Connecticut, the Nile, and many other streams. 

Oxbow Lakes.—Where streams straighten tlu'ir courses by cutting 
across meanders, the old curves are deserted by the stream but remain 

filled with stagnant water and are known, in some regions, as ^Amyous. 
The ends that join the streams are soon filled with deposits and the bayous 
become oxbow lakes,” named from their shape. Such lakes are numer¬ 
ous in old valleys and common in mature ones (Fig. 84, page 85). 

Isolated Hills.—Figures 83 D and 84 illustrate the development of 
an isolated hill by stream meandering. Hills of such origin are common. 
If the cap rock is hard and the lower rock soft, buttes may form. Iso¬ 
lated hills form also through tributaries developing secondary tributaries 
that cut back, connect with one another, and leave a hill unconnected 
with the adjacent ridges. These are buttes in arid or semiarid regions, 
and probably hills of gentle slope in humid regions. The hills are not 
due in any senvse to harder rocks, but tt) the accident of the stream's 
failure to cut this particular area to flood-plain level. Goat Island in 
the Niagara River between the American Falls and the Canadian Falls 
will become an isolated hill when the falls recede above the island. 

Canyons.—Canyons have become sites of national parks and objects 
of excursions to millions of people. They are present, in the main, in 
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the regions where buttes and mesas occur. The Grand Canyon of the 
Colorado (the most famous canyon in the world) is bounded on both 
sides by mesas, and buttes are numerous on its margins. Canyons may 
be defined as unusually deep, narrow, steep-sided valleys (Figs. 99 and 
100). Again, as with the terms ‘‘butte'’ and “mesa," the term “canyon" 
is somewhat collociuial. In western United States most valleys are 
canyons to the inhabitants; in eastern United States the term is not used. 
Niagara Gorge is as truly a canyon as the canyon of the Yellowstone 

Fia. 99.—The Grand Canyon of the Colorado River; buttes in the foreground, a mesa in 
the background. {Official photograph, U. S. Army Air Corps,) 

in Yellowstone Park. It is neither so deep nor so narrow, but it is very 
steep sided and fits our definition of a canyon. 

In the main, canyons are developed in nearly horizontal sedimentary 
rocks, are stoop sided because of slow weathering and slope wash, narrow 
because their streams are very swift, and deep because the regions in 
which they are cut are high. One might raise the objection that Niagara 
Gorge is in a region where weathering and slope wash are important, but 
one condition that produces a canyon—the very swift, powerful stream— 
is so dominating in the case of the Niagara River below the falls that it 
has outstripped the agents that reduce the side slopes. The gorge of the 
Columbia River is a real canyon not in an arid region; but it too has 
been cut by a very swift, large stream, and cut through basalt, a rock 
that weathers rather slowly. One who visits the Grand Canyon in 
Arizona, Zion Canyon in Utah, the canyons of the Yellowstone in Yellow- 
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stone Park or Snake River in Idaho will be impressed by the wearing 
power of the streams that have produced them and by the steepness of 
the walls bounding them. Short canyons are striking features of the 
flanks of mountains, ana many of the scenic highways of western United 
States pass through them. Some canyons cut clear through mountain 
ranges, so that one may traverse the entire range without going either up 
or down to any great degree. 

Though the Grand Canyon of the Colorado River in Arizona, as 
stated, is the most famous canyon in the world, it is by no means the 

Fig. 100.—Canyon in Mesa Verde National Park in southwestern Colorado. {Photograph 
hy E, B. Branson.) 

deepest valley or canyon. By combining great depth, steep-sidedness, 
and length, however, the Grand Canyon excels all others. The very 
deep part of the canyon is about 100 miles long. Its maximum depth is 
about a mile, and its normal width at the top 6 to 10 miles. However, 
it gives the impression of much greater proportional depth because of 
many steep faces in the walls. The horizontal rocks making up its sides 
are highly colored, and the colors of the beds are different, which empha¬ 
sizes the steepness of the walls. For example, the Redwall formation 
(forming a cliff 500 feet high in places and extending for miles along the 
canyon) is a dull red in color, the rocks above it are buff, and those below 
are yellow, green, and brown. In places along the canyon there are 
sheer drops of 2,000 to 3,000 feet. The onlooker is impressed with the 
steepness, ruggedness, and harshness of the canyon. 

If one listens to the comments of the visitors to the canyon, he l^ears 
the question raised; '‘How did the canyon form?"' Only rarely does he 
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hear an answer that is in any way adequate. Possibly the old Indian 
legend that Ye, their most powerful god, dragged something along there 
and thus created the canyon is as adequate as the guesses of the ordinary 
tourist. By determining the amount of sediment carried and the amount 
of water that flows through the canyon, one may find that it has not 
taken much longer for the Colorado River to form the Grand Canyon 
than for the Mississippi River to form the valley in which it flows. The 

Fig. 101.—A butte capped by a hard layer of sandstone which appears black in the picture. 
{Photograph hy E. B. Branson.) 

time required for either has been millions of years, no doubt, but that is 
a short time in geologic history. 

Buttes and Mesas.—Numerous flat-topped, steep-sided, isolated hills 
that are capped with resistant horizontal beds are common features of 
badland topography, but are present also in many other regions. Such 
features are called ‘‘buttes^^ (Figs. 101, 102, and 103), but the term is 
somewhat regional in its application. It is used much more in western 
than in eastern United States, not only because these topographic features 
are much more numerous in the west, but also because there it is the 
custom to call any steep-sided, flat-topped hill of a diameter less than a 
mile or two a ^^butte,^’ as it is also the custom to call such a hill several 
miles across a mesa. The terms *^butte’' and ‘‘mesa^’ are not used with 
conmlete distinction either outside of geological literature or in it. 
Enchanted Mesa in New Mexico is only about 1,000 feet across the top. 
The mesas owe their existence to the same conditions as do buttes: a hard, 
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nearly horizontal bed of rock capping softer rock in an arid or semiarid 
region where weathering and slope wash are slow. The butte and mesa 
regions of the United States extend from western Kansas, Nebraska, 
and Oklahoma nearly to the Sierra Nevada Mountains, with few present 
in mountains themselves. 

Fig. 102.—A butte capped by Jiorizoiital sandstone beds witli shale beds below. (Photo^ 
graph by Willis T. Lee. Courtesy of U. S. Geologicxil Survey.) 

Fig. 103.—A butte in southwestern Colorado. {Photograph by E. B. Branson.) 

Badlands.—The so-called “badlands” attract the attention of every¬ 
one who crosses them. They are normal features of stream erosion under 
rather peculiar conditions. They constitute a type of mature topography 
with narrow, steep-sided valleys and narrow-crested hills, the,,Entire 
region being dissected by closely spaced valleys. The rocks makihg up 
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most badlands arc alternating shales and sandstones with shales pre¬ 
dominating, as shown in Fig. 104. Badlands develop in arid or semiarid 
regions where the rainfall comes mainly in heavy showers. Figure 94 

Fig. 106.—Hogback near Iron Mountain, Wyoming. {Courtesy of U. S. Geological Survey») 

shows a type of badlands with slopes much gentler than those in normal 
badlands. The slopes are gentler because there are no hard sandstone 
layer^,to hold them up. In humid regions weathering and slope wash 
redyiTe all slopes too rapidly for typical badland development. 
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In some regions the rocks making up the badlands are highly colored, 
and color attracts attention to them. In the Painted Desert of Arizona 
bands of red, green, yellow, and blue set off the picturesqueness of the 
rough topography. This is one of the most accessible and beautiful 
of the badland regions of the United States, and it covers an area of 
several thousand square miles. The Sante Fe Trail passes tlirough it, 
and the road from the Sante Fe Trail to the bridge across the Colorado 
River at Lees Ferry runs through it for 30 or 40 miles. 

Fig. 106.—Spires in Heirs Half Acre, central Wyoming. {Photograph by WillU T, Lee. 
Courteey of U. jS. Geological Survey.) 

Small areas of badlands occur in almost all of the Rocky Mountain 
states, not in the mountains themselves but in the plateaus adjoining 
the mountains. The best-knowm are in South Dakota, adjoining the 
Black Hills region, Nebraska, Wyoming, Montana, and Arizona. 

Fossils in Badlands.—Many large fossils of peculiar animals have 
been found in the badlands of South Dakota, and great fossil forests 
occur in the Painted Desert of Arizona. Some people associate large 
fossils with badland topography, but in many badlands no fossils are 
known. The presence of fossils in an area is an accident of geographic 
and geologic location rather than a lu^cessary association. 

Hogbacks.—The so-called hogbacks are features developed where 
rocks are tilted and hard beds alternate with soft ones. Stream erosion 
removes the softer rocks above the harder ones, and forms a rather sharp* 
crested ridge, as shown in Fig. 105. On one side of the ridge is the face of 
tilted rock, and on the other side a slope consisting of softer rock that is 
protected by the hard rock. Hogbacks are common along the flanks 
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of all mountains formed of tilted sedimentary rocks. They develop in 
moist as well as in arid climates, but are somewhat sharper and more 
clear-cut in the arid regions, owing to slower weathering, and to the lack 
of forests in such regions. 

Pinnacles and Pedestal Rocks.—In arid and semiarid regions slender 
spires and masses of rock perched on slender pedestals are not uncommon 
erosion remnants (Fig. 106). Figure 107 represents a group of pedestal 
rocks, about 30 feet high, which were isolated by stream work but have 

Fig. 107.—Erosion remnants in Colorado. {Photograph by I. A. Keyte.) 

been smoothed by wind work. Figure 407, page 423, shows an erosion 
remnant (from western Kansas chalk) which remotely resembles the 
Sphinx of Egypt, but is much larger. Bryce Canyon (Fig. 186, page 174) 
in southern Utah has more pinnacles than any other area of equal size 
in North America. One can see thousands of them at one glance. As 
they are varicolored, with some bright shades, they make a striking and 
picturesque landscape. They were not formed by stream erosion alone, 
but by stream erosion and ground water seeping out from near the bot¬ 
tom of the valleys and undermining the overlying rocks. The materials 
forming the pinnacles are soft sandstones and shales. 

Natural Bridges.—Natural bridges originating in any way are rare, 
and those developed by streams are much rarer than those developed 
by the work of ground water. The largest natural bridges in the United 
States are in southern Utah (Fig. 108), and they were developed in part 
by stream erosion. Two canyons were very close together, and the 
stream of one, undercutting at the bottom of a 200- or 300-foot cliff, 
undermined it and cut through into the other canyon, leaving a rock 
arch above (Fig. 109). This is a simple way but not very common, 
becau^ two canyons only rarely approach each other close enough to 
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Fig. l()9.“*"“Drawing showing formation of a natural bridge by a stream with intrenched 
meanders. {After Gregory, Courteey of U. S. Geological Survey,) 

but the bridges of these two states are little known because the r^lion is 
accessible with difficulty. The bridges are cut in red sandstone anihnake 
very striking topographic features. 
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Some natural bridges develop during the ordinary process of meander 
shifting by a stream, as shown in Fig. 110. 

Intrenched Meanders Due to Stream Rejuvenation.—Some streams 
in mature and old valleys have had their velocities increased by the uplift 
of the land over which they flowed or the lowering of the water level 

Fig. 110. —How a natural bridge might develop l>efore an isolated hill formed as in Fig. 84. 

at their mouths. Such sti-eams are said to be ^Vt^juvenated/^ as the 
increased velocities cause them to cut downward mu(;h faster in pro¬ 
portion to sideward than before the uplift took place. 

The San Juan \ alh^y in southern Utah is an example of a rejuvenated 
stream (Fig. 111). It has large closely spaced meanders in a narrow 

Fig. 111.—Intrenched meanders of the San Juan River of southern Utah. Drawn from 
maps and photographs. Depth of valley about 1,000 feet. 

valley more than a thousand feet deep. The course is such as develops 
only on wide flood plains, and the narrow, deep valleys could have been 
forir^d only by a very swift stream. To account for this valley, we must 
exp|g^ this usually unassociated combination of qualities, which may 
be done by assuming that the stream developed a broad valley (Fig. 112) 
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and later had its gradient increased. Suppose the Colorado, into which 
the San Juan empties, lowered its bed 1,000 feet at a rapid rate. The 
San Juan would have its gradient increased 1,000 feet in the lower part 
of its course, and this would give it a rapid current. This swifter stream 
would begin to cut more rapidly at the bottom and deepen the valley 
without (Jutting laterally cmough to widen it noticeably. As the stream 
could not leave its meandering course, it would de(?pen the valley in the 
old series of curves, and thus create intrenched meanders. 

It should not be understood that rejuvenated streams cut straight 
down. Even in the most pronounced of the intrenched meanders the 

Fi<j. 112.—A drawing representing the authors’ conception of the San Juan Valley 
before intrenching took place. Note that the valley at the left in Fig. 112 becomes the 
valley of Fig. 111 on being intrenched. 

stream has cut laterally more than downward. The San Juan Valley 
(given as such a striking example) is several times as wide as deep, 
although it appears to be deeper than wide. 

The most common thing that starts rejuvenation of streams is the 
uplift of a region, with consequent increases in the gradient of the streams 
from the uplifted part to another "region that is not uplifted. Suppose 
that the part of the Mississippi River north of St. Louis should be uplifted 
500 feet and the part below St. Louis not uplifted at all. This does not 
mean an abrupt break, but an uplift that gives a difference of 600 feet 
in many miles. The upper part of the river would immediately start to 
cut its valley down to the level of the lower part and would intrench its 
meanders in their courses. 

STREAM DEPOSITION 
« 

It is common knowledge that waters in flood carry enough sediment 
to make the water distinctly muddy. As the amount <>f that 
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ruriTiing water can move is directly dependent upon its velocity and volume, 
a decrease in <nther means deposition of part of th(^ stream load. 

Checking of Velocity.—If a loaded stream (one (^aiTying all the sand 
and clay that it can) has its velocity cluicked abruptly, the materials 
it is carrying are deposit/cd rapidly. The carrying power of a stream, as 
far as size of pailicles is concerned, varies as the sixth power of the 
velocity. A stream that has been carrying a pebble that weighs 1 ounce, 

Fig. 113.—A steep alluvial fan on North Fork of Popo Agie River, Wyoming. {Photo* 
graph by E. B. Branson.) 

upon having its velocity checked one-half, can carry a pebble that weighs 
only )e4 ounce. It is not strange, then, that most stream deposits are 
formed on account of a check in the velocity of the water. 

Decrease in Volume.—Deposits made on account of decrease in 
volume of water are conspicuous where streams flow from moist to dry 
regions and evaporation and soak-in take up much of the volume of the 
stream. The Platte River in Nebraska is an example. Many of its 
tributaries, as they come from the Rocky Mountains, carry more water 
during dry seasons than the Platte itself after it reaches the plains. The 
volume of water has been so reduced that the river actually fills much 
of its channel with deposits, causing the water to flow in small streams 
within the main channel. The small streams join together and divide 
frequently, producing what is known as a ‘'braided stream.^^ 
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Many streams of the Rocky Mountain region have part of their waters 
diverted for irrigation purposes and on that account are unable to carry 
the same amount of sediment that was (tarried b(rfore the water w(mt 
into the ditches. The same volume of water is present, but thci water 
comes in contact with mu(;h more surface than while it was all in the 
main stream. The carrying power of a stream depends, in part, on its 
volume; but a deep, narrow stream can carry much more than a wide, 
shallow one of the same volume, as it comes in contact with mucli k^ss 
rock surface. 

Alluvial Fans.—Where a stream comes from a relatively high grade 
to a much gentler slope, as from mountains to plains, its vc'Uxdty is 

Fig. 114. An alluvial fan built against the side of a valley. The main stream of the 
valley has shifted toward the fan and cut a vertical bank about 10 feet high. {Photograph 
by E. B. Branson,) 

checked quickly and for that reason it builds up alluvial dc^posits. Th<we 
deposits are formed so rapidly that there is litth^ sorting of the materials; 
and, as they are deposited on land, no later sorting takes place. The 
deposit, therefore, consists of all the stn^am-borne materials, big and 
little, piled up in a heterogeneous mass. Such a deposit spreads out 
fanlike from the steep slope, and is known as an alluvial fan (Figs. 113 
and 114)* As the fan grows outward by additions at the outer margins, 
the gradient ceases to be steep, the materials are deposited less rapidly 
and are finer and better sorted. 

The stream builds the fan by overflowing its channel. The largest 
deposits form where the water first overflows the channel, and thus the 
margins of the stream channels are the highest part. When the stream 
channel has been built up to a considerable height, an unusually high 
flood may cause the stream to break through the marginal deposits. It 
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th(*.ri wouId,take the lowest course available over the fan; and this process 
of filling and escaping from the channel would be repeated many times. 

Fans at the base of high mountains may grow until they extend hun¬ 
dreds of miles from the mountains. They grow laterally to join other 
fans, forming compound alluvial fans. East of the Andes in Argentina, 
the entire slope nearly to the S(ia is made up of alluvial fans; east of the 
Ilocku^s in (kjlorado, fans spread far out into Kansas. In western Cali¬ 
fornia maii}^ of th(i large orange orchards are on alluvial fans. 

Fia. 116.—Dcpositis in the flood plain of a swift stream in Costa Rica. {Photograph by 
E. B. Branson.) 

Flood-plain Deposits.—Flood-plain deposits are formed by streams 
(Fig. 110, page 114) and are present in all valleys that have developed flats. 
In the main, they form from deposits on the inside of meanders; but, in 
part, are direct deposits from floods that spread from the river channel 
over the flood plain. Normally, the deposits range in thickness .from a 
few inches to 50 feet but in some places are much thicker, and they 
occupy the entire width of valley bottoms, save where the stream cuts 

through them to the solid rock. 
In old topography, flood-plain deposits may form nearly half of the 

surface of a region, although in early old age they probably constitute 
less than one-tenth, and in young topography they are of small area. 
Flood-plain deposits are, in the main, composed of clay and sand; but, as 
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the river gets rocks of various kinds and sizes from the valley sides, granules 
are by no means uncommon, and boulders occur in some places. One 
might follow up the course of the Mississippi-Missouri River and its 
tributaries nearly to the top of the Rocky Mountains and find flood-plain 
deposits everywhere. The deposits in the flood plains of the Missouri\s 
branches, coming from the Rockies, are different in composition from 
those of the flood plains near its mouth. The deposits of the mountain 
streams consis^t of larger fragments than those that are deposited by 
streams far away from mountains (Fig. 115). 

Flood-plain deposits are among the richest of soils and are the most 
intensively tilled of all soils, particularly in semiarid regions where they 

A 

B 
Fiu. 110. -(A) Natural levee; (B) artificial levee. 

have the advantage of getting more moisture than the upland soils. 
In Kansas, Nebraska, and other states of similar climate, the bottom 
lands (flood plains) may produce large crops while the uplands produce 
very little. In some places farmers are finding greatest profit in crop¬ 
ping the flood plains and grazing the uplands, and farms with both upland 
and valley parts prove most profitable. 

Natural Levees.—All large rivers in mature and old valleys over¬ 
flow their, main channels at times of great floods and deposit and cut 
away materials from their flood plains. As flood water fills the main 
channel and overflows laterally, it makes deposits on the immediate 
banks of the river course where the velocity of the water is checked by 
shallowing. In course of time the deposits on the bank build up above 
the rest of the flood plain and form a distinct topographic feature known 
as a natural levee/^ (Fig. 116A). In large rivers natural levees may 
be several feet above the general level of the flood plain of the river, but 
they are inconspicuous on account of their very low slope away from the 
river, and they are most easily observed in flood time when the flood 
plain of the valley is covered with water save for the narrow strip along 
the immediate bank of the river (Fig. 117). The river itself acts as a 
check on the height of the levee. If it builds a little too high, the river 
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breaks through in flood time and does not return to its old channel. In 
the main, the levees help the river to keep its channel in times of high 
water; but the materials of th(i levee are loose clay and sand, and thus, 
as the river overflows, it easily cuts through the levee and spreads over 
the flood plains beyond. Nearly all streams with large natural levees 
are subject to disastrous floods. 

Rivers with high natural levees and great plains in their lower courses 
may change those courses very greatly in flood time. The Hwang Ho 
River flowed into the Yellow Sea previous to 1853, when it broke tlirough 
its levee, took a new course, and emptied into the Gulf of Pohai, 200 miles 

Fig. 117.—Levees in time of flood. The levees are marked by the belts of vegetation 
with water on both sides. The water is high enough to cover the flood plain near the river 
except the levees. The levees are only about 2 feet high and are not continuous as the 
meandering of the stream has removed them in some places. {Photograph by E. B, 
Branson,) 

north of its former mouth. All efforts to turn it back were unsuccessful, 
and it started at once to build a delta at its new mouth. 

Control of River Building.—The Mississippi River had many mouths 
which opened into the Gulf, and these filled up with sand and clay so as to 
make navigation uncertain. An engineer, James Eads, planned jetties 
that should be just wide and deep enough to enable the river current to 
sweep them clear of sediment. They were finished in 1879, and no 
trouble has been experienced with navigation of the lower delta since 
that time. This is an example of the application of science to the control 
of natural forces. Dredging out a channel would have been easier and 
faster, but the dredging would have had to be kept up all the time, 
would have cost more than the jetties finally, and would have been less 
satisfactory. 

The danger of floods on some flood plains constitutes a hazard in 
farming them. Scientific planning of the handling of side streams may 
entirely eliminate flood-plain dangers from some areas. Near Kinder- 
hook, Illinois, a farmer purchased a rather large farm, most of which 
was flooded every year and part of which consisted of oxbow lakes and 
swamps. The land was worth about $30 an acre. The custom in this 
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region was to build levees to keep water off the farms. This farmer 
found that the water got into the fields in spite of the levees, and he 
evolved a new plan for his farm improvement. He built a levee around 
one field to hold the flood water in and retained it until all the clay and 
sand had settled. With water two feet deep ov(^r the field, day and sand 
might settle out from one flood to a depth of 3 or 4 inches. By treating 
the land in this way for 16 or 17 years, he built his (mtire farm up some 
3 or 4 feet, and the old oxbows and swamps wore filled to th(^ level of the 
rest of the farm. With his farm 3 or 4 feet above tlu^ surrounding land 
he was in no danger from floods, and some of his neighbors actually 
bought a right of way through his property to let th(^ flood watxTs comi^ 
through and build up their farms. The value of the land changed from 
about $30 to $250 an acre. 

Artificial Levees,—As natural levees are made of materials that form 
rich soils and are densely inliabiU?d along some rivers in spite of the 
danger of floods, the inhabiti^nts, desiring to escape damage, build 
artificial levees (Fig. 116B) upon the natural ones. Such levx^es extend 
intermittently along both sides of the Mississippi River from New 
Orleans to north of St. Louis. As artificial Icvex^s arc thin, they are 
weaker than natural levees, are more easily broken by floods, and the 
resulting floods are much more destructive. Along the Hwang Ho River 
in China, some of the artificial levx^es are nearly 100 feet high and in places 
there are three sets of levees. When the river breaks through all the 
levees, it means disaster to the inhabitants of the valley. The river is 
known as ^^China\s sorrow,” owing to the number of people it has 
d(istroyed. The great floods of the Mississippi River are associated 
with the breaking of the levees, and one of the big problems of the national 
government is flood control of the Mississippi and its tributaries. 

Deltas.—It has been determined that the Mississippi River carries 
enough sand and clay in suspension every year to make a deposit 268 feet 
deep over 1 square mile. That amount is actually carried through the 
mouth of the Mississippi into the Gulf, and most of it is deposited in 
the delta (Fig. 118) near the mouth. (The volume was determined by 
sampling the waters of the Mississippi every day of the year for many 
years and ascertaining from the samples the amount of sediments carried.) 
As soon as the water of the Mississippi strikes the relatively stationary 
ocean level, it deposits most of the load it has been carrying. Material 
as coarse as fine sand goes to the bottom within a mile or two of shore. 
Clays will stay in suspension for several days and may be carried hun¬ 
dreds of miles into the Gulf before settling to the bottom. 

The sands that are deposited at the immediate mouth of the river 
gradually encroach on the sea, by filling up the shallow parts, and cause 
the delta to grow seaward. They grade imperceptibly into fineir,-isedi- 
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ments farther out. At times of flood, muddy waters stand over the part 
of the dedta that has been built to sea level, and sediments deposited 
from these waters gradually build the delta above sea level. The 
amount of material in a delta will depend upon the amount carried by 
the stream and the length of time the stream has been working. In 
100,000 years, the Mississippi would carry enough materials to make 
deposits 268 feet deep over 100,000 square miles or 26.8 feet deep over 

Fi(4. 118.—A niiip of the Mississippi Delta. {After Emmons, Thiel, Stauffer, and ALiieon, 
Geology f') 

1,000,000 square miles. Such deposits would be almost entirely made up 
of clay and sand, and most of these materials would have resulted from 
an advanced stage? of chemical weathering. The sand would be made up 
mainly of quartz grains and the clay of various clay minerals. 

The building of the delta of the Mississippi probably started in the 
region that is now southeastern Missouri and adjoining states and pro 
grossed outward some 600 miles south. The first deposits were made? in 
the head of a narrow bay, but the bay was filled, and the near-shore 
deposits grew until they extended from Louisiana almost to central 
Texas, More than 200,000 square miles have been filled by the Missis¬ 
sippi to depths ranging from something over 100 to more than 12,000 
feet, and the river has probably been working several million years to 
mal^ the deposits. In making such a deposit the stream must have 
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changed its course thousands of times, now flowing near tlu^ eastern 
margin of the delta, then near the western margin, and also occupying 
all intermediate places many times. 

As a delta starts, no part of it is above sea level, and the submerged 
part continues to be very much larger than th(^ part above sea h^vel 
through the earlier stages of delta growth (Fig. 119, upper figure). If 
the sea is very shallow, a largo* stream may fill the shallow part rath('r 
rapidly, and the landward part of the delta will grow faster than the part 
btdow the sea. The 200,000 square miles of landward part of the Mis¬ 
sissippi delta was once all suboceanic, so that, in drilling wells thi'ough 
the delta sediments, most of the materials encounUTed were deposited 

Fia. 119.—Upper figure, a young delta with bottomsot beds (0-D) of large extent. 
Lower figure, a longitudinal section of a delta with forcset and topset (A-B) bods of 
large extent. 

below the sea. This is determined by fragments of sea shells found in 
. the well cuttings. 

Seaward there is no sharp line of demarcation between delta deposits* 
and the normal sea deposits. The very finest of the clay brought in by 
streams is widely diffused through the ocean waters and may settle to 
the bottom at places remote from the delta. Sediments direct from 
Amazon River waters are carried out and deposited some 700 miles from 
the mouth of the river, but only very large rivers with strong currents 
carry materials far out. All of the deposits from a distance of 20 or 
30 miles out from shore are clay, unless the ocean is so shallow that storm 
waves strike the bottom. 

We may picture a young delta with a subaqueous part made of clays, 
covering a large area (iFig. 119, C-D of upper figure); a very shallow water 
part made up mainly of sands (Fig. 119, B-C of upper figure); and a 
very small part above water (Fig. 119, A-B of upper figure). As the 
delta grows, the part above water increases and in late stages may become 
the main part of the delta (Fig, 119, A-B of lower figure). In drilling 
w’ells for oil or water in the Mississippi delta, the drill cuts through a few 
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to possibly 100 feet of sand and elay deposited above the oeean level. 
Below this are found a few feet deposited in shallow water, and below 
that a few to thousands of feet of clay and fine sand deposited far from 

shore. 
Rivers emptying into seas with strong tides or very strong wave action 

deposit sediments in th(5 same way as other rivers, but the waves and 
(mrrents sweep away the deposits and deltas do not form. Small deltas 
may form wh(U'e tributary rivers (^mpty into larger rivers with weak 
currents. Deltas forming in lakes may completely fill the lakes. 

Deltas have been important plac(\s in human development. The 
Nile d(ilta is famous for the early civilization developed upon it. The 
d(*lt a of the Tigris and Euphrates was also one of the early sites of man^s 
dc^velopment. Th(‘ delta of the Hwang Ho has one of the densest popu¬ 
lations in thi) world and one of th(^ oldest. On the delta of the Missis¬ 
sippi, a few of the oldest white settlements in the Unit(^d States were 
located, some of which are now important cities. 

Streams like* the Mississippi carry several timers the volume of sedi¬ 
ments that th(*y deliver to the ocean, but the materials deposited in 
alluvial fans and flood i)lains do not actually reduce the general level of 
the land; the only mateiials lost to the continent are those carried away 
and deposited in th(* seas. Not only that, but before a region has 
reach(‘d base level all of the mat(*rials of its higher alluvial-fan and flood- 
plain deposits are removed, carried to the sea, and deposited. 

Summary of Stream Deposition.—Most streams carry clay and sand, 
and ver.y swift streams carry and roll coarser materials. Most stream 
deposits arc caused by checking of velocity c5f tlu^ water. Stream deposits 
are coarsest in alluvial fans and finest in deltas. Under some conditions 
deltas are the chief stream deposits; under others, alluvial fans; and under 
still others, flood plains. Alluvial deposits form some of the richest farm 
land. Many regions of alluvial deposit.are densely populated and the 
inhabitants are in danger from floods. 



CHAPTER VII 

GROUHP WATER 

Ground water^ as the name suggests, is water that occurs in the ground 
but relatively near the surface. Other nanuns an* applied to it. Meteoric 

water is a common name, which refers to the fact that- the ground wat(U’ 
originated in the air. This term is useful as a contrast to magmatic 

water, the name applied to water originating in a magma. A type of 
ground water known as connate water occurs in some sandstones. This 
water was incorporated in the pores of the sandstoiu^s when the deposit 
was made on the sea floor and was tluui buried along with tlwi sandstoiu*. 
It has, therefore, a composition similar to that of sea water. Our dis¬ 
cussion in this chapter will deal entin^ly with that part of th(^ water 
having its source in the rain and snow that fall upon the earth\s surface. 

Amount of Ground Water.—If the average annual rainfall for the 
world is regarded as 36 inches (it ranges locally from 0 to more than 
500 inches), the quantity of water falling annually upon the 54,000,000 
square miles of the earth's land surface is about 30,500 cubic miles. The 
amount of water that runs off following rains is estimated to be about 
30 per cent of the total, or about 9,000 cubic miles. This is practically 
the volume of water that annually reaches the ocean by means of rivers, 
which leaves about 21,000 cubic miles of the water that falls on the land 
to go underground. Most of this ground water is returned to the air by 
evaporation from the soil and transpiration by plants.^ The amount so 
returned varies widely, depending upon differences in climate and other 
influencing factors. That part of the ground water not evaporated or 
transpired penetrates to variable depths, but much of it eventually finds 
its way to the surface through springs and seeps. A small amount of 
ground water goes into the composition of various secondary minerals 
being formed, and so remains underground indefinitely. Many estimates 
have been made of the total amount of ground water in the rocks. One 
of the latest estimates, and probably the best, places the amount at a 
quantity that would cover the entire surface of a sphere the size of th^ 
earth to a depth of 100 feet. This volume of water underground is 

1 Each pound of vegetable matter produced by a plant requires on the average 
the transpiration of 40 gallons of water.—G. R. Habbison, Atlantic Monthly, vol. 

160, No. 1, p. 75, July, 1937. 

120 
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transient in charnrter, for as soith^ of it reaches the surface more rain water 
sinks down to tak(‘ its place. 

Factors Controlling the Amount of Ground Water.—The factors 
controlling amount of rain water that goes underground are (1) rate 

of rainfall, (2) slope of the surface, (3) amount of vegetation, (4) porosity 

of the surface rock, and (5) the amount of water already in the pores of the 

rock. It is readily seen that a slow rain falling on a grass-covered, 
gently sloping surface that covers a dry, porous soil means a maximum 
amount of water going und(‘rground. As th(‘ factors controlling the 
amount of water that gO(is underground diffcu* widely in various parts 

r'i<j. 120.— Skotcli showing tho various positions and relationships of the ground water to 
the surface. 

of the (^art h, a similar difference is found in the amount of meteoric water 
Iwjiieath th(; surfatje in the different places. 

The Downward Penetration of Ground Water.—Water in going 
undfTground follows the joints and fissures of the rocks, and from these 
openings works its way into the cracks and pores. The size and number 
of the openings in rocks differ widely; in some rocks there are many 
openings; in others, such as granite, there are very few. Openings are, 
of course, most abundant near the surface. They may extend down¬ 
ward for great distances, not as single, continuous openings, but as more 
or less connected ones. It has been d(4ermined expeiimentally that the 
strongest rocks are unable to sustain openings below a distance of 10 or 
11 miles from the surface, and weaker ones do not have openings even 
within a mile of the surface. The zone in which cracks, joints, and fis¬ 
sures can exist in the rocks is called the zone of cavities. However, 
there are good reasons for believing that the maximum distance ground 
water penetrates below the surface is only a few thousand feet. The vast 
majority of deep oil and gas wells and mines show that actually most of 
*the ground water occurs within 2,000 or 3,000 feet of the surface. Many 
tpines of that depth are dry and dusty; in fact, many within 1,000 feet 
of the surface contain very little water. Water has to be pumped into 
most deep oil wells during the drilling. No water was found in a well 
10,077 feet deep that was drilled in Oklahoma in 1931. The water occur- 
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ring in these deep wc^lls is usually salt; iK'iu^e it is probably connate 
water. For the most part , howTV(u-, the ground watx^r is near th(^ sur¬ 
face, although special positions of the rocks permit its descent to con¬ 

siderable depths. 
Ground-water Zones.—As we have 

just. s('en, the zoru' of the ground water, 
though it may (‘orrespond to the zone 
of (cavities, usually lic^s near the sur- 
fa(*e. The top of the zone in which 
the rocks are more or less saturated 
with wat^T is known as the vjaier 

level or water table. The former name 
does not. mean, however, that the top 
of this zone is level, for it follows, 
roughly, tlu^ surface of the land (Fig. 
120); and it shifts with the seasons, 

t)eing higher in a raii\y season and lower during drout hs. The wat(T level 
balds to flatten and would b('com(‘- (essentially flat if no mone water were 
added from abov(e. 

Of this zone of ground water, the unsaturated area above the wab^r 
level is known as the vadose-water zone; and tlie saturaba] part below the 
water kivel, as the ground-water zone (P"ig. 121). 

Ft(i. 121.— Diagrar/imatie sketfli of 
vadose-wator zone; water level or water 
table; and ground-water zone. Degree 
of saturation is indicated by density of 
stippling. {From Tarr, Introductory 

Economic Geloogy.**) 

Fio. 122.—Sketch showing cotirse of grouml water in vadose-water zone, and development 
of sink holes and caverns. 

The vadose-water zone is the zone of the most rapid wq^ter cireulation, 
as the wat<^^ in it is moving downward to the water level (Fig. 122). 
This zone has been called* the zone, of aeration, because air can be present 
down to the water level. As the meteoric water moves downward 
through this zone, it may attack the minerals and rocks along the walls of 
the fissures and alter them. It is aided in this by the gases in the air 
and the acids acquired by attacking the rocks, as has been fully explained 
under “Weathering.” In the vadose-water zone, the major part of the 

*0. E. Meinzbb, “Occurrence of Ground Water in the United States,” U. S, 
Geological Survey M'aier Supply Paper 489, p. 76, 1923. 
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ch(^mi(*al work of ground water is carried on. The greatest amount of 
the solvent work goes on here; for, after the water has dissolved a particle 
from the walls, it moves on M.iid thus permits a fresher solution to take its 
place and dissolve more ol the rock. In some regions the vadose-water 
zone contains very littki water, the only amount pres(uit being that in 
the soil at the top, sometimes known as soil water. The thi(;kn«?ss of 
the vadose-water zone differs with the character of the rocks and the 
climaUi. 

The ground-water zone may extend from the surface to variable dis¬ 
tances below it. In some regions there is no ground-water zone; in others, 
it< may lie several hundred feet below the surface. Where the ground- 
wat-(*r zone cuts the surface, springs and seeps are present (Fig. 120). 

black HILLS, ^ 
S.D. 

Flowing 
arks fan well 

Wafer head or ekvafion fo which 
the arksian wafer can rise 

\ fNon- flowing arksian wells 

,.Q0t9t9!A*?!?dsTgne_-'i''_..^qq _J 
Fig. 12.‘t—Sketch showing position of w^ater-boaring Dakota sandstone beneath the 

surface, and source of its water in mountains to the west. Wherever the water-head is 
above the surface, a well drilled at that point would be a flowing well; wells drilled else- 
wdiere would be artesian but not flowing wells. {Modified from N. H. Darton, {/. S. 
Geological Survey Water Supply Paper 428, p. 31, 1918.) 

As the movement of the water in this zone is very slow or motionless, the 
chemical changes arc largely those of cementation and hydration. The 
ground-water zone is the storage place from which we obtain our water 
supplies. 

Rate of Movement of Underground Water.—As stated, the water 
moves rapidly in the vadose-water zone, and very slowly, or not at all, 
in the ground-water zone. In some rocks, such as fissun^d and channeled 
limestones, the water flows as rapidly as it does in streams; indeed, the 
openings, if large, may contain underground streams (Fig. 122). In 
the smaller cracks and in the pores of sandstones, the increased friction 
greatly reduces the rate of flow of the water. As the rate of flow is so 
very slow in sandstones, a supply of water obtained from a sandstone 
whose inflow is many miles away may not equal its removal through 
wells, whereupon in that region the water level falls. An illustration of 
this is found in the Dakota sandstone (Fig. 123), which furnishes the 
water in the Great Plains area and has its inflow in the Rocky Rlountains. 
Fifty years ago the deep wells to this sandstone were flowing wells. They 
were allowed to flow night and day, however, until the pressure was so 
decreased that they ceased to flow. They must now be puinped, and 
the water level is still falling. It is possible to determine the rate of 
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flow of underground water by putting a substance that can easily bo 
detected into the water of one well and watching for its appearance in 
adjacent wells. By this experiment the rate has been found to be a 
few feet per day in certain regions. 

Keeping in mind these facts regarding the volume, depth, and move¬ 
ment of ground water, let us now turn to a consideration of the geologic 
work of ground water. 

HOW GROUND WATER ACCOMPLISHES ITS WORK 

We have already shown that the work of the eroding agents is accom¬ 
plished by mechanical and chemical methods and that each agent has its 
dominant method. Ground water difiPers from all th(‘ other agents in 
that its work is largely (hernical. This is because it is in constant contact 
with the minerals of the rocks and because water is able to bring about 
some chemical change whether it contains acuds or is pun?. Though 
the solutions move slowly, the unlimited time available? enables them to 
bring about marked changes in the rocks. As the pi‘ocess(?s go on rnon? or 
less continuously, a great thickness of mantle rock may be produced; 
enormous caverns may be form('d, such as those of Mammoth Cave 
in Kentucky and Carlsbad Caverns in New Mexico; or poor deposits of 
valuable metals may be converted into rich deposits, like some of the? 
great copper deposits of western United States (see Fig. 59, page 54) 
and the enormous iron deposits of the I.ake Superior region. The work 
of ground water and the process of weathering are so n(?arly one process 
that it will be impossible to draw a sharp distinction betwc'en them in 
our discussion. 

CHEMICAL WORK OF GROUND WATER 

As the chemical work of ground water is the more important, we shall 
consider it first. The material carried in solution is spoken of as the 
load of the water, and the throe successive steps in the work of ground 
water may be outlined as follows: 

1. Getting a load. 

а. How? 

б. Where? 

2. Transporting the load. 

a. Where? 

3. Depositing the load. 

a. Why? 

b. Where? 

Getting a Load.—Water begins its attack upon the minerals of the 
rocks as sfeon as it has passed beneath the surface. It dissolves any 
soluble nototerial it encounters and attacks the other materials by slowly 
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altering them into soluble and insoluble products. The insoluble prod¬ 
ucts are left behind and form the mantle rock and soil. The nature 
of the soluble products removed depends upon the composition of the 
original rock. We have shown under ‘ ‘ Wcathering ^ ^ that a small group of 
soluble products are always being removed by ground water and it 
is these that we shall consider here. They are, in the order of their 
abundance: 

1. Calcium carbonate and calcium sulfate. 

2. Silica. 

3. Sodium carbonate, sodium sulfate, and sodium chloride. 

4. Magnesium carbonate. 

6. Potassium carbonate (in small amounts). 

Carbonate waters, i.c., those containing carbonic acid and carbonates, 
are the most abundant type of ground and spring waters. In order that 
the ground water may dissolve calcium carbonate (CaCOs), free carbon 
dioxide must be available. This is furnished by the carbon dioxide gas 
commonly pres(‘nt in the water. The carbon dioxide unites with water 
to form carbonic acid, thus: CO2 + H2O = H2CO3. The carbonic acid 
thcai unites with (‘.alcium carbonate to form calcium bicarbonate (which 
is soluble), thus: H2CO3 + CaCOs = CaH2(C03)2. Magnesium car¬ 
bonate is dissolved by ground water in the same way. The silica is 
solubh^ in carbonate waters and is fairly common in ground water. The 
sulfates type of ground water is less abundant than the cai bonate, although 
som(? sulfate is nearly always pnisent owing to the breaking up of some 
sulfide minerals. Waters containing chlorine are still less common, but 
a little chlorine may be present. 

Th(^ ground water gets its load from many sources. The soil fur¬ 
nishes some material, but not so much as do the rocks below, because 
the soil consists mostly of the residual insoluble material. The surface of 
t he rock beneath the soil, especially if the rock is limestone or dolomite, is 
an important source of material. In these tw^o rocks the contact of the 
residual material (mantle rock) and the original rock is sharp, which is in 
marked contrast to the gradational contact of an igneous rock with its 
soil (vsee Fig. GO, page 56). Within a rock the material is obtained 
chiefly along the walls of the joints and fissures. If the rock is soluble, 
the openings are widened; if it is insoluble, an altered zone is formed along 
the walls of the fissures and joints. In even the most minute openings 
some material may be obtained, but very slowly as the movement of the 
w^ater there is practically negligible. 

Transporting the Load.—The material taken into solution is carried 
along with the water as it moves through the rocks. The dominant cir¬ 
culation of the water is through cracks, joints, and fissures, all of which 
are tabular openings lying at all angles in the rocks and crossing each 
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other at all angles. Water moves through sandstone, channeled lime¬ 
stone, and tuff in any direction, but except in such a limestone (Fig. 124) 
the rate is slow. Water may work its way downward along one set of 
joints and find its way upward again along another set. In some mines, 
tunnels have been driven through hundreds of fc^et of rock that was dry, 
although jointed, and then a large fissure was found along wliich water 
was circulating in exceptionally larg<^ amounts. 

Fig, 124.—Solution channels developed along fault plane in limestone, Monarch; Colorado. 
{Photograph by W. A. Tarr,) 

Depositing the Load.—The material in solution in t-h(^ ground water 
will either be deposited in the ro(*ks or, finally, through springs and 
seeps, be fed to streams atid contributed to the sea. As the material 
wliich enters the sea will be discussed later under the ^'Work of the 
Ocean,we shall confine our study here to that which is deposited by the 
ground water. 

The ground water is capable of dissolving only limited amounts of 
mineral matter. When it has taken up all it can hold, it is said to be 
saturatedj and then slight changes will cause the deposition of some of the 
material. 

Causes of De/position,—A full discussion of the causes of deposition 
will not be given here, but only a consideration of some of the simpler 
and more common ones. 

a. The loss of carbon dioxide is probably one of the most common 
reasons for deposition, especially of the carbonate minerals. As already 
indicated, this carbon dioxide is a loosely combined gas and, as long as 
the water containing it is underground, the gas is confined and so retained, 
but when that water emerges at the surface the carbon dioxide escapes 
into the air and the carbonate is consequently deposited. Some spring 
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waters contain so mucii carbon dioxide and calcium bicarbonate that 
deposition of calcium carbonate when they emerge is remarkably fast. 
Objects such as wooden images, fruits, and bird nests are often immersed 
in these waters and become coated with calcium carbonate. A thin 
layer may be deposited in 24 liours. Large deposits of calcium carbonatci 
are formed around such springs, as will be noted later. Boiling a car¬ 
bonate water drives off the carbon dioxide and a deposit is left, such as 
the scale on the inside of a teakettle* or in boiler pipes. 

6. Th(^ lowering of the temperature (t^xcc^pt in carbonate waters) is 
another means of bringing about deposition, especially if the water is 
hot, as in the hot springs of Yellowstone Park. Hot water can hold 
more material in solution than cold water; hence, if the hot water is satu- 
ratc'id and t<he tempi^ratun? falls, some of this material must be deposited. 

c. The complete evaporation of a solution will cause all the material to 
be deposited. Deposition by evaporation takers place in the soil near 
the surface during dry periods and forms a deposit known as caliche. 

Water used for irrigation purposes dissolves mineral matter from the soil 
and, as evaporation is rapid at the surface, redeposits it on top of the soil, 
often ruining it for agricultural purposes. 

d. The mingling of solutions is a very important means of causing 
dc^position. When wat<*rs from different sources bearing different mate¬ 
rials in solution cornii tog(ith(^r and mingle, the materials may form new 
compounds, some of which will undoubtedly be insoluble and thus will 
be deposited. This mingling may occur where two large fissures or joints 
(;ross, and the d(^position of the mineral matter may finally fill up the 
opening at the intersection. Many different kinds of minerals, some 
of which are very valuable, may be formed in this way. 

c. Deposition may occur as a result of the action of the solutions upon 

the walls of the cavity in wliich the water is moving. By this means, 
the wall rock is altered, Lc., new minerals are formed and others are 
removed. These reactions involve most of the changes due to weathering. 

Deposition in the Rocks.—Deposition beneath the surface takes place 
largely in the ground-water zone, though deposits may be formed in the 
vadose-water zone also. 

Undoubtedly the most common place in which deposition occurs 
beneath the surface is the openings between the grains of the rocks. The 
deposited material fills up the pores, acting as a cement to bind the grains 
together. In this way sands become firm sandstones. The material 
most commonly deposited is calcium carbonate (calcite); other common 
materials are soluble silica, which Ix^comes quartz, and the iron oxides 
hematite and limonite. Such deposition is going on so commonly that 
the term zone of cementation is frequently applied to the ground-water 

jsone, 
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The next most common place in which deposition occurs is in the 
cracks^ jointSf and fissures of the rocks. The deposits made in these 
openings are thin, tabular forms called veins (Fig. 125). When an 
opening is filled up, the water must find another opening or movement 
must cease. These veins, unlike those formed by the cooling of an 
igneous rock, rarely contain deposits of valuable minerals or metals. 
Calcite is the most common mineral found in them. An interesting 
....feature of these veins is the arrange- 
^ “ ' I ment of their crystals, which started 

J growing on the walls of the opening and 
I grew outward at right angles to them 
;! (Fig. 126). If the crystals from the tw^o 
I sides have not filled the opdiing, a 
^ cavity lined with crystals is left (Fig. 

I 
I Special Deposits Formed in the Rocks. 

I Firmly cemented, rounded masses foj rn- 
I ed locally in porous rocks an* called 

Fig. 126.—-Quartz veins in gabbro. co7icretions. They are formed by the 

from deposition of material at some ‘point 
and the addition of more of tlu^ same 

material around it, the grains of the original rock being included in the 
concretion (Fig. 127). Such concn^tions are, of course, of later origin 
than the rocks in which they occur. Large concretions, some 10 foot or 
more in diameter (Fig. 128), may be formed in this manner. In shaixj 
they may be spherical, elliptical, or very irregular (Figs. 129 and 130). 

Fig. 126.—Calcite crystals in vein cutting Fig. 127.—Sketch of concretion 
coal. Specimen from Boone County, Mis> formed by cementation of local area in 
souri. About one-fourth natural size. sandstone. Note that bedding planes 

pass tlirough concretion. 

Septaria are concretions in which cracks developed by shrinkage were 
later filled with calcite or some other mineral (Fig. 131). These cracks 
developed in the interior because the material there dried after that of 
the exterior had become hard. The ground water that furnished material 
to fill the cracks entered through one or more of them that had extended 
to the exterior of the concretion. 
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The caliche, already mentioned, represents another special deposi- 
tional feature. It occurs just below the surface in arid or semiarid regions 
where evaporation is rapid. As the water evaporates at or near the sur¬ 
face, more water moves up from below 
to take its place, and it too is evapor¬ 
ated and so d(iposits the mineral mat¬ 
ter it contains. The deposit is usually 
calcium carbonate and it may Ixi a few 
indues or many feet in thickness. Soil 
may or may not be present over the 
caliche. 

Geodes (Fig. 132) are formed by the 
deposition of material upon the inside 
of rounded or irregular cavities in the 
rocks. They aro lined with crystals 
(usually of quartz, calcite, or dolomite) 
that point inward. The way in wliich 
ge^odes are formed is similar to that of 
th(^ formation of a vein. If a cavity 
is being filled with quartz introduced 
as soluble silica and the rate of deposi¬ 
tion is fast, a fine-grained variety of (juartz is deposited in alternating 
and colored bands. This variety of quartz is known as agate (Fig. 133) 

Fia. 129.-—Concretions formed by cementation of sandstone with iron oxides, Fergus 
County, Montana. {Photograph by W» A. Tarr.) 

The different colors in most agates are due to the presence of varying 

amounts of hematite (red) and limonite (brown or yellow). 
Stalactites and stalagniites (Figs. 134 and 135) are deposited by 

ground water in large openings (caverns) above the water level. The 

Fig. 128.—Concretion (al>out 10 feet 
in diameter) of sandHtone cemented 
with iron oxides, Fergus County, 
Montana. {Photograph by W. A. Tarr,) 
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conditions that favor the fojination of theses h'alures arc that a water 
containing calcium carbonate in solution should drip or trickle froni the 
roof of a cavern slowly enough for the water to lose its carbon dioxide 

Fia. 130.—Calcareous concretions from varved clays along C/Oiinccticut River. {Collv.civd 
by TT. A. Tarr.) 

A B 
Fig. 131.—A, soptarium; B, cross section of a soptariurn. 

and thus cause the deposition of the calcium carbonate. If deposition 
occurs on the roof of the cavern, the deposit assumes a shape like an 
icicle (inner black area of Fig. 135a) and is called a stalactite,if it 
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occurs on the floor, a rounded mass called a ^^stalagmite” (Fig. 135&) 
is built up. The two forms may join and become, in the language of a 
negro guide in Mammoth Cave, ^'stick-tights.'^ During the early stages 
of growth, stalactites are hollow and grow dominantly at the lower end; 
later, the opening may be partly (Fig. 135a) or entirely closed, where¬ 
upon all or a part of the water flows down the outside and deposition 

Fig. 132.—Geode lined with (luartz. About natural size. 

occurs all over the surface. The canopy-like masses in caverns are the 
result of the union of adjacent stalactites through the deposition of 
material on the outside. The surface of many stalagmites is covered 
with great numbers of small terraced pools in the bottom of which are 
rounded calcite pebbles or concretions (so-called "cave pearls"). The 
terraces are the re>sult of calcium carbonate deposition as carbon dioxide 
escapes from the shallow water that trickles over the gently sloping sur¬ 
face of a stalagmite (Fig. 136). 

The concretions formed in the pools are the result of the deposition 
of calcium carbonate about nuclei. Their rounded form is further deter- 
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mined by the agitation of the pools by falling drops of water. Stalag¬ 
mites produce a banded calcareous 
rock known as onyx marble, which is 
cut and polished for use in interior 
decoration. 

Replacement of minerals is an im¬ 
portant function of ground water. 
The replacement of one mineral by 
another of entirely different composi¬ 
tion is w'ell illustrated when calcite 
(calcium carbonate) is dissolved out 
and another mineral, such as (juartz 
(silica) is substituted for it. By means 
of a partial replacement, one mineral 
may change into another of a eomposi- 
tion not entirely different; for example, 
pyrite, which occurs commonly as 

cubes and consists of one part of iron (Fe) and two parts of sulfur 
(S), may be changed into lirnonite (an oxide of iron) by the removal 

Fig. 133.—Agate showing channel 
through which the solutions entered. 
Brown agate inside of quartz crystals. 
About one-fourth natural size. 

Fig. 134.—Stalactites and stalagmites in Luray Cavern, Virginia. 

of the sulfur and the addition of oxygen and water. The lirnonite retains 
perfectly the cubic form of the pyrite, A mineral that thus possesses 
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the shape of another is called a pseudomorph. The name is apt, as the 
word ^‘pseudomorph'^ means false form.” 

(a) 

(b) 

6 
SECTION 

[rOFA 
STALACTITE 

5' 

Opening fhrough • 
which wafer J 
drips and deposifs 
CaCOj due fo i 
/OSS of CO2 { 

Black areas along cenfra! 
opening represenf 
dep osits made by )^^afer 
as if dripped from 
crack in limestone 

Oufside layers were 
deposited by wafer 
flowing over surface 

Drops of water may fa//\ 
to the floor \ 

and creafe a stalagmite I 
SECTION OF 
STALAGMITE 

Fig. 135.—Sketch showing development of stalactites and stalagmites. 

Concretions of.. 
ca/dte (soca/ied 
cave peartsjdc/e 
to deposit ion and agitation 
by the fatting drops of wafer 

Drops falling from roof of 
cave keep the water stirred 
up and aid in forming concretions 

/Wafer trickles over edge and, 
/ being shattow, evaporates fastest 

there and deposits CaCO^ building 
up the edge 

—Terrace wall holds 
water in pool 

Fig. 136.—Sketch showing development of terraces on stalagmites and of concretions in 
the depressions. 

"Petrifaction is the replacement of organic material by some mineral, 
making it like a rock. The most common example of this change takes 
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place when a piece of wood is buried in the ground and water bearing 
some silica or iron in solution soaks into it. The woody tissues are 
removed, particle })y particle, and the mint^ral is deposited in their place 
(Fig. 137); thus the most minute details of the wood are preserved, even 
the exterior of it showing tlie cell details. Wood that has been replaced 
by quartz is very hard and takes a fine polish (Fig. 138). Pe?trifaction 
by iron oxides is less common, but 
Fig, 139 shows a piece of bir(diwood 
that was replaced by limonite while 
the original bark was preserved. 

Surface Deposits Formed hy Ground 
Water common type of surfac^e 
deposits mad(^> by ground water is that 
formed by springs and geysers. De¬ 
position by spring waters is due to 
lowering of temperature, loss of gases, 
and, to a less extent, (naporation. 
Th(‘ d('posited mat(‘rial, which usually 
accumulates around the opening of 
the spring, is called calcareous sinter 
b(‘cause of its porosity. The dei)Osit 
at Mammoth Hot Springs, Y(dlow- 
stone Nat ional Park, is a good (*xample 
of this type, and Fig. 140 shows 
another such deposit in Wyoming. 
Some of these spring deposits spread 
far and wide over the surface, as do 
those occurring about 15 miles north- ■ 
east of Rome, Italy (Fig. 141). J 
These deposits cover an area of several ^ 
square miles and have furnished traver- 
iirw (the name applied to the more 
compact spring deposits of calcium carbonate) that is hard enough to 
use for building purposes. This stone has been quarried and used for 
2,000 years and, at present, is extensively used for interior decoration 
throughout the United States. A series of watc'rfalls caused by spring 
deposits of calcium carbonate occurs in a stream in Oklahoma. 

The material deposited by geysers is largely silica, hence its name 

Birchwood replaced 
One-lialf natural size. 

siliceous sinter (Fig. 142A). This material is light colored and very 
porous. It is deposited chiefly as a result of the loss of gases and a 
lowering of the temperature of the water. Small plants (algae) that live 
in some geysers make use of silica in their structure and thus assist in 
building up the siliceous deposits. A few hot springs of voh^anic origin 
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are also depositing silica. Such springs are those at Steamboat Springs, 
Nevada (Fig. 142B). 

Summary,—Owing to various causes, ground waters deposit their 
mineral matter below the surface as c(‘ments, veins, concretions, geodes, 

Fig. 140.~Hot Spring deposit at Thermopolis, Wyoming. {Photograph by C. C. Branson.) 

Fig. 141.—Quarry face in travertine deposits northeast of Rome, Italy. The narrow 
bands represent the layers deposited by the waiter. {Photograph by W. A. Tarr,) 

agates, stalactites and stalagmites, pseudomorphs, petrified wood, and 
caliche; and upon the surface as calcareous sinter, travertine, and siliceous 
sinter. 

Results of the Solution Work of Ground Water,—Having considered 
the load of the ground water and its disposal, we shall now study the 
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results effected by the solution work upon the rocks themselves. Briefly, 
these results are: 

1. Additional pore space in the rock. 

2. Roughened surface of the rock. 

3. Stylolites. 

4. Widened joints and sink holes or sinks. 

5. Caverns, lost rivers, natural bridges, karst topography. 

Additional Pore Space,—As material is removed from the rocks by 
ground water, their pore space is increased unless deposition or slumping 

I 

Fio. 142.— (A) Siliceous sinter deposited about geysers in Yellowstone National Park. 
(Photograph by W. A, Tarr.) (B) Siliceous sinter deposited by hot springs at Steamboat 
Springs, Nevada. (Photograph by W, A, Tarr,) 

occurs to fill it up. Some rocks become extremely porous, though as 
a rule the increase in the pore space weakens the rock so that slumping 

takes place. 
Roughened Rock Surface,—The surface of the solid rock, whether it is 

exposed or in contact with the mantle rock, is the scene of the greatest 
amount of solvent work. If the soluble rock is, like the carbonate rock 
limestone, compased of one mineral, the irregularities produced on the 
surface are due chiefly to differences in the size of the mineral grains 
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(Fig. 143). In other roeks the roughened surface may be due, in addi¬ 
tion, to differences in the mineral composition, as somc^ minerals are easily 
attacked and removed, leaving pits on the surfaces 

Stylolites.—Stylelites (Fig. 144) are vertically striated columns, 
pyramids, or cones occurring usually in nearly horizontal bands in lime- 

Fia. 145.—Limostono showing solution channels, some of which contain clay. Along high¬ 
way about 100 miles north of Mexico City. {Photograph by C, C. Branson,) 

stones, dolomites, and, rarely, in other kinds of rocks. Stylolites are 
developed by the solvent work of water in connection with the pressure 
under which the rocks exist. The columns overlap each other and are 
capped by a dark, insoluble clay. Lines of small stylolites, }/2 
less in length, resemble ‘^suture joints'^ and are so called by quarrymen. 
A stylolite increases in length by the solution of more of the rock at the 
end of the column, the column itself being protected from solution by the 
cap or coating of clay. Some stylolitic columns are 8 or 10 inches long. 
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Stylolites are a bad feature in many limestones that otherwise would 
be well suited for building purposes. 

Widened Joints and Sink Holes or Sinks.—It is inevitable that the 
walls of a joint or fissure along which water is moving will be attacked and 
some of the materials removed if there are soluble materials in the wall 

Fig. 146.—Diagram showing system of solution openings in limestone. Note stalac¬ 
tites and stalagmites. (A and B) Pits leading from upper to lower caverns. (C) Sink hole. 
{After O. E, Meinzer, U. S. Geological Survey Water Supply Paper 489, p. 116, 1923.) 

rock. The joint may thus become a wide opening through which the 
water moves freely (see Fig. 124, page 126). Insoluble materials may 
accumulate in the channel of this underground stream, or material from 
above may be carried down into it (see Fig. 145), and thus the circulation 
of the water and consequently further solution work would be confined 

Fig. 147,—Sink-hole topography near Sparta, White County, Tennessee. {Photograph 
by Willard F. Bailey.) 

largely to the contact along the walls. The opening would thus be more 
rapidly enlarged, and, if the rate of solution exceeded the rate of accumu¬ 
lation of insoluble materials, a depression would develop on the surface. 
Such depressions are known as sink holes [Figs. 122 (page 122), 146, and 
147] and are usually found above a cavern system into which the down¬ 
ward-moving water drains. In some sink holes, surface water escapes 
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underground; in others, the surface opening becomes closed and the wat(^r 
then accumulates in the depression to form a pond or small lake (Fig. 147). 
Sink holes are formed, also, when the roof of a cave, which is near the 
surface, falls in. 

Caverns or Caves^ Lost Rivers^ Natural Bridges, and Karst Topography. 
Caverns are merely joints that have been exceptionally enlarged by the 
solution work of the ground water that flows through them. Inasmuch 
as the circulation must be fairly rapid to bring about much solution work, 
they are generally formed in the vadose-water zone. Some caverns are 
of great size and as scenic wonders are visited annually by thousands of 
people. Famous caverns in the United 
Stat(^s are the Shenandoah and Luray 
(Fig. 134) caverns in the Shenandoah 
Valley, Virginia; Mammoth Cave in 
ccnitral Kentucky; and Carlsbad Cav¬ 
erns in southeastern New Mexico, 
Large caverns are developed only in 
soluble rocks such as limestones, dolo- 
mit(^s, gypsum, and salt. Caverns are 
most common in horizontal rocks [see 
Figs. 122 (page 122), and 146], but they 
may also be developed in inclined rocks, 
as were the Shenandoah Caverns. 

The water in a cavern collects into a 
stream (many are of considerable size) 
in the lower part of the cave. This 
stream finally joins the nearest large 
river, reaching it either by an under¬ 
ground passage or after flowing out of 
the cavern. Many large springs are 
undoubtedly the outlets for underground streams (Figs. 122, 148, and 
154, page 145). Surface streams that sink underground and reappear 
miles away are not uncommon in regions of limestone rocks. Such 
streams are known as lost rivers (Fig. 148). The course of these streams 
underground is either a cavern or a cavern in the process of formation. 

A stream flowing through a cave lowers its bottom at the same rate at 
which the stream it enters is being lowered. Thus in the upper part of 
the chambers of many caverns, the evidence of the former courses of 
streams may be seen. Once a fairly large chamber is developed, the solu¬ 
tion work of the stream is aided by blocks^ falling from the roof. 

Some sink holes become elongated in the direction of the underground 
stream while a portion of the roof is left spanning the stream; these 
residual portions are known as neural bridges. The famous Natural 

tionship of the lost river (dashed line) 
to sinks and springs. {After Meinzer, 
U. 8. Geological Survey.) 
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Bridge of Virginia (Fig. 149) is more than 200 feet above the water. 
A highway passes over the top of it. Natural bridges are also formed 
as follows: the water of some waterfalls, having found an outlet through 
joints Ixduiid and beneath the falls to emerge at a lower level, follows that 

Fig, 149.— Natural BridRe, Virginia. 
It is a portion of a cavern roof left 
spanning a stream. {Photograph by 
W. A, Tarr,) 

Fig. 150.—Double or Trick Falls, 
which shows a stage in the development 
of a natural bridge, Glacier National 
Park. {Photograph by W, D. Keller,) 

channel entirely when the opening has been worn large enough. A 
bridge is thus left spanning the lu^w course of the stream. At Double 
or Trick Falls (Fig. 150) in Glacier National Park, an early stage in such a 
development of a natural bridge may be seen. 

Fig. 151.—Sketch illustrating Iiow a landslide may occur. 

A region containing many sink holes usually has a rough surface 
(Fig. 147), and the underlying rocks arc commonly exposed on the sides 
of the sink holes. The name karst topography is applied to such an area. 
Later, after ground water has removed more material from below and 
the sink holes become connected, a broad basin floored with good soil 
results. 
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MECHANICAL WORK OF GROUND WATER 

We have already emphasiztjd the point that the dominant work of 
ground water is chemical, but we must note also the chief results of 
mechanical work. The mechanical work is accomplished by the move¬ 
ment of the water and, therefore, becomes possible whenever the under¬ 
ground stream attains a size that enables it to move rapidly and transport 
solid particles of rock. Tliis process is common in many caverns. Tlu^ 
sands, gravels, and muds in the lower part of Mammoth Cave are evi- 
dencio of the ability of ground water to carry material mechanically. 

Fto. 152.—Rock stream on Mt. Etna, Colorado. Length of stream, over a mile. {After 
R. D. Crawford, Colorado Geological Survey Bull, 4, p. 34.) 

Common results of the mechanical work of ground water that can be 
noted at the surface are soil creep, landslides, and rock streams. Down¬ 
ward movement of a rock mass the weight of which has been increased by 
water saturation begins if its position is insecure. An important con¬ 
tributing factor in causing creep, landslides, or rock streams is the slipperi¬ 
ness of clays and shales when wet. Thus the surface of a clay or shale 
that lies beneath a saturated porous rock becomes an excellent surface 
along which the overlying material can move (Fig. 151). For these 
reasons, boulders creep down a slopie and great masses of rock break 
away on hill or mountain sides and plunge downward. 
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In numerous places in the Rocky Mountains, rock streams consisting 
of great masses of broken rock are moving slowly down the valleys. 
Some of these streams are miles in length (Figs. 162 and 153). In the 
San Juan Mountains of Colorado, enormous volumes of rock are moving 
down the sides of the mountains and thence down the streams. The 
Mountains That Walked, in China, illustrate a similar phenomenon. 

Fig. 153.—Near view of the rock stream on Mt. Etna, Colorado. {Photograph by W. A. 
Tarr.) 

though on a tremendous scale, for there the area involved covers hundreds 
of square miles. ^ 

THE FATE OF GROUND WATER 

We have discussed the work of ground water beneath the surface 
and have referred to some of its deposits at the surface. In this closing 
part of the chaptiT, we shall dwell especially on what finally becomes of 
the ground water. 

A portion of the meteoric water that goes underground enters into 
combination with mineral matter and thus remains locked up in the min¬ 
erals below the surface. Clay minerals, for example, contain about 14 
per cent of water; some hydrous minerals contain less, others more, but 
this percentage indicates that if many such minerals were formed con¬ 
siderable water would remain underground. Aside from this is the water 
that has passed into the minute rock op)enings (called capillary openings 
because they are hair-like in size) and stays there. 

The larger part of the ground water, however, finds its way back to 
the surface and into the air by means of evaporation, either directly froip 
the soil or from the leaf surfaces of plants. It is this water (that is 
constantly being added to the air) that falls again as rain; for, as we have 

^ See National Geographic Magazine, vol. 41, p. 445, 1922. 
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seen, only one-third of the total annual rainfall on the land surface reaches 
the sea to be evaporated there. 

A portion of the ground water reaches the surface through seeps, 
springs, and wells. Though the amount of ground water that reaches 
the surface by these means is not so gixmt as that which reaches it by 
evaporation, these features form very noticeable and striking surface 
phenomena and so will be described. 

See^ps are important in the total amount of water contributed to th() 
surface, though they do not seem important because of the slow move¬ 
ment of the water. 

Fia. 154.—Big Spring, Carter County, Missouri. At its emergence it is two or three feet 
higher than the level of the stream into which it flows. {Photograph by W. A. Tarr.) 

Underground streams of water issue at the surface as springs of vary¬ 
ing size, temperature, composition, and permanency. Some springs are 
very large, being the outlets of underground rivers. The flow of Big 
Spring (Fig. 154), in Carter County, Missouri, averages over 276,000,000 
gallons of water every 24 hours, which is double the amount of water 
used daily in St. Louis and Kansas City, Missouri. This spring is one 
of the largest in the United States, but there are many others (Fig. 155). 
Silver Spring in Florida, when flowing at its maximum, could supply the 
daily needs of Chicago and Philadelphia. Thousand Springs, Idaho, 
rivals Silver Spring in size. The large springs issuing from the lava beds 
along the north side of the Snake River between Milner and King Hill, 
Idaho, yield enough water to supply all the cities in the United States 
of more than 100,000 inhabitants, furnishing 120 gallons a day for each 

person. 
The majority of springs are cold but a few are not. Those of Hot 

Springs, Arkansas (temperature of water, 126 to 136®F.), Steamboat 
Springs, Nevada (185®F.), and Thermopolis, Wyoming (124 to 133°F.), 
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are woll known. The most noted examples of hot springs in this country, 
however, arc those of Yellowstone National Park in Wyoming. These 
springs have a temperature nearly as high as the boiling point (200°F.) 
of water at the elevation of the park. Many of these springs, like the 
Mammoth Hot Springs (lemperature 1()2°F.) at the north entrance, 
are of enormous size. The flow of Mammoth Hot Springs has been 
decreasing, how^iver, in recent years. Geysers are hot springs that erupt 
at intervals due to accumulations of st(‘am telow. As they are directly 
dependent upon hot igneous masses, they have been discussed under 
Volcanism. ✓ 

Spring waters have had short or long journeys through the rocks and, 
as a n^sult, have a wide range in their content of mineral matter, but all 
contain some, even though it is only a few parts per million. Some 
springs contain unusual kinds of mineral matt^T, and others, unusual 
quantities, so sp<^cial names have been given tlwmi. Some spring waters 
contain.mineral substances of curative value and thus are called medicinal 
springs. Many such springs, however, contain no mon^ mineral matter 
than do the deep wells whitdi suppl}^ many cities. Curative powers are 
also ascribed to some well waters, and again many of these claims are 
false. A bad odor such as that due to hydrogen sulfide (the same gas 
that is found in bad eggs) does not signify a water of curative value. 

Most spring waters arc potable but it should never \>c taken for 
granted that all springs are pure and thus suitable for drinking purposes, 
as they may have l>ecome contaminat^ed by surface waters that have 
found their way downward into the main underground circulation, or 
they may have come in contact w’ith minerals that contain poisonous 
substances. Examples of ill effects due to artesian water ar(^ reported 
from North Dakota and Arizona, where fluorine in solution causes a 
mottling of the enamc^l of children’s teeth. One part per million of 
fluorine is sufficient to injures the teeth not only of children but of cattle 
and horses. (The mineral fluorite contains calcium and fluorine and is 
soluble to the extent of 16 parts per million.) 

The permanency of springs is of passing interest only. If a spring 
flows all the year, it is a permanent spring; those flowing only after rainy 
periods are intermittent springs. Since springs are dependent upon the 
rainfall, even supposedly permanent springs may fkil to flow after a 
succession of dry seasons. 

Wells, like springs, vary in temperature, composition, permanency, 
and size. As water is widespread in its occurrence within the rocks, 
most wells furnish some water. However, wells that are several hundred 
feet deep may be dry and that, too, in a vicinity of shallower, productive 
wells. This is due largely to the character of the rocks, some being porous 
and others impervious; some with many joints, and others containing 
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very few, or only cracks. It may also be due, however, to the oth'^r 
factors that control the amount of ground water. A fallacious idea 
prevails among some people that it is possible by the use of the branches 
of certain trees to find and follow from the surface the course of under¬ 
ground water. The turning of the branch in the hands of these persons 

Fig. 156.—Diagram showing how artesian and flowing wells are formed. 

is due entirely to the tension developed in the stick by holding it in a 
certain way and thus has, of course, no connection with watei* below. 

If the watc?r in a well rises above the level at which it was reached, 

the well is an artesian well (Fig. 156). This rise is due to the fact that 

Fig. 157.—Flowing well. Boone 
County, Missouri. The water is rising 
from a depth of about 600 feet. (Ptoo- 
graph by W, A, Tarr.) 

the bed containing the water out(Tops 
at a higher elevation than that at 
which it occurs in the well. Just so, 
the water from a tank is forced up to 
the second story of a house provided the 
second story is below the tank. This 

pressure of the water is called the head 
(Fig. 156). If the pressure in a well is 
great enough, the water may overflow, 
producing a flowiTig artesian well (Figs. 
156 and 157). 

SUMMARY 

Rain water, falling upon the sur¬ 
face of the earth, goes underground, 
and there accomplishes chemical work 
by altering and dissolving the minerals 
of the rocks. The materials removed 
are either redeposited below or brought 
to the surface. Various features are 

formed by water below the surface and, also, by springs at the surface. 
The work of ground water is vital to man, as by means of it soil is 
developed and plant life supported. 



CHAPTER VIII 

THE OCEAN 

In the two preceding cliapters we hav(^ seen that by the work of 
str(‘ams and ground wat(‘r a vast quantity of material is n'moved from 
th(^ surfa(;e of the land. The amount so n^moved in the United States 
fwery 8,000 to 10,000 years averages 1 foot of material from its entire 
land surface. The receiving station for such vast quantities of material 
is the ocean, though it is not necessarily their final nesting plac^^ as the 
oc(‘an has encroached ui)on the land many times during the earth^s his¬ 
tory, and thc^ materials deposit,(jd in it during such jx'riods were l(*ft upon 
the land when the watc^r rdreated into tlu' deep(‘r parts of th(^ ocean bed. 
This material was then attacked again by the (uoding ag(uits and again 
moved oceanward. 

Fro. 158.—Sketch comparing vertical cutting (by streams) with horizontal cutting O^y 
the ocean). 

In addition to being the repository for eroded materials, however, 
the ocean is also an active eroding agent; hence its work is both deposi- 
tional and erosional. The erosive work of the ocean is accomplished 
mainly along its shores. The waves, which are the chief moving agents, 
are always at vsea level, so that the ocean may be likened to a horizontal 
saw that is always cutting laterally at the same level, in contrast with the 
other eroding agents that cut vertically (Fig. 158). The cliffs along the 
sea arc evidence of the lateral cutting of waves. The depositional work 
of the ocean occurs from the beach to deep water; but, inasmuch as the 
material deposited is derived from the land, the deposits near the shore 
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greatly exceed in amount those of midtxrean. The ocean deposits are 
formed both mechani(*ally and (*hemically, and so th(‘ sedimentary rocks 
that they become represent the t wo mc^thods of origin. Though we shall 
consider many phas(?s of thesc’i dc'posits in connection with the work of 
the ocean, the methods of their deposition will be taken up in the chapter 
on sedimentary rocks. 

The Extent of the Ocean.—The oc^oan covers about three-fourths of 
the surface of the globe, or about 143,000,000 square miles. It extends 
beyond its true basin, overlapping about 10,000,000 square miles of the 
area of the continents (Fig. 159). This part of the ocean is called the 
epicontinental sea (*^epi'' means ^^upon^^j and it is this portion with which 
we are primarily concerned as most of the work of the ocean takes place 
there. The width of the epicontinental sea ranges from almost zero to 
many miles, and its maximum depth is about 600 feet. The different 
parts of the ocean are all connected; hence the water level, or sea levels is 

Fig. 159.—vSketch showing how the sea laps up on the continents, 

the same in all and is the datum plane from which all land elevations are 
measured. 

The volume of water in the oceans is estimated at 323,722,150 cubic 
miles, yet this is only 1/4,5(X) of the volume of the earth. The average 
depth of the ocean is about 2.5 miles (13,000 feet). In this connection 
it is of interest to note that the average height of the land is about 0.5 
mile (2,500 feet); hence the average height of the land above the average 
depth of the ocean is about 3 miles. If all the continents were cut down 
and the material deposited in the depths of the ocean, the water would be 
about 9,(K)0 feet deep over the entire earth. The greatest depth known 
in the ocean is over 34,200 feet. This is in the Pacific, just east of the 
Philippine Islands. About 4 per cent of the ocean floor lies below 18,000 
feet of water. 

Composition of Ocean Water,—We ordinarily think of the ocean as 
^^salt water,but only about three-fourths of the mineral content of 
ocean water is common salt. The average cont<?nt of mineral matter in 
solution in sea water is about 35 parts to 1,000 parts of water. The 
presence of the mineral matter in sea water increases the specific gravity 
of the water from 1 to 1.026. The total quantity present is about 4,800,- 
000 cubic miles, enough to cover the United States and its possessions to a 
depth of slightly more than a mile. 
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The average composition of the soluble mineral matter in the ocean 
(data from Dittmar and Clarke) is shown in the second column of the 
following table: 

Avkracjb Boutble C’ontent of River and Sea Waters Contrasted 

Paris per thousand 

Coiistituont. 
River 

vvat(‘r 

Sea 

water 

C.<alcium carbonate ((^‘i(.K)3). 0.077 0.123 
Map;nesiiim compounds. 0.026 5.540 

Silica (SiOz)... . 0.017 0.004 

(^aJeium sulfate ((V1SO4)... 0.008 1.260 

Potassium compounds. 0.005 0.863 

Sodium chloride (NaCI).' 0.004 27.200 

Iron oxides. 0.003 ! trac(^ 

Aluminum oxides. 0.003 
! 

trace 

dissolv<vl matter . oThs 35.000™* 
1 

Traces of mineral suhstancu^s other than those in the? above list are con¬ 
tained in sea water, somci of which are iodine, nickel, cobalt, copper, zinc;, 
lead, gold, and silver. 

Gases are present also in sea water. These are notably air (nitrogen 
and oxygen) and carbon dioxide. The air dissolved in sea water contains 
a higher percentage of oxygem than does the atmosphere. Cold water 
holds more carbon dioxide than warm water, a fact that has probably had 
some effect upon the climates of the past. The; sea water contains from 
18 to 27 times as much free carbon dioxide as the air. The carbon dioxide 
of the atmosphere absorbs heat, and because of this it has been suggested 
that, if the ocean waters wc^re cold enough to absorb large quantities of 
carbon dioxide from the air, the climate would become cold—even that a 
glacial epoch might result. The most important regulator of the tem¬ 
perature of the air, however, is its constituent water vapor, and any 
climatic changes would be due primarily to changes in the amount of this 
water vapor. 

Source of Mineral Matter in Ocean Water.—The larger part of 
the vast amount of mineral matter in the ocean is brought to it by 
streams and ground water. Only a small portion is taken from the solid 
materials along the shores, as the amount of chemical worK done by the 
ocean is small. 

In the first column of the preceding table (data from Russell), the 
amount of mineral matter in solution in river water is given. We can 
thus contrast the composition of average river water with that of sea 
water and, from the comparison, learn which elements remain in the 
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o(;oaii water and which ones are readily deposited. By studying tli(‘ 
table, we sec that calcium carbonate and silica, the most abundant and 
the third most abundant constituents, respectively, of river water, arc 
present only sparingly in the ocean and so must have been largely 
deposited. The second most abundant constituent of riv(u* water, the 
magnesium compounds, iz also second in abundance in ocean watc^r, 
from which we conclude that magnesium compounds are much more 
soluble in sea water than cahdum (carbonate and silica. Of Wu) three 
substances found in the smallest amounts in river water, tin? first, sodium 
chloride, constitutes the great bulk of all the soluble mattei* in the sea; 
but the other two, the iron and aluminum oxides, are not present in 
analyzable amounts. The insolubility of these oxides in ocean water is 
thus shown by their having b('en deposit(^d. The high solubility of 
sodium chloride in sea water is shown by its great abundance there, 
although it is brought in by the rivers in vsuch small amounts. Sodium 
chloride must have been accumulating in the ocean over a long period of 
time. It may seem from the table that potassium compounds are much 
more insoluble in sea water than those of sodium, but there is not this 
great difference in their solubility. The lack of an abundance of potas¬ 
sium compounds in ocean water is due rather, it is believed, to the 
affinity of potassium salts for the solid material clay. The potassium 
compounds cling to the clay particles and are dc'posited with them. 

Life in the Ocean.—Although living creatiircs are found throughout 
the ocean, the major part of all oc(^an life exists in the shallow epiconti¬ 
nental seas surrounding the continents. As this is also the zone of 
the major work of the ocean, the life in these waters plays a part in the 
deposits made there. A considerable part of the deposition of cahaurn 
carbonate, for example, is accomplished by organisms that use it for their 
shells. 

MECHANICAL WORK OF THE OCEAN 

The ocean accomplishes most of its work mechanically and only a 
very minor part chemically. The mechanical work of the ocean is of 
two different kinds: erosive and depositionaL The depositional work is 
not only that which is connected with the large quantities of clastic 
material brought to the ocean by the rivers of the world, but a part (a 
minor part., of course) is concerned with the formation of deposits from 
the materials eroded by the waves from the rocks at the seashore. The 
erosional work of the ocean is concerned also with the process of reducing 
the size of fragments of rock brought in by the rivers. 

THE MECHANICAL AGENTS 

Just as the ability of a stream to accomplish mechanical work is 
dependent upon its velocity, so the mechanical work of the ocean (a 
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comparatively quiet body of water) depends upon the very small part of 
its body that is moving. The moving parts of the sea are the waves, 
currents, and tides; hence these are the agents of the mechanical work 
of the ocean. 

Waves.—Most of the mechanical work of the ocean is accomplished 
by the waves, which owe their origin to the wind that sweeps over the 
water. The strongi^r the wind and th(i longer it blows, the larg(^r are the 
waves. Waves consist dominantly of an up-and-down movemiint of 
the wat(^r but include also a forward movement at the immediate surface. 
The maximum movement of the water in a wave is, then^fore, at the sur¬ 
face. The movement dies out rapidly downward, usually within a few 
feet, though rarely waves reach depths of 25 or 50 feet and (jxc^eptional 
storm waves may extend downward 000 feet. The chief force of the 
wav(^ is developed when it breaks on the shore, whether on a bea(^h of 
loose materials Or upon a rock surface. Waves also break in th(i open 
ocean (then called white caps^^) but accomplish no work there. 

Fi«. 160.—Sketch of a wave breaking on a beach. 

Upon a beach having a wide, gently sloping surface, the waves drag 
upon the bottom in the shallow water. This retards their movement, 
deflecting it upward and therefore increasing the height of the waves (a, 
Fig. 160), At the sam(^ time, the top or crest of the wave, as it is able to 
move faster, rushes forward (shown in h, Fig. 160) until it overhangs the 
slower-moving trough and, lacking support, breaks (c, Fig. 160, and 
Fig. 161). 

As a wave breaks on the beach (which is the place of active wave 
work), the water is violently agitated and the pebbles on the bottom are 
rubbed and ground against one another. These pebbles tend to become 
flatter than those made by running water because the movement of the 
waves is a back-and-forth sliding movement. Some beaches become 
covered with flattened or elliptical pebbles, two to six inches in diameter, 
and are then known as shingle beaches. The pebbles and boulders of 
the beach are efficient tools with which the waves accomplish much work. 
Waves that are driving in upon a rocky shore where the water is deep 
enough to prevent much retardation at the bottom will break upon the 
rocks. During storms the force of the blows may amount to hundreds of 
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pounds per square foot. If these blows are rapidly repeated, immense 
damage may be done to pi('rs and sea walls during a single storm. Enor¬ 
mous blocks of rock, weighing tons, have Ih^oii shifted about by storm 
waves. As a matter of fact, the exceptional waves of storms, though 
occurring many A^ears apart, may loosen and pry off more material than 
the ordinary waves can bix^ak up in the long intervals b(‘tw(^en the storm#. 
A broad shelving shore would be less effectivc^ly attacked by the waves 
than a steep rock}^ shore. 

In deep water, waves cannot use rocks as tools but must depend 
upon the weight of the moving water. They are aided along shore by 

I 

Fig. 161.—Several waves breaking diagonally on the bcaeh at Seacroft, below Belfast, 
Maine. The three phases of wave motion (a, 6, and c of Fig. 160) can l>e seen along each 
wave. {Photograph by W. A, Tarr.) 

air in the joints of the rocks. The water rushing into the joints com¬ 
presses the air which, in turn, exerts a pressure upon the rocks. This 
process, repeated every few seconds, greatly assists the waves; in fact, in 
small caves along the shore, whole blocks are pried off from the roof and 
sides by the force of this comprcission and expansion. 

Another point that should be noted is that the belt of active work by 
the waves is limited in depth to the distance between high and low tide 
plus the height of the highest storm waves. 

Currents.—Not only dotjs the breaking of the waves accomplish work, 
but waves cause currents which effectively aid in the work. The drift 
of the water at the surface as the wind blows over it sets up currents 
that move in the direction of the wind. These currents occur domi¬ 
nantly along the shore, where the tide, also, aids in their formation. The 
shore currents move in any direction along the shore (Fig. 162). When 
the waves are breaking rapidly, shore currents are strong; at other times, 
they move slowly. The strongest shore currents are those formed on 
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the floor of the boach by the backward flow of the water aftc'T a wav^cj has 
broken. These are known as the undertow (Fig. 162), which is very 
important in shifting materials seaward. Currents are also produced 
in the open s(^a, but then^ they are unimportant in the work of the ocean 
as they are largely slow drifts of water. Any shores current moving off- 
sfiore becomes unimportant also, save for transporting and distributing 
materials in suspension and soluiion. 

Waii'e 

Undertow 

Wcri'e 
^ I 
Underfow 

Land 

/ 
Wave' 

Shore curreni^ 

Underhw 

(a) (b) (c) 

1()2.—Skott^h shovviiiK devolopinont of shore eurreiils. 

Tides.— Th(^ tide creates strong currents along a rough indent(‘d 
shore, and these tidal currents aid in the work of the ocean, "ilie ris(^ 
and fall of the tide, twice each day, widens the effective zoin^ in w^hich 
the waves can work. In some bays, the tide has a rise and fall of 15, 20, 
or even 50 feet. 

SUCCESSIVE STEPS IN THE WORK OF THE MECHANICAL AGENTS 

The w^ork of the waves, currents, and tid(*s (like that of streams and 
ground water) is accomplished in three successive steeps: (1) getting a load^ 
(2) transportation^ and (3) deposition. 

Getting a Loed.-^-Though much clastic material of small sizes is 
contributed to the sea water by streams and very minor amounts by 
glaciers and the wind, considerable quantities of material are obtained 
directly by the ocean itself through the, work of waves on the rocks of 
the shore. These loosened materials, i.e,, saml, granules^ pebbles^ and 
boulders, are then used as tools with which to grind or hammer off more 
material from the rocks. In the process, the tools themselves are ground 
to smaller sizes and, with the fragments worn from the rocks, furnish 
much clastic material of the smallest sizes, i,e,, silt and clay, which the 
ocean has thus produced by its own efforts. 

Transportation.—Transportation of materials is accomplished by the 
waves, the undertow and other shore currents, and the tidal currents. These 
forces are not equally developed along any given shore, but all function 
in some degree. The methods of transportation are similar to those of 
the streams, i,e,, the material is moved by sliding, rolling, saltation, and 
in suspension,. The major part is moved on the bottom; for, because of 
the much slower movements of ocean water, any material in suspension 
settles out rapidly. Owing to this fact, the water along a shore is fairly 
clear unless violently agitated during storms. 
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The material is transported toward the open sea by the undertow and 
other currents, or it may be shifted along the beach by the lateral shore 
currents. If the direction of these currents is constant, the transported 
materials are all moved one way along the beach; but, if the currents vary 
in direction, the materials are shifted back and forth. 

Deposition.—Just as velof‘ity is essential in enabling the waves and 
currents to pick up and carry materials, so a decrease in velocity will 
mean the deposition of their load. This loss of velocity is due dominantly 
to the shifting of the currents and waves into deeper or shallower water 
and, to a less extent, therefore, to the overloading of the ocean water by 
streams. A shore current that in moving along a beach (a. Fig. 163) 

de(?per water of a bay. 

reaches a point (6, Fig. 163) where the shore turns inland to produce a 
bay will continue straight ahead (following a law of all moving bodies). 
As it leaves the shore, howfiver, it will enter deeper and deeper water. 
This deep water is not moving; hence the velocity of the current will bo 
checked. As the materials that the current was shifting along the 
bottom will continue to follow the bottom, they will thus move downward 
out of the zone of strongly moving water and so will come to rest in the 
deeper water of the bay. Smaller indentations along a coast will cause a 
correspondingly smaller checking* of velocity and thus deposition on a 
minor scale. If a current shifts from deep into shallow water, the con¬ 
sequent increased friction with the bottom will retard velocity and deposi¬ 
tion will result. The undertow, in moving seaward from the beach, 
encounters deeper water and, as it loses its velocity, deposits its load. In 
this way, it builds up the sea floor offshorje and so can move material far¬ 
ther and farther seaward. The very finest materials borne in suspension 
are carried many miles offshore (records show that materials from the 
Amazon River have been thus carried several hundred miles out to sea), 
but nevertheless they finally sink downward beyond the moving water 
of the current, through the still water below, and at last to the sea 
bottom. 
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For the most part, the material worn from the land is deposited along 
the beaches, but some is shifted offshore. There are many variations 
from the normal movement seaward. The waves that drive in on 
the shore move material up on the beach; the undertow drags it back. 
The battle is ceaseless, but the movement toward deeper water gains. 
Materials that are derived from the land, shifted seaward, and deposited 
are known as terrigemus (land-derived) materials. 

Fig. 164!—Hketcli sfiowiiif? some features developed by waves and currents along shores. 

Fig. 166.—Waves (at high tide) developing a sea cliff and a wave-cut beach or terrace. 
{Modified after D. TT. Johnson^ Shore Processes and Shoreline Development^* with permis^ 
sion of John WUey & Sons, Iric.) 

EROSIVE FEATURES FORMED ALONG THE SHORE 

Many interesting features along the shore testify to the erosive power 
of the ocean. Essentially all of them are due to the mechanical work 
of the waves and currents. Some of the features are wave-<>ut hectches or 
terraces, sea cliffs, sea cat^es, chimneys, and natural bridges. 

A wave-^ut beach or terrace is produced by the waves^ cutting into a 
land surface of moderate relief (Figs. 164, 165, and 166). The beach 
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varies in width, depending upon the depth of the water, the force of the 
waves, the height of the land, and the character of the rocks. If the 
land is high, a sea cliff (Figs. 164, 165, and 166) will be developed as 

^ Fig. 166,—Same shore as that shown in Fig. 165, but showing the wave-built beach 
exposed at low tide. {Modified after D. W. Johnson, ''Shore Processes and Shoreline 
Deodopmentf* with permission of John Wiley & Sons, Inc,) 

a result of undercutting by the waves. The height and steepness 
of the cliff will depend upon the height of the land above the sea and the 
rate of cutting by the waves. If the waves are strong and the rocks 

Fig. 167.—Sketch shows how 
rapid wave erosion had reduced size 
of island of Heligoland in. the suc¬ 
cessive years of 800 (a), 1300 (6), 
and 1910 (e). 

weak (as are soft shales and sandstones 
and the chalk cliffs of England and 
France), erosion will be fast and the 
cliff may retreat a few feet a year. 
Cliffs that are cut in hard, resistant rock 
show no change in thousands of years. 

* An example of rapid wave erosion in 
sandstone is the swift (geologically 
speaking) reduction in size of the island 
of Heligoland in the North Sea. In a.d. 

800, this island had a circumference of 
120 miles (Fig. 167); 500 years later, 45 
miles; and, after another 500 years, in 
1910 when Heligoland was transferred 

frofn English to German possession, 3 miles. Germany, in making the 
island a military fortress, halted the work of the waves by the con¬ 
struction of a sea wall, 25 feet high, of steel, granite, and concrete at a 
cost of $30,000,000. 
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During the attack of the waves on the land, many incidental features 
formed, some of wliich are more or less striking in appearance. A 

Fio. 169.—Stacks and sea cliffs, island of Capri, Italy. 

sea cave is a fairly common feature that is formed at the level of the wav^ 
by their cutting back along weak places in the rocks. Sea caves usuaUy 
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develop in jointed rocks, especially if there are two sets of joints, one 
fairly horizontal and the other vertical. Solubility of the rocks is of some 
aid, but sea caves are no more abundant in limestones than in other rocks. 

The Blue Grotto near Naples, Italy, 
is a sea cave of interest because of 
the blue color on the interior. This 
color is due to light reflected from 
outside. The roofs of sea caves are 
eroded by the waves, aided, if the 
entrance is closed at high tide, by the 
compre^ssion of the air in the cavi^. 
The roofs finally break through to 
the surface (just as do those of the 
underground caves that form sink 
holes). During storms, water may be 
ejected through this roof opening, 
giving rise to spouting caves. 

If the rocks along a shore contain 
vertical joints, erosion along these 

joints is usually rapid, whereupon the face of the cliff will become deeply 
indented. As the erosion continues, vertical masses of rock will become 
separated from the cliff. These masses are called chimneys or stacJ<iS 

Fig, 170.—Wave erosion at the 
base of a stack, Alaska. {Photograph 
by W* W. Atwoodt U, S, Geological 
Satrvey,) 

Fig. 171.—Natural bridge developed along a joint by wave erosion, La Jolla, California. 
{Photograph by W, A, Tarr.) 

(Figs. 168, 169, and 170). During the process of separation, when 
the waves have cut through below the surface but there is still a rock 
connection at the surface, a natural bridge exists (Figs. 171 and 172). 
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DEPOSITIONAL FEATURES FORMED ALONG THE SHORE 

The deposits made along the shore by the ocean have numerous 
forms, the more common of which are wave-built beaches, wave-buiU 
terraces, barrier beaches, spits, hooks, bars, and tombolos. All of these 
deposits are the result of the mechani¬ 
cal work of the ocean. 

The wave-built beach represents the 
major accumulation of material along 
a shore. The other features arc, 
as we shall see, largely special (ixten- 
sions of the beach. The wave-buiU 
terrace (Figs. 164 and 166) results 
from the deposition in dc(iper water 
of material removed from the beach. 
If a beach is wid(^ and nearly flat, 
large waves coming in commonly 
break a (considerable distance offshore. 
At this place, a ridge of sand is usually 
developed as the waves and the under¬ 
tow shift material to this point from 
both sid(\s. The ridge may be built 
abov(c the water level by the help of 
storm waves and, if so, becomes a 
barrier beach (Fig. 173). Thcc lagoon 
back of a barrier beach gradually 
fills up, b(ccomes a swamp, and finally 
the swamp also disappears; and thus the area has been reclaimed from 
the sea. 

As the shore currents move material along the beach, some form of 
deposition occurs wherever there is a change in the direction of the shore. 
If the shore line curves out toward the open sea, the shore curnuits fill 
in the inside of the curve and widen the beach, as at a, Fig. 174. The 
deposition that occurs as a shore current enters the side of a bay extends 
the beach out into the bay, and a spit (Fig. 174 c) is formed. If the spit is 
built across the bay, it becomes a bar (Fig. 174 b and Figs. 175 and 176) 
and the bay becomes a lake or lagoon (Fig. 174 b). If the bar extends 
from the mainland to an island, it is called a tombolo (Fig. 177). It 
commonly happens that waves drive into a bay where a spit is being 
built and deflect the shore current inward so that the spit becomes 
curved, forming a hook. A strong river current entering a bay during 
the formation of a spit may change it into an outward-curved hook 
(Fig. 174 d). 

Fig. 172.— Natural bridge cut by 
waves ill chalk on north coast of 
Ireland near Portrush. Note another 
natural bridge in headland seen through 
arch. {Photograph by W. A, Tarr.) 
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THE CHANGING SHAPE OF THE COAST UNE 

In studying the feai.uiea. due to erosion and deposition along the 
shore, we have seen how the ocean itself is constantly modifying and 

Fig. 175. -Map showing bar and lagoon on California shore. (Part of the Redondo* 
California, Quadrangle. Contour interval is 25 feet; 1 mile — 1 inch.) 

Fig. 176.—Bar built across a bay. Lagoon at back being filled up. 

changing the shape of its coast line. A glance at the map of any continent 
will show how the shape of the coast line differs from place to place 
(Fig. 178). The actual outline of the coast is due to the work (both 
erosional and depositional) of waves and currents^ but this work may 
be interrupted and modified by three factors, m., sinking of the coasts 
raising of the coasts and work of glaciers and streams. 
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The Production of an Adjusted Shore Line.—The effectiveness of 
the work of the waves and currents along a shore depends on various 
factors, among which are the existing irregularities of the coast line, the 
character of the rock, and the depth of the water along the shore. 

Projecting portions of land, such as capes, points, and other headlands 
(Figs. 168 and 169), are more vigorously attacked by the waves than are 
the rocks of the shore in reentrants, such as bays, sounds, and sea cavfvs. 
The dominant modifications caused by the waves and currents, therefore, 
are the cutting away of the headlands and the deposition of the material 

Fia. 177.—Air view of land-tied island produced by formation of a tombolo, Alaska. 
{Courtesy of U, S, Navy Air Service.) 

in the quiet water of the nearest reentrant. This would mean a smooth¬ 
ing out of the shore line. If no other factors intervened and the waves 
and currents were thus allowed to complete their work, the final result 
would be an adjusted shore line, i,e,, one upon which the erosive work 
of the waves and currents was balanced by their depositional work. 

An adjusted shore line, however, would not be perfectly straight unless 
the rocks of the shore were all of the same hardness. Thus, where the 
material is all sand, the shore line is straight or has long sweeping curves, 
as portions of the coast line of the Carolinas (Fig. 178) or of Texas. A 
coast line that is straight in general outline, however, has minor indenta¬ 
tions known as cusps because of their resemblance to a crescent moon. 
Cusps are the result of the adjustment of the direction of the waves to the 
direction of the shore line. 
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The depth of the water is also a factor in the effect produced on a 
shore line. Waves have less eroding power in shallow water and, hence, 
in such places cannot cut the land so 
rapidly. 

During the early stages in the 
development of an adjusted shore line 
by the waves and currents, the irregu¬ 
larities are increased. This occurs 
very commonly by the production of 
spits and hooks (as can be seen at 
c and d in Fig. 174). Likewise, barrier 
beachcwS, whether connected with 
the mainland or not, increases the 
irregularities of a coast line. During 
and by the formation of stacks (see' 
Figs. 168 and 169), the coast line is 
rendered more irn^gular and longer; 
and, when, by the deposition of th(^ 
materials cut awaj^, the stacks or 
islands are later tied to the mainland 
by tombolos (Fig. 177), the U'regu- 
larity as well as the lengthening is 
further increased. J^ater, however, 
the spits and hooks are built entirely 
across the bays, forming bars; the 
lagoons back of the bars aiid barri(u* 
beaches become filled up; and, by more sediment being deposited along 
the tombolos, the larid-tic^d islands become fully incorporat<'d with the 
mainland. All this may result finally in producing a coast line of long 

Ai^/anl'ic Ocean ^ 

/Mile I 

Fig. 179.—Map showing shore line of Martha’s Vineyard, Massachusetts, in 1840 and in 
1886. (After Shaler, U. S, Geologiccd Survey, 1885-1886.) 

sweeping curves (Fig. 175). The shore line of North Carolina is much 
longer now than it will be when th(^ lagoons back of the barrier beaches 
along the shore are filled up. Thus we see that the increase produced 
in the irregularities of a coast line is temporary and, as the period of 
filling in the indentations continues, a coast line of long sweeping curves 

Fig. 178.— Map of southeastern 
United States sliowing smooth and 
irrecular shore lines. 
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will be produced. A good illustration of a shore line in the proc<\sH of 
change is seen in Fig. 179, which represents a part of the south coast of 
Martha\s Vineyard in 1846 and in 1886. Such marked changes may 
occur in a few years where the waves and shore currents are especially 
active. 

Effect of a Sinking Coast.—A factor that may interfere with the 
work of the ocean in adjusting its shore line is the sinking of the coast. 
Th(i effect that will be produced may be seen by a study of Fig. 180, 
wliich shows a dissected area having an irregular shore line, and the same 
region after the land had sunk (Fig. 181), showing how the sea had 

Fig. 180.—A dissected area along a seashore. 

entered the valleys of the rivers to variable distances depending upon 
the slope or gradient of the valleys. If the United States should sink 
100 fecit, the mouth of the Mississippi River would be above the city 
of Vicksburg, Mississippi, and a large area that is now along the river 
would thus be submerged (Fig. 182). If the downward movement 
should be 500 feet, a vast area (black and stippled areas in the figure) 
would be submerged. Valleys into which the sea enters owing to a 
sinking of the land are called drowned valleys (Fig. 181). Chesapeake 
Bay (a striking example) is the drowned lower portion of the Susquehanna 
River. The Potomac, Rappahannock, and James rivers, which were 
formerly tributaries of the Susquehanna, also have drowned valleys in 
their lower courses (Fig. 183). Delaware Bay is the drowned end of the 
Delaware River. The lower end of the Hudson River was also drowned; 



Fm. 182.—Map of United States showing areas (black/ that would be submerged if land 
sank 100 feet; and areas (stippled) that would be submerged if land sank 500 feet. 

The outer part of this valley is a canyon about 2,400 feet deep and 3 
miles wide. 



Fig. 184.—Sketch showing drowned course of the ancient Hudson River. Note deep 
canyon at lower end. 
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Other lines of evidence of sinking shore lines are known. Buried 
fresh-water trees and sod have been found in the sea along the New Jersey 
coast and elsewhere. Man-made structures have sunk beneath the 
sea, and some, like the famous temple of Serapis at Pozzuoli, Italy, have 
been reelevated. 

The result of a sinking coast is, therefore, to develop a shore lino of 
numerous irregularities; hence the waves and (uirrents must In^gin anew 
their work of adjusting the shore line. Projecting land mass(\s must 
again be cut away and indentations filled out. Sinking of coasts and 
the conseciuent changes are going on constant^v. Th(^ Atlantic^ seaboard 
in America is (^vid(intly sinking, at present, but so slowly that it can only 
be d(tected by careful observations extending ov^er a long p(u-iod of years. 

Effect of a Rising Coast.—The effect of a rising coast is much different 
from that of one that is sinking. If the land rises (or, as is more probable, 
the sea level goes down), the shore line shifts seaward (s(^e Fig. 79, page 
81). The coast line formed by th(^ emergences will be smoother than 
the old one bescause the deposition of material that has been going on 
offshore will, in varying degrees, have filled up the low i)laces and left a 
smooth, uniform bottom. The important point about the outward 
shift of the seashore is that it stops the work of adjustmcuit that has 
been going on at the higher level and starts it anew at a lower level. 
The amount of work necessary to bring about adjustment will, however, 
be much less on the fairly smooth emerged coast than on the deeply 
indented shore resulting from a submergence of the land. 

Evidences that the land has been raisc'd are readily discernible along 
many seacoasts. The coast of California from Oceanside (below Los 
Angeles) to San Diego and beyond is a good example. The raised 
beacJies, ^pits, hooks, bars, and sea cliffs in this sc^ction all show that 
the coast has gone up. Wave-cut terraces or beaches are common 
along th(^ Alaska coast, and in some of thost' at Nom(i, Alaska, gold 
placers have been found. Oik^ of thc^se gold-bearing beaches is 22 fc^et 
above the present sea level, the next is 38 feet, and the highest is 78 f(^et. 

The presence of wave-cut and wave-built terraces (Fig. 185) in the 
hills and mountains around Great Salt I^ake shows that the water of the 
lake once stood much higher than it does today. These features show 
the evidences of wave action, just as it is setui today along seashores 
where wave-cut and wave-built terraces are being formed. The beaches 
or terraces were abandoned as the water in the lake was lowered by 
evaporation. The succession of terraces shows that during periods of a 
fairly stationary water level, owing to the inflow^s equaling the evapora¬ 
tion, the waves were able to build new beaches and terraces. 

Modification of a Shore Line by Ice and Streams.—Wherever the 
edge of the great continental ice sheets reached the sea in a region of 
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(jonsiderable relief, the glaciers dug out the bottorriKS of the stream-made 
valleys and steepened their sides. When the ice melted, a very irregular 
shore line of numerous rocky headlands and many deep indentations 
was exposed. Moreover, as this type of irregular shore line developed 
best in fairly resistant rocks, a maximum amount of work for the waves 
and currents was produced, and thus the time necessary for the creation 
of an adjusted shore line was greatly lengthened. The deep, steep-sided 
valleys produced by the ice are known fiords. The coasts of Norway, 
Greenland, and Alaska show large numbers of such features. The coast 
line of Maine is remarkable in being over 3,000 miles long (owing to its 

Fio. 185.—Wave-built terrace formed along the old shore line of Great Salt Lake. (Photo^ 
graph by W. A. Tarr.) 

hundreds of bays and islands), though the direct line along the coast is 
only about 300 miles. This very irregular shore line was produced by 
the sinking of the shore in connection with the effect of ice on a stream- 
made topography. The waves have had very little effect on the rocks 
of this shore since the ice retreated. 

Streams may produce irregularities in a shore Hue or make it straighter. 
A stream that is bringing more material to the ocean than the currents 
can move away builds a delta at its mouth, and so an irregularity in the 
shore line is produced. On the whole, however, the effect of streams is to 
produce a smoother shore line, for more of the materi^,! they contribute 
to the sea is used to fill up indentations than is used in the formation of 
deltas. 
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Summary*—The shape of any shore line is due primarily to the work 
of the waves and currents, which are tending to straighten it by cutting 
away the headlands and filling out the indentations. This process is 
interrupted, from time to time, by downward or upward movements of 
the land and is modified by the work of other physicjal agents, especially 
ice and streams. Allowing the agents of the ocean time enough, they 
will finally smooth out the irregularities of the coast and produ(*.e an 
adjusted shore line along which the work of erosion and deposition will })c 
in balance. 

MECHANICAL DEPOSITS IN THE OCEAN 

No phase of the work of the ocean is mon^ important than the forma¬ 
tion of the large body of mechanically formed sediments that give liso 
to the three important clastic rocks: conglomerates, sandstones, and shales. 
Their formation will not be discussed here, however, as it is treated in 
the chapter on sedimentary roc^ks. 

DEEP-SEA DEPOSITS 

The deposits being made, at present, in the deep parts of the oceans 
have been studied in all of the oceans. They are called mwls, clays, 
or oozes, and consist of materials from many sources. By far the larger 
part of the material is volcanic dust and pumice, cosmic or meteoritic 
material, and organic material (shells and tbe hard parts of swimming crea¬ 
tures, like sharks’ teeth and the ear bones of whales). Some of the 
material is derived from the land and is called terrigenous. 

The volcanic material of deep-sea deposits may have been derived 
from land or island volcanoes, as well as from the submarine volcanoes. 
The fact that pumice will float for a long period of time permits its 
journeying far from its source. Some material derived from jneteorites 
has also been found in deep-sea deposits. 

The organic remains found in deep-sea deposits are of various kinds, 
depending in part upon the depth of the water. Because calcium 
carbonate is soluble in water, the calcareous shells of organisms will 
largely disappear before they sink to a 'depth of 15,000 feet, and prac¬ 
tically none of them will go below 20,000 feet. Below this depth, 
therefore, only the very insoluble parts of organisms occur. A single 
dredge of material from a depth of 14,300 feet contained 1,500 specimens 
of sharks’ teeth and 50 ear bones of whales. Several kinds of oozes” 
(as these deposits of organic remains are called) are distributed over the 
sea floor at varying depths. They are named from the dominant organ¬ 
ism they contain. The common oozes, the depths at which they occur, 
the area of the sea floor covered by them, and the percentage that area 
is of the total are given in the following table: 
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Deep-sba Oozes 

1 

Kinds 

Average 

depth, 

feet 

Area 1 

covered, 

sqnan^ 

miles 

Approximate 

percentage of 

o(!ean bottom 

covered 

Pteropod ooze. 6,264 400,000 

10,880,000 

49,520,000 

2,290,000 

0.28 

L)iatoin ooze. 8,862 
12,294 

17,364 

7.80 

Globigerina ooze. 35.57 

Kadiolarian ooze. 1.60 

Terrigenous 'material is inoro abundant in the deposits nearer the con¬ 
tinents, of course. This mat-iuial has bec'ii (tarried out to the deep sea 
by floating ice that comes from the polar regions and from glaciers that 
rcac^h the sea, as well as by wind and currents. 

lied clay, which is the most insoluble of the dee^p-sea materials, is 
widely disti'ibuted over the sea floor, tJie estimated area (covered by it 
being 51,5(X),()()0 square miles. Much, if not most, of the red clay is 
the result of the alteration of the other deep-sea materials. It occurs at 
depths ranging from 13,350 feet to those of the deepest parts of the ocean. 

Some minor deep-sea dc'posits are found, of which manganese and 
phosphatic nodules and a green mineral called glauconite are thfj most 
important. 

The deep-sea deposits are thin, tho\igh they represent long periods 
of accumulation, as shown by the relatively large number of sharks^ tec^th 
and other organic materials occurring in them. Very few of these 
deposits have been found on the land. 

CHEMICAL WORK OF THE OCEAN 

The chemical work of the ocewi is far less important than the mechani¬ 
cal work, as w(i have repeatedly noted. The chemicjal work intrudes 
deposition and solution. Of the two, deposition is by far the more 
important, consisting as it does in the formation of the chemically formed 
sedimentary rocks: limestone, chert and flint, salt, and gypsum. The 
formation of these rocks, however, is discussed in the next chapter. 

Solution work, though of such minor importance, must be going on 
to some extent, as the water of the oc*ean is in constant contact with 
the materials along the shore. The finer fragments of the shore materials 
are undoubtedly altered, producing soluble substances of which some are 
soon deposited and others remain in solution. 
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SEDIMENTARY ROCKS 

We are now to consider the formation of the sedimentary rocks. 
The word “sedimentary/^ (iomiiig from the Latin word sedimentum, 
which m(^ans “settling/^ is applied to these rocks because during their 
formation the materials composing them settled to the bottom of a body 
of water. This process of accumulation can go on in any body of water 
(pond, lake, lagoon, or the ocean) just as long as material is supplied 
by the work of the wind, tin? streams, or the waves of the body of water 
itself. As originally used, the tcjrm “sedimentary rocks^^ designated 
those ro(;ks composed of solid particles that could be seen settling in 
wat(ir. Later it was Learned that some rocks were formed from material 
in solution in the sea water, and these are now included with the sedi¬ 
mentary rocks. Further studies have shown that deposits made upon 
the land by the wind or ice and those made along rivers and in lakes 
l^elong to the sedimentary rocks also. The great majority of all sedi¬ 
mentary rocks, however, were formed in the o(5ean or in bodies of water 
directly connc^cted with it. 

The sedimentary rocks are the most common ones at the surface 
of the earth. They are estimated to cover 75 per cent of the land 
surface, which leaves only 25 per cent for the igneous and metamorphic 
rocks together. In point of abundance in the earth\s crust, however, 
the sedimcjiitary rocks are insignificant, comprising only 5 per cent. Thus 
it will be seen that they form only a very thin layer at the top of the crust, 
the other 95 per cent of which undoubtedly consists predominantly of 
igneous rocks, though to how great an extent the metamorphic rocks 
may be present it is impossible to say. The sedimentary rocks on the 
earth^s surface range in thickness from a thin film to 40,000 or 50,000 feet. 
We have good evidence for believing that at one time sedimentary rocks 
were much more extensive than they are at present. They probably 
covered nearly if not quite all of the other rocks of the crust and, if so, 
have been cut away in great quantities, exposing the igneous and meta¬ 
morphic rocks below. This eroded sedimentary material has been 
redeposited elsewhere, in the same manner as materials derived from the 
weathering of the primary igneous rocks. 

Since sedimentary rocks form so much of the land surface, they are 
utilized extensively by man for building and industrial purposes. Like- 
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wise, as they arc now the chief rocks subjected to the agents of erosion, 
they have been carved into innumerable shapes. Some of these eroded 
areas are strikingly beautiful, such as those in Glacier National Park, 
Bry(ie Canyon, Utah (Fig. 186), and the Grand Canyon of the Colorado 
lliver (see Fig. 99, page 101). Aside from possessing elements of beauty 
and utility, how^ever, the sedimentary rocks are of great importance in 
furnishing a record of past life and of the major physical events in the 
history of the earth. The life story is depicted in the fossils that are 
found in the rocks, as we shall see in studying historic^al geology in the 
second part of this book. Other features of the rocks, such as their 

Fio. 186.—Bryce Canyon, Utah. {Photograph by W, D. Kdler.) 

composition, color, and position, furnish information concerning the 
(?limate of past times and the changes that have occurred in the earth’s 
crust. 

The previous chapters on weathering, the work of the streams, and 
the ocean have amply prepared us for our present task, that of learning 
the details of the formation of the sedimentary rocks. 

Source of the Materials in Sedimentary Rocks.—If we considered 
only the primary source of the material in the sedimentary rocks, that 
source would be the igneous rocks; and, during the formation of the first 
sedimentary rocks, these were the only source. After some sedimentary 
rocks had been formed, however, they also were exposed at the surface and 
weathered and thus furnished material for other sediments. Rocks of 
the metamorphic group (Chap. X) that are formed from both igneous 
and sedimentary rocks are exposed at the surface, weathered, and so also 
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iurnish further sedimentary materials. Tlius we sec that all the differeht 
kinds of rocks, igneous, sedimentary, and metamorphic, have been 
sources of material for the sedimentary rocks (see Fig. 241, page 224). 

Kinds of Materials in Sedimentary Rocks.—The materials that go 
into the formation of the sedimentary rocks are readily divided into two 
groups: one consisting of solid 'particles and the other of substances carried 
in solution. * It will be recalled at once that the aim of the weathering 
process is twofold: to produce one group of substances that, because of 
their insolubility, necessarily consist of solid particles; and another group 
of soluble substances. Thus we see how directly the process of weather¬ 
ing is connected with the origin of sedimentary roc^ks. There is really a 
third kind of material (i.e., carbonaceous material derived from the air and 
from organisms), which enters sedimentary rocks. This material is 
unimportant in amount and is wholly unrelated to the two large classes of 
materials. 

The Clastic Materials.—The solid particles of which we have spoken 
are called clastic materials (“clastic’^ means “broken/’)* The term 
“fragmental” is also used, but the other name is the more commo>n one. 
An accumulation of these solid materials produces a clastic rock. 

The size of the clastic materials is shown in the following table?. These 
sizes, as applied to the names of the materials, are purely arbitrary but 
are the ones commonly a(?cepted by geologists. 

Size of Clastic Materials 

Kinds Diameter in Millimeters 

Boulders. Over 256 

Cobbles. 64 to 256 

Pebbles. 4 to 64 

Granules. 2 to 4 

Sand. J^'g to 2 

Silt. Hse to Xg 
Clay. Below 

Owing to this difference in size of the clastic materials, they are sorted 
by the atttion of various transporting agents; and, if the substances have 
about the same specific gravity, particles of about the same size will be 
deposited together. If the substances differ in specific gravity, however, 
larger particles of the lighter materials will be mixed with smaller par¬ 
ticles of the heavier materials. Thus hematite, an iron, oxide, is nearly 
twice as heavy as quartz, and consequently smaller particles of hematite 
will be deposited with larger fragments of quartz. 

As ocean currents move offshore into deeper water, their velocity is 
checked, which results in deposition of the materials they are carrying. 
The ideal sequence of this deposition would be first, and nearest the 
shore, the boulders, cobbles, and pebbles (these sizes are not commonly 
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furnished by streams), next the granules and sands, and lastly the silts 
and clays. In reality, of course, this sequence is subject to many varia¬ 
tions, depending upon the strength of the currents, the supply of mate¬ 
rials, and other factors. 

Fig. 187.—Rounded and angular grains of quartz sand. The very round grains are 
from the St. Peter sandstone. Twelve times natural size. {Photograph furnished hy 
Frank Conaelman.) 

Fig. 188.—Breccia composed of chert fragments cemented witn asphalt. 
natural size * 

One-fourth 

The shape of the particles of clastic materials, which ranges from 
round to sharply angular (Fig. 187), is as variable as their size. I^ong- 
continued wear during transportation produces rounded particles even 
of very hard minerals. Thus certain sandstones, notably the St. Peter 
sandstone found in Missouri and Illinois, consist of nearly perfectly 
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rounded grains of quartz. Under ordinary conditions quartz grains are 
not rounded in water to sizes smaller than millimeter in diameter, 
because the water around the grains breaks the blow. Wind can round 
grains to much smaller sizes. Rounded quartz grains have a dull appear¬ 
ance, known as a mat surface, owing to the fact that tiny chips have been 
broken off during rounding. A rock composed of sharp broken frag¬ 
ments, larger than sand particles, is called a “breccia^' (Fig. 188). The 
material in such a ro(;k had not been transported very far. 

The clastic materials may be composed of any substance that can 
exist as solid particles. Fragments of all sorts of rocks, granite, gabbro, 
felsite, slate, marble, sandstone, and coal, are found in them. Specimens 
of 20 different kinds of rocks have been recognized in Missouri River 
sand. The mineral particles found in the (elastic rocks are more numer¬ 
ous than the rock particles. Clay minerals and (juartz are overwhelm¬ 
ingly abundant among the minerals of certain clastic rocks, though 
the micas, feldspar, hornblende, and the iron oxides are also common in 
those rocks. Rare minerals of interest in clastic rocks are gold, platinum, 
and diamonds and other gems. Ocumsionally particles of calcite, gypsum, 
and dolomite (fairly soluble minerals) are found in clastic rocks. 

The Soluble Materials,—The substances (aside from those present 
in mere traces) carried in solution to the ocean are comparatively few in 
contrast with the number of the clastic materials transported. The 
soluble substances are calcium carbonate, silica, sodium chloride, and 
magnesium, potassium, iron, and aluminum compounds. The table on 
page 151 in the preceding chapter should be consulted for the amounts 
of each of these materials added. These substances are of varying 
solubilities in river water; and, as we shall see later in this chapter, some 
of them are soluble in the sea water, and others are not. 

T'he Carbonaceous Materials.—The carbonaceous materials are 
dominantly carbon compounds, as their name implies. The carbon for 
their formation is derived directly from the air and from the decay of 
organic compounds. Plants take carbon dioxide from the air, making 
use of the carbon in their cells and liberating most of the oxygen. The 
plants are then used as food by animals. Accumulations of carbonaceous 
materials from plants (and possibly animals) may under very special 
conditions become coal or petroleum. Swamps and lagoons along shore 
are ideal places for the accumulation to take place. 

Where Sedimentary Materials Are Deposited.—Deposition of 
sedimentary materials may take place in all parts of the ocean, but 
actually most of the sedimentary rocks have been deposited in the 
shallower parts. At present, this deposition is largely restricted to the 
10,000,000 square miles of the epicontinental seas along the margins of 
the continents, but in past geologic periods (during some of which the 
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cxrcan submerged 50 per cent or more of the continents as they exist 
today) sediments were deposited far inland from what are now the shores 
of the ocean. As was noted in our study of the ocean, material is now 
accumulating in the dc^ep seas, but most of these deposits apparently have 
no counterpart in any of th(^ sedimentary rocks. The kind and amount of 
sedimcxits deposited in any one locality arc controlled by the source of 
material, strength and din'ct.ion of the weaves and currents, depth of the 
water, and distance from the shore. 

The sediments ma}^ be deposited adjacent to the shore and are then 
called near-shore deposits^ or they may be carried variable distances out 
upon th(i continental sh(‘lt oi- beyond it and are then called offshore 
deposits. These terms are of value only as indi(^ating the location of 
deposition, for all kinds and sizes of material may be deposited from the 
beach outward. An ideal outward sequence probably does not exist. 
At one place along a shor(\ a sand may be deposited, while a few miles 
aw^ay along the sanu' shore, then^ may be a dtq^osit of clay. Under 
exceptional conditions (clear water at the shore), calcareous materials 
may be deposited at tlu^ immediate shore, as, at present, along the coasts 
of Florida and the Bahamas. In general, the finest clastic materials and 
the (diemical (as w’^ell as som(‘ organic) mat(n’ials are deposited at a dis¬ 
tance from the shore. Ijmc^stones requin', clear water for deposition. 
Certain chemical deposits, sucli as salt and gypsum, are formed only in 
restricted seas. Broad, shallow interior seas have spread over the 
continents of the past, and it was in such seas that most of the sedimen¬ 
tary rocks wwe deposited rather than in narrow epicontinental seas such 
as those in w'hich deposition is taking pla(;o at present. Some of the 
seas in the interior of North America were 2,000 miles across, though 
not very deep. In such seas, materials could be carried hundreds of 
miles out from the land, and a single continuous deposit of sandstone, 
shale, or limestone might cover many thousand square miles. 

CLASSIFICATION OF SEDIMENTARY ROCKS 

Based upon their origin, the sedimentary rocks may be readily 
classified into three groups: clastic sedimentary rocks^ chemical sedimentary 
rocksj and organic sedimentary rocks. These groups, arising as they do 
from the products of weathering, may be shown graphically (study 
carefully the chart on opposite page). 

The Dominant Kinds of Sedimentary Rocks.—Though several kinds 
are given in the chart, a world-wide study of sedimentary rocks has 
shown that three kinds are most abundant. These are, in the order of 
their estimated abundance: shales^ comprising 82 per cent of all sedi¬ 
mentary rocks; sandstonesy 12 per cent; and chalky limestonesy and doZo- 
miteSy 6 per cent (Fig. 189). In this grouping, clays and siltstones are 
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included with shales, conglomerates with sandstones, and chert and flint 
with the carbonate rocks. All the other kinds of rocks form but a small 
portion of the grand total. We must account for the greater abundance 
of these dominant rocks. 

The great abundance of shales among sedimentary rocks is explained 
by the fact (as we saw under Weathering) that the dominant mineral in 
the average igneous rock is feldspar, which breaks down to various clay 
minerals, as do other aluminum-bearing minerals in igneous rocks. 
Now shale is composed chiefly of clay minerals, and so, as they are th(^ 
most abundant minerals formed during the weathering of igneous rocks, 
we see at once that shale should be the most abundant sedimentary rock. 

Fig. 189.—Diagram showing the percentages of each of the major classes of sedimentary 
rocks. Each small triangle equals one per cent. 

Sandstones rank second in abundance because they consist dominantly 
of quartz, a very hard, insoluble mineral that forms about 20.5 per cent 
of the average igneous rock. The main loss of this quartz during weather¬ 
ing is by the abrasion of the grains, but, on account of its extreme hard¬ 
ness, even abrasion takes place very slowly. 

The abundance of chalkj limestone, and dolomite is accounted for by the 
fact that calcium and magnesium carbonates are the most abundant sub¬ 
stances of the soluble products of weathering, together with the fact that 
their very slight solubility in the sea water causes their early deposition. 
Chert and flint are very abundant in some of the carbonate rocks. We 
have noted in discussing the weathering of igneous rocks that, of the 
silica set free, a part was carried in solution to the sea, and it is a part of 
this silica that was deposited so abundantly as chert and flint. 

Thus we see that the abundance of certain compounds in the original 
rocks leads during the weathering process to their concentration in other 
forms (the sedimentary rocks) at the surface. 
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The Gradations among Sedimentary Rocks.—The chart of the classi¬ 
fication of sedimentary rocks given above shows at a glance where each 
of them belongs. Inasmuch as the deposition of the various sedimentary 
materials is taking place all the time in the waters surrounding the 
continents, a certain area may be receiving one kind of material, adjacent 
areas very different kinds, and some areas none. The deposit at one 
place may consist essentially of one material, a pure sand, clay, or 
limestone, but it is very evident that the deposition of any one material 
does not cease abruptly at a certain point and another type begin abruptly 
at that point. The deposition of clastic materials depends upon the 
velocity of the transporting agent. As this velocity gradually decreases, 
so also does the size of the particles deposited. Grains of a deposit of 
sand may, therefore, gradually change in size along the shore, grading 
into a coarser deposit (pebbles or boulders) in one direction, or into a 

Fig. 190,—Lateral gradation of one sedimentary rock into another: (a) conglomerate into 
(h) sandstone into (c) shale into (d) limestone. 

finer deposit (a silt or even a clay) in the opposite direction. Seaward, 
the change is a decrease in size of particles (Fig. 190); sand thus grades 
into a clay. However, the currents that are transporting materials 
are not uniform from day to day; hence there is inevitably some mingling 
of sizes. As a result, sandstones may contain some clay and are called 
shaly or argillaceous sandstones, shales may contain sand and are called 
sandy or arenaceous shales. Such rocks are gradation products. 

Gradations exist in chemical and organic rocks also. The deposition 
of a limestone may be taking place (chemically or organically) adjacent 
to the deposition of clays or sands (Fig. 190), whereupon a zone of grada¬ 
tion will exist between the adjacent types of materials. As a result, 
there are limestones that contain shale {shaly limestones) or sand {sandy 
limestones). This type of gradation results in a mixture of insoluble 
materials (the sand or clay) with those materials (the calcium carbonate) 
deposited from solution. These gradations are shown graphically 
in Fig. 191, which should be carefully studied. 
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The gradations just discussed are all lateral changes, but vertical 
gradations also exist. A sandstone may grade upward into a shale or a 
shale into a limestone. These changes are brought about iii a number of 
ways, as will be shown more fully in the historical part, of this volumes A 
gradual deepening of the water over a deposit of clastic materials would 
result in the beginning of deposition of finer materials. So for a time, 
fine and coarse particles would mingle, which would produce a grada¬ 
tional phase, as, for example, a sandstoru^ that contained considerable 
clay; or a gradual clearing of th(‘ water would start, the dei)osition of 
some calcium carbonate along with the clay that had IxH'n going down, 

Shale 

100 per cent shale; (2) 100 per cent sandstone; (3) 100 per cent limestone; (4) sandy shale 
(80 per cent shale and 20 per cent sand); (5) shaly limestone (90 per cent limestone and 10 
per cent shale); (6) calcareous sandstone (90 per cent sandstone and 10 per cent limestone); 
(7) sandy, shaly limestone (75 per cent limestone, 15 per cent shale, and 10 per cent sand). 
Determine the rock names and the percentages of eacli <H>nstituent for (8) and (9), 

which would result in a gradational phase between a limestone and a shale. 
Other factors that influence gradation of one material into another, not 
only vertically but also laterally, are changes in the distance of the 
deposition from shore, in the direction and strength of currents, and in 
the Source and character of materials. 

It should be noted, however, that, although gradations do exist, the 
different sedimentary rocks are, on the whole, surprisingly pure. The 
vertical transition of one type of sedimentary rock into another is usually 
sharp, and even the lateral change takes place in a surprisingly narrow 
gradational zone. 

ORIGIN OF THE SEDIMENTARY ROCKS 

The three principal methods by which the sedimentary rocks have 
originated have been indicated in the classification chart given on page 
179. This chart shows a broad grouping of the rocks according to the 
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present prevailing trend of thought, although there is no unanimous 
agn^enient among geologists as to the origin of all of the sedimentary 
ro(*ks. We eannot go into great detail in this volume, but the broader 
outlines of the origin of tnc clastic, chemical, and organic sediments will 
be given. 

The Origin of the Clastic Sedimentary Rocks 

The clastic matiuials carried by streams, wind, and ocean currents 
are deposited whenc'ver the velocity of the moving agent becomes 

Fig. 192.—Conglomerate. 

insufficient to transport the particles farther. Deposition by streams 
and wind may occur on the land or in lakers, but, as such deposition is of 
minor importance, we shall discuss only the deposits made in the ocean. 

Whatever the velocity of a liver current may be, when the stream 
enters the quiet water of the ocean, its velocity is checked, and deposition 
takes place. The result of this deposition may be a delta, though most 
of the material dropped will be immediately shifted by the waves and 
shore currents to quieter water along the shore or into deeper water 
offshore, the result in either case being deposition. 
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Formation of a Conglomerate.—The coarsest material being shifted 
by the waves is deposited along the beach, and if the size of the particles is 
above 4 millimete^rs in diameter (i.c., pebble, cobble, and boulder sizes; see 
table, page 175) a conglomerate is formed (Fig. 192). A sea in encroach¬ 
ing upon the land may greatly widen the area of beach deposits so that a 
conglomerate bed of considerable extent may be formed. 

Formation of a Sandstone.- -The parti(‘les of the materials known as 
^^granules^^ and ^^sand^^ are smaller than 4 millimeters in diameter (see table, 

page 175) and hence are carried 
farther out than the coarsen materials 
and eventually form beds of sand¬ 
stone (Fig. 193). Though these 
materials may be carried offshore for 
miles, most sandstones are formed 
near sliore. The thicknevss of th(^ 
deposit will vary with the supply of 
sand, the strength of the currents, 
and the slope and configuration of 
the shore line. 

Sandstones are commonly made 
use of for building purposes wherever 
they 0(;(?ur, and many of them are 
very attractive stones. 

Formation of Silt stone sand 
Shale.—The finevst particles (diame¬ 
ters below If(5 millimeter), those of 
silt and clay, an* carried the farthest 
and are deposited in the deep, quiet 
waters beyond the rea(‘.h of the waves 

and strong shore currents. However, if the land adjacent to a shore is low 
lying and the water shallow, silt and clay may be deposited up to the 
shore. These silts and clays betjome siltstones and shales after consolida¬ 
tion. As silt particles are intermediate in size between those of sand and 
of clay (see table, pag(j 175), siltstone forms a gradational phavse between 
a sandstone and a shale. Siltstones are really quite abundant, though 
they are generally designated as ^‘shalef^r.'^ Probably 10 per cent of the 
total 82 per cent of shales consists of siltstone. Lagoons are the seat of 
the deposition of much of these fine materials. When exceptional floods 
or storms occur, coarser materials may be carried much farther out 
than is normal and thus sand may be deposited over clay. When 
normal conditions are restored, clay is deposited over the sand. In this 
way interbedded sandstones and shales are formed. Fine clays settle 
faster in the sea water than in fresh water, due to their having been 

Fig. 193.—Thick 1^x1 of St. Peter 
sandstone at mine entrance, Pacific, 
Missouri. This sandstone is being mined 
for use in making glass. {Photograph hy 
W. A. Tarr.) 
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coagulated into larger particles by the action of the salts in the sea. 
This fact would thus fav^or deposition nearer shore in sea water than in 
lakes. 

On account of the great abundance of shale at the eai‘t/h\s surface, 
man has adapted the rock to many uses. In the manufacture of brick, 
tile, and othc^r (day products, shale is widely used, and much of it is used 
also in making Portland cement. 

Summary.—The d(^position of the materials of the clastic rocks is due 
primarily to a decrease in the velocity of the transporting agent. The 
parti(des being transported are sortcid; the larger and heavier ones are 
deposited first and then those of the successively smaller sizes down to 
the finest clay particles. 

Origin of the Chemical Sedimentary Rocks 

The sedimentary rocks formed by the pnicipitation of the soluble 
substancH^s ]>rought to the sea comprise one of the most interc^sting groups 
of rocks. Most of th(im, such as liim^stone, salt, gypsum, and iron 
minerals, are (extensively us<'d by man. On the whole, the origin of the 
rocks of this group is well understood, though much research is still 
ne(Kled to make clear many of the details of the methods of origin. 

The soluble substan(*(\s carried to the sea may be placed in two 
groups: one comprising those substanc(is that are slightly soluble in the sea 
water and thus are rapidly deposited, and the other comprising those 
very soluble substanccis that acctimulate in the sea water and are pre¬ 
cipitated only under special conditions. The substances in these two 
groups are given in the lists b(dow: 

Substances Slightly Soluble in 

Water and Thus Quickly 

Precipitated 

Calcium carbonate. 

Magnesium carbonate. 

Silica. 

Iron minerals. 

Sea Very Soluble Substances 

Accumulating in 

Sea Water 

Sodium chloride. 

Calcium sulfate. 

Magnesium sulfate. 

Magnesium chloride. 

Potassium sulfate. 

Potassium chloride. 

Substances Slightly Soluble in Sea Water.—The materials that are 
rapidly removed from the sea water are the most abundant of the soluble 
substances carried to the sea annually. 

Calcium Carbonate and the Rocks It Forms,—Calcium carbonate is the 
most abundant of all the soluble compounds added annually to the sea, 
yet there is little of it in the sea water, which shows that it is rapidly 
removed. The removal is accomplished in two ways, chemically and 
organically (discussed later). At one time in the earth^s history, one 
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of these methods of the formation of limestone was, on account of the 
existing conditions, the predominant method; and at another period, 
another one. 

It has been found experimentally that any process which removes 
carbon dioxide from the sea water, such as a rise in temperature, causers 
the chemical precipitation of the calcium carbonate (calcite). Upon its 
precipitation, the calcite settles to the s(^a floor as an extremely fine- 
grainead mud. While the ro(.*k that results from this deposition is still 

porous, it is known as chalk 
(if it contains much (^lay, it is (tailed 
marl); later, through consolidation, 
it bc^comes a hard, firm lime stone ^ 
Avhich though fine grained may later 
become coarse grained through 
crystallization. These c h e m i c a 11 y 
pre(;ipitated limestones ma.y contain 
some fossils, as the caknum carbonate 
present in the sea water furnishes 

Fig. 194.—Oolites from Groat Salt a favorable environment for those 
Lake. Enlarged six times. . . i . i /• i • 

organisms that make us(^ of cak*ium 
carbonate in their shells. The shells of the organisms accumulate, of 
course, along with the chemically precipitated (*alcium carbonate. Not 
uncommonly, as the calcium carbonate is being d(iposited, it forms small 
rounded grains known as oolites. These are regally tiny concretions. 
The floor of the bathing beach at Great Salt Lake is composed of such 
oolites (Fig. 194). A limestone consisting of these grains is known as 
an oolitic limestone. 

Magnesium Carbonate and the Rock It Forms.—The magnesium 
carbonate that is added to sea water is not removed so fast as the calcium 
carbonate, as some of it is changed into the soluble magnesium sulfate 
and chloride and so accumulates in the water. A part of the magnesium 
carbonate, however, unites with calcium carbonate and forms dolomite 
(CaCOs.MgCOs). Dolomite is as common as limestone among the 
older geologic formations. The two rocks resemble each other so 
closely that most people call both ‘Timestone.^’ Dolomite, however, is 
harder and heavier than limestone, but the best way to distinguish 
between them is by the hydrochloric acid test. Limestone dissolves 
rapidly (fizzes) in the acid, and dolomite, unless in a very fine powder, 
is scarcely affected. Many dolomites are unfossiliferous, but some con¬ 
tain a few fossils, usually in a poor state of preservation. 

Silica and Its Resultant Rocks.—The second most abundant of the 
soluble substances added to the sea water annually by the rivers is 
silica, which constitutes 11.8 per cent of these materials. As sea water 
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contairiH only a small amount of silica, it is evident that nearly all of 
this silica is d(!positcd. In contrast with the prevalent use of calcium 

Rounofed mosses of 
prec/pdafed silica 

Len^' of prectpifaledsiiica 

Noduies of cherf of cherf 

Fig. 195.—Skotoh showing masses of silica (a and h) accumulating contemporaneously with 
limestone on the sea floor, and the resulting chert (c and d) after burial. 
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Fig. 196.—Nodules and lenses of chert (light gray) in Burlington limestone, Columbia, 
Missouri. (,Photograph by W. A. Tarr.) 

carbonate made by animals in the construction of their hard parts, very 
few organisms of the sea make such use of silica. The larger part of the 
silica is, therefore, chemically precipitated. When streams are bringing 
clay to the ocean, much of the silica is deposited with the clay (it is a 
partial cause of the stickiness of clays); but, if the river waters are clear 
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(carrying only materials in solution), the silica brought into the sea 
accumulates until it reaches the saturation point, whereupon the salts 
in the sea water cause its precipitation on the sea floor in the form of a 
colloidal or jellylike mass containing water. This precipitation of the 
silica takes place at the same time and in the same areas on the sea floor 
as does that of the calcium carbonate (Figs. 195, 196, and 197). The 
masses arc rounded (Fig. 195, a); or, if the amount of silica precipitated is 
large, it is spread out on the floor as lenses (Figs. 195, h; and 196) or beds 
(Fig. 197). As other sediments are usually deposited over the rounded 
masses while they are still soft, they are flattened on ac(*ount of the 
pressure, though some masses become hard before burial and so retain 
their original shape. The hardened masses are called nodules, or con- 

Fig. 197,—Chort bed (back of note book) in Cretaceous limestone, Tivoli, Italy. (^Photo¬ 
graph by W. A. Tarr.) 

cretions, and lenses (Figs. 195, c and d; and 196). Precipitated silica 
thus gives rise to the very abundant and widely occurring white chert 
(Figs. 196 and 197) and black flint (Fig. 198) of limestone, chalk, and 
dolomite. The association of chert and flint (both are varieties of quartz 
and occur most commonly in the form of nodules) with calcareous 
deposits is just what would be expected, for both silica and calcium 
carbonate require clear water for their precipitation. The occurrence of 
chert and flint with calcareous rocks is always with the purest forms of 
those rocks; for, if enough clay were present to form a shaly limestone, 
for example, the silica would go down with the clay, leaving none for the 
formation of chert and flint. Chert and flint may contain calcareous 
fossils that became enclosed in them while the silica mass was soft. 
Such fossils are usually very well preserved, as the silica gel protected 
them from destroying agents. Some of these fossils have been changed 
later to quartz by silica replacement. 
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Because chert and flint break readily into chips with sharp cutting 
odgcjs, they have been used by man since the time of the stone ages, first 
as tools and later as a means of light¬ 
ing fires. They may even be used 
for building materials, as shown in 
the accompanying picture (Fig. 199) 
of a church constructed of flint 
nodules. 

Iron Minerals.—Only a very small 
(piantity of iron is carried to the 
sea annually, owing to the low 
solubility of the iron minerals. An 
abundaiKie of decaying organic matter 
in th(^ presence of these minerals, 
liowever, favors their solution. Some 
of the iron is removed as hematite 
(Fe203), and a smaller quantity as the iron carbonate (FeCOs); for, 

’ though the carbonate is the more solu¬ 
ble, if oxygen ent(‘rs the solution (as 
it commonly" does), the iron will be 
oxidized and deposited as hematite 
soon aft/(U’ reaching the^ se^a. Rarely, 
the conditions of solution on the 
land favor the removal of iron in 

Fig. 199.—Church constructed of 
flint nodules, Cambridge, England. 
{Photograph by W. A. Tarr.) 

Fig. 200.—Iron ore from Lake 
Superior district. Light bands are 
hematite. Dark bands are jasper 
(chert containing hematite). One- 
fourth natural size. 

Fig. 198.—Flint nodule in the 
chalk, South (youlson, Surrey, England. 
Note the thin white coating of nodule. 
(Pfudograph by W. A. Tarr.) 

quantities sufficient to form a bed of hematite, limonite, or, very rarely, 
of the iron carbonate (siderite). Hematite not uncommonly has replaced 
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the calcium carbonate of shells on the sea floor, and the bed of iron ore 
thus contains fossils. Calcareous oolites are also replaced by iron oxides, 
or the iron mineral may assume the odlitici form as it is de^posited. The 
world’s most important supplies of iron ore come from sedimentary 
deposits, notable among which are those of the Lake Superior region 
(Fig. 200), the Clinton iron ore of the Appalachian region, the Lorraine 
iron ores of France and G(irmany, and (probably) the great Brazilian 
iron deposits. 

Substances Soluble in Sea Water.—In considering the soluble mineral 
content of sea water (see table, page 151), we found that sodium chloride 
(27 2 parts per thousand), magnesium compounds (5.54 parts per thou¬ 
sand), calcium sulfate (1.26 parts per thousand), and potassium compounds 
(0.863 part per thousand) are present. The fact that the present s(^a 
wato contains these (compounds in large amounts is evidenc^e of thc'ir 
great solubility. These substances continue to accumulate until spcnaal 
conditions make possible their precipitation. 

Sodium Chloride and Its Deposits.—Sodium chloride has appaiently 
been accumulating in the sea water since the beginning of the oc(‘an. 
From time to time during the past, salt has been deposited, but th(' total 
quantity thus removed is only a small fraction of what is still in the sea. 
Salt is so soluble in water that the only (*ommon way of removing it is 
by evaporation, and it would not be deposited from sea water until 
about 90 per cent of the water had been removed. The deposits of salt 
show that they were formed in isolated bodies of sea water that evaporat ed 
until deposition took place. The evaporating body of water could be a 
bay or inland sea, and it might even be so closely connected with the 
main body of water as to receive influxes of sea wat^er during storms. 
These influxes of fresher water would stop deposition until evaporation 
had again concentrated the water, but they would add to the total 
amount of salt present. The salt is deposited in beds that, for the most 
part, are only 10 to 30 feet thick, but rarely may be hundreds of feet thick. 
It is possible also that the waters of lakes could evaporate until they 
became so saturated with salt that it would be deposited. Figure 201 
shows salt in a dried-up lake or playa in north central Nevada. Such salt 
deposits are common in shallow lakes that dry up during a part of a year. 
If Great Salt Lake were to evaporate, it is estimated that it would deposit 
400,000,000 tons of salt. 

Calcium Sulfate and the Rocks It Forms,—Calcium sulfate is not so 
soluble in water as sodium chloride; therefore, as a body of sea water 
evaporates, gypsum^ the rock that calcium sulfate forms, is deposited 
before salt. Calcium sulfate forms two different deposits: one, the 
common gypsum (CaS04.2H20), and the other, anhydrite (CaS04). 
Though both are known to be deposited as sea water evaporates, gypsum 
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is much more common. Gypsum occurs in three forms: a fine-grained 
massive rock, alabaster; transparent crystals, many two feet long, selenite; 
and a fibrous aggregate, satinspar (Fig. 202). The occurrence of pure 
gypsum in thick bods of widespread extent has led to the conclusion that 

Fig. 201.—Salt plain in central Nevada. {Photograph by W. A. Tarr») 

Fig. 202.—The three common varieties of gypsum. Satinspar (at top); alabaster (left); 
selenite (right). 

the process of its concentration must have been repeated, some evapora¬ 
tion having occurred in a shallow basin from which the water flowed to 
another basin, where it was further evaporated until finally gypsum was 

deposited in a very pure form. 
Deposits of gypsum are usually associated with those of salt, but not 

always; for example, in the red beds of western United States thick beds 
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of gypsum occur without salt. It is used for making wall plasters and 
plaster of Paris. 

Magnedum and Potassium Sulfates and Chlorides.—The most soluble 
of all substances in sea water are the magnesium and potassium sulfates 
and chlorides; hence they remain in solution after all the other substances 
are dc^posited, and their deposition occurs only when all the water is 
evaporated. The final concentrated solution from which they are 
deposited is known as the bittern. It is an interesting fact that potassium 
is prc'sent in the original rocks in an amount only slightly less than that 
of sodium, yet in the sea water it is only about one-thirtieth as abundant. 
Tliis is explained by the fact (already mentioned under ^^Weatherings’) 
that most of the potassium is sorbed by the clay particles and, therefore, 
nmiains in the soil or goes into the formation of shales. 

Apparently the complete evaporation of a body of sea water has 
occurred only a few times in the earth’s history and then very locally. 
The world’s largest deposits of potassium and magnesium salts are at 
Stassfurt, Germany. The world markets for them are controlled by the 
Germans. A smaller deposit occurs in France, but there is a working 
agreement between the two countries as to the price of the salts. Recent 
explorations in western Texas and eastern New Mexico have shown the 
presence of potassium salts, but the importance of the deposits has yet 
to be proved. Potassium salts are more important commercially than 
those of magnesium on account of their extensive use as a fertilized'. 

Summary.—As a body of sea water evaporates, the first mineral to be 
deposited is gypsum, next salt, and lastly, with complete evaporation, 
the magnesium and potassium minerals. 

Origin of the Organic Sedimentary Rocks 

The third method by which sedimentary rocks are formed is through 
tlni life processes of certain organisms. Both animals and plants con¬ 
tribute to the formation of these rocks. We shall discuss th(^ organic 
sediments, however, according to the kind of material deposited, i.c., 
calcareous, siliceous, and carbonaceous. One of these groups, the car- 
bona(;(H)us, furnishes a material that has proved to be indispensable 
in modern civilization. 

Calcareous Deposits.—Organisms play a very important part in the 
origin of some limestones. A vast number of creatures living in the 
ocean (and fresh waters, also) build their hard parts out of calcium 
carbonate. One has only to note the large number of shells along a sea 
shore to realize the abundance of such forms. These creatures are prob¬ 
ably removing the larger part of the calcium carbonate added to the sea 
annually. Where the temperature, clearness of the water, and food 
supply are suitable, they live in vast numbers (as do the corals about 
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some islands and along some continents). When these organisms die, 
their hard parts remain and eventually accumulate in sufficient amounts 
to form a bed or layer. If wave action is (considerable, the shells may bo 
broken up, forming calcareous gravel, sand, or mud. These accumu¬ 
lated materials become limestone. If all the shells are completely broken 
up and pulverized, the limestone will not show fossils, but, usually, fossils 
are more or less abundant in organic limestone's (Fig. 203). Unkess a 
limesrijiK! (consists predominantly of fossils, it is not possible, by any 
physiecal mecthods yet known, to distinguish with ceertainty between an 

Fig. 203.—Fossiliferous liniestoiie. 

organic and a chemically precipitated limestone, as the latter may 
possibly contain some fossils also. Texture, mode of o(^currence, and 
associated roc^ks are the criteria used, at present, in deciding between 
them. Chalk has alvrays been regarded as an accumulation of the shells 
of minute organisms, but recent studies have shown that only a small 
percentage of the rock consists of organic remains, the major part being 

a chemical precipitate. 
Various calcareous oozes are being deposited on the floor of the deep 

sea, at present, but most of these deposits have no counterparts in the 

rocks of the land. 
Siliceous Deposits.—Deposits of siliceous organic remains are, for 

the most part, unimportant. Some deep-sea oozes are siliceous, but 
few deposits occur on the land. The one siliceous deposit of any abun- 
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dance is composed of diatom remains. Diatoms are small plants that 
use silica for their hard part/S. Whore they live ahundant^ly in the sea 
water, thick beds of their remains may accumulate. Such deposits, 
called diatomite^ are known in many parts of the world, but the larg(‘st 
are those of California, where beds hundreds of feet thic^k o(H*iir. Sorncj 
men are of the opinion that some of the petroleum found in (California 
was derived from those tiny organisms. Certain spong(\s have sili(*eous 
skeletons, but thc^y do not accumulate in sufficient abundances to form 
beds. 

Carbonaceous Deposits.—There are two important (carbonaceous 
deposits: coal and oil. The former is wholly of vccgetable origin, but botli 
plants and animals have probably contributed to the formation of the 
latter. 

Formation of Coal.—Coal is the result of an accumulation of plant 
remains under such conditions that the plant tissues are converUed into 
a deposit ricdi in carbon. The most favorable place for such a process 
is a sw^amp in which the vegetation grows abundantly and is submerged 
under w^ater as it dices. Submergcence prevents dry rot (seen in logs 
in forests), wdiich completely destroys plant remains. The vegetation 
in the water undeergoes a slow^ decay, and this proc(ess is aided by anaerobic 
bac.teria that eliminate the oxygen and hydrogen of the plant tissues while? 
concentrating the carbon. The material is then buried under other 
sediments and still further compressed and altered until it becomes a beed 
of coal. The kind of coal formed depends upon the character of the 
vegetation and the degree of its alteration in the swamp and after burial. 
Anthracite, or hard coal, has undergone the greatest changes. 

Formation of Petroleum or Oil.—Petroleum, although a liciuid, belongs 
in the group of sedimentary deposits. It is a very complex hydrocarbon 
and in the condition in wffiich it comes from the ground consists of varying 
amounts of benzene, kerosene, gasoline, lubricating oils, paraffin, and 
asphalt. It is now generally believed that the origin of petroleum is 
organic and that both plants and ariimals have contributed to its forma¬ 
tion. Just where all the changes that produced it took place is not 
definitely known, but the following appear to be likely possibilities. (1) 
Oil drops may have been form(?d within the organism, been released 
upon its death, and then buried. (2) The oil may have been formed 
during the decay of the organism on the floor of the swamp, lagoon, or 
sea and then buried. (3) Organic material may have been buried in the 
muds and after the burial been altered into petroleum. The formation 
of natural gas is largely due to subsequent reactions within the oil. 
After the oil was buried, it migrated through the rocks and accumulated 
in large quantities in porous rocks (usually sandstone or channeled lime¬ 
stone) called reservoirs. The formation and accumulation of petroleum 
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took place in deposits made along shores, for it is there that life was 
most abundant. 

CONSOLIDATION OF SEDIMENTARY ROCKS 

During our discussion of the origin of sedimentary rocks, w(‘ have 
seem that the sediments are deposited as soft, loose materials. The 
materials composing prospective conglomerates and sandstones, for 
example, though packed closely by wave and current action, contain 
nothing between the grains to hold them together. The changes that 
convert the deposits of s(jdiments into hard firm ro(;ks are both mechanical 
and chemical. The many methods of consolidation can be tabulated as 
follows: 

Moohaiiical methods of consolidation. 

a. Pressure of overlying rocks. 

b, 1 drying of deposits. 

C'hemieal methods of consolidation. 

a. Cementation by 

1. ( 'alcium carbonate. 

2. Silica. 

3. Iron oxides. 

b. Crystallization. 

Pressure.—Mechanical consolidation due to pressure takes place as 
more sediments are d<^posited above a given bed. Tlie weight of the 
overlying deposits forces the particles of the bed below closer together 
(exc(?pt in sandstones and conglomerates). This squeezing eliminates 
much of the water still present in the materials. 

Drying.—The other mechanical method of consolidation is drying. 
As th(^ rocks dry, the water that was not squeezed out by the pressure of 
beds above is eliminated. The deposit might thus become a porous 
rock unless further consolidated by pressure or other means of consolida¬ 
tion. Coal is a rock that has been both greatly compressed and dried, as 
many feet of plant remains are necessary for the formation of one foot 
of coal. 

Cementation.—Cementation is a very important means of chemical 
consolidation, especially in tlie coarser clastic rocks, the conglomerates 
and sandstones, and more rarely in coarse accumulations of organic 
remains. These coarse-grained rocks are very porous and water circu¬ 
lates through them easily, as we have seen in studying ground water. If 
this water is carrying material in solution, it may be deposited between 
the grains of the rock. The deposition of the material, or cement as it is 
called, may be uniformly distributed through a rock, or it may take place 
only in certain parts where conditions for precipitation are most favor¬ 
able. If the amount of the cement is small, it may be deposited locally, 
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forming a concretion (see Fig. 127, page 128). The most common 
cements arc calcium carbonate^ silica, and the iron oxides (other materials 
occurring rarely). When the pores of a rock are filled with cement, 
circulation of water through it ceases. Deposition in rocks may occur 
from the surface downward; but, as we learned under Ground Water, it is 

(‘sp(?cially common in the saturated zone below 
the water level (called th(^ ^'zoiie of cementa¬ 
tion'^ because of this fact). 

Calcium Carbonate.—The most common 
cement in sedimentary rocks is calcium carbon¬ 
ate^, as would be expe(;ted, for it is the most 
(common mineral constituent of the averages 
ground water. Some sandstones become 
completely cemented with e^alcium e^arbonate 
and so contain a high pere*.entage of it. 

Silica.—Silie^a also is a very commeui 
cement. It enters the rocks in solution and 
is deposited as quailz. Therefore^, in a sand- 
steme composed of grains of quartz re)unded 
by en-osion, the grains may start to gre)w 
again; and, if there is not enough silica to 
fill up the interstices between them, crystal 
facets may devejlop on these rounded quartz 

grains (Fig. 204). These faces can be seen as tiny glistening points on 
the surface of a broken piece of sandstone. 

A sandstone c(mented with silica is known as quartzite, wdiich can be 
distinguished from sandstone because it breaks through the grains, whereas 
sandstone breaks around the grains. This is because the cemcmt in a 
quartzite is as strong as the quartz grains and the break therefore goes 
evenly through both. 

Iron Oxides.—The iron oxides hematite and limonite both occur as 
cements in sedimentary rocks, though less commonly than calcium 
carbonate and silica. Iron-bearing concretions arc common. 

Crystallization.—Crystallization is the chief means of consolidating 
the chemical sediments. Limestones, dolomites, chert and flint, and 
salt and gypsum all change from the very fine-grained rocks formed by 
precipitation into crystalline masses. In some rocks the change in size 
of the grains has been so insignificant that the crystals or grains cannot 
be distinguished even with a microscope. This is true for chert and flint, 
chalk, and some limestones. In other rocks the crystals are large, 
producing coarse-grained rocks. Salt and gypsum may be very coarse 
grained. A bed of gypsum in western Oklahoma contains crystals 6 
inches long (Fig. 205). The process of crystallization is simply the 

Fig. 204.—Diagram show¬ 
ing crystal faces (stippled) of 
(piartz developed on rounded 
grains of sandstone during 
cementation. 
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growth of the larger particles in a mass of fine material at the expense of 
the smaller particles. The small grains pass into solution in the water 
that is still in the rock faster than do the larger grains, and this material 
is redeposited upon the larger grains because, on account of their size, 
they have a greater ability to attrac^t the material in solution. Thus 
the rock grows coarser in texture as long as solutions are present. 

Fig. 205.—Bed of gypsum composed of large crystals of selenite, western Oklahoma. 
{Photograph by W. A, Tarr.) 

FEATURES OF SEDIMENTARY ROCKS 

Certain characteristic features are common to sedimentary rocks 
and thus are of assistance in identifying them. Most of these features 
were formed during the deposition of the sediments but others were 
formed subsequently. These features are as follows: 

Bedding. 

Cross-bedding. 

Ripple marks. 
Current. 

Wave. 

Rill marks. 

Rain prints. 

Mud cracks. 

Fossils. 

Oolites. 

C'oncrctions. 
Stylolites. 

Color. 

Bedding.—Sedimentary rocks are typically bedded deposits. During 
their formation, they were spread out on the sea floor as sheets or layers 
of variable lateral extent. Some beds are remarkably persistent, covering 
vast areas, though not to the same thickness throughout; others are 
merely local and may be measured in hundreds of square feet. The 
thickness of the beds ranges from less than that of a sheet of paper to 
10 and, rarely, more than 100 feet. The vast majority of beds are from a 
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few inches (Fig. 206) to a f(^w feet in thic^kness (Fig. 206). The very 
thin beds are called laminae (see Fig. 141, page 136). Tlie top and 
bottom of a bed are normally nearly parallel, though some bedding is so 
uneven as to give rise to so-called nodular bedding (Fig. 207). 

The bedding in rocks is due: 0) to differences in the kinds of material 
deposited, as would exist between a bed of shale and a bed of limestoiH^; 

Fig. 206.—Thick- (lower beds) and thin-bedded (upper beds) sandstone in Wyoniinp;. 
(Photograph by E. B. Btanson.) 

(2) to differences in the sizes of the particles deposited, as those existing 
between layers of coarse- and fine-grained sandstone; or (3) to variations 
in the color of the materials deposited, as those between light- and dark-gray 
layers of limestone. 

Cross-bedding.—Normally the bedding of sediments is essentially 
parallel but in the coarser clastic sediments two sets of bedding planes 
are not uncommon. In A of Fig. 208, a and a represent the normal 
bedding planes, and b the shorter bedding planes that cross from a to a. 
A rock bedded in this manner is said to be crqss-hedded. Cross-bedding 
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is dovelopod in a deposit when the currents forming it are strong and 
fn^piently change direction. Thus in A of Fig. 208, strong currents 
have carried material rapidly offshore, producing a cross-bedded layer 
having a steep front. Strong currents creatcid by storms may scour out 
depressions in the sea floor, which, as the currents lose their velocity 
and begin to deposit, are filled up, producing cross-bedding (Fig. 208, B). 

Fia. 207.—Nodular bedding in limestone, Boone County, Missouri. {Photograph by 
W. A, Tarr.) 

Current 
a 
b 

Current-^ 

Depression^' 
dug out 
by currents Cross-bedding 

due to filling 
of depression 

(B) 
Fig. 208,—Sketch showing development of cross-bedding. 

Not uncommonly, the cross-bedding betwc'en successive layers lies at 
different angles, owing to changes in the direction of the current pro¬ 
ducing it. Cross-bedding is most common in sandstones (Fig. 209) but 
occurs in some limestones (Fig. 210) also. 

Ripple Marks.—As the currents move over the sea bottom, they 
shift the particles along with them. If most of the material is rolled 
along, variations in the size of the grains will cause some particles to 
move faster than others, and thus a depression at right angles to the 
current will be developed between the faster moving particles and those 
lagging behind. These depressions will be rapidly deepened, and soon 
the surface will be covered with a series of roughly parallel depressions 
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and the intervening ridges. Such a surface is ripple marked. Ripple 
marks are formed very commonly wherever moving water has clastic 

Fiq. 210.—CroBS-bedding in limestone, near Ha Ha Tonka, Missouri. {Photograph hy 
William Warner,) 

materials to work upon. The ripple marks differ in size, but in sands 
of medium-sized grains they are commonly % inch to 2 inches from crest 
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to crest. Rarely, the distance from crest to crest may be several inches. 
There are two common types of ripple marks: current and wave. 

Current ripple marks may be made either by a current of water (Fig. 
211) or by wind, although those made by the latter agent are rarely 
preserved in sedimentary rocks. In cross section, current ripple marks 
have the typical shape shown at a in Fig. 212. To produce the ripple 

Fig. 211.—Current lipple marks in the St. Peter sandstone, Missouri. Which way was the 
current moving? 

(oi) Current rippfe mark 

(b) Wave ripple mark 

Fig. 212.—Diagram of current and wave ripple marks. 

mark of the figure, the current must be moving to the right. The mate¬ 
rial is dragged up the gentle slope and rolled down the steep slope, and 
thus the ripple mark advances to the right. 

Wave ripple marks are produced by the up-and-down movement of 
the water caused by a wave along a shore. Wind does not make wave 
ripple marks. The two sides of a wave ripple mark have similar slopes 
(Fig. 2126) and the ridges are sharp, although when these features are 
found presei*ved in the rocks the sharp crests have usually been cut off by 
later movements of the water. 

Rill Marks.—Rill marks are depressions scoured out by water that 
runs back down the beach after the breaking of a wave. If the depres- 
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sions that are made are filled by sand before the next high tide, they may 
be preserved in future sedimentary rock. 

Fui, 213.—Hain prints, mud curls, and mud cracks in clay, Versailles, Missouri. {Photon- 
gi'aph hy W. A. Tarr.) 

FfO. 214.—Cracks in mud flats along the Missouri River, central Missouri. Size seen 
by hammer at left. Some of these cracks were two feet deep. {Photograph hy W. A. 
T'arr,) 

Rain Prints.—Raindrop.^ that fall on fairly fii-m silts and clays form 
impres-sions, which, if preserved, become features of sedimentary rocks 
(Fig. 213). 
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Mud Cracks and Mud Curls.—Mud cracks and mud curls (Fig. 213'' 
are formed as a result of the drying of an exposed deposit of clay, silt, 
or sand. Many craciks thus formed extend downward for 2 feet or 
more, especially in the silts and muds along rivers (Fig. 214). Cracks 
along rivers eventually become covered with water and filled with other 
material (Fig, 215), which preserves them if the deposit is buried. Broad 
mud flats along the seashore that are submergt^d only during storms at 
high tide are favorable places for the development of mud cracks and, 
also, for their preservation as features of sedimentary rocks. Mud curls 
d(*v(‘lop in laminated muds. They are caused by the faster drying of 

Fia. 215.—Fossil mud cracks near Pennington Gap, Virginia. {Photograph by W. A, TarrJ) 

the surface of a layer, which, therefore, shrinks more than the lower part 
and so curls upward (Fig. 213). 

Fossils.—The presence in a rock of fossils of any sort, such as shells, 
bones, teeth, and tracks, can safely be interpreted as indicating a sedi¬ 
mentary rock. A few occurrences of fossils in tuff beds arc known, but 
it is easy to prove the volcanic origin of such beds. These beds were 
formed by the falling of volcanic dust into a body of water containing 
animals and plants, which were thus incorporated with the volcanic 
material. 

Oolites.—Oolites are distinctive features of sedimentary rocks, but 
they have already been described as small calcareous concretions that 
may form during the deposition of calcium carbonate. The calcium 
carbonate of the oolite may be replaced by silica and form siliceous 
oolites (Fig. 216). 

Concretions.—Concretions are common features of sedimentary rocks. 
We have already discussed (page 128) those concretions that are formed 
in a rock by ground water long after the deposition of the rock, but there 
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is another group of concretions that are formed at the same time (con¬ 
temporaneously) as the rocks enclosing them. These concretions con¬ 
sist of many different materials, but most commonly of calcium carbonate, 
silica, or pyrite. The concretions may be round, elliptical (Fig. 217), 
oval, lenticular, nodular, or irregular; in fact, their shape may be similar 
to that of the subsequent concretions (see Fig. 130, page 130). In size. 

Fig. 217.—Calcareous concretion in Lias shale, Dorset coast, England. Note curva¬ 
ture^ of ^ds around the concretion, which is evidence of its contemporaneous origin. Con¬ 
cretion is 15 inches long, {Photograph by W, A. Tarr.) 

they range from tiny concretions smaller -than peas to lenticular masses 
several feet (Fig. 218) in length and as much as 3 feet in thickness. 

Contemporaneous calcareous concretions are common in shalas and 
clays. These concretions are chemical precipitates, like many limestones. 
The calcium carbonate is precipitated directly on the sea floor, the growth 
of the concretion starting about a central point and more material being 
added on the outside. 
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The chert and flint nodules occurring in limestone, chalk, and dolo¬ 
mite are contemporaneous concretions. Their origin has been discussed 
and illustrations of them given on page 186. 

Pyrite occnirs as concretions in all kinds of sediments but is especially 
abundant in shales, (•arboriate rocks, and coal. The surface of a pyrite 
concn^tion may be co\T'red with crystal faces of the mineral. 

Fia. 218.—^Lenticular calcareous concretion from Lias shale, Dorset coast, England. Note 
layer of cone-in-cone on exterior of concretion. 

Fig. 219. -Sketch showing the normal arrangement of contemporaneous concretions along 
a bed. 

Contemporaneous concretions occur dominantly aloiig or within a 
given bed (Fig. 219). Their persistence in this respect makes them of 
value as criteria in determining beds of the same age, even though th(\y 
may be miles apart. Such a widespread distribution in itself indicates 
that the concretions were deposited at the same time as the beds. 

Stylolites.—Stylolites are very common and interesting features of 
sedimentary rocks, usually of limestone and dolomite and rarely of sand¬ 
stone and quartzite. They have already been considered (page 139) 
under the discussion of the work of ground water, the agent to which 
they owe their formation. 

Color of Sedimentary Rocks.—^The color of a sedimentary rock is due 
to the inherent color of the minerals composing it or to an extraneous 
coloring matter introduced at the time of the deposition of the rock 
or later. The vast majority of sediments possess one of three dominant 
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colors or mixtures of them in which the shade of color depends upon the 
proportions of the diffenmt colors. These three colors arc white, black, 
and red. Mixtures of blac^k and white materials produce a gray rock, 
small amounts of black material producing a light-gray (the chara(;teristic 
color of most limestoiu^s) and large amounts a dark-gray rock. White 
materials mixed with red prjduce pink rocks. 

Black sedimentary rocks are due to the carbonaceous material remain¬ 
ing after the decay of oi-ganic matter. On weathering (chemically), 
however, a gray limestone usually becomes buff, yellow, or red. This 
is because iron minerals were included with the calcareous materials 
when the limestone was deposited. In the presence of carbonaceous 
material, however, iron exists as white or (colorless compounds. During 
the weathering of limestone, however, when ground water containing a 
large quantity of oxygen enters the ro(;k, the carbonaceous matc^rial is 
oxidized to carbon dioxide (C()2), which escapes; whereupon the colorless 
iron compound is oxidized to hematite (Fe203), which is red. The color of 
hematite is so dominant that a very small amount of it will color th(^ 
rock a faint shade of red. By uniting with water, some of the hematite 
will form the iron oxide limonite (2Fe208.3H20), which produces the 
yellow and brown colors of the weathered rocks. Mixtun^s of hematite 
and limonite produce orange and purple colors. These two iron oxides 
are very (*ommon coloring agents of sediments. The great s(^ri(\s of red 
beds of western United States and of other countri(\s owe their color t-o th(^ 
presence of hematite. Orange and green colors are produced in sedimen¬ 
tary rocks by various means, some of which are not fully understood. 

WEATHERING OF SEDIMENTARY ROCKS 

The same agents of weathering, mechanical and chemical, that 
attacked the igneous rocks act upon the sedimentary rocks, but with 
somewhat different results, as we shall see, because the sediments them¬ 
selves are composed of the products of weathering. 

Conglomerates, as the name indicates, may be composed of any kind 
of rock or mineral. As a result, each boulder or pebble will weather into 
the materials that the rock or mineral it represents would weather 
into. A conglomerate composed of bouldei-s, cobbles, and pebbles of 
granite would weather into the same products as a granite, but one com¬ 
posed of particl(\s of different types of igneous rocks, or the different kinds 
of sedimentary rocks, would weather into all the different products that 
the weathering of the different rocks present would produce. 

Sandstones, however, are composed dominantly of quartz grains, 
themselves a product that was unaffected by chemical weathering; hence, 
disintegration (by the removal of the cement if any is present) is the chief 
change, the sandstone becoming a sand again. 
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Shales are com posed predominantly of insoluble elay minerals pro¬ 
duced by the weathering of cc^rtain igneous rocks; hence, whei! the 
shale its(df is weathe^red, it becomes again a loose aggregate of clay 
minerals. Any chemical change is minor in amount. The soil o\"er a 
shale is a clay soil, which grades directly and almost imperceptibly inlo 
the shale. 

LiniestoneSy chalky and dolomiteSy being soluble in ordinary ground 
water, pass back into solution during weathering. Such results of 
wealliering are evident in (exposures of limestone, the surfa(;e being 
roughened, pitted, and channeled (Fig. 143, page 138). Some channels 
are many feet deep and not uncommonly are coim(‘c?ted downward with an 
underground passage or even a cavern. As the limestone or other car¬ 
bonate rock passes into solution, any insoluble impurities, such as chert, 
flint, clay, iron oxides, or quartz grains, are left behind and form the 
mantle rock. This material is usually n^d (especially over dolomites), 
because even the very small amount of iron presc'iit in a fairly pure lime¬ 
stone is converted into hematite during weathering and, being greatly 
concentrated in flie mantle rock, colors it red. ()v(‘r some dolomites, 
red soils may c.ontain as much as 10 or 15 per cent, of hematite. Such 
soils may accumulate until they are many feet in thickness. The soil, 
of course, is not so red as the rest of the mantle rock on account of the 
organic matter it naturally contains. Some lim(istone soils are even 
black, owing to an abundance of organic matter. 

The chert and flmt associated with carbonate rocks are relatively 
insoluble and so are concentrated in the mantle rock and soil during 
weathering. In some areas of carbonate rocks containing much chert 
(some limestones contain 50 per cent of chert), the chert accumulates on 
the surface (especially the slopes of the hills, from which the fine residual 
soil is easily washed away) until it completely covers it. Such chert- 
strewn hillsides look from a distance as though they were snow mantled. 
They are waste land. Some of the chert will find its way into the streams 
and become disintegrated into gravel. 

Such soluble rocks as salt and gypsum readily pass back into solution 
during weathering, leaving behind any impurities they contain to help 
in the formation of soil. 

Some sedimentary rocks containing iron minerals in amounts insuffi¬ 
cient to pay to mine the iron may undergo enrichment as a result of the 
weathering of the rocks. The insoluble iron oxides are left behind and 
the more soluble materials associated with them are removed. This 
type of enrichment has changed the original iron-bearing sediments of 
the Lake Superior region into the high-grade ores found there. Lat(5ritic 
deposits formed at the surface may be rich enough in iron to mine. These 
deposits (vsee page 72) represent one of the end products of weathering. 
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In the weathering of sedimentary rocks, as in the weathering of 
igneous rocks, the formation of a productive soil is of the first importance 
to man. The famous bluegrass region of Kentucky ow(^s its productive¬ 

ness to its limestone soil. A soil well suited for agricultural purposes 
is the sandy loam produced by the weathering of a combination of sand¬ 
stones and shales. 

SUMMARY 

The products of the weathering of the primary igneous rocks (as well 
as some s(u:ondary rocks) are transported to the occ^an, sorted, and 
deposited, resulting in a series of scidimentary rocks. Some of theses 
rocks consist of fragments of various siz(\s, and others are of cluanic^al 
or organic origin. Thc^se sedime^ntary rocks poss(‘ss various features 
that are distinctive of them as deposits made in water. 



CHAPTER X 

METAMORPHIC ROCKS 

As we continiio to study the geology of the earth^s surfacjc, we encoiin- 
t(jr ro(^ks having striietiiral features and minerals thal are different from 
those of the ign(‘ous and sedimentary rocks. A careful study of these 
new I’oc^ks, how('V(^r, shows that, in addition to the different minerals, 
they contain many that tlui same as those of tlu^ (*arlier rocks. This 
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Fia. 220.—Diagram showing similarities in composition of granite and gneiss. 

fact and other evidence indicate that these rocks resulted from the altera¬ 
tion of the igneous and sedimentary rocks, and hence they are called 
rnetamorphic rocks, C'Metamorphic’' means “changed in form.’’) 
Two important lines of evidence led to the conclusion as to the origin 
of these rocks. One was that the minerals and structural details of the 
altered rocks could, in some mountainous areas, be traced into less altered 
phases that still showed features of the original rocks. The other line 
of evidence was the discovery, made through chemical analyses, that, 
although the altered rocks look vastly different, actually they have 
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the same chemical composition as certain sedimentary or igneous rocks 
from which, for other reasons, it was thought they might have been 
derived (Pigs. 220 and 221). 

There are two types of meiamor'phism: regional and contact. Regional 
metamorphism consists of slow changes due to the normal pressure, heat, 
and solutions that exist everywhere within the earth’s crust and of 
other changes, probably more rapid, that are caused by folding and 
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Fig. 221.- -Diagram illustrating the similarity in composition of shale and slate. 

Fig. 222,—(A) Folding and crumpling such as produce regional metamorphism; (B) 
contact metamorphism around an igneous intrusion. 

crumpling (Fig. 222) of the rocks. Contact metamorphism is due to the 
excej)lionaIly high temperature, pressure, and very strong solutions that 
are connected with the injection of magma into a rock (Fig. 222). Altera¬ 
tions produced during contact metamorphisin are very marked adjacent 
to intrusions l>ut die out, as a rule, within half a mile. Most metamorphic 
rocks have been formed by regional metamorphism; hence our discussion 
will be concerned mainly with that type of change. Contact meta¬ 
morphism is of economic importance, however, as it produces some of our 
valuable metal-bearing deposits. 
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Where Metamorphism Occurred—Numerous attempts have been 
made by geologists to divide the crust of the earth into zones in which 
certain changes in the rooks occur (Fig. 223): for example, the outer zone 
of weathering and below it the zone of cementation. Needless to say, 
such zones have arbitrary limits; the zone of weathering, for example, 
ranges from a few inches to hundreds of feet in thickness. In the discus¬ 
sion that fellows, we shall refer to the 
zone of metamorphismj but it should 
be understood that it begins at tlu^ 
various depths below the siirfa(H» at 
which metamorphism bc^gins. 

The occurrence of metamorphic 
rocks in the central part of mountain 
ranges, in which extensive erosion 
has expos(»d them, and the additional 
fact that the surface^ or lu^ar-surface 
sedimentary and igneous ro<*ks are 
fresh unaltere^d material indicate 
that mcitamorphism usually ot^curred 
at a considerable distance below the 
surface. That this distance is not 
necessarily great has been proved in 
many mountainous areas, one being 
the Appalachian region, where the 
depth has been measured and found 
to be within a few thousand feet of the surface. We can thus dedu(*e 
something about the amount of pressure and heat that (taused thi^ 
formation of metamorphic rocks. 

Fig. 223.—Diagram showing zones in 
outer part of the earth. 

THE AGENTS OF METAMORPHISM 

The alterations that occur in rocks and minerals are both chemical 
and physical. The chemical agents of metamorphism, water and gaseSy 
change the existing rocks and minerals into new ones; and pressure and 
heaty physical agents of metamorphism, bring about flattening, elongation, 
and other changes of the rock constituents. It will be seen in our dis¬ 
cussion of metamorphism that most of the alterations are produced partly 
by chemical and partly by physical means and, moreover, that the chem¬ 
ical and physical agents may both be operative at the same time in 
producing such alterations. Thus it will not be possible wholly to sepa¬ 
rate the discussions of chemical and physical metamorphism. 

Chemical Agents 

The chemical changes are caused largely b}’' water, though it is aided 
by the various acids and gases it contains and by heat. Under special 
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v'onditions, such as the injections of lava into a rock, the metamorphism 
may be very intense due to Ihe high tempei-atiires in connection with 
strong acids and gases that may hi) present. Dc^ep within the crust, 
the heat might be so great that all solutions would be converted into 
gases, and if so, the metamorphic (^ff('cts would be intensified. At 
these great depths, pressure, anothe^r physical agent of metamorphism, 
would aid the chomie^al agents in their work by crushing the rocks into 
smaller grains that would be more easily attacked. 

Water and Gases.—Water is siie^h an effective agent of metamorphism 
that even cold water can bring about changes (as we have seen under 
Weathering). However, as hot water has a much greater effi(*ien(y, 
deep-seat(d metamorphism is the more marked. Whem the temperature 
is high enough, water is converted into steam, which is also able to take 
part in the (diemical changes. Such gas(‘s as oxygen, carbon dioxide, 
sulfur dioxide, chlorine, or fluorine greatly increase t he ability of wat er to 
accomplish chemical changes. The changes take place slowly, of course; 
but, as the time element in geologic processes is ample, great changes arc^ 
finally accomplished. 

The water in the rocks may have been included in them originall.y, 
such as the water in shales or sandstones; it may be (contained in hydrous 
minerals, such as the clay minerals; or it may have worked its way into 
the rocks from below or above. When a shale or other water-bearing 
sedimentaiy rock becomes deeply buried, the heat causes the liberation of 
water from the hydrous minerals. This process, while alti^ring the 
hydrous minerals, liberates some of their water, which aids in bringing 
about the chemical changes. In the deeper zones, carbon dioxide would 
be lil)erat(d, and during the breaking up of pyrite by solutions sulfur 
dioxide might be released. Through all these means, water and gases 
may be made available for chemical work. 

Chemical (Mineral) Changes 

The chemical changes through, which new minerals are produced are 
the most important changes in the formation of metamorphic rocks. 
These changes are going on constantly, though usually slowly. The 
number of new minerals that are formed is large and a full discussion of 
their formation would be out of place here. We can follow the process 
of a few of the simpler changes, however, and thus have some idea as to 
how the metamorphic agents accomplish their work. As a rule, if a new 
mineral forms it must be stable under the new physical conditions. Thus 
the clay minerals formed at the surface of the earth are unstable when 
moved far below and so are altered to minerals that are stable there. 
This principle of the alteration of minerals should be kept in mind 
throughout our discussion of metamorphism. 
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The Change of Limestone to Marble.—Probably the simplest chem¬ 
ical change is that of a limestone or dolomite to marble, as this alteration 
involves the formation of no new minerals. Marble is coarser grained 
than limestone and so the change has been simply one of small grains into 
large ones. As the original calcite grains in the limestone differed in size, 
the smaller grains went into solution faster than the large ones and the 
material was deposited on the larger grains. Thus it is another example 
of large grains’ growing at the expen.se of smaller ones, .such as we have 
seen in discussing th(! formation of th(! sedimentary rocks. As the 
alteration of the limestone proceeds, the fine-grained lime.stone becomes 
the coarser-grained marble (Fig. 224). This change, which is a common 
one in metamorphism, is known as recrystallization. 

Fia. 224. - Dense limestone (A) altered 
to fine-grained limestone (B) and then 
to marble (C)—all changes due to 
reerystaJl ization. 

Fig. 225.—Diagram showing grains 
(white) of a sandstone cemented with 
quartz (stippled) to form quartzite. 

The Change of Sandstone to Quartzite.—The cementation of tho 
grains of a sandstone by ciiiartz is a simple sedimentary process that is 
included by some authors under metamorphism. It does not belong here, 
however, as it merely involves the carrying of silica in solution and its 
deposition as quartz upon the grains of sand (also quartz) until the 
openings in the sandstone are filled (Fig. 225). This process is mere 
cementation, which may occur from the surface of the earth downward. 
Sandstones and (luartzites do undergo metamorphism, however, but their 
alteration, being due io pressure, will be noted under the discussion of 
physical changes. 

The Change of Shale to Slate and Schist.—The alteration of shale 
to slate and schist is a much more complex process, as it involves several 
changes. Shale consists predominantly of clay minerals, soluble silica, 
potash, and water. Some shales contain quartz, mica, and iron oxides, 
also. After a shale is buried and subjected to increasing heat, the first 
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change is a loss of water. This water is contained largely in the soluble 
silica (H20.Si02) of the shale, and after its elimination the Si02 (which is 
quartz) binds the clay particles together into a hard rock. This simple 
alteration (called dehydration), alone, hardcins the shale, and if no other 
change occurs a hard flintlike rock called hornfels or baked shale (Fig. 226) 
results. 

Fig. 227.—Staurolite crystals. One-half natural size. 

During metamorphism, part of the water of the clay minerals is 
driven off by heat and so is able to aid in the chemical changes. The 
potash of the shale unites with the remaind(»r of the water, the alumina, 
and the silica of the clay minerals to form little scales of muscovite mica, 

which is the dominant constituent of most; slates. Some shales do not 
contain enough potash, however, to form mica from the clay minerals, 
whereupon their alumina and silica unite, forming large dark crystals 
which give the rock a spotted appearance. One variety (staurolite) 
of these crystals occurs as crosses, which in Virginia and other places are 
collected and sold as fairy crosses'^ (Fig. 227). Had pyrite been present 
in the original shale, it might have been recrystallized during the meta¬ 
morphism into larger pyrite crystals (Fig. 228). The dark color of black 
slates is due to the formation of graphite scales from carbonaceous mate¬ 
rial in the original shale. If the original shale was yellow, it contained 
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limonite, which during metamorphism would lose its water and become 
hematite, and thus a red slate would be formed. This is not all of the 
story, however, for pressure (as we .shall see in studying physical meta- 

Fig. 228. Pyrite cube embedded in a black slate. One-half natural size. 

morphism) causes the flakes of mica to assume a parallel arrangement, 
which gives to slates their property of splitting into sheets. 

If a slate is subjected to further metamorphic action by hot solutions, 
the larger scales of mica will grow at the expense of smaller ones and a 
mica s(Mst will result. 

The Change of Granite to Gneiss. 
The altciration of granite, or any other 
igneous rock, to a metamorphic rock 
is by far the most complex metamor¬ 
phic process. The quartz is not 
altered, as a rule, but mav be badly 

crushed j the feldspar, howevei, may One-half natural size, 

undergo markc^d changt\s, the most 
common of which is the alteration into muscovite mica. If the igneous 
rock contains mafic minerals, such as hornblende or pyroxene, they are 
altered to hornblende needles (pyroxene becomes hornblende), chlorite, 
biotite mica, or garnets (Fig. 229). A gneiss (originally a granite) con¬ 
taining garnets 6 inches to a foot or more in diameter occurs in the 
Adirondacks. Garnets are very common in all kinds of metamorphic 
rocks, and some of them are used as gems (Fig. 230). 

Stunmary.'—Solutions, aided by heat, take material from one mineral 
and add it to another to form a new mineral, thereby producing a new 
type of ro(*.k (metamorphic rock). Many different minerals are formed, 
but the most common ones are micas, hornblende, chlorite, garnets, 
and quartz. In the formation of some metamorphic rocks, material 
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is added from another rock nearby; in the formation of others, no mate¬ 
rial is added or removed, one mineral merely changing into another or 
one mineral grain merely growing larger at the expense of a smaller 
grain of the same mineral. 

Pig. 2S().—Garnet in chlorite schist from Bodo, Norway. (The Rarnct is darker than the 
rock but was whitened to facilitate photographing.) 

The Physical Agents 

Heat and pressure are very important agents in producing meta- 
morphic changes. Pressure operates everywhere in the earth^s crust but 
is, of course, more effective at the greater depths, where heat also pro¬ 
duces its greatest effects owing to the higher temperatures existing there. 
In the outer 40 to 50 miles, movement (flowago) may be produced in the 
solid rocks. Such movement is an important factor in the formation 
of the banded rocks. 

Heat.—Tests made to determine the temperature in deep wells in 
many parts of the world prove that there is a slow increase in tempera¬ 
ture downward. The rate is different in different areas: where there 
has been recent igneous activity the temperatures are high near the 
surface (Fig. 231); in others they are low. At depths of 20,000 feet, the 
temperatures, if uninfluenced by igneous rocks, are probably much the 
same. In a deep well in Pennsylvania, the temperature of the rocks 
just below the surface was 10°C. and at the bottom of the well, at a 
depth of 7,756 feet, it was 77®C, The temperature was 77®C. at 8,300 
feet in a well in the Big Lake oil field in Reagan County, Texas. In 
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some deep (6,000 to 7,000 feet) mines, temperatures are 44 to 49°C., 
and special means of ventilation to cool the mines must be emplej’^ed. 

The average rate of temperature increase downward has been esti¬ 
mated to be for 100 feet; at that rate the boiling point of water should 
be reached at about 8,500 feet. In the two wells mentioned al>ove, how¬ 
ever, the temperature at such a depth was much below the boiling point 
of water; in fact, several wells have been drilled to depths of 10,000 feet or 
more in which the boiling point of water was not r(iached. It must be 
infe^rred, therefore, that the rate of 1°C. for 100 feet represents too high a 
t(*mperature increase downward, though the rat(^ is probably affected by 
many factors that we ar(‘ unabh^ to evaluate or possibly of whose existence 
w(* have no knowledge. The important fact is, however, that any rock 

^30X 
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Fig. 231.—Diagram shu)wirig increase in temperature due to an igneous intrusion. 

occurring at depths of a mile or more exists under conditions of consider- 
a})le heat. The temperature deep within the earth is probably thousands 
of degrees; but, as the great pressures there prevent expansion, the roc»ks 
cannot become liquid except locally. 

Pressure.—We know that pressure increases downward owing to the 
weight of the column of rock above any given point. This pressure can 
easily be computed as follows. The average specific gravity of the 
outer part of the earth is commonly considered as 2.7. Using this 
figure and the weight of a cubic foot of water (62.5 pounds), the weight 
of a cubic foot of average rock is found to be 168 pounds and the weight 
of a column of rock, 1 foot high and 1 inch square, 1.16 pounds. The 
pressure on 1 square inch at a depth of 1,000 feet would thus be 1,160 
pounds; at one mile about 6,000 pounds; and at 10 miles 60,000 pounds or 
30 tons. (The pressure at the center of the earth is estimated to be 
45,000,000 pounds per square inch.) These great pressures would aid 
in producing profound changes in a rock. Experimental studies have 
shown that at a depth of approximately 11 miles the strongest granite 
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known would probably flow like asphalt. Below this depth an opening 
could not exist in the earth’s crust. Rotjks weakoi’ than granite would 

Fig. 232.—Crumpled gneiss. 

flow at depths much nearer the surface; in fact, shales would flow within 
1.5 miles of the surface. This actually occurred in a deep well in Penn- 

Fio. 233.—Sketch of a dike 18.5 
centimeters long crumpled into a 
space of 7 centimeters. 

sylvania, the shale flowing and (^rushing 
the iron casing in the well as though it 
were a paper tube. 

If the pressure in the metamorphic 
zone is sufficient to cnish the rocks, 
they should show evidence, such as 
folding and crumpling, of having flowed 
or moved. This evidence of flowage 
(Fig. 232) is present in many metamor¬ 
phic rocks. Dikes and sills (the tabular 
masses of igneous rocks that are intru¬ 
sive in other rocks) are normally 
straight (see Fig. 16, page 19), but in 
metamorphic areas they are much 
folded and crumpled (Fig. 233). 

The pressures within the earth^s 
crust (Fig. 234) are uniform, or 
directional, which is, of course, non- 

uniform. Uniform pressure is effective in reducing the volume of a sub¬ 
stance, and nonuniform, or directed, pressure leads to movement and 
changes the shape of minerals, as we shall now see. 
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Fig. 234.—-Diagram at left illustrates uniform pressure; diagram at right, directional 
pressure. 

Physical (Structural) Changes 

A striking characteristic of most metamorphic rocks is that they are 
handed or foliated and have the property of cleaving more or less readily 
along these bands or planes. This banding and cleavage are due to the 
movenumt (shearing) that is induced by the physical agent pressure. 

Fig. 235.—Gneiss. Note elongated feldspar crystals. One-half natural size. 

The banded character of metamorphic rocks is utilized in naming the 
two most common types, gneiss and schist. If the bands in the rock are 
fairly coarse (3-8 to 3<i inch in thickness), the rock is a gneiss (Fig. 235); 
if the bands are thin and the rock cleaves readily, it is a schist (Fig. 236). 
A shie (Fig. 237) has this cleavage property very highly developed and 
may thus be split into remarkably thin sheets. 

Banding the Result of Directional Pressure.—Directional pressure 
involves movement and shearing and is the dominant factor in forming 
the banded, cleavable rocks. The new minerals that develop during 
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chemical metamorphism are, as a result of directed pressure, dominantly 
flat, tabular, or elongated bladelike forms. The common minerals that 
have these shapes are muscovite^ hiotitcj chlorite^ talc (a hydrous magnesium 

^ , silicate), and a bladed variety of 
hornblende. These minerals develop 
with their flat sides at right angles to 
the direction of the pressure; thus, as 
was noted in discussing the formation 
of slate, the directional pressure caused 
the mica to become parallel, giving the 
slate cleavage. Cleavage planes 
developed by metamor^ihism in a 
folded sedimentary rock are generally 
independent of the bedding planes and 
ma}^ b(‘ at right angles to the direci.ion 
of the pressure (Fig. 238). 

those minerals which do 
undergo chemical changes, the grains 
are either crushed and elongated 
(Hgs. 235 and 239) by the pressure 
and movement or are compelled to 
rotat(3 or flow until they are parallel 
to each other. It is thus that gneiss, 
consisting as it does chiefly of crushed 
and elongated quartz and feldspar 

grains, possesses a coarser banding than a rock that is (‘oraposcid of 
tabular metamorphic minerals. l\ire sandstones and quartzites arc 

Fig. 236.—Schist, Note thin band¬ 
ing and garnet crystals. One-half 
natural size. 

Fig. 237.—Slate split into two sheets; each thick. 

crushed as a result of direct ional pressure, and, although the banding 
developed is poor, the}^ are known as quartz schists. If the sandstones 
and quartzites were clayey, considerable mica might form and so good 
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s(‘Jiistos(' Iniiiding; would ho dovolopod. If no banding developed, how¬ 
ever, the meiainorphos(*d sandstone or (piartzite might be called a 

quartzite/’ 

FKi. 2a8.— Sket(;h of section of slate quarry, showing how cleavage planes of the slate are at 
right angles to the pressure and independent of the bedding planes. 

The mottl(‘d varieti(\s of marble are tlie nvsult of directional pressure 
and the a(H*ompanying movemcmt. This movemcait- is made possible 
by ihe fact that calcite and dolomite have ])('rfect cleavage in three 
dinxdions. As a r(‘sult of the flowag(‘ or movemc*nt, tlu^ nx^k is twisted 
and (^rumpled until all evidc^nce of th(‘ bedding plaiuNs of 1h(‘ lim(\stono 
from whi(‘h the marble originated 
is lost . 

In th(‘ restricted space in which 
mfdamorphism o(*(airs, it is inevitable 
that there should be crowding and 
jamming of rock massc^s. This results 
in the folding and crumi)ling that, are 

characteristic of the met amorphic Fio. 239.- Sketch of pebble of (luartz 

rocks (Fig. 232). Thus dire(*tional crushing and 

pressure and its accompanying move¬ 
ment not. only cause the parallel banding characteristic of metamorphic 
rof^ks but also the folding and crumpling seen in all kinds of metamorphic 
rocks. As directional pressures operate chiefly nearer the surface where 
upward movtnnent is possible, folded and banded metamorphic rocks are 
most abundant in the crust. They an^ (^specially abundant, of course, 
in the intensely folded strata of mountainous regions. 

Massiveness the Result of Uniform Pressure.—Wlum a new mineral 
formed by chemical metamorphism is subjected only to uniform pr€\ssure 
during its formation, th(^ mineral crystal will be nearh" equidimensional, 
such as cubes of pyrite (Fig. 228), twelve-sided garnets (Figs. 229 and 
230), or staurolite crystals (Fig. 227). All these minerals are very dense 
and heavy as their atoms have been forced close together by the uniform 
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pressure, which, thereforo, accomplishes volume reduction. These 
minerals are common in schishs and gneisses where thej^ develop after 
the formation of the banding that is caused by directional pressure. 
The growth of th(\se latca* mincTals under t-li(^ conditions of uniform 
pressTire is duo to a continuation of the cbeini(*.al changes, the new 
minerals forming out of tlie materials around thu'm. 

Massive Mctamorphic Rocks.—Two common massive (f.c., not banded 
or foliated) metamorphic rof*ks are marble and serpentine. The massivcv 
ness of marble is due to the fact that i(,s formation (which we learned is a 
r(‘crystallization of lim(\stone) is accomplish(Ki under conditions of uni¬ 
form pressure. Serpentine (a hydrous magnesium silicate) also is formed 
under uniform pressun', but l)y the alteration of minerals (lik(^ olivine) 

Fi(i. 240.— Serpentine. One-fourth natural size. 

rich in magnesium. Serpentine is a green mottled rock (Fig. 240), Both 
marble and serpentine are widely used for building purposes. Another 
massive metamorphic rock dtjveloped under uniform pressure is green¬ 

stone. It is formed when the dark mafic minerals in a gabbro or basalt 
alter to cMorite, which gives the rock its green color. It may be noted 
that if a greenstone later becomes involved in directional pressure it 
may be converted into a chlorite §cliist. 

CLASSIFICATION OF METAMORPHIC ROCKS 

In the previous chapters on igneous and sedimentary rocks, tables 
of the name^s of the more common rock types were developed. Tables 
of value may now be constructed which will include these earlier rocks 
with their metamorphic derivatives. It must be remembered, however, 
that there are hundreds of varieties of gneisses just as there are hundreds 
of kinds of granites, and that there arc many kinds of schists, slates, and 
marbles. Therefore, many names are applied to a given metamorphic 
rock; for example, there are biotite gneisses, hornblende gneisses, garnet 
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gneisses, and garnel-lnotitci gneisses. Muscovite and biotite schists 
are especially common and are usually called ‘'mi(?a schists.’’ There an^ 
also garnet schists and garnet-muscovite schists. 

The following table shows tho dominant types of metamorphic rocks 
that arc derived from the igneous rocks: 

Metamokphic; Hocks Derived from Joneocs IUm ks 

Igneous Rocks Metaniorpliic Rocks 
Granite, diorite. (Uieiss, schist 

(itabbro. Horiddcnde gneiss, hornblendc'-chlorite 

schist 

Peridotite’^. Talc schist, chlorite schist, serpentine 

J'^elsite, felsit.e porphyry. Mica schist 

Basalt, basalt porphyr\^. Chlorite schist, hornblende schist, talc 

schist., greenstoiK^ 

Volcanic glass, tuff. Mica schist 
^ An igneonH rock conii)oHt*(i (loiniriaiitly of olivine. Intro<l\iee(l here because of the eeoiioinie value 

of some of its metaniorphi<‘ ])roduets. 

Some of the metamorpliic rocks formed from th(' scRlimentary rocks 
are shown in the following table: 

Metamorpiik' RtH’Ks Derived from 8edime.\tarv Rocks 

Hedinienlary Rocks Metamorphic Hocks 

Congloincrat(^. Gneiss 

Sandstone and (puirtzite. Quartz>hornfels, quartz schist, 

(piartzite 

Siltstone and shale. Slate, mica schist, lu>rnfels 

Limestone and dolomite. Marble 

Iron ores (limonite and hematite). Specularite. s(rhist, magnetite^ 

schist, magnetite ore 

Coal. Graphite 
1 Magnetite is a black inagiietic iron oxide. 

SUMMARY 

Metamorphism is the alteration of some pi’evioiisly existing rock by 
pressure, heat, and water, usually under the conditions that exist at 
considerable depths. The metamorphic agents are alwa^^s in operation 
beneath the surface, converting minerals into others that can exist 
under the pressure conditions at that place. The new minerals are 
generally more complex in composition than the original minerals. 
The combined results of the midamorphic proc<\ss('s an' th(^ metamorphic*. 
rocks with their many new minerals and st ructure's. They form a group 
of rocks that are very abundant in many paris of the eartJris crust. 

The end of metamorphism would lx* attaine^d when the temperature 
became high enough (l)etween 600 and 900°C.) to melt, the metamorphic 
rocks, whereupon they would become a liquid magma, which, upon 
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cooling, would become some typ(‘ of igneous rock again. This wouia 
complete the cycle of igneous rock to sedimentary rock to metamorphic 

rock and back to igneous rock again, as is shown in Fig. 241. This 
sequence of events has undoubtedly taken place many times. 



CHAPTER XI 

SNOW AND ICE 

The geological changes wrought by snow and its products are dis- 
tin(^tive not. only in their results but also in their distribution over the 
earth as a whole. Other agents, su(ih as streams and wind, operate 
in every climate and altitude, but over the vast warm areas of the earth 
snow, being rarely present, is in(iff(M^tive as a physical agent. In regions 
wliere snowfall is heavy, most of the work accomplished by it results 
from snow melt and the water thus formed, an indirect work as far as the 
snow is concerned. In mountain areas snow itself does destructive work 
])y mean of snowslides. 

Snowslides.—On steep mountain slopes snow may accumulate to 
su(;h depths that its weight is too great for its grasp on the surface. The 
drift starts moving with an almost imperceptible creep, spe^eds up, and 
gaining momentum, plung(\s down the slope, twisting and breaking even 
th(' largest tr(‘es and (*ai'rying with it gre^at quantities of loose rock. 
Many an Alpine village has Ix^en destroyed by such an avalanche, and 
slid(is are not uncommon in all mountains high enough to have permanent 

snow\ 
The slide remains as a rock-filled snowbank until the snow melts, 

and then its (»ffects become evident. A great bare patch on the mountain¬ 
side almost free of loose rock indicates the path of the slide, and a hetero¬ 
geneous mass of rock and twisted trees marks the end of the avalanche. 
The many snow-slide scars and accompanying heaps of rock waste 
in the Rocky Mountains bear mute witness to the local efficacy of snow 
as a destnictive agent. How^ever, the changes accomplished by snow- 
slides are insignificant as compared with those brought about by the 
snow that changes into ice and forms glaciers. 

Snow Fields.—In high altitudes and latitudes there are large areas 
within which snow persists the year round, and, although large patches 
within such areas may be bare during part- or all of the year, the per¬ 
manent drifts are known as “snow^ fields’^ (Fig. 242). Drifts persist 
although evaporation and melting may greatly restrict the size of the 
snow patches. The primary factor that determines the formation of 
snow fields is the excess of snowfall over waste (melting and evaporation); 
it follows that of two areas at the same altitude one may have a snow 
field and the other, because of the smaller snowfall, may be bare during 
much of the year. 

225 
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The snow line is an iinapnary line (*()nn(‘(‘iing the low(\s1 margins ot 
snowdrifts that persist thi-onghont the year. At the etpiafor in South 
Americ^a the snow line is at an elevation of about 18,000 f<‘et.; in Mexico, 
about 14,000 fe(4 ,* at tlie nortliern boundary of th(i United States, about 
10,000 feet; and 85° from the ])oles it is a( s('a l(‘vel, in some places. 

As snowfall (^xeoc'ds waste in snow fic'lds, ii, is evident that in such 
pla(H\s the snow mantk^ increase's in thiekn(\ss from year to year. It is 
also evidenit. that then^ is some limit, beyond which tlie increase cannot go, 
as otherwise' all the^ water e)f the earth would bo locke'd up in snow fields. 
This limit is detenanine'd by the weakne'ss of the ice, which lacks the 
strength to hold its shape under the we'ight e)f the' accumulating snow and 

Fjcj. 242.—Snow 20 miloH southeast of Juneau, Alaska. {Official photography U, S. 
N^avy Air ('orjfs.) 

spreads out bewond the e’onfines of the snow fiedd into lower altitudes 
or latitud(\s where melting checks further advane*e. As an example, 
consider an area like Greenland and suppe)se that the snowfall were 
10 fee^t per year and 9 fe'et were lost by melting and evaporation.^ In 
5,000 years the snow would accumulate to a depth of 5,000 feet, which 
would be sufficient to cause movement of the snow field. As the tempera¬ 
ture would be higher near the sea, il\o, melting would be greater and the 
snow would be thicker on the interior of the island than near the water. 
The weight of 5,OCX) feet of snow and ice would be so great as to crush 
the ice at the bottom and tend to make it move laterally. The out¬ 
ward movement of the snow becomes a ne(r(\ssity, obeying ordinary 
physical laws. 

^ At the rate of 1 foot excess snowfall over waste per year, all of the water on the 

earth would be piled up on Groonland in one-fifth the time it would take to base- 

level the North A.i:eric::n (iontinerit at the present rate of erosion. 
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GLACIERS 

A mass of snow and ice set in slow motion on land by its own weight 
is called a glacier (Fig. 243). Glaciers will form wherever the yearly 
snowfall exceeds the yc^arly waste long enough for the snow to acquire 
sufficient weight to start movement in the mass. Areas with small 
snow fields may have no glachTs, but tlu^ distribution of glaciers is 

. 
■ . 

Fig. 243.—Bond Glacier, Thomas Bay, Alaska. (Official photograph, U. S. Navy Air 
Corps.) 

nearly the same as that of snow fields. Glaciers are present in high 
mountains of eciuatorial regions; toward the poles they descend to 
lower and lower levels, reaching sea level, in soiru^ places, as far as 35° 
from the poles. In tropical and temperate regions, glaciers form only 
in mountain valleys and for that reason are called valley glaciers. In 
frigid regions, land areas at low altitudes may be covered with glaciers. 
Such low-altitudes glaciers covering large areas (Greenland being a good 
example) are called continental glaciers. 

Glacial Ice.^—Although glaciem form from snow, they arc made up of 
solid ice. Througho\it the almost infinite variety in the shape of snow¬ 
flakes, certain broad characters are constant: all are flat, thin, and lace¬ 
like. The delicate ice crystals, however, change rapidly once they have 
reached the earth. Ice evaporates, even though the temperature of the 
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air is below freezing; the delicate points of the flakes waste away, and at 
the same time there is a tendency for recondensation about the central, 
more solid part of the flake. These two processes, waste of delicate 
points and growth of center, convert the flakes into tiny spheres. The 

Fig. 244.—A glacier with boulders, gravel, sand, and clay forming a thin mantle over it. 
Stratification appears on the vertical front. {Ojfficial photograph, U. S, Navy Air Corps.) 

change from fluflPy to granular snow at the surface, in a few days at the 
most, is common in temperate climates. The process is hastened by 
rise in temperature, and a very short melting period, each day, quickly 
converts a considerable depth of flakes into grains with little total loss 
to the mass through melting. In a snow field a steady granulation of 
the snow continues throughout the winter, and the residue at the end of 
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the summer is completely grained. A piece of clean glacial ice does not 
show the spheres even under the microscope, but the structure remains 
throughout the life of the glacier and when the ice partially melts it 
breaks down into small spheres. It would seem that the cemtmting ice 
had slightly different properties than the spherical ice, and p)ossibly 
this accounts, in part, for the motion peculiar to glaciers. We might 
liken the mass to grains of sand cemented by a somewhat plastic cement. 

This graining is only an incident in the conversion of snow’ to solid ici\ 

Even slight melting at the surface of the snow furnishes water that 
descends to refreeze in the pores. Appai-c^ntly no coiisiderabk^ thickness 
of grained snow can exist without being thoroughly cemented in its 
lower part. Pressure on the lower part of th(^ granular snow from iiw. 

overlying snow tends to comj)act the lower part into ice. The combined 
granulation, melting, niroezing, and pressure tend to make the ice 
of the snow field and glacier nearly as dense as that resulting from the 
ordinary freezing of w'ater. 

Glacial ice is hard and in a real senses very rigid. A stone in its 
midst is as firmly incorporat(‘d as one frozen into the ic(^ of a pond. 
Glacial ice*, snaps and cra(^ks undc^r str(^ss(\s that tend to deform it just as 
does ordinary ice. Even so, it molds itself into the tortuous curves of 
values very much as though it were a viscous liquid. 

One of the most striking filatures of glacial ice is stratifi(*ation, a 
layered structure that comes largely from the mode of origin of the ice. 
Ea(jh year a laycT of ice is added, w’hi(di is the remnant after the waste 
of the year^s snowfall. At least a small amount of dust settles on the 
surface of the snow to give to the yearly la3^er a laminated appearance. 
Most of the s(*diments freed by tln^ year\s melting ac(mmulat(} on the 
surface to mark by an exceptionally dirty band the end of the active 
*m(Jting season. AVhere snow accumulates in a steep-walled mountain 
valley, much coarse debris may be released by spring thaws and roll 
down to the ice surface in the valley (Fig. 244). 

Glacial Motion.—To say that we understand glacial motion would b(^ 
misleading, although many peculiarities of the motion are common 
knowledge. For instance, warm glaciers (near the melting point), and 
therefore wet glaciers, move faster than cold, dry glaciers; or, again, 
glaciers may override obstructions and actually move uphill for short 
distances, provided they are sufficiently long and thick. Most evident 
is the fact that glaciers do not slide as a unit down valleys, although 
minor parts of a valley glacier are pushed like a great rasp along the 
valley bottom and sides. 

We can appreciate the distinctive movement of glaciers by visualizing 
a great icecap like that of Greenland. Let us assume that at the center 
ice has accumulated to a thickness of several thousand feet. The ice 
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in the lower part of this pile is under pressure so great that it must 
move laterally, developing a thrust that is transmitted to the margins. 
The ice at the margin is thin, for the position of the margin is determined 
by melting, which is compensated for hy forward movement of the ice. 
The great pressures maintained at the center of the cap are lacking at the 

Fig. 245.—Profile of the Rhone Glacier, Switzerland, and sketch showing differential 
inovcinent of ice. The most rapid movement is near the middle of the glacier. {From 
Emmons, Thid, Stauffer, Allison Geology,” after Heim.) 

margin where the ice is shoved forward—actually pushed over the under¬ 
lying rock. Gravity is the direct cause of the lateral movement of the 
margin, but freezing of water within the ice is of some importance and, 
possibly, a close second to gravity. All waters resulting from the melting 
of surface ice tend to descend through cracks to refreeze at lower levels 
and, in expanding, add to the rigid thrust. 

Another factor, probably of some importance in the movement, is the 
alternate expansion and contraction of the ice with seasonal or more 
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rapid temperature changes. Numerous crevasses permit the descent 
of comparatively warm air and water, and it is likely that the temperature 
of the ice varies from time to time even at considerable depths. Move¬ 
ment by expansion and contraction seems particularly adapted to valley 
glaciers in which the weight from thickness is not great. When the 
ice cools with exceptional rapidity, it contracts, not as a continuous unit 
but by cross-cracking into many umts. Snow, rock debris, and ice 
formed from surface melt tend to fill the cracks, and the linear expansion 
accompanying a subsequent rise in temperature is possible only as the 
ice moves downward or outward. 

Rate of Movement.—Judged by most standards, all glaciers move 
slowly, and it has b(»en only in comparatively recent times that move¬ 
ment has been recognized as one of 
their characteristics. 

A young Swiss, Louis Agassiz, was 
the first to prove definitely the 
movement of glaciers. While a boy 
he noticed in some of the valleys 
of the Alps that the relationship of 
bodies of ice to landmarks on the ^ ^ „ . . 
.j , . ^ XT 1 246.—Diagram illustrating the 

sides was not constant. He drove differential movement of a valley 

stakes in the valley outside the ice stakes driven in a straight 

and stakes m line with them on the time show a curve down-vaUey. Pegs 

ice, and found that with the lapse of placed on the side of the glacier demon- 
,, St rate that the top moves faster than 

time the relationship of the stakes the bottom. {From Emmons^ Thielj 

(‘hanged; those on the ice moved down- 'Siawicr, Allison ^'Geology.”) 

valley w^hile the others remained stationary. Agassiz was of an inquiring 
turn of mind and was not satisfied with finding out merely that the 
glacier moved. He also mc^asured the rate of movement of the glaciers 
on which he worked and demonstrated that the middle of the ice moved 
faster than the sides (Figs. 245 and 246). 

In the warm season, a forward movement of a few inches per day is, 
perhaps, average for the ice near the margin of a glacier, and a movement 
of a few feet per day is rapid. It is scarcely believable that with such 
slow movements a glacier can be a pow^erful agent of transportation and 
mechanical w^eathering. 

EROSION BY GLACIERS 

The former presence of a glacier in a region is recognized by its 
erosive effects in valleys, on hills, and on level areas. A glacier accom¬ 
plishes erosion, however, only by means of rock fragments incorporated 
within it, so before the erosive work can start the glacier must obtain 
these tools. 
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The Glacier Acquires Its Tools.—As the first snows fell that were to 
make a glacier, they rested upon mantle rock, either residual or trans¬ 
ported, probably, in the main, residual. Molting and i-efreezing took 
place frequently; the mantle rock came to have a cementing material 
of ice, and the projecting boulders and pebbles became frozen into the 
lower part of the glacier. In addition to th(^ rock material frozen in the 
bottom, there are other rock materials throughout the entire ice mass. 
Even in the cold(\st regions the wind carri(\s a c(?rtain amount of dust, 
and this falls with the snow. In some places A oh^anic dust settles widely 
over the snow surface and may even make IxhIs of dust in the glacier. 
During the eruption of Katmai, dust settled on se^'^(?ral glaciers; in soim^ 
places several feet thick. 

The glacier finally becomes a mass of granular ice, banded here and 
there with dust layers. In valley glaciers another factor entc'rs into their 
composition. During the summe^rs snow melts or rain falls and washes 
materials down the sides of the valleys and out on th(' forming glacier; 
thus the vall(\y glaci('r may have coarse matcTial scattered through it 
almost from top to bottom. Some glaciers are in steep-sid('d valleys and 
debris falls dinx^tly upon them from the cliffs. The thicker the valley 
glaci(ir becomes, the more nearly it fills the valley, the kvss likely it is to 
receive materials from the sides, and the (dcxiiier the uppcn* ice is com¬ 
pared with the lower. If one could observ^e a section of this newly 
formed glacier, he would see, at the bottom, mantle rock c(*m('nted with 
ice; above that, ice intermingled mth rock debris of various kinds; and 
higher in the glacier, mainly i(^e and some fine maU^rial. 

The glacier is now a mixture of ice, boulders, pebbles, sand, silt, and 
clay. As it starts to move, the mantle rock frozen into the bottom moves 
with it, as part of it, and makes a sort of rasp of the glacier bottom. 
The glacier does not usually push this manth^ rock out of place, however, 
but in a sense cre^eps over the top of it. The glacier advances on to more 
mantle rock, freezes to it, and makes it part of its load. Melting is 
constantly taking place near the edge of the glacier, and water runs down 
and refn^ezes in the pore spac(i of the mantle rock, which is then picked 
up. Many miles of the glacier may pass over the mantle rock be^fore all 
of it is absorbed. 

Erosion Starts.—After all of the mantle rock has become part of the 
glacier and the bare rock is exposed underneath, the rock-shod mass 
begins to scour fine material from the solid^ rock and pluck or break off 
projecting pieces. Imagine the effect of a mass of ice thousands of feet 
thick, shod with sand, pebbles, and boulders, moving slowly over a bare 
rock surface. Probably the effect is not so striking as one may imagine, 
as the glacier moves so slowly that the actual amount of down-scouring 
is small, and the total effect is more like that of sandpapering in finishing 
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woodwork than like planing or chopping the wood. The sharp pebbles 
and boulders are pressed down hard enough to. make scratches even 
in such rock as granite, and, as the ice is moving in one general direction, 
the scratches on the rock surface are nearly parallel. It is only relatively 
resistant rock that will retain such scratches. In some places glaciers 
move over soft shales and other rocks that contain many cracks or 
joints and are tilted so that the ice strikes the under part of the layers 
and tends to pe(‘l them up. Under such conditions great quantiti(\s 
of material are plucked and removed by the glacier, and it may actually 
overload itself (or pick up more material than it can carry). 

Summary of How a Glacier Acquires and Uses Its Tools.—1. Snow 
freezes to the mantle rock on which it falls and makes that mantle rock 
a part of the glacier. 

2. The glacier picks up more mantle rock as it adv^ances. 
3. Using the rock fragments picked up, the gla(;ier scours and plucks 

materials from the solid rock over and against which it moves. 
4. The wind blows material on it while it is forming, and thus wind¬ 

blown mat(^rials occur throughout the entire mass. 
5. Particularly in valley glaciers, materials are washed or slump on 

to the top. 
Factors Influencing Rate of Erosion by Glaciers.—On account of 

their great weight it seems that glaciers should be powerful plucking and 
scouring agents, but such eroding power depends on several qualities, of 
which thickness of the ice or weight is important. Rate of movement is 
important, and, as the ice moves slowly, its plucking and scouring 
power is small compared with its weight. A glacier heavily shod with hard 

rocks erodes faster than oik' with little load. Plucking and scouring are 
faster on rough surfaces than on smooth ones if the roughness is not so 
great as to retard motion. Both processes reduce soft rocks much faster 
than hard; thus shale is cut down several times as fast as granite. Rocks 

that are slightly dipping in the direction of ice movement are pluc^ked much 
faster than horizontal hods or those dipping against movement. Rocks 

that are closely jointed are plucked much faster than rocks with widely- 
spaced joints, and thin-bedded rocks faster than thick-bedded. 

Effects of Glacial Erosion 

Cirques.—Some erosional features produced by glaciers are con¬ 
spicuous. At the heads of glaciers occurring near the tops of mountains, 
the ice scours directly downward and forms steep-walled depressions, 
having the shape of an amphitheater, known as ^‘cirques^^ (Fig^?- 247 and 
248). Cirques are the most striking topographic features of mountains 
that have been intensely glaciated. Some have walls more than a 
thousand feet high. The Uinta Mountains of northern Utah contain 
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numerous large cirques, although the glaciers that formed them have 
long since disappeared. 

Fig. 249.—A mountain valley and a cross section of the same valley. 

Fig. 250.—^The valley shown, in Fig. 249 filled with a glacier. 

U-Shaped Valleys.—As glaciers move down mountain valleys, they 
modify the irregular features formed by streams and change the narrow- 
bottomed valleys to wide U-shaped valleys (Figs. 249, 250, 261, and 262). 

The valley shown in Fig. 263 has not been glaciated. It was formed 
in the same rock formations, in the same mountains, and by a stream 
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Fia, 251.—A eross section of the glacier-filled valley shown in Fig. 250. 

Fra. 252,—The same valley shown in Fig. 250 after the glacier had disappeared. 
valley on the right. 

A hanging 

Fig. 253.—^Little Popo Agie Valley about 10 miles from the valley shown in Fig. 254, 
Both valleys were formed by streams of about the same size and both were cut in the same 
kinds of rocks. Glaciation caused the differences in shape. {Photograph by F. B, Branson.) 
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about the same size as was the glaciaUid valley of Fig. 254. A comparison 
of these pictures shows that the glaciated valley is much wider and more 
rounded at the bottom than the nonglac^iated valley. Some of the 
material scoured off in forming the U-shaped from the V-shaped valley has 
become rock flour, and some of that plucked off has become boulders, 
cobbles, and pebbles. 

Unlike streams, glaciers may scour places upstream deeper than some 
downstream, and thus create rock basins in their valleys. Such basins 
are rarely deep, and many of th(^ lake basins of glaciated valleys were not 
formcid by scouring but by deposition. Projecting knobs of rock are 
likely to be smoothed and scratched by glacjiers. Granite areas that 

Fic3. 254.—Big Popo Agie Valley, about 12 miles south of Lander, Wyoming. A 
U-shaped valley about 800 feet deep. The ridges across the valley are terminal moraines 
but they are so far away that they are inconspicuous. {Photograph by E, B. Branson.) 

have been glaciated are so smooth as to make walking over them hazard¬ 
ous. In walking from nongla(*iatcd to glaciated granite, one would 
be able to tell the difference by the rough footing over the one and the 
smooth over the other. In the Alps, where glaciers have moved through 
valleys composed of dolomite, they have scoured off the small knobs, 
leaving conspicuous, small, oval hillocks. From a distance these look like 
flocks of sheep and the natives call them sheep rocks, roches moutonn^es.'^ 

Hanging Valleys.—Some valley glaciers have deepened the valleys 
that they inherited from the streams. A valley heading in the moun¬ 
tains is filled with ice far below the snow line, but the tributary valleys 
below the snow line contain no glaciers, and those above the snow" line 
have glaciers of less eroding powder than the main glacier. As tributary 
valleys are not deepened so rapidly as the main valley, they are left high 
above the main valley w"hen the glacier recedes. Such features are 
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known as hanging valleys (Figs. 252 and 255); they contain waterfalls 
(Fig. 255) in early stages and are one of the evidences of former glaciation. 

Scouring by Continental Glaciers.—Scouring accomplished by conti¬ 
nental glaciers is much less than that produced by valley glaciers. The 
thickness of mantle rock was so great that most continental glaciers did 
the greater part of their work in. merely removing it. Where a glacier 
crossed a wide valley, it may have done considerable scouring as it moved 
up the far slope. The summits of ridges between deep valleys, the tops 
of hills, and level places where there was only a small amount of mantle 
rock were scoured by the continental glaciers of North America. When 

Fig. 255.—A hanging valley on the side of the valley shown in Fig. 254. {Photograph hy 
E. B. Branson.) 

one imagines ice thousands of feet thick over most of the northern part of 
North America, and that ice in ste^ady motion, he is likely to assume that 
all of the region over which it passed was deeply eroded. However, the 
average depth of the morainic material over the area covered by the 
North American continental glaciers is less than 20 feet. The average 
depth of mantle rock outside of glaciated areas is about 10 feet. As 
the glaciers must have, handled the mantle rock, the total amount of 
erosion or downward cutting by them was probably not more than 10 feet. 

Glacial Scratches on Bedrock.—Glaciers leave numerous subparallel 
scratches on the bedrock over which they move (Fig. 256). If not 
covered with mantle rock, these weather off within a few hundred years 
or within a few thousand at the most. Scratches that may be seen as 
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nimnants of tho work of the continental glaciers of North America (which 
disappeared 40,000 or 50,000 years ago) have had glacial drift over them 
that has been removed rcK^mtly. The sides and bottoms of glaciated 
valleys are likely to show longitudinal troughs with scratches in them. 

Fjg, 250." -Glaoial gouges and scratches on limestone, Kelleys Island, Lake Erie. {Photo¬ 
graph by H, E. Wilson.) 

The troughs may appear like the work of a carpenter who planes a deep 
groove and then sandpapers it smooth. 

Deposition by Glaciers 

The former presence of glaciers in a region is recognized by the 
deposits that are left when the ice has melted. Most of these deposits 
are unstratifiedj but some are rudely stratified^ having been worked over 
by water, and it is difficult to distinguish between them and bouldery 
stream deposits, as lack of good stratification is also characteristic of the 
coarser deposits of alluvial fans. Moreover, swift streams may move 
materials as large as some of the large glacial boulders. The geologist 
examines the deposit for every possible evidence of glaciation, but the 
best distinguishing feature is the unsorted glacial materials, coupled with 
the stratification of stream deposits. In most glacial deposits boulders 
and cobbles are well separated by clay, but in stream deposits boulders 
and cobbles touch one another. 

Character of Drift.—Some parts of glaciers consist nearly half of 
material other than snow and ice, and other parts contain only a small 
amount of foreign material. After a glacier has melted back and left 
its load on the ground, it is easy to examine the materials that it carried. 
In size these materials range from diameters of 50 feet or more in boulders 
io the small sizes of clay particles. (Masses several hundred feet in 
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diameter are known.) Glacial boulders as large as 40 or 50 feet in diam¬ 
eter are exceptional; those 10 feet in diameter are by no means uncom¬ 
mon; and, on first examination, boulders 1 to 5 feet in diameter seem to 
make up the main part of the materials. 

Drift is a technical term used to designate all materials that have been 
handled directly or indirectly by the ice, and fine materials such as gravel, 
sand, silt, and clay make up most of it. Much glacial drift is called 
hoxilder day, because it contains boulders in the midst of the clay. Gla¬ 
cial materials may be charactterized as extremely heterogeneous in size 
(Fig. 257). 

Fig. 257.—Glacial deposit showing variety in sizes of rock fragments. {Photograph hy 
E. B, Branson.) 

As a glacier contains fragments of all the kinds of rocks over which 
it passed, the drift represents a great variety of rocks. The larger 
boulders are made up of the harder rocks, such as granite, gneiss, quartz¬ 
ite, and the more resistant limestones; most limestones, the sandstones, 
and the less resistant types of igneous rocks are represented by granules 
and the finer fragments. The sands, silts, and clays are derived mainly 
from the weathered mantle rock that the glacier picked up. As the 
larger pieces of rock are moved along in thp glacier, some of them are 
rubbed against the underlying rock, and thus their lower sides become 
flattened and scratched, but they are apt to be turned over and so become 
flattened and scratched on other sides (Fig. 258). Many boulders in 
the drift have such flattened and scratched surfaces, which are, probably, 
the most characteristic features of glacial boulders. As drift is dropped 
directly from the ice, it is not sorted and so shows no stratification except 
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where it is workea over by water. Glacial boulders are subangular (i.e,, 
almost angular) in contrast with stream boulders, which are rounded. 
As most glacial boulders unrelated in kind to the rocks of the region 

Fig. 259.—A boulder-strewn field near Fine, New York. The boulders are erratics of 
Grenville marble. {Photograph hy W. A, Tarr.) 

in which they are found, having been brought from distant places, they 
are commonly referred to as erratics (Fig. 259). 

Although present in smaller quantity, the material scoured off the 
solid rock by the glacier is more characteristic of drift than are the fine 
materials obtained from the weathered mantle. Glaciers powder rocks 
as they scour them and produce white material called rock flour. How¬ 
ever, the scoured material does not appear white when mixed with the 
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other fine materials in the diift, as it is colored by them. Only by 
microscopic examination and chemical tests is it possible to distinguish 
between rock flour and the residual clays originating in the mantle rock. 
The latter are composed, largely, of cla3^ minerals; the former is com¬ 
posed of a large variety of minerals but lacks the cla}^ minerals. The 
rock flour is not made up of so fine particles as is the clay of the weathered 
mantle. 

Waters issuing from glaciers are likely to be milky-looking on ac.count 
of the ground-up ro(^-k fragments they contain. The milky nature of the 
water may persist for many days, even after the w^ater has passed through 
several lakes, which act as settling basins. It is only the extremely fine 
materials that sta^^ in suspension for man\" da\^s. The fine material due 
to chemical weathering is much less likc^ly to give color to glacial water 
than the rock flour. 

Deposits of drift ma\^ become cemented and so form solid rock or 
unite. The first discovery of a deposit of this kind was made by a 
geologist working north of the Great Lake's in Canada, where a stream 
had cut down several hundred f(K't in solid rock. Afte'r examining the 
rock carefully, he decided thal it had originated as a glacial de^posit. A 
glacier of one of the earlier gc'ological periods had deposit'd the drift 
which had later been cemented. Such solid-rock drift has been found in 
many places in the world. Some of it is among the oldest of the sedi¬ 
mentary rocks and indicates that glaciation started at. a very early 
period in the earth’s history. This is evidence that the earth has not 
been growing colder graduall}^ but has had periods of cold folloAved by 
periods of warmth. 

Summary of Characteristics of Drift.—1. Heterogeneous in size of 
materials (huge boulders to clay). 

2. Heterogeneous in kinds of materials, all kinds of roc^ks that the 
glacier passed over. 

3. Many subangular boulders. 
4. Many boulders have flat faces. 
5. Many of the boulders, cobbles, and pebbles have scratches on them. 
6. Not stratified, except the minor parts deposited by water. 
7. Some of the fine materials are mechanicall.y weathered (rock flour). 
8. Boulders may be embedded in clay, silt, and sand several feet from 

other boulders. 

Unstratified Glacial Deposits 

The occurrence of unstratified deposits in a region is very significant 
evidence of the former presence of a glacier in that region. The deposits, 
known as moraines^ are made up of materials that the glacier carried and 
dropped at the edge, sides, and bottom of the ice. According to these 
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positions of deposition, moraines are known, respectively, as terminal^ 
lateralf and groutid moraines. 

Terminal Moraines. Of Valley Glaciers,—The materials piled up at 
the edge of a continental glacier or at the (md of a valley glacier mak(^ 

Fig. 261,—A simple terminal moraine in Bull Lake Creek Valley, western Wyoming. 
The moraine is about 1miles long and about 100 feet high near the stream. {Photograph 
by E, B, Branson,) 

terminal moraines (Figs. 260 and 261). These form where the end or 
edge of a glacier remains stationary for some time, a condition resulting 
when the advance of the ice exactly equals the waste from melting and 
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evaporation. For example, if the ice moves forward 5 feet per day and 
the edge melts back the same amount per day, all the load in the 5 fe(‘t 
is piled up in one ridge. If such a condition should persist for 100 
years, all of the load in more than 30 miles of ice would be piled up in one 
ridge. This ridge would be irregular in height and width. 

Most terminal moraines are not such simple ridges, however, as the 
ice edge does not remain stationary, but, after forming one ridge, may 
retreat slightly and irregularly (or not at all in some places) and pile up a 
second ridge a few hundred feet back of the first ridge. This procc^ss 
may be repeated many times (Figs. 262 and 263). The irregular n'treat of 
the edge may leave the ridges in contact at some places, resulting in a seri(*s 
of interlocking ridges (Fig. 263). The depressions between the ridg(^s 

Fig. 262.—All the area shown in the picture is but a small part of one complex moraine, 
Bull Creek, Wyoming. Tlie largest hill is 100 feet high, atid some of the boulders are 10 
feet in diameter. {Photograph by E, B, Branson.) 

may become sites of small lakes, and the highest parts in the ridges may 
form conspicuous knobs. 

Of Continental Glaciers.—Few terminal moraines of continental 
glaciers are more than 50 feet high, but, as most of them are made up of 
several ridges, some are several miles wide. If the ice edge retreats 
slowly and builds up deposits back of the terminal moraine, there may 
be no sharp line of demarcation between such deposits and the terminal 
moraine. A person crossing from one to the other might not notice any 
change in topography (Fig. 264) or composition of drift. Terminal- 
moraine topography may be recognized under such conditions, however, 
by the presence of kettles (deep, narrow depressions without outlets that 
may be occupied by lakes) and knoblike hills between the kettles (Fig. 
263). The association of such hills and depressions has given rise to the 
name knob and kettle topography. The kettles might be mistaken for sink 
holes but for the bouldery clay on their sides and the lack of solid rock in 
place near them. Most of them are larger than sink holes, also, and their 
margins are less sharply defined. 
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A simple-ridge terminal moraine, 50 to 100 feet high, produces a 
conspicuous feature in an otherwise level topography. As the edge of the 
glacier was not long vstatioiiary in forming such a ridge, no thick alluvial 
apron (outwash plain, see page 250) formed in front (Fig. 265). If the 
deposits back of the ridge are thin, the moraine stands out nearly its 
entire height above the surrounding region. 

A glacier may thus form many terminal moraines while its edge is 
retreating; the continental glaciers that coven^d the northern part of the 
United States formed hundreds of them. If, however, the edge of the ice 
advanced again, it would pass over its own terminal moraines and either 
pick up or spread out the materials. There is, therefore, no way of 
determining how many times some of these glaciers advanced and 
retreated or how many terminal moraines they formed. Special features 

Fig. 265.—A section through ground moraine, high terminal moraine, and outwash plain. 

of terminal moraines, called “kames,^^ are discussed under Stratified 
Deposits, as they are composed of drift that was deposited by glacial 
waters. 

Lateral Moraines.—Along the sides of valley glaciers material is 
deposited much as it is in the front, though, as the edge does not fluctuate 
so much as the front, a lateral moraine is likely to be made up of a single, 
irregular ridge. In mountain valleys lateral moraines may look like 
railway embankments (t.e., smooth-topped ridges). The moraines are 
discontinuous where the glacier moved through narrow places in the 
valley. Where a glacier filled a valley, the highest part of the lateral 
moraine may have formed on the upland at the valley edge (Fig. 250). 
Valleys more than 1,000 feet deep may have such marginal moraines, and 
this has given rise to the statement that some lateral moraines are more 
than 1,000 feet thick, whereas, though they may have a vertical extent 
of 1,000 feet, their thickness is nearer 100 feet. 

As continental glaciers cover such large areas, all their end moraines 
are considered as terminal and not lateral moraines. 

Ground Moraines.—^The ground moraine occupies all of the areas 
covered by the glacier, but small parts of it are covered by terminal and 
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lateral moraines. Much of the material of the ground moraine was 
deposited under the glacier as the bottom of the glacier melted or as the 
glacier became overloaded. As the ice was unequally loaded, the ground 
moraine, in some places, is thick and, in other places, thin or absent. The 
top of most ground moraines, however, was deposited in the same way as 
the terminal moraines, i.e., at the edge of the glacier as the edge melted 
back and the materials were dropped. Consider a glacier advancing 
1,000 feet per year and the edge melting back 2,000 feet per year. All 
of the load in 2,000 feet of the glacier would be deposited over 1,000 feet 
of the groxmd, and that would become ground moraine. Only in those 

Fig. 266.—^Ground moraine over mature topography. The relief is about 200 feet. Befo 
glaciation, this topography was that of Fig. 94. 

places where great areas of the ice sheet stranded and melted down with¬ 
out the edges really melting back would the ground moraine all be depos¬ 
ited from the bottom of the ice. 

Topography of Ground Moraine,—^The topography of the ground 
moraine is dependent largely on the topography of the land on which it 
was deposited. Where the glacier moved over a rough area, t.e., one of 
mature topography (Fig. 266), the valleys were filled, or partially filled, 
the tops of the hills were scoured off, and little or no morainic material 
was left on them. The filling of the valleys in some places and partial 
filling in others left great numbers of depressions without outlets, which 
were deep enough to become the sites of lakes. Most of the lakes of 
Wisconsin, Michigan, New York, Canada, and the New England states 
were formed in this way. Lake Chelan in Washington and the finger 
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lakes in the central part of New York are striking examples of stream 
courses that were nearly parallel to the movement of the glacier and 
were scoured, decidedly, but not filled ver}^ rntich. Where glaciers 
moved across vallej^s, they made irregular deposits and created many 
lakes. 

If ground moraine was formed on a nearly level surface, its topography 
was determined by the distribution of the load in the glacier. Where the 

Fig. 2(»7.—Dnimlins viowi*d from the ends. 

Fig. 268.—Drumlina viewed from the sides. 

Fio. 2()9.—Section of a dnimlin showiiig unstratified drift; coarse pieces, blac^k; fine parti¬ 
cles, white. 

load was large there are hills, and where small there are depressions. 
The topography thus (H)mes to "consist of low hills unrelated to stream 
valleys, and shallow depressions without outlets. The depressions may 
become the sites of lakes. Suc?h topography is normally not very rough. 

In some areas elongated hills, known as drumlinSj form conspicuous 
features of the ground-moraine topography (Figs. 267 and 268). These 
hills are composed of ordinary, unstratified drift (Fig. 269), and must 
have been deposited when the ice was nearly stagnant, but there remained 
enough movement to elongate them in the direction the glacier was 
moving. The drumlins of an area are marked by a notable uniformity in 
size, as well as in shape. Drumlins attract the attention of anyone 
interested in land surfaces, whereas the ordinary ground moraine is 
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somewhat monotonous in its topography. In height drumlins range 
from a few to 150 feet, but most of them are 70 to 80 feet high. Most 
drumlins are from ^4 to 2 miles long and from 34 to 1 mile wide. In 
parts of central New York and Wisconsin, drumlins are so numerous that 
the entire topogj-aphy consists of them and the intervening depressions. 

In some regions drift occurs in considerable amounts unaccompanied 
by any of the features of the usual glacial topography. In northern 
Missouri, for example, the drift is 50 feet thick in places, but no glacial 
topography can be identifie'd. In going northward from Missouri 
through Iowa, one travels continuously over drift and finally comes 
upon topography of terminal- and ground-moraine types, made iip of 
drift that is indistiiiguishal)le from that in Missouri. The drift in 
Missouri was dc'spositc'd by a glacier that had withdrawn (perhaps hun¬ 
dreds of thousands of y(‘ars) before a new glack^r advanced into the 
H'gion to the north and formed the deposits that still show glacial topog¬ 
raphy. Str(\ams have cut valhys through the Missouri drift- and 
destroyed all of th(^ f(‘atures of glacial topography, but since the time of 
formation of the Iowa drift the amount of erosion has been so small as to 
leave most of tlu* glacfial features. 

Stratified Glacial Deposits 

Continental glaciers, such as those that occupied North America as 
far south as th(‘ Ohio and Missouri rivers, had a great deal of water run¬ 
ning ov^er them, through them, and underneath them. In the soutluirn- 
most- 300 or 400 miles, nu^lting must have equaled or exceeded snowfall, 
and thus the glacier gradually decreased in thi(*kness southward. It was 
supplied from the north with ice thousands of feet in thickness. By the 
time its edge reached th(^ Ohio River, it was only 200 or 300 feet thick, 
but it also received the snowfall and rainfall of the regions over which it 
came. It had, therefore, lost several thousand feet of ice through melt¬ 
ing; also, there ran over it and under it the water from the snowfall and 
rainfall of the n^gion. As the ice of glaciers is cracked and porous, largo 
Streams cannot form and exist for a long time on the top and so most of 
the drainage is by subglacial streams. 

The water under the ice ran through and over great quantities of 
loose material. It worked over some of the material and partially 
stratified it. The fine materials w^ere carried on and the coarse ones left 
behind by the water, and thus patches of partially sorted drift were 
created. In addition to these patches, two distinct topographic features, 
eskers and kameSj were formed of stratified drift. 

Eskers andElames.—Glacial streams running in channels under the ice, 
or in fissures in the ice, may become so heavily loaded that they block their 
own channels with gravel but carry most of their fine materials to the 
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edge of the glacier. If they block their channels at the time when the ice 
is practically stagnant because of having melted down to an insignificant 
thickness, the resulting deposits form ridges (something like railway 
embankments) running in the direction that the ice is moving. Such 
ridges, called eskers (Figs. 270 and 271), are not common features, as 
most of them are destroyed by ice movement about as soon as they form. 
The gravels and finer materials are really stream deposits, but also, as 
streams came in contact with the larger materials, they sorted them out, 
leaving the boulders behind and carrying the clay, silt, sand, and granules 

Fig. 271.—An esker. {photograph hy /. C. Russell. Courtesy of V. S. Geological Survey,) 

mm 
Fig. 272.- -A cross section of an esker showing stratified sand and gravel. 

formed on unstratified drift. 
The esker was 

forward. Such a stream, emerging at the edge of the glacier, melted 
the ice above it and so formed a canyon in the ice (Fig. 263) just back 
of the glacier edge. It proceeded to fill the canyon with gravel, carry¬ 
ing the sand, silt, and clay forward and depositing them beyond the 
terminal moraine. The water finally found a new outlet and abandoned 
the canyon that it had filled with gravel. After the ice had melted and 
left the terminal moraine disconnected with the glacier itself, the gravel 
that had been in the ice canyon became an unusual feature, both topo¬ 
graphic and structural, of the terminal moraine. It formed a hill of sorted 
gravels (Fig. 272), rather than of heterogeneous material of all sizes, in the 
back edge of the terminal moraine. Such hills of sorted gravels have been 
called k(jLme9 (Figs. 273 and 274). Many kames are not in the back part 
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of terminal moraines, as, after they form, the edge of the ice may retreat 
a little and build another ridge back of the kame. If a kame had formed 
next to the outermost edge of the Bull Lake moraine described on page 253 
and all of the other ridges had been built back of it, the kame would really 
be in front of the main part of the terminal moraine. 

Fig. 274,—Cross section of the kame shown in Fig. 273 indicating stratification of materials 
in the kame and the unstratified drift below tlio kame. 

Outwash Plains,—As the terminal moraine formed, a great deal of 
water ran over the top, down through the main mass, and out from under 
the ice. Part of the water was organized into streams and part was 
merely unorganized runoff. With the loose material of ground and 
terminal moraine available, each little st ream loaded itself heavily and 
built a small alluvial fan against the terminal moraine where its velocity 
decreased. As the alluvial fans grew laterally, they united and formed an 
outwash plain, which sloped gently away from the moraine. Some out¬ 
wash plains became nearly as high as the moraine itself at the part that 
connected with the moraine, whereupon it rendered the moraine incon¬ 
spicuous on its leeward side (Figs. 264 and 270). 

Use of Glacial Gravel.—The gravels from eskersj kames, and outwash 
plains have been used extensively as road metal and ballast for railroads. 
Such gravels are cheap because they may be taken out with a steam 
shovel and do not need to be crushed or shifted, and they are good because 
they are composed of the more resistant materials carried by the glacier 
and sorted out by the streams. A glacier that moved only over sand¬ 
stones and shales, would not furnish good gravels, but the glaciers of 
North America moved over great areas of igneous and metamorphic 
rocks and hard limestones and thus secured fragments of resistant rocks. 
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A Typical Example of Valley Glaciation 

Considering only the scouring and plucking in mountain valleys gives 
one a wrong impression of the appearance of a glaciated valley. One 
may travel up such a valley from the end of the old glacier nearly to the 
source without noticing any conspicuous feature produced by glacial 
erosion, as most of such features, excepting the cirque, are likely to be 
covered with deposits made by the glacier. As one starts up a glaciated 
valley, the first feature that attracts his attention is the terminal moraine 
(Fig. 275). This may be of the simple-ridge type or of interlocking ridges. 
A d(\scription of one glaciated valley that displays all of the ordinary 

Fig. 275.—The terminal ridge of the moraine in Bull Lake Creek Valley, Wyoming, cut by 
a highway. {Photograph by E. B, Branson,) 

features of glacial deposition and erosion may present a better picture of 
such features than generalizations can give. Such a valley is that of Bull 
Lake Creek, a tributary of the Big Wind River, about 100 miles south of 
Yellowstone Park. The outer part of the terminal moraine of this valley 
is on the banks of the Big Wind River. The terminal moraine is about 
3 miles in width, being made up of an intricate network of some 25 inter¬ 
locking ridges (part of which are shown in Fig. 262). The edge of the ice 
must have shifted 25 or 30 times while the moraine; was forming. Depres¬ 
sions 3*^^ mile across and 100 feet deep are present, and much shallower, 
smaller ones are common. Isolated hills rise 100 to 200 feet above the 
deepest depressions. Some ridges are distinct for half the length (dis¬ 
tance along the ridges from one side of the valley to the other) of the 
moraine. 

The moraine formed a huge dam across Bull Lake Creek and created 
a lake basin. The stream has cut through the moraine to some 50 feet 
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below the general level, but the lake is still 8 miles long. The final ridge 
built by the glacier in this moraine is more than 34 mile up the valley 
from the rest of the ridges, and it cuts the lake nearly in two. From the 
ends of the terminal moraine, lateral morainfe ridges project up the sides 
of the valley at the valley margins. The glacier filled the valley to over¬ 
flowing and built its lateral moraines on the extreme edge. The valley is 
1,000 feet deep, and the lateral moraines form the uppermost 100 feet or 
so of the margins. 

From the terminal moraine one may travel upstream 8 miles before 
encountering any other conspicuous glacial feature. Boulders of various 
types are scattered over the valley floor, but these might have been 

Fig. 276.—A glacial lake in Fremont Peak at the head of Bull Lake Creek, Wyoming. 
{Photograph by E, B. Branson,) 

brought in by the stream. A simple ridge, shown in Fig. 261, stretches 
across the valley 8 miles upstream from the terminal moraine. The 
ridge is about 100 feet high and about 134 niiles long (the length is 
from one side of the valley to^the other). The edge of the ice must 
have remained stationary for a long period of years to produce such a 
ridge, which is in no way different from the ridges of the other terminal 
moraine except in its simplicity. A short distance upstream from this 
moraine, the bedrock is granite and the valley takes on an entirely 
different aspect. It is deeper and narrower and has been less affected 
by glaciation, although the granite has been considerably smoothed. 
Glacial scratches appear in only a few places on the granite, as they 
have been obscured or completely removed by weathering, though 
weathering has not roughened the surface to any appreciable degree. 
A few lake basins have been scoured out of the granite (Fig. 276), but 
most of the numerous lakes present are due to the glacial deposits. 
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One finally comes to the glacier itself, 4 miles long, at the very top 
of the mountains save for a few projecting peaks and ridges. The 
glacier comes from a huge cirque. In this part of the mountains, cirques 
are not conspicuous, on account of being filled nearly to the rim with 
snow and ice; but 40 miles south, in the same range, as the cirques con¬ 
tain little snow and ice, they form striking topographical features. 
Where the glaciers have disappeared, the top of the mountain remains 
as a narrow, sharp-crested, discontinuous ridge. The heads of glaciers 
have worked backward from either side, cutting the cirques farther 
and farther and finally leaving only a narrow ridge between. This 
type of topography can be seen only at the tops of strongly glaciated 
mountains. 

SPECIAL EFFECTS OF GLACIATION 

Destruction of Glacial Lakes.—In looking at a map of North America, 
one is struck by the great number of lakes present in Canada, the northern 
Middle States, the northern Central States, and New England. With all 
the lakes plotted, it might seem possible to draw the line between the 
glaciated and un glaciated parts of North America from the lakes alone. 
This line, however, would be far from accurate for, as explained in an 
earlier paragraph, some of the glaciation is older than others; and, 
moreover, stream topography has superimposed itself upon glacial 
topography, reducing the areas to maturity in terms of stream erosion. 
As all of the upland is in slopes in mature topography, no place for lakes 
exists except along the flats of the river bottoms. The glacial lakes, 
therefore, disappeared before the region attained full maturity. Many 
glacial lakes fill up with the fine materials they receive from streams, 
slope wash, and, to a minor extent, the wind. 

Changes in Drainage.—Changes of drainage resulting from glaciation 
have been mentioned in a former paragraph but need to be emphasized 
further. In all of the glaciated areas, valleys occur that are incon¬ 
sistent within themselves, i.c., they may have wide flats for a considerable 
distance, and then narrow rapidly to valleys not much wider than the 
stream itself. The Mississippi between Montrose, Iowa, and Keokuk, 
Iowa, is an example (Fig. 277). On examining the region the geologist 
finds that the stream has a wide flat in its preglacial valley and that its 
present valley is narrow where drift has filled the old valley and forced 
the stream to take a new course over solid rock. Where a stream is 
forced out of its drift-filled vaHey (Fig. 277a) and, taking a course over 
hard rock, enters an open valley over a bluff, falls and rapids are formed. 
The falls of the New England states and of New York (Niagara as the 
most conspicuous example) are due largely to changes in drainage caused 
by glaciatioHr In glaciated regions some streams flow long distances 
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at low grade where under normal development they would now short 
distances at high grade. 

Fig. 277.—Map of the Mississippi River near Keokuk, Iowa, showing changes in the 
river course. The old river course is outlined with dashes; the preglacial valley is shown 
with dots. The valley is little wider than the river between Montrose and Keokuk where 
the stream took a new course on account of the filling of the old valley by glacial drift. 

Economic Effects of Glaciation.—Glaciation has had profound effects 
on the habitability of many parts of the earth. In some regions it has 
smoothed the topography and made the land more suitable for agri¬ 
culture; in others it has produced such roughness as to make the land 
useless for all but grazing purposes. .In spme areas it has enriched the 
soil by furnishing ingredients needed by plants; in others it has piled 
nonproductive clay, sand, and boulders‘'on soils that had been rich. 
By creating abundant water power, glaciation has been largely influential 
in making New England a manufacturing region. In some places rich 
ore and coal deposits have been covered so deeply with drift that their 
exploitation has been made diflicult if not impossible. 
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THE THEORY OF CONTINENTAL GLACIATION 

At this time it seems incredible that anyone could account for erratic 
boulders, scratched boulders and pebbles, scratched solid rock, and great 
deposits of drift in any way excepting by glaciation. However, it is 
worth recalling that little more than 100 years ago the principle accepted 
today that the events of the past are to be interpreted on the basis of the 
present had not been formulated, and fanciful explanations of natural 
phenomena were common. 

Fi(j. 277a.—A valley filled with terminal moraine so that it might force a river to change its 
course. {Photograph by Frank Charles Schrader. Courtesy of U. S. Geological Survey.) 

A geological book^ published in the United States in 1889 stated that 
there are probably no evidences of glacial action upon the continent of 

North America where they do not now exist, except in a few places in the 
Rocky Mountain region,” but this book was about the last of its kind. 
The supposition that all of northern North America was once covered 
with water and that floating ice carried out the drift was not regarded 
as impossible by some theorists. 

The conception that much of the north temperate region of the world 
had once been covered by glaciers was of slow growth even after the idea 
was promulgated. Louis Agassiz, whose measurement of glacial motion 
has been mentioned in a former paragraph, was responsible in the main 
for the acceptance of the continental-glaciation hypothesis. After 
studying the movement of glaciers and some of the deposits at the lower 
end of glaciers in the Alps, he traveled northward to find how far the 
Alpine glaciers had extended at an earlier period. After passing the last 
terminal moraines, he continued northward for a long distance without 

^ S. A. Millbe, ''North American Geology and Paleontology.” 
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seeing any evidences of glaciation and finally came again to terminal- 
moraine topography with erratic boulders scattered over it. As he 
had crossed a considerable region where no glacial boulders and no 
glacial topography existed between this topography and the Alps, he 
knew that these moraines had not been formed by Alpine glaciers. As 
a matter of fact they could not have been formed by any glaciers from 
the south, and there were no mountains to the north sufficiently high to 
account for the formation of Alpine glaciers. After he found that these 
moraines covered wide areas he came to the conclusion that a continental 
glacier coming from the north had once covered the region. 

This seemed a very fanciful and even impossible hypothesis and it 
was not accepted immediately by geologists oi- other sci(mt-ists. If it 
had not been that Agassiz was a well-recognized zoologist and pak^on- 
tologist, he would not have had the opportunity to j^resent. his ideas about 
glaciation as convincingly as he did. He was invited to go to l^ngland to 
give a series of lectures on zoological subjects, and while he was there 
some of the local geologists accompanied him into the field and found, 
even there, boulders and other evidence of glaciation that had escaped 
the attention of the local workers. He succeeded in convincing some of 
the geologists that his hypothesis was, at any rate, worth investigating. 
In America some geologists accepted the idea of continental glaciation 
with enthusiasm, whereas others would have nothing to do with it. 
Agassiz welcomed the opportunity to come to America and examine the 
materials that had been identified as glacial drift and to help with the 
establishing of the theory of continental glaciation. He became professor 
of zoology in Harvard University and w^as one of the most influential 
scientists in America during his lifetime. 



CHAPTER XII 

THE WIND 

Wind is air in motion. Although air is only about as dense as 
water, the wind poss(%5ses remarkable ability to accomplish gradational 
work. The degree to which the wind is effective depends upon its 
velocity. Large quantities of fine earth materials are moved far and 
wide by the wind. A complete study of the atmosphere would include 
many factors, such as climatic effects and temperature, but we are 
primarily interested in the air as a geological agent. 

Wind Velocities and Resulting Pressures.—Velocities of the different 
types of winds are shown in the following table: 

Velocity, Miles 
Type of Wind per Hour 

Light to gentle breeze. 1 to 9 
Fresh breeze. 10 to 14 
Strong wind. 15 to 22 
High wind. 23 to 30 
Gale. 31 to 40 
Strong gale. 41 to 60 
Hurricane. 60 and above 

When wind attains a velocity of 70 miles per hour, it becomes highly 
disruptive. Hurricanes that have occurred in Florida and Puerto 
Rico in recent years are reported to have reached velocities of 125 to 150 
miles an hour. The highest wind velocity so far (1940) reported in the 
United States is 231 miles an hour, which was recorded April 12, 1934, 
at the observatory on Mount Washington, New Hampshire. 

Winds of the higher velocities exert great pressure on the sides of 
buildings and are capable of demolishing strong structures. The follow¬ 
ing table from Milham^s Meteorology gives the pressure exerted by the 
wind at different velocities. 

Miles per Hour Pressure, Pounds per Square Foot 
5 0.12 

10 0.50 
15 1.12 
20 2.00 
25 3.12 
30 4.50 
40 8.00 

259 
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THE GEOLOGICAL WORK OF THE WIND 

The gradational work of the wind is accomplished essentially by 
mechanical means, though the air aids indirectly in producing a cer¬ 
tain amount of chemical work, also, which has been discussed under 
Weathering. 

Mechanical Work 

We are all familiar with the ability of the wind to do mechanical 
work, for w’e have w^atched it whirl leaves and paper about, felt it drive 
dust in our eyes, and probably felt the sting of sand grains driven against 
our faces. Just as with the other physical agents, the first step in the 
accomplishment of work by the wind is getting a load, then transporting 
it great or small distances, and finally depositing it. 

Getting a Load.—The ability of the wind to pick up loose partic^Ies is 
due to eddies and crosscurrents produced in the air by objects on the 
surface. Whenever the currents are directed downward to the surface, 
they disturb loose material; and, if the particles arc small enough to be 
lifted, they are deflected upward into the air. 

Loose Material on the Surface,—The immediate source of a load for 
the wind is the loose material (soil) of the surface. The dry surface of a 
plowed field, the flood plain and channel of a river, a beach, a dried-up 
lake or playa, a desert area, a gullied hillside, or any other surface unpro¬ 
tected by vegetation or not continuously moist furnishes material for the 
wind to pick up. 

Abrasion,—The wdnd secures a part of its load, howtjver, by greater 
efforts than those of merely picking up loose material, i.e, by abrading 
the surface over which it moves. To accomplish this, the wund must, 
of course, have tools, f.c., something it can drive against a rock to grind 
off particles. Its chief tools arc the dust (dry silt and clay) and sand 
particles it has picked up from the loose material on the surface. 

Most of the abrasive work is done by driving sand grains against a 
surface, the finer dust particles -being of use chiefly in polishing the 
abraded surface. For the most part, the particles worn off are small 
(of dust size) and are immediately swept away by the wind. A part of 
the material may be sand, however, as, for example, the grains furnished 
during the abrasion of a sandstone. The cenaent of the sandstone usually 
wears away first, so the sand grains are free to be picked up by the 
wind. 

During the process of eroding a surface, the chief tools of the wind, i.e., 
the sand grains, also become worn. The original sand grains may have 
been angular but soon their comers are worn off and finally they are 
reduced to well-rounded grains (see Fig. 187, page 176). The wind can 
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form perfectly rounded sand grains of quartz to sizes as small as 0.15 
millimeter in diameter, which is about one-fifth the size of the smallest 
grains that can be rounded by water. The constant chipping off of 
small bits from the surface of a sand grain leaves it minutely pitted, 
with a consequent frosted appearance. 

Injected Material.—Although most of the load of the wind is acquired 
by its own efforts, occasionally material is injected into it. Vast quanti¬ 
ties of volcanic dust have been blown into the atmosphere by violent 
volcanic eruptions, of which the Krakatua explosion is an excellent 
example (see page 36). 

t'lo. 278.—Current ripple marks made by wind in volcanic ash, Irazu, Costa Rica, (photo- 
graph hy E, B. Branson.) 

Summary,—The wind gets its load first by picking up material it 
finds loose on the surface and then by picking up the particles it has 
eroded in using the first material as tools. Additional materials are 
contributed to it during volcanic eruptions. 

Transportation.—The wind transports material in three ways: by 
rolling, by jumping or saltation {i.e., moving the material along the sur¬ 
face in a series of short jumps), and in suspension. 

Rolling^—The major portion of the larger grains carried by the wind 
are rolled along the surface. A wind that moves straight forward is 
favorable to this method of transportation. As the particles are being 
rolled along, ripple marks are quite commonly produced. The process 
of their formation is identical with that of water-made current ripple 
marks. Some eddies in the wind and variations in the size of the particles 
being moved cause the formation of alternating shallow depressions and 
low ridges (Figs. 278 and 211, page 201). The ripple marks advance 
with the wind by the grains’ rolling up the gentle windward slopes of 
the small ridges and then rolling down the steeper leeward slopes into 
the depressions. In a stiff breeze, the forward motion of ripple marks 
can easily be detected. 
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Saltation.—In a strong wind, a particle may be frequently picked 
up from the ground and dropped, its advancement, therefore, taking 
place in a series of short, jumps. This method of transportation is 
called “saltation,” and considerable quantities of material are moved 
in this way, as saltation can be accomplished not only by a straight- 
moving wind, but also, and more especially, by the numerous vertical 
and crosscurrents produced by irregularities of the land and the numerous 
objects upon it. 

Suspension.—Whenever the velocity of the wind is sufficiently great, 
particles may be carried in suspension. The greater part of the sand 
grains so carried are transported within a few feet of the ground because 
the lower currents, being relatively slow currents (owing to the numerous 
obstructions they encounter on the surface), are unable to lift the greater 
part of the sand particles to the higher currents that might be able to 
transport them. 

Dust that is carried upward into the faster-moving wind above may 
be transported great distances. A strong wind blowing for 2 or 3 days 
in one direction in the semiarid southwestern part of the United States 
produces, as a result of transported dust, a haziness of the air and highly 
colored sunsets and sunrises in windward regions. The dust particles 
that fall in the polar regions and upon vessels in mid-ocean are trans¬ 
ported in the swift upper currents. The red rains (called “blood rains”) 
of northern Italy furnish a very interesting example of long-distance 
transportation. Strong winds starting in the desert area of northern 
Africa, where they pick up the minute particles of hematite worn off 
of the sand grains of the desert, sweep across the Mediterranean; and, 
as they cross the Alps, their moisture is condensed to rain that carries 
the red particles down upon northern Italy. The transportation of wind¬ 
blown dust is world wide. It has been said that every square mile 
of the land surface of the earth has received dust particles from every 
other square mile, a statement quite within the realm of probability. 

Dust storms or sand storms are the moving days for immense quanti¬ 
ties of material, but the wind is busy moving material in the intervals 
between storms, though the distance may be short. 

Deposition.—In order to bring about deposition by the wind, all that 
is needed is to decrease its velocity until the sand or dust particles can no 
longer be moved. This decrease in velocity jnay be brought about by 
obstacles on the surface, such as fences, treps, and houses, or it may take 
place because the force that set the wind in motion has ceased. 

The first grains to be dropped, or to cease being rolled, are the largest 
particles, of course, and so on down through the scale of sizes. Minute 
particles of dust, less than 3^56 millimeter in diameter, continue to settle 
out of the air long after the wind has ceased blowing. 
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Common sites of deposition are small depressions and areas along 
fences and around bushes (Fig. 279), shrubs, trees, and larger objects 
if any are available. Forested areas, as well as grasslands, receive much 
fine wind-blown material, which soon becomes mixed with the local soil 
and loses its identity. Mountainous regions adjacent to deserts receive 

Fiq. 279.—Sand deposited around sage-brush west of Lovelocks, Nevada. {Photograph by 
W. A. Tarr,) 

large quantities of dust, though most of it soon finds its way into the 
streams unless the region is covered with forests. If an abundance of 
material is available, it is possible that deposition may start without the 
aid of an obstacle or a depression as a starting point. 

Results of Wind Work 

The results of wind work are twofold: erosive and depositional. On 
the whole, the depositional features are the more common, but in certain 
areas the results of wind erosion are striking and abundant. 

Erosive Features 

Wind transporting sand is a natural sandblast. Its effect on the 
land surface can be likened to the effect that would be produced by rub¬ 
bing an immense sheet of sandpaper over that surface. Any object 
the sand moves over or against is abraded. Wind-worn surfaces and 
other effects of abrasion are thus produced. 

Wind-worn Stones (Ventifacts).—One of the striking results of wind 
action is the carving and shaping of stones. Such wind-worn products 
are called ventifacts. The wind, in driving sand against the side of a 
stone, carves and smooths it, developing a flat face, which, if the material 
composing the stones is not of uniform hardness, is apt to be pitted (Fig. 
280-A). If the wind varies in direction, faces may be developed on 
other sides of the stone. Thus one, two, three, or more faces may 
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develop. The laces are rarely of the same size or shape. When two of 
them intersect, a sharp edge is formed. If a single edge appears on the 
sandblasted stone, the latter is called an einkanter (a German word 
that means ‘‘one edge”)* A wind-worn stone commonly has three faces, 
and thus three edges, and so is called a dreikanter (Fig. 280-B). 

Fjo. 281,—Wind erosion in sandstone, southeastern Colorado. {Photograph by W, A, 
Tarr.) 

Rock Smoodiuig and Carving.—^Abrasion by the wind produces 
smoothed rock surfaces. These surfaces/even though very large, are 
apt to be pitted. The pits range in size from minute irregularities of the 
surface to depressions several feet across (Fig. 281). 

In desert regions, a surface of unusual mosaic character, known as 
desert pavement, may occur. It is produced on fragment-covered surfaces 
by the wind^s carrying away the smaller particles and leaving behind 
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Fio. 283.—Natural bridge carved by wind in sandstone, south of Moab, Utah. (PhotooraiA 
by. TF. A. Tarr.) 
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those of cobble size, which become tightly packed; whereupon the wind, 
sweeping its load ol sand across the cobble surface, wears it smooth. 
Since the cobbles consist of different kinds of rocks having various colors 
and shapes, the ^‘desert pavement'’ is a natural mosaic. 

If there are marked differences of hardness in the materials of a rock, 
various fantastic shapes may be produced by wind erosion. Thus the 
sandblast of the wind, by cutting irregularly into the rocks, produces 
isolated, rounded hills, which usually have steep lower slopes because the 
greatest kmount of cutting is near the bottom (Fig. 282). Talus slopes 
are absent in areas of much wind abrasion because of this great amount 
of cutting near the bottom of the slopes. The wind may also bore through 
a thin ridge or wall of rock and form a natural bridge (Fig. 283). 

Depositional Features 

The material moved by the wind forms two dominant types of 
deposits, each of which owes its characteristics to the distinctive size 
of the materials composing it. Wind-blown accumulations of clay and 
silt are called loess, and those of sand are called dunes. The two deposits 
are not usually closely associated. 

Loess Deposits.—^Loess consists dominantly (about 75 per cent) of 
quartz grains of silt size and clay. Very few of the grains arc larger 
than those of silt. Fresh-water or land snail shells are found in loess. 
The material is usually buff to yellow in color and is remarkably porous. 
Loess possesses the property of standing with steep or vertical fa(jes, 
as may be seen along highways that have been constructed through it 
(Fig. 284). 

The largest deposits of loess in the United States occur on both sides 
of the Mississippi River from Louisiana and Mississippi north to Illinois 
and Iowa; along the Missouri River; and, locally, along other rivei*s in 
the central Mississippi Valley. It is found widely distributed in central 
Europe; and, in Asia, it occurs in Mongolia, Tibet, and China. 

In the United States, the loess deposits are thin, averaging between 
10 and 20 feet in thickness and biit rarely attaining a thickness of 60 to 
100 feet. Those of Europe are also thin, but thicknesses of 300 feet are 
reported in China. Because of the softness of loess and the consequent 
ease with which it is excavated, great numbers of people in the loessal 
regii^ns of China live in houses that are really caves dug in the loess. 
Loass soils are wonderfully fertile and so are intensively cultivated 
wherevei* they occur. 

As to origin, it is now generally agreed that loess is due to wind action. 
The loess of America and Europe is found along rivers, where it is thickest 
and coarsest near the rivers and is unrecognizable as loess more than 
100 miles from them. This distribution points to the river bed as the 
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source of the material, as can scarcely be doubted by anyone who has 
watched the wind sweeping clouds of clay and silt up from the dried 
flood plain of a river on to the bordering uplands. Most of the loess 
along these rivers was deposited during and following the glacial period, 
as all the rivers were then greatly overloaded with the fine material 
obtained from the melting ice. The loess of Asia apparently had its 
source in the deserts (such as the Gobi) of the central part of the con¬ 
tinent. From these regions, the wind carried dust to the south and south- 

Fia. 284.—Typical vertical face of loeaa weat of Bed Oak, Iowa. (.Photograph by W, A. 
Tarr.) » 

east and deposited it in the greatest abundance in the province of Kansu. 
The Yellow River, or Hwang Ho, of China flows through this area and 
owes its color to the enormous amount of yellow loess it is transporting. 
Likewise, the sea into which it drains (via the Gulf of Pohai) is known as 
the Yellow Sea. 

Although essentially all loess deposits were formed wholly by wind 
action, there are a few, small, imperfectly stratified deposits tl^t are 
probably due to the settling of dust in shallow lakes or ponds. 

Dunes.—Dimes are accumulations (mounds or hills) of sand. The 
term “sand” as used in this connection refers only to the sise and not to 
the kind of materials present. 
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The size of the particles in most dunes ranges in diameter from 0.05 
millimeter (the smallest size in which the separate grains can be distin¬ 
guished by the naked eye) to 3.12 millimeters (the diameter of the particles 
of fine granules). 

The dominant shape of the grains of dune sand is rounded, but angular 
material also occurs and possibly in gn^ater abundance than has been 
supposed. As previously noted, rounded sand grains of quartz usually 
have a frosted surface. 

Fig, 285.—Clay dunes, northern Montana. {Photograph by W, A. Tarr.) 

Fig. 286.—Sand dunes in San Luis Valley, central Colorado. 

The composition of most dune sand is dominantly quartz^ though 
small quantities of any of the minerals forming or occurring in rocks may 
be present. Locally, there are dunes that contain little or no quartz. 
Dunes composed of gypsum sand occur inr New Mexico; others composed 
of calcareous oolites occur in the Bahamas and Bermudas; some com¬ 
posed of calcareous shells are found in the Bermuda and Hawaiian Islands; 
and low dunes of dried clay are found in Montana (Fig. 285). In order 
to make complete our list of materials that occur in dunes, we should 
include the snow of snowdrifts. 
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Dunes (Fig. 286) range from a few to 400 feet in height and from a 
few vsquare feet to several square miles in area. In desert regions, heights 
of 200 to 400 feet are common. 

With a moderate wind and an abundant supply of sand, the longer 
axis of a dune will be at right angles to the direction of the wind (see 
bottom picture of Fig. 287), but a strong wind in the same area will 
develop dunes elongated parallel to the direction from which the wind 

Fi«. 288.—Sketch showing the movement of a sand dune. 

Fig. 289.—Vegetation getting a foothold on a dune. Movement will eventually be 
checked. Note current ripple marks on dune. Which way was the wind blowing that 
formed them? 

is blowing (middle picture of Fig. 287). Less commonly, where the sup¬ 
ply of sand is limited, barchanes or crescent-shaped dunes (top picture, 
Fig. 287) may form. 

All sand dunes migrate to some degree unless they become so covered 
with vegetation that the wind no longer has access to the sand. Migra¬ 
tion is accomplished by the wind's blowing the sand up the gentle wind¬ 
ward slope (a, Fig. 288) and allowing it ^ roll down the steeper (up to 
33®) leeward slope (6, Fig. 288). As material is shifted from the wind¬ 
ward to the leeward sides, the dune moves in that direction (shown by 
the dotted line in the figure). If the direction of the wind varies, the 
direction of dune movement varies with it. The rate of movement of 
dunes is slow, rarely exceeding 26 feet per year, 
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Migrating dunes may advance over forests, farms, houses, railroads, 
and highways and may even bury villages and cities. The fact that 
dunes buried many cities of the ancient civilizations (Babylonian, 
Chaldean, and others) of southern Asia and thus prevented the complete 
destruction of the cultures of those periods has been a great aid to later 
generations of mankind in the work of unraveling the history of those 
civilizations. The advan(;ement of dunes over good farm land or other 
valuable property may be checked by planting such grasses and shnibs 
as will grow in sand. Figure 289 shows dune migration being checked 
with the growth of vegetation. In many sandy arc'as of western United 
States, the movement of the sand has been started whcm, the region 
having been opened up for settlement, th(» cove^ring of grass and trees 
was removed in preparation for tilling the soil. 

Sand dunes have a world-wide distribution, and, although they are 
more numerous in arid regions, they are present also in moist areas. 
Dunes are found along rivers throughout western United States, and 
also on uplands far from rivers if a source of sand, such as a sandstone, is 
available. From large sandstone areas in Oklahoma and Kansas, the 
wind has obtained sand with which it has built adjoining belts of dunes. 
Further downward cutting by the wind in these regions is now prevented 
by the fact that the sandstone contains so much salt and gypsum. These 
two minerals absorb and retain so much moisture that in rainy seasons the 
wind cannot blow the material away, and in dry seasons they form a 
crust that prevents the wind from picking up the material. In this 
way the salt plains of these regions have been developed. Dunes 
are found along the seashore and along lakes. Where there is an abun¬ 
dance of sand, dunes along the ocean have formed a belt many miles 
wide. The dune belts along lakes (such as Lake Michigan) are narrower 
because the supply of sand is less. 

Wind Placers.—As we have already seen, the work of the wind is not 
always destructive, and placers formed by the wind are another example 
of this. As different minerals have different specific gravities, the 
removal by the wind of the lighter grains may bring about a concentra¬ 
tion of the heavier minerals; and, if any of the heavy minerals is eco¬ 
nomically valuable, the accumulation or placer may be an important 
source of that mineral. Some of the gold placers of Western Australia 
(an arid region) were formed in this way by the wind. 

Volcanic Dust Deposits.—Volcanic dust is carried long distances by 
the wind and forms deposits that are valuable as abrasive material because 
of the extreme fineness and sharpness of the particles. The volcanic 
dust deposits in north central Kansas and southern Nebraska are exam¬ 
ples. Volcanic dust usually forms fertile soils. The wheatlands of 
eastern Oregon and Washington are composed of this material. 



CHAPTER XIII 

STRUCTURES AND DIASTROPHISM 

The size, shape, and arrangement of grains and crystals in rocks are 
called textures, and the larger features of all kinds are called structures. 

STRUCTITRES. 

In recent years the study of struc^tures has greatly increased. Many 
structures, such as bedding, cross-bedding, nodules, and ripple marks, 
are formed while the rock is being deposited. All of these features have 
been discussed in Chap. IX of this text. Other structures, such as 
jointSy fauUSy foldSy and unconformitiesy are latcir developments brought 
about by earth movements, pressure, ground water, or combinations of 
these. 

Joints.—Cracks or joints are common structures, as they affect 
all rocks (Fig. 290). Most joints are nearly vertical, and nearly all 
rocks have two sets, trending nc^arly at right angles. Some rocks are 
jointed so closely that it is difficult to obtain a piece more than 3 or 4 
inches in diameter, and it is highly exceptional to find 100 feet of space 
between joints. An architect wishing to use pieces of rock 60 feet long is 
restricted in his choice of material, as jointing has limited the size of 
blocks. Most joints were formed during earth movements. There is 
no part of the earth that has not moved up or down many times during 
earth history. The movements were commonly very slow, but they 
produced almost innumerable earthquakes,^ and the repeated passage of 
vibrations through the rock created joints, just as the progress of earth¬ 
quake vibrations through a buildiiig makes cracks in it. It may seem 
doubtful or impossible that regions far from mountains or any recent 
earthquakes have ever been affected by great shocks, but even such 
regions as the Mississippi Valley have, within historical times, had 
serious earthquakes that actually created joints and enlarged those 
already present. 

Near the surface of the earth, joints may be closed or remain open. 
They may be filled with weathered materials or widened by solution. 
Joints cannot extend into the zone of flow, as the rock is not strong enough 
to maintain cracks. Few joints have great vertical extent; it is the joint 
group that reaches deep, rather than a single joint. Below ground- 

* See New Madrid earthquake (p. 298). 
272 
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water level they may be filled with calcite, quartz, pyrite, and other 
materials deposited from solution. Such cemented joints are weak 
places, and new earth movements are likely to cause a break along them. 

Some igneous rocks crack while cooling, and a close network of joints 
results, as explained on page 45. Such joints may range from horizon^l 

Fig. 290.—(A) Near view of joints in limestone near Lander, Wyoming. {Photograph 
hy E.B. Brcmaon}) (B) Surface of tilted sandstone showing joints, Muddy Gap, Wyoming. 
{Photograph hy Grace Carter,) 

to vertical, as they formed at right angles to the most rapidly cooling 
surface. 

Faults.—Along some of the cracks in the rocks, differential movement 
takes place, t.e., the rocks on one side of the crack move in a different 
direction or a different amount from those on the other. This is called 
fauUing (Fig. 291). Consider a north and south crack several miles 
long. On the west side of the crack the uplift is 1,000 feet, and on the 
east side 2,000 feet. The amount of differential movement (or displace- 
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merit) is 1,000 feet. The same amount of displacement would have 
resulted if the west side had remained still and the east side had risen 
1,000 feet, or if the east side had not moved and the west side had gone 
down 1,000 feet. Along this crack, the east side might have moved 
nort;h or the west side south, or vice versa, giving rise to horizontal dis¬ 
placement. Horizontal movement occurred along the fault that caused 
the California earthquake of 1906, and railroads and fences that crossed 
the fault were offset the amount of the horizontal movement, in some 

Fig. 291.—Fault showing displacement of about 18 inches. Along an almost vertical 
crack, the rocks at the right have moved downward about 18 inches more than those at the 
left. Note that there is no gap along theiault. 

places as much as 23 feet, although vertical displacement was less than 1 
foot in most places. 

Displacement along a joint ranges from a fraction of an inch to 15 
miles or more. Displacements of 200 to 3,000 feet are by no means 
uncommon in mountainous regions. The length of the fault line, i.e., 
the length of the crack along which the movement takes place, varies 
even more than the amount of displacement. The fault that created 
the California earthquake of 1906 has been traced for nearly 300 miles. 
Faults a few inches long are not uncommon. The crack along which 
movement takes place may range in direction from vertical to horizontal, 
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more commonly being nearer to vertical. The fissures along which 
faults occur do not remain open in the deeper zones and are not likely to 
gape near the surface. 

Fault movements are likely to crumble and break rocks adjacent to 
the fissure. Just as a glacier moving over a surface plucks and scours 
rocks, so one mass of rock moving over another, along the fault, plucks, 
scours, and crushes. Along large faults the pressure of one wall against 
the other is almost inconceivably great, and the dowiward pressure of a 
glacier 5,000 feet thick is very small compared to it. The movement of 
one rock against th(i other, even though the amount of movement is 
only a few inches, may smooth the surfaces until thf^y are sleek as glass. 
Such surfaces are known as slickensides and are very common along faults. 

Fault Scarpfi.—Where one side of a fault remains higher than the other, 
the displacement may give rise to cliffs, which are called fault scarps 

Fia. 292.—A fault, and a fault scarp that has undergone little erosion. 

(Fig. 292). The east side of the Sierra Nevada Mountains is a fault 
scarp several thousand feet high, which, however, is not vertical but 
has a slope of perhaps 20®. The west face of the Wasatch Mountains 
cast of Salt Lake City contains the remnant of a great fault scarp. It too 
is not vertical but has a high dip. The question is often raised as to why 
most faults do not leave scarps. In the Appalachian Mountains there 
are many large faults but rarely any fault scarps. The explanation 
may be that the faults are old and erosion has reduced the high side 
to the same level as the low one. The movement, even though large, 
took place so slowly that stream erosion reduced the hjgh side as fast 
as it came up, preventing the formation of fault scarp of any considerable 
size. Faults of 30 to 40 feet displacement, resulting in scarps of 30 to 
40 feet in height, have formed during the present century and the results 
have been observed and recorded. 

Many valleys have been formed by down-faulting of earth blocks 
between fissures that are roughly parallel. The Red Sea, Dead Sea, and 
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some of the great lakes of Central Africa are in faulted valleys, sometimes 
called rifts. The basin of the Great Salt Lake in Utah is due partly to 
faulting. 

Kinds of Faults.—The planes of some faults depart only a few degrees 
from horizontal, and the upper part may slide upward over the lower, 
bringing older rock on top of younger (Fig. 293). The moving of the 
part above the fault plane upward over the part below could be brought 
about only by pressure from the sides, and such faults give positive 
indication of the direction of forces that produced them. In low- 
angle faults the edges of the overlying beds commonly curve back (drag) 
toward the fault plane. Where the fault plane dips 45° or more, the upper 
part usually slips down over the lower, and this movement must be brought 

Fig. 293.—A mineral vein along a fault. C~B is location of later fault C-D shown in 
Fig. 294. 

about by tension. Such faults are known as normal^ as they are more 
numerous than those of the compression type, which are called reverse. 

Ore Deposits along Faults.—The fissure along which faulting takes 
place and the crushed rock in that zone allow relatively free circulation of 
water, and if the water bears minerals in solution they may be deposited 
in this zone. Many of the rich ore deposits of the world were formed 
along faults. The broken and cracked rocks in the ^‘drag^^ portion are 
favorable for water circulation mid for the deposition of ore materials 
to a considerable distance from the fault itself. 

Faults Cause Loss of Ore Veins.—Although faults are favorable as 
places for deposition of ore, they may be troublesome in mining opera¬ 
tions. Suppose ore had been formed along a fault plane inclined at an 
angle of 45° (Fig. 294). It might be/discovered at the surface and 
shafts or core-drill holes sunk to find the direction, size, and nature of 
the vein beneath the ground. The presence of sufficient ore having 
been proved, expensive machinery is installed and the mine put in opera¬ 
tion. Five hundred feet down the vein stops abruptly against another 
kind of rock. The mining engineer knows that he has encountered 
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another fault that has cut the vein; he must determine whether the vein 
has gone up or down and how far it has been shifted. It may have gone 
down so far as to make mining unprofitable, or it may have gone up and 
been eroded away (Fig. 294). There are two ways to get at the problem: 
one, the expensive way of drilling to find the ore; the other, a geological 
investigation to see whether direction and amount of movement can 
1)(‘ determined without the drill. 

Fiu. 294.—Another fault cut the one shown in Fig. 293 and offset the vein. If mining 
followed down the vein from B, the vein would be lost at E. 

Pii. ■■■■ .I.. ■!——> Coaf —— « 
\ I 
\ » 

Fig. 296.—A coal bed lost by faulting and subsequent erosion. The part east of the 
fault went up 12,000 feet relative to that west of the fault, and all of the displaced part 
iibove the limestone has been removed by erosion. 

Fault Causes Loss of Coal Bed,—Expensive prospecting where a small 
amount of geological investigation would have solved the problem was 
undertaken. A coal bed dipping steeply eastward was being mined on 
the side of a mountain. Down-dip it was found that the coal bed 
flattened out, and it was expected that the entire region to the east 
would be underlain by it at a workable depth. The coal was valuable, 
as it was high grade and the bed was about 5 feet thick. Companies 
leased all of the land thought to be underlain by the coal and started 
sinking shafts and drilling to see at what depth the coal would be found. 
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However, no coal w^as found farther than mile from the mines. A 
geological examination of the region showed that a fault paralleling the 
mountains cut the bed about from the mine and that the part 
to the east had gone up some 12,000 feet (Fig. 295). As the surface 
to the east was at the same level as that to the west, there had teen 
some 12,000 feet of erosion, and the coal had been carried away millions 
of years before mining was undertaken. 

Faulted Oil Structures,—Not many years ago, a faulted oil structure 
was considered worthless because it was believed that the oil would have 
escaped along the fault, but it is now known that faulting in oil structures 

is usually favorable. 
Active Faults,—Faults along which movement has taken place within 

recent times are called active. When the Panama Canal was being 
planned, extensive geological investigations were made to find whether 
any active faults existed in the Canal Zone. Two dangers were to be 

r anticipated from active faults: first, as 
earthquakes originate along faults, 
shocks might do great damage to build¬ 
ings in the fault zone; second, a lock 
located on an active fault would be 
brok(m if movement occurred. A lock 
damaged by an earthquake might be 
repaired, but if the lock was located 
on an active fault it would eventually 
be ruined by fault movements. 

One of the large cities in the United 
States had to take its entire water 
supply across an active fault and, 
therefore, provision was made for quick 
repairs in the event that the water 

Fio. 296.—Vertical beds of lime- mains should be broken. 
rold5.-OM who haa learned that 

beds of sediments form in nearly 
horizontal position is likely to be surprised to find folded sedimentary 
beds of steep inclination (Fig. 296), but such occur along nearly 
all mountain ranges and in some plains. The maximum amount of 
inclination of a bed from the horizontal is called the dip. Vertical dips, 
though not common, occur in many places, and overturned beds (those 
tilted beyond the vertical) are nearly as numerous as vertical beds. Dips 
ranging from a few feet to 200 feet per mile are much commoner than 
greater dips (Fig. 297). 

The beds in any region may dip in various directions. From 
given place the dip may be in opposite directions like the roof of a house, 
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foTOiing a fold known as an anticline (Fig. 298), i.e., the beds are inclined 
away from each other. At another place in the same region the beds may 
be inclined toward one another so as to form a trough, called a syndine 

Fig. 297.—Beds dipping about 600 feet per mile. {Photograph by Willis T. Lee, Courtesy 
of V. S. Geological Survey.) 

Fig. 298.—A small anticline along the main Mexican highway from Laredo to Mexico City, 
about 100 miles northeast of Mexico City. {Photograph by C, C, Branson.) 

(Fig. 299). One may have a mental picture of anticlines and synclines and 
go into the field expecting to find the anticlines forming hills and the syn¬ 
clines forming valleys, but only rarely is that true. Such structures may 
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not show in the topography owing to erosion. Erosion may have {)ro- 
eeeded so far as to create synclinal hills and anticlinal valleys, as shown in 
Fig. 304, page 288. Ordinarily, the bend at the top of an anticline and th(^ 
bottom of a syncline is not exposed. One may find beds dipping north 
and a short distance away the same beds dipping south. Between the 
two places the beds must curve over at the top of an anticline, but the 
higher beds of the arch have been eroded away and many of the lower 
beds are concealed by mantle rock. Rarely, one finds the top of the 
fold clearly exposed, as shown in Fig. 3(K>, page 290. Rocks may dip in all 
directions away from a small area, making a structure dome or inverted 
basin; or they may dip in all directions toward a small area and make a 

Fig. 299.—Tunnel driven through a synclinc. 

synclinal basin. In many regions the rocks seem to be inclined in only 
one direction with no identifiable anticlines or synclines. 

Anticlines were of interest to geologists chiefly as scientific phenomena 
until it was found that oil is trapped in some of them and that the main 
supply of oil comes from themt Finding and mapping anticlines and 
investigating them in various ways became a serious economic problem 
on which a great^ many geologists were employed. However, only a 
small proportion of anticlines actually produce oil, as explained on page 

348. 
Folds os Engineering Hazards.—Folded strata may be seriously 

considered in various excavations and constructions. A tunnel was 
driven through a mountain in such a way that its top followed the bottom 
of a syncline (Fig, 299). The engineer in charge relied upon the arch at 
the top of the tunnel to hold up the overlying rock, but the down bending 
of the beds left inadequate support and the tunnel caved in. 
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Along one side of the Gaillard Cut in the Panama Canal, the beds dip 
steeply toward the canal. A slippery shale bed slides on the*underlying 
rocks when they are wet, and this has caused the slides into the canal 
which have stopped traffic at some periods and kept steam shovels at 
work removing the slides ever since the canal was dug. 

In the anthracite-coal region of Pennsylvania, the rocks are greatly 
folded and much of the mining is in steeply dipping beds. The timbering 
of the mines is difficult and the mine roof is weak on account of the shat¬ 
tering of the rock when the folding took place. Waste rock is dumped 
ba(;k*in the mines to fill up the excavations and aid in supporting the roof. 
Mining on steep slopes is expensive. 

Fig. 300.—Unconformity between horizontal, gray sandstone beds above, and tilted red 
sandstone beds below. {Photograph by E, B. Branson,) 

Unconformity.—After erosion of a land surface, seas may advance 
over the eroded area and deposit beds of sediments on the rocks. The 
relationship between the newly deposited sediments and the underlying 
rocks is called unconformity (Figs. 300 and 301). Any agent—wind, 
glaciers, rivers, organisms—might make the new deposits and the relation¬ 
ship would be unconformable. The essential of an unconformity is that 
an eroded surface marks the contact of the underlying and overlying 
rocks. The underlying rocks may be horizontal or dipping %t an angle, 
or they may be igneous or metamorphic. 

Unconformities are of great importance in geology as they record the 
conditions of the region during a time when sedimentary rocks were not 
forming at that place. They show that the area was land rather than 
sea, and the geologist may be able to determine something of the length 
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of time that the area was above the sea by the thickness of rock eroded, 

away. 

Fig« 301.—Unconformity with conglomerate resting on gneiss. 

DIASTROPHISM 

Many of the structures considered in the preceding part of this 
chapter were produced by earth movements. The larger of these move¬ 
ments, those which involve great masses of the earth, are known as 
diastrophism. In Chap. V, the rate at which the lands are being reduced 
by stream erosion was found to be, on the average, about 1 foot in 5,000 
years in the Mississippi Valley, but the rate is 1 foot in 9,000 or 10,000 
years for the entire North American continent. At that rate, the North 
American continent would be cilt to sea level in about 22,000,000 years. 
Allowing for decreased rate with lower grade of streams as base level is 
approached, it might take 50,000,000 to 60,000,000 years, which is, how¬ 
ever, only a small fraction of geologic time. Jn order to have kept lands 
available for erosion and for the continuity of land life, they must have 
risen sufficiently to compensate for tho downcutting. Such land uplift 
has been observed in many places and evidences of uplift are almost 
universal. Two main types of diastrophic efiFects are recognized: general 
uplift without much differential movement, and local uplift with folding. 
General uplift produces plains and plateaus, and local uplift may produce 
mountains. Downward movements seem to have dominated in the 
ocean basins and have been common on the continents. 
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Continental Movements.—The movements that produced plains and 
plateaus may be designated as continental. During some periods half 
of the present lands of North America were under the sea, and during 
other periods the part of the continent out of water was 50 per cent larger 
than it is today. At times all of the lands were nearly at base level, and 
at other times they were high. At present, the lands of North America 
seem to be above their average elevation during former geologic time. 
Continental movements arc, and have been, so slow that they would 
not be noticed by residents of a changing region, except by the advance 
or retreat of shore lines. Ohio, Kentucky, Kansas, Montana—any region 
without a coast line—may be rising, stationary, or sinking, at the present 
time and the fact not be known to the residents. 

The presence of sedimentary rocks containing fossils of sea animals is 
considered as conclusive evidence that the seas once covered an area, and 
the 75 per cent of 1 land area that is made up of such sedimentary rocks 
bears witness to the former great extent of the seas over the land. Uncon¬ 
formities between roc^k formations are evidence of times when the area 
was land undergoing erosion. Over wide areas in North America the 
presence of marine beds more than 4,000 feet above sea level indicates 
an uplift of more than 4,000 feet. On the other hand, the presence of 
40,000 feet of marine sedimentary rocks would suggest a sinking of more 
than 40,000 feet to keep the region beneath the sea while the sediments 
were being deposited. 

In places, many unconformities are present; therefore, the land 
was above sea lev(4 and eroded, then sank below sea level and received 
sediments again, these movements being repeated many times. Some 
areas (such as Illinois, Indiana, and Iowa) that arc now far from oceans 
alternated between land and sea during much of geologic history and 
were never affected by mountain-making movements but only by uplift 
and sinking, which left their records in slight dips of the rocks. 

Mountain-making Movements.—Mountain-making movements con¬ 
sist of faulting and decided warping of the earth ^s crust. Intense folding 
has affected some areas hundreds of miles long, and, in places, faulting 
accompanied the folding. The difference between the tops of the highest 
folds and the bottoms of the deepest troughs amounts to more than 
50,000 feet in some mountains. Folded mountains seem to have been 
formed, in the main, by lateral pressure that forced the rocks to buckle 
up or break and fault. 

Basins comparable in size to mountains and continents have been 
formed by diastrophism. The basin of Lake Superior, for example, 
and the much larger basin of the Mediterranean Sea were formed by 
differential downwarping. 

Causes of Diastrophism.—The causes of earth movements have been 
mvestigated by students from numerous points of view, but few COU- 
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sider that they have reached a satisfactory solution. It seems clear 
that sharp folds must have been caused by lateral pressure and that 
shrinking of the interior of the earth has been the source of the pressure. 
Shrinkage may have been caused by cooling, by pressure which caused 
rearrangement of atoms, and, possibly, by atoms^ changing. All three 
may have been instrumental in causing shrinking, but their relative 
importance is not known. 

Sediments have b(ien deposited to such great thickness that their 
weight caused the sinking of the earth at that place. Such sinking would 
crowd the underlying rocks, causing lateral pressure and consequent 
upwarping of the margins of the sinking area. 

Present Movements.—At the present time, some lands are known to 
be rising slowly and others sinking. Northern Scandinavia seems to be 
rising at the rate of about 1 foot in 40 years. If erosion continues there at 
the average rate, the land should bo about 24,9(X) feet high in 1,000,000 
years, i.c., the land would have risen 25,000 feet and been cut down 100 
feet. Part of the coast of South Greenland appears to be sinking. Stone 
huts built long ago by the inhabitants are now submerged, and the Green¬ 
lander has learned not to build his hut near the shore. Some old inhabi¬ 
tants of mountainous regions have thought that they were able to see 
fixed objects in the distance that were invisible from the same place during 
their youth on account of intervening hills. This would be evidence of 
downwarping of the intervening hills or rise of the land from which the 
observations were made or of the object seen in the distance. Such 
observations can not be trusted, as they depend on the m(imory of a 
person through a long period of years. On page 275 differential move¬ 
ment of several feet along fault planes is mentioned. 

In Chap. VIII, drowned valleys were mentioned as indicators of sink¬ 
ing coasts; and raised beaches, barriers, and other coast-line structures 
well above sea level, as evidences of rising coasts. 

MOUNTAINS 

The most striking features of the landscape are mountains, and more 
people are attracted by them than by any other land forms. A mountain 
has been defined as a hill with a relief above the surrounding land of 1,000 
or more feet. Groups of mountains may have many peaks with small 
summit areas or may consist of ridges with few distinct peaks. On the 
basis of origin, mountains are classified^as volcanic, folded, faulted, and 
erosionaL 

Volcanic Mountains.—The simplest, and in some ways most spectacu¬ 
lar, of all mountains are volcanoes. Volcanoes have always been a source 
of wonder and danger to man, and most of them are in volcanic mountains. 
Most volcanic mountains start with the issuing of lava or other volcanic 
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products from an opening in level ground. Gradually, the extruded 
material accumulates around the opening and may finally form a great 
mountain. If the extruded material is thin lava, it spreads a long dis¬ 
tance over the stirrounding land and makes a gently sloping mountain 
of wide extent. 

Fig. 302.- -Mt. Rainier, a volcanic mountain that has been greatly eroded by streams and 
glaciers. {Courtesy of Rainier National Park Company.) 

Kilauea.—Kilauea in the Hawaiian Islands is one of the best-known 
lava cones of low slope. It covers an area of about 200 square miles 
and slopes in most directions so gently that a modern automobile could 
be driven up in high gear. At the top is the opening from which the 
lava flows. Though Kilauea has very gentle slopes for a mountain, 
it should not be understood that it has no steep slopes. Stream erosion 
attacks volcanic mountains vigorously in regions of heavy rainfall, 
and in some places Kilauea is dissected by deep, steep-walled canyons; 
it is the original slope that is gentle, not that superimposed by some other 
agent. 
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Shape of Volcanic Mountains,—Viscous lava p;ives rise to mountains 
with much steeper slopes than does liquid lava, and some cones are 
really steep. The volcanic mountain is actually made up of a succession 
of lava flows, some of which may be only a few inches thick and others 
hundreds of feet thick. Lava cones are noted for their symmetry, 
though none is perfectly symmetrical. 

Some volcanic mountains are made up of ash and cinders, and they 
too have good symmetry. They may b(^ very steep and, being composed 
of loose materials, erode rapidly. Lava flows associated with the ash 
and cinders help to hold the shape of most ash mountains. 

Well-known Volcanic Mountains.—In the United States, volcanic 
mountains are few companid with those of other types; Lassen Peak in 
California is the only one that has been active within historical times. 
Great areas in the United States are covered mth extrusive igneous 
rocks, but, in the main, the lavas that formed them come from fissure 
flows. East of the Rocky Mountains then^ is not a volcanic mound in 
the United States. The San Francisco Mountains in Arizona are lava 
cones, not greatly dissected by stream erosion. Mt. Shasta and Lassen 
Peak in California and Mt. Rainier (Fig. 302) and Mt. Hood in Oregon and 
Washington are well-known volcanic mountains. Mt. Vesuvius and Mt. 
Etna are among the best-known mountains in the world on account of 
their being active volcanoes. In Central America and South America 
many mountains are volcanic in origin, although most of the great 
mountains of South America are not of this type. 

Mountains Caused by Folding.—The great mountain ranges of the 
world are, in the main, due to rock folding and subsequent erosion. Prob¬ 
ably, the Rocky Mountains are the best known of any mountains in North 
America, but most people who have traveled wddely in them scarcely 
realize what they are. Thej^ consist of a large number of independent 
or semi-independent ranges, so numerous that no one is able to tell 
exactly how many and no map shows all of them. Nearly all of these 
ranges are of the folded type. 

The Big Horn Mountains.—The Big Horn Mountains, which trend 
north-south through central Wyoming, are a good example of folded 
mountains (Fig. 303). They consist of one great fold (the highest 
part of which must once have been about 28,000 feet above sea level) 
with minor folds and faults on the sides. If this range had been shaped 
entirely by folding, its width (the distance between flanks where the 
dipping rocks give way to nearly horizontal strata) would have been 
about 30 miles and its length about 160 miles. As soon as the central 
part reached a height great enough to cause water to flow from it, streams 
began cutting valleys into the fold. As the range consists of valleys and 
hills between the valleys, every hill directly and definitely related to 
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a valley, the main features of the mountains are due almost entirely to 
stream erosion. Most of the valleys run nearly at right angles to the 
main trend of the range, and the streams have formed canyons that 
dissect the range from the middle to the margin on both sides. Two 
highways cross the range through canyons on both sides of the mountains. 

When the folding of the range started, some 13,000 feet of sediments 
lay horizontally upon igneous and metamorphic rocks, and the folding 
raised the igneous and metamorphic rocks to the same extent as the 
sedimentari(‘s. After 15,000 feet of rocks had been cut away from the 
top, the igneous and metamorphic rocks were laid bare in the middle of 
the range, and the flanks of the mountain were made up of dipping sand¬ 
stones, shales, and limestones. The softer layers of rock were eroded 
away along the trend of the mountains, and harder layers were left 
standing as ridges or hogbac^ks. The canyons running from the heart 
of the mountains outward are in igneous or iiK^tamorphic rock near the 
center of the range and in sedimentaries on the flanks. However, 
the (;6mple\ity of the range* do(\s not end with this, for later all of the 
main valleys were gla(uated and great numbers of cirques gave form to 

Fig. 303.— Mountains caused by folding and erosion. A sketch of the Big Horn Range. 

the highe^st p(*aks. The main valle^^s have been scoured out so as to 
be more or less TJ-shaped, and in the canyons of the higher parts of the 
range many lakes are present. 

One might suppose that the Big Horn Range is of volcanic origin if he 
thought on I}" of the igneous core, but the granites that constitute the 
interior of the range are the result of an intrusion into other rocks long 
before the uplift of the range started. The magma cooled and all of the 
rocks into which it was intruded were eroded away before the lowest 
of the sedimentary rocks were laid down. The range was forced up by 
great lateral pressure rather than by intrusion of lava into the core. 

Most of the other ranges of the Rocky Mountains have histories 
much like the one reported for the Big Horn Mountains. Most of them 
are made up of a core of igneous rocks, with dipping sedimentary rocks on 
the sides. Stream erosion has laid bare the igneous rocks at the cores 
and created the ruggodness of the ranges, in many of which glaciation 
has been superimposed on stream work. Only those ranges, however, 
that have an elevation of 11,000 to 12,000 or more feet above sea level 
have been glaciated; in all of the rest, stream erosion has been the sole 
shaping agent. 
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The Appalachian Mountains,—The Appalachian Mountains of eastern 
United States, althougn much lower and less picturesque than the 
Rockies, have had a longer and more varied history. They too are of 
the folded type (Fig. 304), and the folding was much more iiit(uise than 
that described for the Big Horns. Instead of one large arch the Appala¬ 
chians are made up of numerous smaller ones. In crossing the Big Horns 
one is impressed with the eastward dip of the rock on th(^ east side and 
the westward dip on the west side, but in crossing th(5 Appalachians one 
finds numerous changes in direction of dip and may cross many well- 
marked anticlines. These intense folds were not raised so high as the 
folds of the Big Horns, and the greatest ones did not bring the igneous 
rocks high enough to be laid bare hy erosion, so most of the mountains 
consist of ridges of sedimentary rocks. If there had been no erosion, the 
Appalachians would have been a peculiar-looking compound ridge, like 

Fig. 304.—A section across part of the Appalachian Mountains. 

many sheets of paper compressed into hundreds of folds; but, as with the 
Rockies, erosion has been the agent that has created the mountain 
forms. Erosion began as soon as folding brought the rocks above sea 
level; more than 50,000 feet of strata have been removed in some places, 
and more than 20,000 feet in most places. One looks in vain in the 
mountains south of central Pennsylvania for any sign of glacial erosion. 
U-shaped valleys are not present. No cii’ques, moraines, or glacial lakers 
appear. It is stream erosion alone that has shaped the topography. 
North of central Pennsylvania, continental glaciers helped shape some of 
the lower hills and in places covered the entire range. 

Striking features of the Appalachian Mountains are the nearly level 
tops of the main ridges with their summits in approximately the same 
plane. If no rocks had been eroded from the ridges, these would be 
explained as the original tops of the great folds, but thousands of feet 
of strata have been eroded from the top of every ridge. It does not seem 
possible that independent stream erosion could produce level-topped 
ridges of about the same elevation. If 'all of the valleys between the 
high ridges were filled to the tops of the ridges, a nearly level plain would 
result. There are only two ways in which such plains could be produced: 
one by the filling of a depression with sediments, which would make a 
plain of nearly horizontal layers, and the other by stream erosion carried 
to peneplanation. The latter explanation fits the case and we conclude 
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that the entire region was reduced nearly to a peneplain. Later, this 
erosion surface was raised and much dissected by streams and the tops 
of the ridges are the only parts remaining of the peneplain. There are 
other evidences that the old Appalachian folds were peneplancd after 
their original great uplift, some of which will be given in the summary 
of the history of the Appalachian Mountains. As the southeastern part 
of those Mountains is composed mainly of metamorphic rocks, the general 
appearances of the region is not of parallel ridges, like those in the region 
made up of sedimentary rocks, but of dendritic valleys and ridges. 

^'1 

Fia. 305.—A hogback mountain in western Mexico. {Photooraph by Willis T. Lee, 
Courtesy of U, S'. Geological Survey.) 

Although the Appalachians are an intensely folded range, the Alps 
are much more complexly folded and have many overturned folds and 
complex faults. 

Hogback Mountains.—Hogback mountains are ridges (Fig. 305), 
or a series of ridges caused by erosion of dipping strata. The softer 
beds are cut much lower than the hard ones, and the latter form one slope 
of the ridges. Such mountains form in regions where the beds have 
been tilted in one direction and eroded, as shown in Fig. 105, page 105. 
Hogback mountains isolated from others are rare, but an example of 
such a one is the Great Hogback in western Colorado. Most of the 
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ridges of the Appalachian system are hogbacks, and most of the chains 
of the Rocky Mountains arc flanked by hogbacks. 

Domed Mountains.—In some places strata are domed, f.c., folded 
so that they dip in all directions from a general center. If the doming 
is high and the dips are large, mountains may form from such structures. 
The Black Hills of South Dakota are an example of domed mountains, 
and Figs. 306 and 307 represent small, low-domed mountains. 

Fio. 306.—A domed mountain in west central Wyoming. The ridges are outcrops 
of hard rock about 200 feet high. The top of the dome has been removed by erosion. 
{Photograph by Willard Bailey.) 

Fig. 307.—A section of the domed mountain shown in Fig. 306. 

Mountains Caused by Faulting.—As stated in a previous paragraph, 
some fault scarps are high and steep and form the sides of mountains. 
The most rugged mountains in the interior of the United States are the 
Tetons of western Wyoming. I'he east face of these mountains is a 
fault scarp, which has been greatly modified by erosion. Some mountains 
are uplifted blocks with faults on two or more sides. Many of the 
Great Basin ranges of the United States are tilted fault blocks. As 
with most mountains, the main topographic features of mountains caused 
by faulting are erosional (Figs. 308 and'308a), and the older the range, 
the less conspicuous the fault scarps. 

Most mountains are faulted to some extent. Some parts of the 
Appalachians are cut by many faults with thousands of feet of displace¬ 
ment, but other parts have few faults. Great folds may contain faults 
parallel fo“ ttmm or^^ainio^ them. 
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Mountains of Erosion.—Many low mountains are remnants of hori¬ 
zontal strata that have Decn left by stream erosion. Where valleys are 
deep, like those of the Colorado and its tributaries in northern Arizona, 
the region becomes mountainous when it reaches a mature stage of topog- 

Fio. 308a.—^The mountaia shown in Fig. 308 after it had been greatly eroded. None of the 
original fault scarp indicated by the dotted lines, remains. 

raphy. The top of Mesa Verde in southwestern Colorado has an area of 
several thousand square miles. Its sides are very steep owing to the 
top^s being made of a thick resistant sandstone that rests on soft shales 
(see Fig. 100, page 102), Streams have removed all of the sandstone 
and cut deeply into the shales over a large region on all sides of the mesa, 
leaving it a steep-sided, flat-topped mountain, some 2,000 feet high, 
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flanked by low shale hills. A photograph taken from the butte shown 
in Fig. 103, page 104, shows the topography (Fig. 94, page 96) developed 
on the soft shales near the mesa. Some parts of Mesa Verde were dis- 

Fig. 310.—Mountain features in Yosemite National Park produced by streams and 
glaciers. photograph, U. S. Army Air Corp%,) 

sected by stream erosion, leaving many buttes. Both mesas and buttes 
may be mountains if their relief is great enough. ' 
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The CatskilLs in eastern New York are mountains of erosion carved 
in nearly horizontal strata. Grand Mesa in western Colorado, another 
mountain of this class, has a relief of more than 3,000 feet. If one 
could imagine the region of the Grand Canyon of the Colorado dissected 

Fig. 312.—Part of the core of the Wind River Mountains, Wyoming. The relief is about 
3,000 feet. (.Photograph by M. G. Mehl.) 

by tributaries 50 miles long and as deep as the canyon itself, he would 
get a picture of mountains of erosion rising to heights of a mile or more 
and covering a great area (Fig. 309). Many mountains are a combina¬ 
tion of stream and glacier erosion. Yosemite Valley is one of the best 
examples of such features (Fig. 310), but there are many such in Alaska 
(Fig. 311) and in the Rocky Mountains (Fig. 312). 



CHAPTER XIV 

EARTHQUAKES 

In preceding chapters we have shown that numerous physical forces 
are continually at work within the body of the earth and upon its surface. 
Those agents working on the surface are constantly changing the shape 
and size of the features that give it variety and beauty. Likewise, the 
physical forces beneath the surface are rearranging rock materials by 
shifting magmas about and altering the structure of solid rocks. The 
adjustments beneath the surface, however, involve various cmstal move¬ 
ments, some of which, because of their suddenness and intensity, produce 
tremors in the rocks and thus are known as earthquakes. 

No other demonstration of the mighty forces at work within the 
earth’s body is so appalling to man as are earthquakes. They occur 
suddenly and swiftly, involve vast areas, and leave a trail of destruction 
behind them. Mountain making is an evidence of the tremendous forces 
that act upon portions of the earth’s crust, but the growth of mountains 
is so slow that the span of man’s life is much too short to enable him to 
detect the movements that take place. It is very different, however, 
with earthquakes. The solid land shakes; surface objects are injured or 
destroyed—and all in the space of a few seconds. 

Volcanoes have been looked upon with awe and terror ever since 
primitive man’s first encounter with their fiery floods, and within the 
historical period of the human race the toll of life taken during volcanic 
eruptions has amounted to many thousands. The destructiveness of 
volcanoes, however, does not compare with that of earthquakes, for 
usually there are signs of an approaching volcanic eruption and thus 
the inhabitants of nearby regions app able to escape. Earthquakes come 
without warning. Furthermore, volcanic areas are fewer and more 
sparsely inhabited than are the areas subject to earthquakes, and, in the 
earthquake regions the shocks are just as apt to occur, of course, in the 
most densely populated areas, where their destruction of life and property 
is enormous, as in the regions of scattered population. Recent earth¬ 
quakes in congested areaiS have been in Japan, in Messina, Sicily, and in 
San Francisco and Long Beach, California. 

Science has, as yet, failed to safeguard man against earthquakes by 
devising a method of detecting them in advance. The late Dr. F. Omori, 
director of the Tokyo Seismic Observatory and one of the foremost 
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authorities on earthquakes, predicted, in 1921, that within six years 
of that date a destructive earthquake would occur in Japan. Actually, 
it came within two years; but, in view of the fact that an earthquake 
may come and go in two minutes, any prediction in terms of years is of 
little value as a warning. Seismologists (students of earthquakes), 
however, are eagerly striving to invent instruments or devise methods 
l)y which warnings of an approaching earthquake may be given. So 
rapid are earthquake movements, however, that no means of communica¬ 
tion yet devised by man is swift enough to enable those near the center 
of a disturbed area to warn the inhabitants of surrounding areas in time 
for them to escape. 

Recorded descriptions of earthquakes go back nearly 2,500 years. 
Herodotus, Pliny, Livy, and many other historians mention their occur- 
nmce and destructiveness; hence man has long been accustomed to pay 
human toll to the earthquake. Much superstition has surrounded their 
occurrence; it was thought that they were imposed as a punishment for 
the misdeeds of the people living in the affected area. 

An earnest effort to study the character of the movements, speed, 
source, and cause of earthquakes began about 1840. Though much has 
been learned in the 100 years of study, the appalling destructive power of 
the earthquake over man and his works is as great as ever. In fact, this 
pow(^r is greater than it was formerly, for man has aggregated millions 
of his kind into small areas, has housed himself in deathtraps, and thus 
has paved the way for nature^s demonstration of the fact that she brooks 
no control of her forces by her own progeny. Man must work in con¬ 
formity with nature’s laws, for only by so doing can he hope to avoid 
paying the extreme penalty. The occurrence and force of earthquakes 
should prove of benefit in correcting the arrogance of man by showing 
him his own puniness and weakness and also in developing in him a fuller 
appreciation of nature’s laws. 

Earth movements may be fairly well classified in two groups: the 
small but rapid movements, and the great, slow movements. It is 
the rapid movements of earth masses that are called earthquakes.” 
These movements may be so small as to be barely capable of detection 
by the most delicate instruments, or they may be of such magnitude as 
to be noticeable to all at distances of several thousand miles. An earth¬ 
quake is in reality a vibration of a rock mass that moves forward and then 
returns to essentially its former position. The total movement (save 
at the point where it originates) is small. 

Methods of Detecting and Recording Earthquakes.—The science of 
determining the size and character of earthquakes is called seismometry 
(seismos » ‘‘earthquake”; metron = “to measure”). The first instru¬ 
ments made were able to record only the fact that there had been an 
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earthquake and so furnished no information as to its size or velocity. 
Such instruments are called seismoscopcs. The first one was invented 
in A.D. 136 by a Chinese. Manj^ curious devices have been invented 
since that time. Anyone can easily make a simple seismoscope by plac¬ 
ing a small round rod of wood or metal in a vertical position on a hori¬ 
zontal plane thal, is covered with fine sand to keep the rod from rolling. 
A moderate eartluiuake shock will upset this rod, and it will fall in th(^ 
direction the earthquake is moving. 

The detailed record of an earthquake is made on an instrument called 
a seismograph, which was invented and first used in Italy about 1841. 
The fundamental requiniment of a seismograph (Fig. 313) is that it have 
a delicately mounted heavy pendulum that remains essentially stationary 

Fig. 313.—Diagram of a horizontal seismograph. 

as the earth moves beneath it. A long, slender rod rigidly attached to 
the pendulum supports a self-feeding pen which rests upon a surface of 
smoked paper—the record sheet. During an earthquake shock, the 
pendulum and the pen are stationary while the record sheet moves with 
the earth. The pen thus registers the movement on the paper; and, as 
the record sheet is wound on a drum run by clockwork, the exact time 
of the movement is also recorded. In the latest models of seismographs, 
the record of the vibration is photographed, and thus the friction of a 
pen is eliminated. The pendulum may be suspended vertically, hori¬ 
zontally (Fig. 313), or it may be inverted and rest upon a pivot. Some 
inverted pendulums weigh many tons. 

An ^rthquake may involve movement in three directions: one ver¬ 
tical (usually small compared to the other two) and two horizontal. 
Most modern instruments record the horizontal movements in a north 
and south and an east and west direction. The record of an earthquake 
shock is called a seismogram (Fig. 314), which is really the earth's auto- 
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graph of its movements. The records show that the movements during 
an earthquake are very complex. The instruments are extremely 
sensitive, recording minute shocks. Strong winds, the firing of cannon, 
or the passing of loaded trucks all leave a record on the sheet. 

F/rsfwave CSecono/ Third wave 
Fio. 314.—Sketch of ideal seismogram. 

Velocity of Earthquake Waves.—A study of seismograms has shown 
that there are three types of earthquake waves. Two of the waves take 
a short course through the earth and the other one goes around the sur¬ 
face. The first wave passing through the earth is much faster than the 
second one. The wave that goes around the outside, though the slowest 
of all, is large and consequently does much damage. The relative size 
of the three waves is indicated in the seismogram of Fig. 314. 

The first of the wavers to reach an instrument are those that take 
the shorter route through the earth. These are the preliminary tremors. 
Some of these waves travel as fast as 6.75 miles per second (375 miles 
per minute). They could thus traverse the diameter of the earth in 
20 minutes. The determination of the velocity of these waves has 
added much to our knowledge of the condition of the interior of the 
earth, which has been shown to be 1.5 times as rigid as steel. It is the 
study of the paths of these waves that has revealed the presence at 
the center of the earth of a core composed dominantly of metals (iron, 
nickel, and many others). The radius of this core is about 3,400 kilo¬ 
meters (2,110 miles) and waves in passing through this portion of the 
earth travel slower than through the outer portions. 

The velocity of the slow surface wave rarely ext^eeds 2 miles per 
second (120 miles per minute) and may be only 8 or 9 miles pvs minute. 
This large reduction in velocity is due to the great abundance of cracks 
and fiKSsures in the rocks of the outer part of the earth. 

Amplitude of Earthquake Waves.—The actual distance that the 
ground moves, known as the amplitude of the vibration, is always small. 
A movement of % inch is highly destructive; a movement of % inch is a 
severe quake; and one involving only inch will shatter a chimney. 
Rarely, the amplitude of waves is larger. In the Japan earthquake of. 
1923, the amplitude of the wave that caused the greatest destruction was 
3*5 inches. In one of the later shocks the wave had an amplitude of 
7.1 inches but were less destructive because of a much slower velocity. 
Very probably, there have been earthquakes of larger movements which 
pur seismographs were unable to record because the recording paper 

was too small. 
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Time Length of Earthquake Shocks.—An earthquake rarely lasts more 
than 2 minutes and most of them only a few seconds. The California 
earthquake of 1906 was of less than a minute’s duration, and the earth¬ 
quake at Assam, India, in 1897, lasted 15 seconds. Messina, Sicily, was 
destroyed in 35 seconds. After the main earthquake shock, there are 
usually recurring shocks of less intensity. 

Intensity of Shocks.—An earthquake originates at a point or along a 
line usually called the centrum. The place on the surface over the cen¬ 
trum is called the epicentrumj from which the intensity of the shock 
decreases with the distance. Scales showing the variations in intensity 
have been devised and are generally used in describing the character of 
the shock. A scale suggested by McAdie is given in the following table: 

Scale of Earthquake Intensity 

luteiisity Description 
1 Earthquake detectable only by instruments. 
2 Very feeble. 
3 Feeble. 
4 Noticeable by man, but no damage. 
5 Felt generally. 
6 Slight damage. 
7 Walls cracked. 
8 Badly built houses destroyed. 
9 Violent; much destruction and loss of life. 

10 Catastrophic. 

This scale is a convenient means of comparing shocks of different areas 
and also those of different parts of the same area. 

Frequency of Shocks.—Earthquakes are of frequent occurrence. The 
estimate has been made that, on the average, one occurs in some part 
of the earth every 2 hours and 27 minutes. Certain areas undergo a 
vast number of shocks of varying intensities. Japan and Italy are each 
credited with about 1,500 shocks a year, which is an average of nearly 
4 per day. The records from 1875 to 1925 show a total of 27,500 shocks 
for each of these two countries. Other countries have had hundreds 
or thousands of shocks during the last 50 years. California has about 
200 shocks of varying intensities per year. During a period of 3 months 
in the early part of the nineteenth century, there were 1,874 shocks in 
the New Madrid area in southeastern Missouri and western Tennessee, 
but only 8 of them were severe. 

Earthquake Zones.—Earthquakes occur most abundantly in areas 
containing mountains (especially the younger mountain ranges), which 
shows that the stresses set up in the rocks during the formation of the 
mountains were not all relieved but are still causing movements. Though 
earthquakes occur in regions of older mountains, such as the Appala- 
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chians, the stresses in such regions have been largely relieved during the 
long interval since the folding took place. Margins of the continents are 
also weak zones and hence are the locations of many earthquakes. It is 
worth noting that about 53 per cent of all earthquakes occur along a belt 
of younger mountain ranges (the Alps-Caucasus-Himalaya belt), and 41 
per cent along the margins of the continents around the Pacific Ocean. 
The other 6 per cent are scattered over the earth. Figures 315 and 316 
show the location of the earthquakes known to have occurred in the 
United States and the world, respectively. 

Fig. 315.—Map showing location of earthquakes in the United States. {After N, H, Heckt 
Scientific Monthly, 1930.) 

Causes of Earthquakes.—Earthquakes originate from various causes. 
These are, in the order of their importance: faulting, volcanism, landslides, 
and the collapse of cavern roofs. The last two causes are local in extent 
and relatively unimportant so will not be discussed here. The vast 
majority of earthquakes originate within 10 miles of the surface, though 
some may be due to causes acting at much greater depths. 

Earthquake Waves Due to Faulting,—Most earthquakes are directly 
associated with earth movements along faults. It is this movement 
associated with faulting which sets up the elastic waves that produce an 
earthquake. An examination of Fig. 317 will help to make clear just 
what happens along a fault plane when movement occurs. A slow 
differential pull exists within the rock, the direction of which is shown by 
the two sets of arrows. As a result of this pull, a strain develops in the 
particle g, tending to separate it into two parts g^ and gf". If the strain 
gradually increases over a long period of time, the pull on both parts of 
the particle will increase until finally it amounts to that indicated by the 
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distance at A. If the pull or strain exceeds this distance, the particle 
will separate, as has occurred at h. The earthquake shock starts the 
instant the rupture occurs. The parts g' and g" continue to move apart 
along the plane xy (the time required for the separation is measured in 
fractions of a second) and finally come to rest separated by the distance 
at A', which is probably less than that at A. The sudden parting 
(called the recoil) and attendant moving of the particle (and, of course, 
those adjacent to it) start the vibrations that form the earthquake. The 
process can be illustrated by slowly stretching a rubber band until it 
bn^aks. The elastic ])r()perty of the rubber causes the two parts of the 
band to snap back, just as the elastic propc'rty of the rocks causes the 

rebound following their break. Rocks are remarkabl}^ elastic within 
narrow limits. 

The displacement along a fault plane is influenced by many factors, 
chief of which is th(? (quantity of strain that has accumulated in the 
rocks. It depends also on the character of the fault j)lane, f.c., whether 
it is an old or a new one. The displacement accjompanying the move¬ 
ment thus varies widely. The slipping during the California earthquake 
of 1906 was dominantly horizontal and amounted to 23 feet. The 
vertical slipping during an earthquake at Yakutat Bay, Alaska, in 1899, 
amounted to 48 feet; and in New Zealand, in 1929, to 20 feet. In numer¬ 
ous minor shocks, however, the displacement is no more than a few 
inches (Figs. 318 and 319). • 

After an earthquake has occurred, the rocks adjacent to the fault 
undergo adjustment for a considerable period of time. This causes a 
large number of small shocks. In the 24 hours following the Japanese 
earthquake of September 1, 1923, 237 shocks were felt, and during the 
month of September a total of 720. As these adjustments near comple¬ 
tion, an affected area becomes free from shocks and there is a quiet period. 
Such a period in an area subject to earthquakes is known to be the fore¬ 
runner of a severe shock, but we have no means of determining positively 
when it will occur. 

Earthquakes Caused by Volcanism,—The movement of magmas and 
gases within the earth^s crust, especially the common spasmodic move¬ 
ment, is another means of starting an earthquake. It has long been 
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known that earthquakes accompany the eruptions of volcanoes. Shocks 
may occur before an eruption and so are more or less of a warning of 

Fig. 318.—Fourteen-inch displacement along fault plane produced on salt flats of Great 
Salt Lake by earthquake of March 12, 1934, {Photograph furnished by Glenn Walter.) 

Fig. 319.—Opening produced along fault plane near Great Salt Lake, March, 1934. {Photo^ 
graph furnished by Glenn WdUer.) 

volcanic activity, but a greater number of shocks follow an eruption, 
evidently owing to readjustments within the magmas and the surround¬ 
ing rocks below the surface. As a rule, shocks that accompany vol- 
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nanism arc Icvss severe and destructive than thovse that are due to 
faulting. 

Why Earthquakes Are So Destructive.—A quest ion often tisked is why 
so small a vibration (y^ inch or even 3 inches) as that usually accom¬ 
panying an earthquake shock should cause so much damage. The 
answer is that the destructiveness of the earthquakci is not due to the 
amplitude of the waves but to their great velocity. As the wave moves 
forward, objects upon the surface are set in motion. What happens to 
tall objects may be illustrated by considering the fate of a tall tree during 
an earthquake. The base of the tree moves forward with the wave, 
and this forward movement passes at a much slower rate up the tree. 
The forward movement of the ground, however, is imnu^diately followed 
by the recoil or backward movement, and thus the direction in which the 
l>a.se of the tree was moving ih instantly reversed and the backward 
movement starts up the tree. However, as the top of the tree had not 
traveled so far forward as the base, it may be snapped off by the quick 
reversal in direction of movement. Just so would the top of a tall 
chimney be snapped off. During the Japanese earthquake of 1923, 
110 of the 240 chimii(\ys over 45 f(^et high in the area affected were com¬ 
pletely destroyed, and more than 40 of those not destroyed were seriously 
damaged. 

Tall buildings, if rigidly built, sway or oscillate back and forth during 
an earthquake shock, and if poorly built are destroyed (Fig. 320). If a 
building can rock or slide upon its base, all of the movement will not be 
transmitted to the structure and the damage will be less. If a building 
is not too high and is well built, it will not be seriously damaged beyond 
the cracking of the walls, breaking of glass, and destruction of the 
chimneys. The gn^atest damage to buildings is inflicted upon those 
located on soft ground, such as that made by filling low places with 
earth. This ground moves and slips irregularly in various directions, 
and the buildings upon it, unless very rigidly built, are rocked to pieces. 
The great loss of life in the earthquake at Messina, Sicily, was due in 
large part to the poor construction of the houses. 

The greatest damage inflicted by earthquakes occurs where the wave 
reaches the surface at an angle of 30 to 50° and not directly over the 
epicentrum, as in that place the movement is usually up and down. 

Aside from the damage due to the earth vibrations, fires cause great 
destruction of life and property, as do also the sea waves that are produced 
so commonly by submarine earthquakes or those occurring near the sea 
shore. These waves are called tsunamis. 

Fires that start in towns or cities during or following an earthquake 
shock cause such terrible destruction because the water mains have 
usually been severed by the earthquake and, thus there is no water for 
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fighting fire. At the time of the Tokyo earthquake, thousands of lives 
were lost in the accompanying fire, which burned over an area of 8,300 
acres. Fires covered an area of 2,300 acres in San Francisco during the 
earthquake of 1906. 

Tsunamis are caused by the transmission of the movement of the 
solid rock to the mobile water above. Such waves are of exceptional 
size and travel away from the epicentrum of the earthquake. If the 
wave reaches the shore while still of considerable magnitude, it may cause 
great damage. In a shore indentation having converging walls, tsunamis 

Fig. 320.—Cburr-h in Santa Barbara, California, demolished by earthquake of 1925. 
{Photograph hy P. D. Tarr.) 

commonly attain heights of 10 or 20 feet. The one accompanying the 
Lisbon earthquake reached a height of 60 feet owing to such a cause. The 
velocities of tsunamis have been estimated at 300 to 400 miles per hour. 

Some Important Earthquakes.—The number of human lives destroyed 
by earthquakes will never be known, but it must be several millions. In 
view of the fact that the exact number of lives last in the recent earth¬ 
quakes in China and Italy is not known, it is not surprising that the figures 
throughout the last 1,000 or more years are no more than estimates. 
The list of earthquakes that are known to have been destructive to human 
life is a long one, as the table on the next page shows, but such casual¬ 
ties will increase faster in the future than in the past, owing to the steady 
increase in the world^s population and its growing congestion in earth¬ 
quake areas. 
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Mortality Caused by the Major Earthquakes from 577 to 1927 

El ace Year 
Number 

knied 

Constantinople, Turkey. 577 10,000 

180,000 

20,000 

10,000 

50,000 

15,000 

100,000 

20,000 
14,000 

10,000 

60,000 

30,000 

830,000 

India. 893 

Georgia (Caucasus). 894 

Iraq, Arabia. 1007 
Tabriz, Persia. 1050 

Catania, Sicily. 1137 
Persia. 1139 
Syria. 1158 

Catania, Sicily. 1169 

Kiangsi, China. 1333 

Naples, Italy. 1456 

Lisbon, Portugal. 1531 

China (Shansi, Shensi, and Honan). 1556 

Naples, Italy . 1626 70,000 

10,000 

100,000 

190,000 

18,000 

96,000 

40,000 

60,000 

20,000 

80,000 

40,000 

1 12,000 
1 20,000 

1 20,000 

10,000 

12,300 

10,000 
12,000 

20,000 

30,000 

16,000 

20,000 

(Calabria, Italy. 1638 

Sicily and Catania, Italy. 1693 

Yeddo (present city of Tokyo), Japan. 1703 
Algicirs. 1716 

Peking, C-hina. 1731 

Kashan, Persia. 1755 

Lisbon, Portugal. 1755 

Syria. 1759 

Calabria, Italy. 1783 

Central Aineri(;a . 1797 
Cardcas, Venezuela. 1812 

Sumatra. 1815 
Aleppo, Syria. 1822 
Mt, Ararat, Armenia-Persia. 1840 

Naples, Italy. 1857 
Calabria, Italy. 1857 
Mendoza, Argentina. 1860 

Peru. 1868 

Khorasan, Persia. 1871 
San Jos6 de Cdcuta, Colombia. 1875 

Honshu, Japan. 1891 

Kangra, Punjab, India. 1905 20,000 

164,000 

12,000 
10,000 

200,000 

20,000 

250,000 

100,000 

Messina, Sicily, and vicinity. 1908 
Central Italy. 1914 
Central Java. 1919 
Kansu, China. 1920 

1923 

1 1923 

1927 

Persia... 

Japan... 

Kansu, China. 

Total 

305 

3,031,300 
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Probably the most destructive earthquake that ever occurred was the 
one on February 2, 1556, in the provinces of Shansi, Shensi, and Honan 
in north central China (see table). Nearly 200 years later, in 1731, 
another earthquake occurred in the same region—this time at Peking. 
China has since been visited by two terribly destructive shocks, both of 
which occurred in the same area but in the province of Kansu. As can 
be determined from the table, the total loss of life during these four 
earthquakes approximates 1,226,000. 

The earthquakes in the Kansu province were in an area of loess, which 
was loosened and moved in such great quantities that the Chinese, lack- 

Charleston, South Carolina, in 1886. Numbers indicate intensity of shock (see table, 
page 298). 

ing a word for ‘‘landslide,” described what happened thus: “The moun¬ 
tains walked” (Shan tso-liao). The loosened loess moved down the 
hillsides into the valleys, burying houses, villages, and rivers. Great 
numbers of people lived in caves in the loess and in mud-brick houses. 
Their fate can easily be imagined. 

Southern Japan was visited by a tremendous earthquake on September 
1, 1923. The main shock center was only about 55 miles from Tokyo 
and 40 miles from Yokohama and, therefore, the destruction and loss 
of life were tremendous. The shock came at noon on Saturday when 
there was a vast number of people in the business* districts. Block after 
block of houses went down, and the fire that broke out immediately 
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burned those who were imprisoned in the falling structures. The cause 
of the earthquake is believed to lie in the fact that a fault zone has 
developed between Japan and the great ocean deep that lies 200 miles 
to the east. The epiccntrum of the earthquake was located in this zone 

of weakness. 

Fig, 322.—Map showing position (dashed lino) of San Andreas Fault along whici^ 
occurred the movement that caused the San Francisco earthquake of 1906. (Data from 
various soureos.) Also, approximate location (circles) of the major earthquakes known to 
have occurred in California. (Data from N. H. Heck, Scientific MorUfUy, 1930.) 

There have been several earthquakes in the United States within the 
last 130 years, but fortunately none has been especially destructive of 
life. At New Madrid, Missouri, shocks began December 16, 1811, and 
continued at intervals until March 16, 1812. During that period, more 
than 1,800 shocks of a wide range of intensity were noted. The dis¬ 
turbance was on the flood plain of the Mississippi River and was accom¬ 
panied by irregular and local settling of the land and the formation of 
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several lakes. Cracks were formed and filled with material from 
below. 

An earthquake occurred at Charleston, South Carolina, on August 31, 
1886, the shock of which was felt over an area of 2,000,000 to 3,000,000 
square miles (see Fig. 321). Another earthquake, which was more 
destructive of life and property occurred in San Francisco, California, 
on April 18, 1906. It was caused by a horizontal movement along a 
fault plane more than 300 miles in length (Fig. 322). The greatest 
damage done was in San Francisco and this damage was primarily due to 
fire, as the mains carrying the city’s water were severed. 

Geological Effects of Earthquakes.—The geological effects of faulting 
are often ascribed to earthquakes, but it must be remembered that an 

Fig. 323.—Small crater (two days after earthquake) from which sand and salt water 
were ejected during earthquake at Great Salt Lake, March, 1934. {Photograph furnished 
by Glenn Walter.) 

earthquake is only the vibration of the earth resulting from the faulting. 
Some effects of the earth vibrations are that underground drainage is 
changed, springs being closed at one point and opened at another; and 
small craters are produced from which water, gases, mud, and sand may 
l>e ejected (Fig. 323) or into which sand and mud may be washed. A 
settling of the ground takes place, also, producing depressed areas, 
which may later become the sites of lakes, like Reelfoot Lake in Tennessee, 
formed after the New Madrid earthquake. Vibrations may also start 
landslides (like those in the loess in China) and so act further in reshaping 
the features on the surface of the earth. 

As we have seen, the immediate results of earthquakes are destructive 
to man; but it may be that in the long run they are a protection to him, 
because, as the vibrations relieve stress^es and strains in the rocks, the 
earthquake may be the safety valve that prevents even greater and 
unimaginable catastrophes. 



PART II 

HISTORICAl. GEOLOGY 

CHAPTER XV 

HISTORICAL GEOLOGY 

INTRODUCTION 

In the first part of this volume we have studied the materials of the 
oartli, the forces at work on the inside and outside of the earth, and the 
f(^atures resulting from these forces. These studies might well have been 
grouped under the headings Chemistry of the ICarth and Physics of the 
Earth, the former including the study of the earth materials, the latter 
the study of earth forces. 

For the most part the illustrations for these earlier studies have been of 
actual conditions and events that have existed or taken place during times 
of recorded human history. Most of them could be duplicated at any 
time, and might be observed by anyone who would travel to placets 
favorable for their study. 

Historical geology, the succession of events through which the earth 
has passed, is deciphered by applying the facts and principles reached in 
the study of the chemistry and physics of the earth to the recorded effects 
which past events have left in the earth. It is only by constantly review¬ 
ing the present-day variety of conditions and their characteristic effects 
that the beginner can hope to penetrate the haze obscuring past events 
and conditions as recorded in the rocks. For instance, we have learned 
that glaciers are today breaking up rock in a distinctive way and are 
accumulating the debris in a characteristic manner. If glaciers have 
existed in past geological times, the deposits formed by them should 
indicate their glacial origin even though they have been consolidated 
into beds of rock and deeply buried. 

Just as one may study any special phase of human history, various 
successions of earth events may claim our attention. For the beginner 
it is desirable to push historical inquiry over the entire field as far back as 
direct or even indirect evidence extends. No matter how meager this 
early evidence may be, it affords a background against which later and 
better-recorded events can be more fully appreciated. As a geologist 
one may legitimately inquire into earth events as far back as the earth 
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was in any way (‘oinparable with the today, and attempt to inter¬ 
pret the records preserved in the rocks. Even so far back, there is 
history recorded: history of the birth and infant. stag(\s of the earth. 
We may never know this story with ain- degrtH> of (^(Ttainty but a logical 
beginning of the story can be set up, a beginning whic^h, though incapable 
of proof, is entirely in keeping \\ith the d('tails of the part that follows. 
Every thinking person is interested in the origin of the earth and even 
in the origin of the universe, but s(*ience has no theory for the origin of 
the universe and the origin of the earth falls within the province of 
astronomers. 

Fossils are the most useful instruments for deciphering earth history. 
They are n^mains or impressions of animals and plants preserved in the 
rocks. A typical way for a fossil to form is by an animal dying whcnx^ 
his remains may b('(*om(^ covered with mud. The soft parts decay 
and the hard parts are (mcased firmly in the mud. If the animal is a 
clam, the inside of the shell may also fill with mud. Animal remains 
that have been preserved in re(‘ent time are not called ^Tossils^^; the 
remains must be buried for thousands of years before they become true 
fossils. 

The hard parts of the animal may be ri^placed slowly by other mate¬ 
rials, Z.C., become petrified (see page 133). The ordinary replacing 
materials ai*e calcium carbonate, silica, and iron sulfide. Animals of 
Pleistocene time have been found frozen in the ice; many insc^cts are 
preserved in amber (the fossilized gum of plants); and fossil footprints 
commonly 0(X'ur in sandstone and shale. 

Fossils enabk^ one to classify animals and plants into species and to 
make differentiations among them on very minute characters. p]very 
formation that originated where animals or plants were Imng is likely to 
contain fossil remains of them, and they are the geologists’ most trust- 
w’orthy historical material. 



CHAPTER XVi 

ORIGIN OF THE EARTH 

Many hypotheses have been formulated to explain the origin of the 
earth, but only a f('w have bct'ii suffieituitly (daborated or supported by 
broad knowledge of th(‘ earth and thc^ heavenly bodies to warrant serious 
eonsideratioii. Of those that do dc^servci attention, t wo aie outstanding, 
the nebular and th(‘ planetosirnal, and they are directly opposed to each 
other in almost every ])oint. In gem^ral thcnse two hyf)otheses may b(i 
thought of as ty])ifying the hot and (^old origins, r(\sp(*(‘tively. Modifica¬ 
tions and combinations of one or both of thes(‘ hav(* been elaborated 
and have; ranked as indepe^ndent hypotheses. Und(T any of th(' hypoth- 
(;ses of (;arth origin, the* recorded gc^ological history would not be greatly 
different, from that demanded by the nebular and planetesimal hypoth(;ses. 

The Nebular Hypothesis.- The first reasonable; hypothesis for the 
origin e)f the earth was pre)iK)se;d in 1755 by Irnnianue;! Kant, profe^ssor 
at Keinigsberg. His attempt to ace*e>unt fe)r the rings e>bserveel about 
Saturn led te) the' cone*eption that, wheui amplified by others, be(*am(3 
the nebula-i* h\ pe)the*sis. The astronomer Laplace; brought to the hypoth¬ 
esis the necessary l)ackground e)f se*ie'ntific data and was really the 
first te) state; cle*aiiy the complete series of hypothetical steps leading 
up to our known solar system. For this reason the nebular is often 
designate'd as the Laidacian hypothesis. 

As the name indicate's, the solar system—the earth and the other 
eight planets, the satellit(;s, asteroids, and the sun itsedf—originate'd from 
a nebulems mass. The hypotlmsis, as modified to me(;t later scientific 
developments, stipulates that originally all the material of the present, 
solar systc'm was combined into a single sphere, which was an oxtreiiK'ly 
hot, highly tenuous, rotating mass of gases, expanded to a size ev('n 
greater than the diamc'tc'r of the orbit of Pluto. If these ass\unptions 
are granted, the sphere must have shrunk in size and incn'ased in sp(;('d 
of rotation, and a stage must have followed in which the speed of its 
equatorial belt was so great that an equatorial ring was h'ft behind as 
the main mass (;ontinued to shrink (Fig. 321). Shrinking and spc'eding 
up of the rotating sphere left behind nine rings (Fig, 325). Each of 
these collected int.o a rotating sphere, which revolved about the c<'ntral 
body in the path of its ring, its present orbit. The remains of the 
original gaseous sphere is the sun; the rings, modified into nine spheres, 
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are the planets. Each of the planets in turn shrank and some left one 
or more rings revolving about them, which remained, like the rings of 
Saturn, or consolidated and became satellites, like the moon. 

Planet evolution is typified by the changes the earth ring has under¬ 
gone. In its first stage the earth was a hot gas; the gas condensed to a 

Fig, 324.—Sketch showing the star from which the solar system originated, at a stage 
after the first ring had separated from the parent nebula and before the second ring sepa¬ 
rated. Diameter of the sun at this stage about 5,000,000,000 miles, the size of the orbit of 
Neptune. 

Saturn 

IiG. 325.—The parent nebula has shrunk from the size of the orbit of Neptune in Fig. 324 
to the size of the orbit of Mercury, the innermost planet. The Mercury ring has not 
separated. The outer ring has condensed to a globe (Saturn), shown as a black dot. 

liquid; a solid crust formed on the outside; and pressure from the weight 
of the mass caused the center to become solid. The earth, with a solid 
center, crust, and liquid or semiliquid zone between, was in the stage in 
which earliest geologic records might be preserved. In later development 
most of the interior solidified. 

The hypothesis is simple and its implications are clear and satisfying 
if not too carefully scrutinized. So many things are now known about 
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the earth and the heavens that were unknown in the days of Laplace that 
the task of bolstering and modifying the nebular hypothesis has become 
burdensome. When modified to fit pr(\sent knowledge it has lost nearly 
all of its distinctive f(iatur(is and really deserves an altogether new name. 

The Planetesimal Hypothesis.—Astronomers have long been inter¬ 
ested in spiral nebulae (Fig. 326) whuth are assemblages of stars and 
nebulous matter of unbelievably great size and thousands of light years 
distant from the earth. 

Early in the twentieth cemtury the geologist Chamberlin and the 
astronomer Moulton conceived the idea that a small nebula of this type 
gave origin to the solar system, and they worked out the hypothetical 
st (‘ps leading from a small spiral to a planetary system. 

Fig. 326.—A spiral neViula showing the central sunlike mass and spirally outflung 
arms with knots. A form similar to this was postulated by the planetesimal hypothesis, 
as an early stage in the evolution of the solar system. (R. C. Moore^ Historical Geology^ 
Srom a Lick Observatory photograph.) 

They assumed that spiral nebulae are made of gases and solids and 
that they formed from the partial wreckage resulting from the close 
approach of two great stars. In this type of nebula there is a compara¬ 
tively dense central mass about which curl two opposed spiral arms 
(Fig. 327). Chamberlin and Moulton assumed that the central mass 
comprises the major portion of the wrecked star, and the arms the 
remainder. They assumed also that each particle in the arm, no matter 
what size, has an individual orbit about the central mass and is following 
this path at tremendous speed. 

If we conceive of the wreckage in the spiral a.rms as being made up of 
fragments varying greatly in size, with a few exceptionally large masses 
composed of either closely associated fragments or a single unit, it is 
evident that as each unit moves in its orbit it must cross and recross the 
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paths of countless other units. Where the paths cross there is oppor¬ 
tunity for the larger units to grow by overtaking or being overtaken by 
smaller units. Ultimatc'ly the wreckage woiildi[x> cleared up and com- 
biiu'd into a few bodies (plaiu^ts chiefly ) whose orbits would be too nearly 
circular to cross one another. The saU'llites are details in the ch^aring-up 
process -})odies that have come so n(»ar a ])lanet as to be controlled by 
it l>ut retaining sufficicait speed of r(‘volution to prevent thenr being drawn 
into th(‘ plani4. 

Fro. 327.—A stu^o in the <n"olution of th(? solar system whtm many of tlio planetesimals 
Inive l)een gathered up by the larger nuelei and some of the uuelei have reached planetlike 
proportions. 

Comparison of the Nebular and Planetesimal Hypotheses- It is 
evident that the two hypothes(‘.s demand diffc^rent explanations for the 
origin of thcj atmosphere, water, and heat of the earth. Perhaps a 
modification of the planetesimal hypothesis made by Jeffries, that tlu^ 
original nuclei of the planets were of planet size in the beginning, 
should be accepted for some of the planets.^ Barrell thought that the 

^ H. Jeffries, who has been chiefly responsible for modifications of the planetesimal 
hypothesis, .summarizes its present (1039) status from his point of view as follows: 

“It appears from various lines of investigation that the solar system some 
thousand.s of millions of years ago must have departed widely from its present state 
and that the earth cannot have existed as a separate body for more than about 3,000 
million years at the ontside. The sun at that time must have been in nearly its present 
state. The smaller bodies in the system cannot have been formed by slow conden- 
.jation from the gaseous state, and the present extension of the system implies a more 
violent disturbance than any we can suspect from the present state of the sun. It 
appears that the breakup of the sun through the tidal action of a passing star can 
account for many of the features of the system but fails to account for the rotations of 
the planets. If, however, the star actually collided with the sun, a cause of rotation 
is provided, and such a theory gives estimates of the total mass of the planets and the 
rates of rotation of the sun and planets which agree with the facts. There is a further 
difficulty in the collision theory in accounting for the production of enough angular 
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infall of units in the clearing-up process was sufficient to producer enough 
heat to fu8(^ most of the infalliiig material, and that sugg(‘stion also vseenis 

reasonable. * 
The early history of LUe earth under the two hypotheses may be 

compared as follows: 

Nebular 

p]arth ))egim as a large globe of gas. 

lOarth was originally very hot. 

Earth has always been a (tooling body. 

iOarth originally had a vc*ry large atnios 

phere. 

The (explanations of earth origin are called ‘‘hypoth(^ses’’ l)ecause tlic^y 
are proposed explanations—they have not reacdied the class of ^Hh('.ories.^’ 
The hypotheses are supported by many facets but may be abandonc^d with 
the growth of astronomical knowlcnige. The? planetesimal hypoth<»sis 
fits geological conditions much better than the nebular. Hypotheses of 
eaid-h origin are not part of geological science, but they have had pro¬ 
found effects on it. 

inonunitiun, but this can apparently ))e avoided on the. assumption that the s\ni was 

originally a double star and the encounter vras not with the sun, but with the 

companion.^' 

Planetesimal 

Earth began as a small aggregate of solid 

rock, or (.leffries^ modification) jis a great 

mass of sun material. 

Earth was cold but d(^v(*loped heat. 

Earth lias usually lauai a hcMiting body. 

Earth originally had no atmosphere. 



CHAPTER XVII 

DAWN OF EARTH HISTORY 

As the evidences of the dawn of geologic history are locked up in the 
oldest rocks, the geologist must determine which rocks are the oldest. 
After he has found ways of distinguishing older rocks from younger, 
he should be able to explain the methods to the layman. In making 
the explanation, he would be fortunate could he stand on the brink of the 
Grand Canyon of the Colorado River and examine the layers of rock 
that make up the canyon walls (see Fig. 328). 

Fig. 328.—A section of the Grand Canyon of the Colorado River with a depth of 5,000 foot. 

Early History of the Rocks in Grand Canyon Wall.—The rocks at 
A of Fig. 328, being at the top, must be younger than those at B below. 
A must have been deposited on something and the present association 
shows that the something was B. B in .turn must have been deposited 

on C, which must have been present before B was deposited. A is 
400 feet thick, made up of more than 400 beds, and each higher bed of 
A must be younger than the bed on which it rests. The canyon section 

comprises more than 4,000 feet of sedimentary rocks in which we are 
able to determine without question which are the older. The lowest 
sediments rest on an eroded granite surface. Not only had this surface 

316 
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been eroded, but several thousand feet of the granite had been removed 
by erosion before the sandstones resting on it were deposited. 

One may compare the history of Grand Canyon beds and associated 
structures with that which one might discover by observing an old 
structure, like the Chines(^ Wall. That wall has been mended in plac(\s— 
a new wall has been built on the jagged remains of the old one. The 
m(?thod of laying this upper part of the wall is different and the rocks 
us(‘d in it are of a different kind. It is evident that the new upper part 
of th(' wall is the youngc^r—the old wall had to be there as a foundation 
of the lu^w. History was in the making between the old and the new. 
What destroyed the upper part of the old wall? Was it merely the work 
of th(^ elements or of man? If it were the work of the elements, the time 
was long, hundr(*ds of years, and the wall itself tells nothing of the 
history of those hundrc^ds of years. The same is true of the gap in the 
Grand Canyon wall. For th(' thousands of feet of granite that were 
eroded away, tlie only record is the gap itself. 

In studying present-day (Tosion, it is evident that a rate of 1 foot in 
5,000 years is rapid. If w(^ apply the modern rate to t he granite removed 
in tlie Grand Canyon district, we have a gap of millions of years recorded 
only by erosion. 

p]astward from the canyon (Fig. 329) other rocks ovtn-lap those that 
form the rim of the canyon. These rocks must be younger than the rim 

Northern 
Grand Canyon New Mexico 

Fig. 329.—The rocks extending eastward from the Grand Canyon for a distance of 400 
miles. The letters represent various kinds of fossils: o, 6, c, the oldest; and t, u, v, the 
youngest. 

rocks and they are, in turn, succeeded by still younger rocks. One 
may walk eastward on the bare rocks of the various formations and 
find that he proceeds constantly from older to younger rocks. They 
are no longer in one great canyon, but overlap, as one board may be 
made to overlap another (Fig. 329). More than 10,000 feet of these 
beds appc^ar above the rim rock of the canyon in a distance of 200 miles 
to the east. No history had been discovered in going over these rocks 
save that conditions for sedimentation were present when they were 
formed. With a possible average of 1 foot of rock deposited in 4,000 
years, one may compute that he is on rocks 40,000,000 years younger 
than the rim rocks. To the geologist the outline of the history is clear, 
but the study has just begun. 

Our object being to find a record of earliest geologic history, we must 
determine whether the granites in the bottom of the Grand Canyon 
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are the oldewt rocks. The Colorado River has cut down more than 
1,000 feet into the granite since it cut tlirough the overlying sediments. 
As the granites were not exposed to weathering before the canyon was 
cut in them, the younger rocks above have been exposed to weathering 
in the canyon walls longer than the granite and may look older and more 
(ixtensively weathered than the granite. However, we have established 
the relative ages of the granite and the overlying rocks and we know that 
the top of the granite that forms the eroded surface must be millions of 
years older than the sandstones and conglomerates that lie on the eroded 
surface. Is the granite the oldest rock exposed to the observation of 
man? If we could take a trip such as Major Powell made through tlu^ 
canyon, W(^ might b(i able to find older rocks in the (;anyon itself. Going 
up the (?anyon from Bright Angel Trail, we find that the granite continues 
for a hundred miles. The granite itself furnishes nothing to indiciate 
age, but at one place we find great masses of gneisses and schists in th(^ 
canyon walls and blocks of those rocks in the granite (Jig. 328). The 
granite reached its present association as magma, and, in order to contain 
within itself the blociks of schists and gneisses, the granite magma must 
have passed through those rocks. The gneisses and schists were 
not only solid rock but were metamorphic? rocks before the granite 
magma appeared. As they are much older than the granites, w(^ 
have traced geologic history to a period pnjceding the formation of 
the granite. 

Oldest Rocks Known to Geologists.—The Grand Canyon furnishes 
us no older rocks than the gneisses and schists, but if we go to the region 
northwest of Lake Superior we shall find the same association of gneisses, 
schists, and granites as is found in the Grand Canyon, and in addition 
we can prove that some of the schists were derived from shales. It is 
apparent that, before the granites formed in the Lake Superior region, 
there were present sedimentar>" rocks of great extent and thickness 
(composed of materials derived from the complete chemical weathering 
of complex rocks. Before the granites were intruded, the shales had 
undergone regional metamorphism and become schists. Geologic time, 
as represented by the schists, thus goes back millions of years before the 
granites were formed, and these schists derived from shales seem to 
be the oldest rocks known to geologists. 

Fossils in the Grand Canyon Rocks.—The evidences we haye thus 
far considered in earth history tell us very little of what took place during 
early geologic time. Perhaps we had better return to the Grand Canyon 
and get more information. An examination of the sandstones and con¬ 
glomerates overlying the granite reveals remains of animals in the rocks. 
The remains are called fossils, and consist of shells and impressions of 
invertebrate animals. The man who knows invertebrates recognizes 
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the shells as belonging to sea animals. The remains of the sea animals 
have been found in thousands of places in the Grand Canyon rocks and 
no remains of land animals have been found with them. In some plac^es, 
shells of sea animals make up most of the rocks. There is, therefore, 
no escape from the conclusion that the rocks were formed in the seas. 
After the granites had been eroded for millions of years, ocean waters 
must have transgrcvssed over them. The waters contained many kinds 
of animals, similar to those that live in warm water and are not found in 
the colder (climates. 

In the rim rock of the canyon great numbers of fossils have berm 
found. The}^ too wei e marine and lived in warm waters, but they are all 
different from the animals that lived in the older time. A completxi 
change had taken place in life from the time the older rocks were formed 
to the time the rim rocks formed. However, close relationships exist 
between the animals of the two periods and it seems that the animals in 
thr^ higher rocks drjveloped through many changes from those in the 
lower rocks. None of the animals in the higher rocks is like modern 
animals. 

Fossils from Yoimger Rock.—In the rocks 200 miles east of the Grand 
Canyon, which we determined as b<nng separated by 10,000 feet of rock 
from the canyon-rim ro(^k, many fossils occur and all are different from 
the rim-rock fossils. All of the latter are small and nearly all are inverte¬ 
brates. In the rocks to the east (in New M(i\'ico), some large reptiles 
occur; the fossils arc all noiimarine and are forms that lived in warm 
climates. None of them is like modern forms. 

Extensive study of fossils has brought to light many things about 
geologic history and evolution of life, but our purpose, at present, is 
merely to examine som(^ of the facts that help to determine the history 
of the earth. We may formulate from what we have learned part of the 
history preserved in the Grand Canyon region. Geologists have deter¬ 
mined the history of the earth by visiting almost all accessible regions 
and studying them in detail. Probably the area in which you are at 
present has had years of study by geologists and many articles written 
about its geology. 

Eras.—Geologic history is very long, and in order to make it readily 
understandable geologists have made several subdivisions. Five sub¬ 
divisions, known as ‘‘eras,^' are recognized on the basis of gn^at bn^aks 
in physical history, and resultant effects on animals and plants. The eras 
were terminated by great continental uplifts and mountain making, 
which form the natural breaks in geologic history. Eras were named 
from the stage of development of the organisms whose fossils are found 
in their rocks. The eras and their subdivisions are listed, in the order 
from youngest to oldest in Fig. 330. 
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Periods Events Life 

Cenozoic 

GlaciatiOii Rise of man. Extinction of primitive types of mam¬ 

mals. Development of modern kinds of mammals. 

Rocky Mts. and 

other Western 

mountains 

Great lava flows 

Appearance of primitive man. Modern plants 

throughout the Cenozoic. Appearance of modern 

species of mollusks. Beginning of modern types of 

mammals. 

Cretaceous 

Rocky Mts. Culmination of reptiles. Culmination of complex 

sutured cephalopods in America. Gnat abundance 

of clams, particularly of the oyster type. Appear¬ 

ance of flowering plants. 

Jurassic 

Sierra Nevada 

Mts. 

Great development of many kinds of reptiles. First 

appearance of birds. Mammals small anti rare. 

Culmination of complex sutured cephalopods in 

Europe. 

Triassic 

Aridity 

Volcanism 

Appearance of dinosaurs, flying reptiles, swiniining 

reptiles, and mammals. Rise of complex-sutured 

cephalopods. 

Permian 

Glaciation 

Appalachian Mts. 

Aridity 

Development of many kinds of strange reptiles. Dis¬ 

appearance of trilobites. Great reduction in life in 

the later i>art of the period. 

Pennsylvanian The first reptiles and irisects. Culmination of Paleo¬ 

zoic plants. 

Mississippian Great development of sharks and crinoids. Plants 

become abundant. 

Devonian 

Development of fishes with rise of all main groups. 

Development of paired limbs. First forests. First 

amphibians. Old-age characteristics in trilobites. 

Silurian .Aridity Appearance of scorpions, air breathers. P'ishes rare. 

Crinoids important. First coral reefs. 

Ordovician Taconic Mts. Rise of cephalopods. Appearance of fishes. 

Cambrian Trilobite.s and brachiopods dominant. First abundant 

fossils. 

Glaciation 

Volcanism 

Some fossils, but all poorly preserved and most of them 

nondeterminable. Algae the most common form of 

life. 

Volcanism No fossils, but some indications of life. 

Fio. 330.—A table showing geological eras, periods, main physical events, and some 
of the more imtx>rtant life events. 
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Fia. 331.—Pre-Cambrian outcrops (in black). {Outcrop areas modified from Willis,) 
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PRE-CAMBRIAN ARCHEOZOIC AND PROTEROZOIC 

Owing to the difficulty of deciphering the history of the older eras, the 
Proterozoic and Archeozoic will be treated together and called prc- 
Cambrian as coming before the oldest period (Cambrian) of the Paleozoic. 

Wherever the base of the sedimentary series of rocks is accessible, it 
rests on metamorphic or igneous rocks. We have studied such (contacts 
near the bottom of the Grand Canyon and they have been studied in 
thousands of places. The old igneous and metamorphic rocks ar(^ at the 
surface over nearly one-fifth of the land. (Consult your geologic map for 
the areas of outcrop of pre-Cambrian rocks (F'ig. 331).) The area of 
su(*h rocks in the Great Lakes-Hudson Bay region is the largest in the 
world; the one east of the Appalachian Mountains is important in size. 
Nearly every chain of the Rocky Mountains has a core of pre-Cambrian 
igneous or metamorphic rock (Fig. 332). In several pla(^es in the 
Mississippi Valley, the metamorphic and igneous rocks protrude through 
the younger sedimentary rocks, for example, in the Ozark region of south¬ 
eastern Missouri and in the Arbuckle Mountains of Oklahoma. 

Fro. 332.—Section of a mountain, showing pre-Cambrian rocks in the core and at the top. 

If you go to the top of Pikes Peak (probably the best-known peak in 
the United States) you will find it made up of pre-Cambrian igneous 
rocks, but if you go to Mount Rainier (probably the most imposing 
mountain in the United States) you will find igneous rocks of recent datci. 
If you cross the United States from Boston to Los Angeles through 
Albany, Cleveland, Chicago, Kansas City, Pueblo, Albuquerque, and 
Needles, you will see no pre-Cambrian rocks west of Albany, except in 
three or four small areas in New Mexico and Arizona. Many of the 
great mountains of the other continents have pre-Cambrian rocks 
exposed at their summits. 

Kinds of Pre-Cambrian Rocks.—A collocation of Archeozoic rocks 
from almost any large area would include hundreds of varieties of igneous 
and metamorphic rocks, but no limestones, shales, sandstones, or any 

other kinds of sedimentary rocks. In the Proterozoic, sedimentary rocks 
dominate but igneous rocks form a larger proportion of the whole than 
in any later era. 

Economic Products of the Pre-Cambrian.—In Chap. Ill, the origin 
of several types of ore deposits is discussed and the importance of igneous 
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intruHioris in inducing them is mentioned. The pre-Cambrian is tlie 
most important part of the geologic column for metalliferous deposits. 

Iron,—Iron is the most important metal to man, and the pre-Cam¬ 
brian rocks furnish more than half of the iron used in the world. The 
largest deposits of iron ore in North America are in the Lake Supcnior 
region, and they are prcvCambrian in age. The mines of Minnesota and 
Michigan furnish about 80 per cent of the yearly output of iron ore in 
the United States, and about 20 per cent of the yearly output of th(^ 
world is mined in this country. The ore mineral is hematite (Fe203), 
consisting of 70 per cent iron and 30 per cent oxygen. The ore mined is 
about 70 per cent hematite and 30 per cent rock; the actual jncld of 
metallic iron is about 51 per cent of the material mined. Some of the 
important Minnesota d('posits are mined in open pits and steam shov(^ls 
ar(^ used to take out the ore. 

As far as geologists have been able to detc^rmine, the deposits origi¬ 
nated from hot waters coming from lavas. Highly (diarged with silic^a 
and iron, the waters entered interior seas that existed in the Lake Supcu'ior 
region, and the iron and silica were precipitated to form extensive 
sili(;eous beds rich in iron minerals. In later periods these beds wen-e 
folded, and subsecpient erosion created many hogbacks, which are desig¬ 
nated as ^^ranges.’^ The iron content of the original roc^k was not more 
than 25 per cent; but, after the folding, ground waters, in circulating 
through the rocks, dissolved silica and left iron until the hematite content 
was 40 to 70 per c('nt. The ore d(»posiis left after the solution and 
i-emoval of the silica arc very irregular in outline, with thick masses of 
ore in some places and very little or none in others. The best of the 
deposits underlie only a few scpiare miles. 

The great iron-ore bodies of Brazil, probably larger than those of th() 
Lake Superior region, are pre-Cambrian in age, as are also the iron ores 
of Sweden and several other parts of the world. 

Copper,—The pre-Cambrian rocks of the Lake Superior region con¬ 
tain some of the richest copper ores in the world. For a long time the 
copper mines of the Lake Superior r(‘gion of Michigan produced more 
copper than those of any other region in the world—nearly half of the 
world production. The districts of Butte, Montana, and Bingham, 
Utah, have surpassed it in recent years, and each of thre^^ districts in 
Arizona has produced more in some years. The ore mineral in the Lake 
Superior region is native copper; this is the only region in the world where 
native copper is present in large quantities. 

The copper occurs in three ways. Most of it is in cavities in pre- 
Cambrian basalt; some forms a cement in conglomerates; and a small 
portion occurs in veins. 
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Before the use of modern methods in mining, some of the largest 
masses of copper were mined with difficulty, as it cost more to break up 
such large pieces than to blast out masses of rock small enough to be 
handled. 

Gold.—In recent years much gold has becui mined from pre-Cambrian 
rocks in the Ponuipine and Kirkland Lake districts of Ontario. The 
greatest gold mines in the world are in pre-Cambrian rocks in the Rand, 
South Africa. Gold is mined from the pre-Cambrian of the Black Hills 
and many other places. 

Other Products.—Nickel and cobalt are important metals that are 
mined from the pre-Cambrian rocks of Ontario, and asbestos and granite 
are produced mainly from pre-Cambrian rocks. 

Close of Archeozoic.—The Archeozoic era was brought to a close by 
continental uplift and mountain making. Great batholithic intrusions 
invaded and uplifted tlu^ older sediments and igneous rocks, acH^entuatJng 
the metamorphism of many of them. The North American intrusions 
and mountains extended from the Great Lakes region northeastward. 
The Adirondacks were a small part of the mountainous area. 

A period of erosion during which the uplands and mountains were 
pcneplancd preceded the opening of the Proterozoic. This sc'oms to 
have been the longest period of erosion of geologic history. The r(‘duc- 
tion to a peneplain of mountains 2 to 3 miles high composed of ignc'ous 
and metamorphic rocks must have taken many millions of years. Where 
the Proterozoic seas came in over the peneplain, they deposited sediments 
on the truncated mountain cores. 

Close of the Proterozoic.—The Proterozoic closed with continental 
uplift and mountain making. Some of the mountains were in the Lake 
Superior region, and others in several regions of the world. Batholithic 
intrusions were on a much smaller scale than in the Archeozoic. In 
many places erosion reduced the lands to peneplains before the incoming 
of Paleozoic seas. 

Metamorphic rocks that were, derived from sediments are abundant 
in the pre-Cambrian, and sedimentation at that time was much as it is 
now. There is no evidence to show that the climate of the pre-Cam¬ 
brian was greatly different from that of the present, but weathering 
may not have been so complete, owing to the absence of land plants. 
We know slates and schists that must have come from shales, and the 
shales from clays; quartzites that came from sandstones; and marbles 
that came from limestones. 

It is clear that igneous activity was much greater during pre-Cam¬ 
brian times than it has been since, and that earth movements, which, 
together with volcanism, produced the metamorphism, were on a larger 
scale. The pre-Cambrian was a time of dominant volcanism. 
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Life of the Pre-Cambrian.—In late pre-Cambrian, impression« of 
low types of plants (algat^ related to the pond scums that are common at 
])rcsent) arc? preserved in the rocks. Algae were abundant in some places, 
but their impressions arc faint and obscure. Probably no plants existed 
on the? lands. 

Impressions and fragments of a few kinds of very primitive animals 
app(?ar in late pi-(‘-Cainl)rian rocks. All cjf them liv(?d in water, and 
they app(?ar to ha\^(? Ijch'u rare. The? highest type of life? was much simpler 
than th(? modei‘n (‘rawfish, and probably most of the forms belong(?d to 
the f)i-o1ozoa (oiK'-celled animals). The amoeba, which is widely dis¬ 
tributed in ])ond waters, is the b(\st modern example of primitive life. 
It consists of one c('ll and resembles a droplet of oil, but has the power of 
moving very slowly, taking in and assimilating food, and reproducing 
its kind. Animals like the amoeba lack cohercaice enough to make any 
impression on soft muds and thew could not- leave fossil remains. Prob¬ 
ably typ(?s of life' like the amoeba lived for millions of y(>arsbc?fore anything 
higher devel()i)ed and no trace of them will ever be found in the rocks. 

For a long time pre-(>ambrian rocks w^ere known as Azoic or ^^without 
life’’; the first ti’acc?s of life were found in them only a few^ years ago. 
Here are the oldc'st i’('(*ords of life (the beginnings of life history) that 
may be read. T}ie amount of unmetamorphosed pre-Cambrian rocks is 
small, and metamorphic proc(\ss(.?s destroyed most evidences of life. 
Even in the unalt(‘rcd rocks, how^ever, fossils are so obscure and rare that 
few have bc^en found. 

Pre-Cambrian life? se(?ms to have existed in swampy areas near the 
sea margins. The strictly marine rocks rarely contain fossils, and it is 
scar(?ely concciivable that the primitive life could have existed on land. 

Plants must have originated before animals, as animals depend 
entirely on plants for their food. Animals do not have the power to get 
their food directly from mineral mattcT as plants do. 

Earth’s Surface in the Pre-Cambrian,—At the dawn of geologic 
history the earth must have been a very uninviting place. The entire 
surface was made up of rocks unrelieved by colors of plants. The sur¬ 
face was more jagged than in recent times, for plants help to weather off 
the edges of rocks and their presence tends to soften the appearance of 
irregularity. The lands must have been strangely silent, with no animal 
present to make its owm peculiar noise. 

The presence of active volcanoes and other types of volcanism in so 
many places gave to the earth an aspect out of keeping with present-day 
conditions. It should not be supposed that the earth was hot owing to 
the volcanism, or that volcanism was prevalent over the entire earth at 
the same time. Volcanism may have been absent from areas as large 
as the United States for tens of millions of years. 
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Climate of Pre-Cambrian.—At some periods of the pl•(^-CaInbriaIl, 
the climatic conditions were more rigorous than in recent tiiru^s. Late 

in the pre-Cambrian a continental glacier had its southern margin not 

far north of the Grc^at Lakes region. Its east-west extent was more 
than 1,000 mil(\s. The? deposits made by the glaciers are now solid 

rock, in places hundixds of feet thick. I'he deposits are very irregular 

in thickness and are composed of boulders, pebbles, sand, silt, and clay. 

Many of the boulders have flat surfac^c^s and some of the flat surfaces 

bear scratches. These evidences of glacial origin are not so ch^ar as 

those in tlu^ late glac'ial deposits but they are convincing to geologists. 

Duration of Pre-Cambrian.—The length of pre-Cambrian time seems 
to have been nearly 1,500,000,000 years. The best geological clock is the 

one supplied by the chemist, who has been able to (compute the rate of 

change of atoms of radioactive minerals to atoms of k^ad. In this way, 

it has been determined that> some Archeozoic rocks were' formed n(‘arly 

2,000,000,000 years ago, and these arc by no means the oldest rocks 

known. 
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THE PALEOZOIC ERA 

The Paleozoic* is sharply eonirastecl with the Areheozoic; anci Pro- 
t(^rozoie in consisting mainly of unmc*tanH)r])hose(l scnlimcmis and in 
containing fossils in abundanc^e. “ 

For convenience in study we may consider Paleozoic history in thrcM' 
parts: liOwcn, Middle, and Upper. The era is divided into smaller 
units called periods/^ and the two oldest, Cambrian and Ordovician, 
make up the Lower Paleozoic. 

Although we shall not study the periods, as such, we should know the 
principles on which they arci based. Many times in geologic history, 
senis have advancc^d over the land, and as they advanced they worked 
over the mantle rock and the sediments brought to them by the streams 
or (eroded by them from their own shores. These materials were sorted 
and formed into various kinds of sc^dimentary rocks. A sea advance 
constitutes the first event in a period and the sediments laid down became 
the rocks of the period. 

Why Seas Advance.—The seas would not advance if land and sea 
bottom remained unchanged. A large upwarping of the sea bottom 
without a corresponding down warping of some other part of it would 
cause general sea advance over the lowlands. Such a major upwarping, 
following a time during which the shore line had been relatively stationary, 
would cause a significant physical change of the earth’s surface. 

Erosion is taking place on part of the land surface all of the time, and 
it tends to lower the surface and thus facilitates sea advances. In mature 
stages of erosion, sea advances would take place only in marginal valleys, 
but. in old stages the advance would be general. If the lands had been 
peneplaned, monadnocks might stand out as islands in the advancing 
sea. The piling up of the eroded material in the sea would raise the sea 
level very slowly. As the general rate of erosion is, perhaps, 1 foot in 
9,000 or 10,000 years, the rise of sea level would be about 1 foot in 30,000 
years. This may seem too slow to be of any significance but the total 
effect from erosion and deposition would be 4 feet in 30,000 years, 3 feet of 
downcutting and 1 foot of sea rise. Some of the periods are 50,000,000 
or more years in length. The general elevation of the North American 
continent is about 2,200 feet. At the ordinary rate of cutting down and 
sea advance the entire continent would be covered in about 15,000,000 
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years. However, such a rate could not be maintained. We have only 
to recall the principles on which the rate of downcutting by streams 
depends to realize that the lower the land b(H*om(\s the slower is the rate of 
erosion. As more land is covered by the s('a, less material is furnislu'd 
to the sea by erosion, and, therefore, the rise of sea 1('V(*1 is slow('r. Tln^ 
last few hundred feet of th(» downcutting of tli(^ (*ontinent would be almost 
inconceivably slow and would take a great deal long('r than all of th(i 
other dowmeutting. 

Probably the most significant factor in causing an advance of sea on 
the land is the dowuiwarping of the land itself. Such downwarping is 
generally slow^, but not. so slow as the rise of th(‘ sea du(» to sedimentation. 
Where the sea advanc(\s and spn^ads out over larger areas of land, the 
cause of th(' sea advance must be land w^irping. 

If it were not for up warping of the land or down warping of tiu^ sea 
bottom, the land w^ould long since have disappeared. Aft(*r th(‘ seas 
had remained on the land millions of years, some of or all the physical 
(hanges that (caused the sea advances might ))e rev(n's(‘d, and, con¬ 
sequently, the seas w'ould begin to retreat. Their w'ithdraw^al might be 
as slow' as their advance or might be fairly rapid, geologi(‘ally spe^aking. 
(By ‘^geologically speaking^’ we mean that the time units should be 
considered in the light of geologic rather than human history. A year 
in human experience is comparable to a million years of gc^ologic time.) 

A period closed when the sea had withdrawn into th(^ ocean basins. 
Further deposition was in pla(*es that are now' inaccessible to the geolo¬ 
gist. The rocks of a period are those laid down in th(' seas from the 
beginning of one major advance to the end of the succeeding major 
retreat. Some quibbling and disagreement might arise as to what is 
meant b\^ “major advance^’ and “major retreat,^’ but as elementary 
students we are not concerned with closer discriminations than these. 

Methods of Identifying Sea Advances.—Qin^stions arise as to how' 
geologists can determine whether ro(;ks belong to one major advance or 
another, to one period or another, how they know when the sea retreated 
or when it advanced. Most of these subjects have already been treat(?d 
in the work on physical geology, but they will be emphasized as we proceed 
with the historical part. We have considered the nature of unconformi¬ 
ties without considering their significance. According to definition an 
unconformity is a relationship between two rocks in which the underlying 
rock had been eroded before the bed overlying it was laid down. Of 
course, the overlying sediments fit into the irregularities of those beneath, 
and the line of demarcation between the two rocks is easily made out 
if they are well exposed. If, then, in the field, you should find a decided 
unconformity between two series of rocks, both of which were marine in 
origin, you would consider that the lower rocks had been formed in a 
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sea that withdrew and allowed streams or some other agents to erode the 
surface, and that the seas then advanced over the eroded surface and 
laid down sediments that formed new rocks on that surface. Would 
that be the line of boundary between two periods? Where students 
go into regions made up of pre-Paleozoic rocks, they find them largely 
composed of igneous and metamorphic types. Suppose you should go 
into such a region and on top of the pre-Pal(»ozoic rocks find a conglomer¬ 
ate made up of boulders and pe))bl(\s of those rocks, the materials fairly 
well sorted into uniform sizes and into definite beds (Fig. 301). 
Suppose you should find in the conglomerates some fossil shells of sea 
animals. (Although fossils are not common in conglomerates they do 
o(‘cur in some places.) In order to get the t)oulders and pebbles of the 
underlying rock, that rock had to be eroded, and very little erosion occurs 
ex(5ept above watc'r. Erosion that involves weathering takes place 
only where the rocks are exposed to the atmosphere. The pre-Paleozoic 
ro(^ks, therefore, had been eroded before the conglomerates were formed 
on top of them. Since th(' conglomerates consist of fairly well sorted 
mat(‘rials, they must have been formed in a large' body of water as glaciers 
(*annof' sort maU'rials. As the rocks contain marine fossils, the large 
l)ody of w'ater must have been part of the s('a. You have, therefore, 
evideiK'e of erosion of the pre-Paleozoic, and a sea advance over that pre- 
Paleozoic. The conglomerate constitutes the oldest rock of a period. 

LOWER PALEOZOIC, CAMBRIAN PERIOD 

In the earl^y studi('S of the geolog.y of eastern North America, investi¬ 
gators found that the oldest rocks of the Appalachian Mountain region 
are conglomerate's of the' type described avS having been laid down on pre- 
I’ak'ozoic metamorphic rocks. This indicated that, early in Paleozoic 
tim(^, seas had ad\'anced over the region that is now the Appalachian 
Mountains (Fig. 333). Above the conglomerates are sandstones, shales, 
and some limeston(\s, in a series ranging from a few hundred to thousands 
of feet in thickness (Fig. 3366). Another great unconformity at the top 
of the series indicates wathdraw^al of the sea and erosion of the rocks of 
that series. The conglomerates, sandstones, and shales can be traced 
the entire length of the Appalachian Mountain region, but laterally 
their extent is small, about the width of the Appalachian Mountains. 
Their original position and relationship to the underlying rocks are shown 
in Fig. 335. It is evident that the underlying rocks were bowed down 
into a syncline and that the conglomerates, sandstones, and shales were 
deposited in the syncline. The syncline has now come to be known as 
the ^^Appalachian Geosyncline,more commonly as the “Appalachian 
Trough.At one time it was difficult to convince even students who 
knew something of geology that the Appalachian Mountain region had 
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Fig. 333.—Cambrian seas. (Modified from Schuchert.) Fine stipple represents early 
Cambrian epicontinental seas in Appalachian and Cordilleran synclines. Dashed and 
stippled areas represent epicontinental seaf in upper Cambrian. Black represents Cam¬ 
brian outcrops. The mountains represented were present in lower Cambrian, but those in 
the interior had been eroded away by upper Cambrian so that seas advanced over part of 
the region where they had existed. 

Fig, 334.—Cross section of the Appalachian Trough showing original position of early 
Cambrian rocks and their relationship to the pre-Cambrian rocks. 
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been the site of arras of the sea, but the outlines of the 
geosyneline hav(^ boon traced in detail from Alabama 
to the Gulf of St. Lawrencic and the events that led to 
the formation of the rocks described below have been 
interpreted as follows. 

Sedimentation in Advancing Seas.—In late pre- 
Cambrian time a long period of erosion was followed 
by the beginning of the down warping of the Appalach¬ 
ian Trough, As the area warped downward it came to 
be occupied by the major stream of the region, with 
minor streams (coming from the sides, so that sediments 
from a very larg(‘ area came into it. At sonu' period 
t h(' ends were warpc^d low^ enough so that tlu^ seas b(‘gan 
to advaiUH* into tht‘ trough, and as they advanced they 
were furnished sedinu^nts by the great river that oc¬ 
cupied the through. In addition their waves reworked 
the alluvial fans and flood-plain deposits that, were 
already then^ In the shallow waters in^ar shore, waves 
worked down to the solid rock; if the wave work was 
sufficiently vigorous sand, silt, and clay were carri(Kl 
away and pebbles and larg('r pieces of rock were left 
on the sea bottom. As the seas advanced farther and 
the pebbles that had been deposited w(‘Te in deeper 
water, sand was deposited over the pebbles. Later, 
when the seas had advanced so that the shore line was 
hundn*ds of miles away and the sea w^as deep enough 
so that the storm waves did not strike the bottom, 
(‘lays were deposited over the sands. In still lat(ir 
stages, wdth failure of even the finest of sediments to 
rcmcfli the region, limestones were deposited over the 
shales. 

Alternation of Sediments.—We might say that in 
a normal section of rock formed in an advancing sea 
there should be conglomerates below, succeeded by 
sandstones, then by shales, and finally by limestones. 
But such a succession rarely, if ever, occurs, for the 
progress of the sea is not uniform and during the gen¬ 
eral advance there are minor retreats. Stream flow 
varies greatly, stages of low water are succeeded by 
floods, and the entering streams carrying sediments 
change their courses. All of this has been treated in the 
chapter on Running Water, but we may consider a con¬ 
crete example in the oldest Paleozoic sea. The shore line 
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Lad advanced far enough that sands were being deposited over the pebbles 
when a great storm with very strong waves rolled pebbles out over the 
sand and sand was again deposited over the pebbles as soon as the storm 
subsided. The shore line kept moving away from this place, but after 
a few years another great storm brought pebbles. This time, as the 
shore line w^as farther aw^ay, the pebbhvs w'ere smaller. The lower rocks 
formed in an advancing sea instead of consisting, then, entirely of 
pebbles are likely t o be made up of alternating beds of sand and pebbles. 

The same kind of variat ion took place when clays began to be deposited 
above sands. Clays had been laid dow^n to a thickness of 2 or 3 feet 
when a particularly great flood of some riven* entering the sea brought 
in much more sand with a much stronger current than usual, and a 
few inches of sand were deposited above the (;lay. After the flood, 
when normal conditions returned, clay was again deposited above the 
sand. Years lat(‘r, an unusually great storm stirred up the bottom and 
moved sand beyond the ordinary limit, so that sand again, tennporarily, 
succeed(id clay. Finally, w'h('n the shore line w^as far enough away, 
calcareous muds w^ere deposited above the clays. 

Once a great river changcnl its course and entered the sea near the 
place w^here the calcareous muds wTre being deposited. It carried a 
great deal of sediment, and clay was again deposited above the cal¬ 
careous materials. The river again changed its course and entered the 
sea so far aw^ay that no (days reaclu'd th(^ area of deposition. 

Th(^ above example mei'ely show\s possibilities. Unusual storms and 
floods may come in periods of a fenv years to a few" thousand years, but 
the change in the river w"Ould b(» mu(?h less frecjuent. The change of 
the Hw"ang Ho River, as discussed on i)ag(^ 115, is an example of this. 
Alternation of different kinds of sediments is th(^ rule rather than the 
exception in all changes from oik^ type of sediment to another (Fig. 336). 

To go back to these first deposits on the pre^-Paleozoic rocks that were 
formed by the sea advancing in the geosyncline, we find that the lowest 
deposits were alternating conglomerates and sandstones, followed, in 
order, by sandstones, alternating shal(\s and sandstones, shales, alternating 
limestones and shales, and, finally, limestone. 

But even this succession is very much genc^ralized and ideal rather 
than actual, as in some places the sedimentation did not go beyond the 
sandstone stage, and in others did not reach the limestone stage, before 
changes came that altered the entire order of deposition. In Fig. 336, let 
us assume that the point designated as ‘'1^' is a place where sand was 
being deposited near shore. The sea advanced up the trough so that 
the margin was finally hundreds of miles from 1 but the lateral margin 
of the sea stayed near this spot and sands were carried out to it as long 
as the sea remained over the area, or until the near-lying land was cut 
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so low that it no longer furnished sand. Point 2 was far enough from 
shore to receive the normal succession, and though at point 1 sandstones 
formed all of the time after the first conglomerates, at 2, sandstones 
were succeeded by shales and shales, in turn, by limestones. 

The limestones and shales at 2 might be of the same age as the sand¬ 
stones at 1. How then could the geologist, by examining sections at 

Fig. 330.— (a) Map showing conditions of sedimentation during part of the sea advance 
through the Appalachian Trough. (6) Section to show relationships of rocks and life near 
localities 1 and 2 of a. Just off the shore of 1 the deposits are all sand and pebbles At 
2 sands gave place to clays and clays to lime as the seas advanced and deepened. 

1 and 2 (of 6 in Fig. 336) where a stream had cut through, determine 
the relative ages of the rocks in the two places? 

Use of Fossils,—Suppose that while the first sandstone was forming 
at 1 of Fig. 336 species of animals lived that we may designate by the 
letters a, 6, c, d, and that the same species lived in the sea at 2. By 
the time the sea had advanced to 3, however, life at 2, as well as at 1, 
and throughout all of the sea of that time in the trough, had changed 
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docidedly. The spocies living in this sea were /, g, h. When th(^ seas 
had advanced to 4, limestones becamei the dominant rock at 2, and life had 
again changed so that the main forms were z, j, ky 1. This would be 
true also of 1 where sandstone was still forming, and the relative ages of 
the rocks could be readily det(irmined by their fossils and the kind 
of rock would have no significance. 

Source of Sediments.— The sediments that were deposited in the 
trough were all derived from igm^ous and metamorphic rocks. Thc^ 
igneous rocks were granites, basalts, diorites, gabbros, and felsitevs, and 
the metamorphic rocks were mainly gneisses, schists, and slates. The 
weathering of th(^S(^ old rocks appears to ha\T been rather compl(4;(i, 
as the rocks forming from the weathered materials are mainly shales 
and limestones. 

Further Spread of Cambrian Seas.—The margins of the oldest J^aleo- 
zoic rocks are on the east and west sides of the Appalachian Mouniains, 
and it is inferred from this that the seas in eastern North America occu¬ 
pied only the Appalachian Trough (Fig. 333) during most of the oldc'st 
period of the Paleozoic. However, there were many minor oscillations 
of the sea in the trough and the3" even withdrew almost completelj^ during 
one part of the Cambrian. Before the clos(i of this period the lands west 
of the trough became so low that the seas spread over them and a sand¬ 
stone was deposited over wide areas in the central part of North America. 
The seas finally spread westward through the interior and th(‘ Rocky 
Mountain region and joined with another great geosynclinal sea near tlu^ 
Pacufic (see upper Cambrian sea margins on Fig. 333). 

The Cordilleran Geosyncline.—At about the samc^ time that tlu^ 
Appalachian Geosyncline was forming, an even larger geosyncline formed 
from the Arctic Ocean nearly to the Gulf of Lower California. It was 
roughly parallel to the Pacific Coast. The history of this geosyncline 
during the first period of the Paleozoic was much the same as that of the 
Appalachian Gc^osyncline, although the sediments deposited were thicker 
and more nearly continuous than those in the east. At nearly the same 
time that the seas sx)read west from the Appalachian region, they spread 
(‘ast from the western geosyncline and finally covered nearly half of the 
North American continent. In the early stages of this widespread sea, 
the sediments were mainly sands, silts,, and clays, but in the later stages 
so little land was exposed that only a small amount of clastic material 
came into the seas and the deposits were formed mainly from material 
in solution. 

The Close of the Cambrian.—The earliest Paleozoic period represents 
a time of little movement of the continental masses. After the seas had 
remained over the continent for perhaps 40,000,000 or 60,000,000 years, 
they withdrew from the western area, the Appalachian Trough, and the 
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interior, leaving only minor epicontinental seas on the land. This with¬ 
drawal constituted the close of the period. Th(»re was no mountain 
making of importance and no igneous activity. 

Fiq. 337.—Ordovician seas and outcrops. Fine stipple represents middle Ordo¬ 
vician epicontinental seas. Black represents Ordovician outcrops, {Seas modified from 
Schuchert.) 

LOWER PALEOZOIC, ORDOVICIAN PERIOD 

During the second period of the Paleozoic, the seas advanced again 
through the Appalachian Trough (as in their first invasion of the con¬ 
tinent), but thej^ soon spread with many minor oscillations into the 
interior and to the Cordilleraii Trough. Finally, they covered about 
GO per cent of the continent, constituting the widest spread of continental 
seas during all geologic time in North America (Fig. 337). At their 
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maximum extent, they were still oscillatory and retreated widely, only 
to advance again over about the same area. The period closed with a 
widespread withdrawal and extensive^ mountain folding in western 
New England and eastern New York, usually designated as the '^Taconic 
uplift.^^ The time of formation of the mountains is fixed, because rocks 
of the second period are greatly folded and eroded and those of the n(‘xt 
period were deposited horizontally over the tilt(?d beds (Fig. 338). 

Fig. 338.—Relationship of Ordovician to Silurian rocks where the older rocks were folded 
and peneplaned before the Silurian sea advancied. 

LIFE OF CAMBRIAN 

Records of life before the Paleozoic an^ v(‘ry scarce, although as 
stated before, several kinds of fossils have be^en found. The rocks of 
the first Paleozoic period are sometimes (characterized as the oldest 
rocks bearing fossils in abundance. As the seas came into the Appala¬ 
chian and Cordilleran troughs, th('y brought with them many kinds of 
animals that had developed since the time of formation of the youngest 
known pre-Paleozoic rocks. The life that came in was unlike the lifee 
of the present. The most striking absentees were the animals that now 
dominate the earth, i.e., the vert(cbrat(3s or backboned animals. This 
is the group to which fishes, crocodiles, birds, horses, elephants, man, 
and nearly all of the large animals Ixdong. Notwithstanding the absence 
of the vertebrates, the animals, as a whole, were well on thtjir way 
toward the highest organization. Probably nine-tenths of all basic 
organic structures in animals had appeared by the beginning of the 
Paleozoic period. 

Trilobites and Brachiopods.—Two types of animals, trilobites and 
brachiopods (Figs. 339, 340, and 341), that were abundant throughout 
most of the Paleozoic, dominated the oldest Paleozoic seas. The trilobites 
were remotely related to the modern lobsters and crawfishes. Brachio¬ 
pods had two shells, roughly resembling "clam shells, although the two 
animals are not closely related. About 73 per cent of the animals in the 
first Paleozoic sea were brachiopods and trilobites. If you should 
find a rock in w^hich brachiopods and trilobites are the main fossils and 
other fossils are rare, you might, with a considerable degree of confidence, 
but not with certainty, identify this piece of rock as having come from 
the oldest Paleozoic period. 
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Lower Paleozoic Stage of Development.—Although evolution was 
far advanced in the early Cambrian, the life forms were young and 
almost all of the orders were still to be evolved. One of the laws of 
evolution that is probably invariable is that youthful forms change 
rapidly, whereas old-age foniis change slowly. No old-age form, more¬ 
over, seems ever to have given rise to anything radically different from 

itself. The Cambrian forms were youthful, and 
changes went on rapidly. For example, with the 
first seas there seem to have c^ome in not more 
than 25 species of i.iilobites, but mon^ than 1,000 
species had appean^d before th(i close of the period. 
On an average, each species produced 40 ru^w 
ones. You may visualize this by imagining 40 
kinds of birds, .such as crows, hawks, ducks, geese, 
and sparrows, developing from one kind of bird. 
It might be assumed that this is very rapid evolu¬ 
tion, but the matter deserves a little further con¬ 
sideration. How long was the Cambrian i)eriod? 
If we say 50,000,000 years, the evolution takers on 
quite a different aspect, and the changes may 

have been very slow, even imperceptible, through periods many timers as 
long as historical time. 

By .studying Fig. 342, we may trac(‘ the evolution of one species into 
the many that it i)roduccd. One .species came in with the first seas 
of the period and minute changes gradually accumulated until the 
original species was no longer recognizable, but two ;speci(\s, both slightly 
different from the original and from each other, had arisen. At this 

Fig. ;i4(). 
brian trilobites. 
Walcott.) 

{After 

Fia. 341.—Cambrian brachiopods. {After Walcott.) 

Stage, at the end of 10,000,000 years, three species had existed. In 
the next 10,000,000 years, each of the two new species formed two 
others, so that four species were living at the end of 20,000,000 years 
and three had died out. In the next 10,000,000 years, each of the four 
gave rise to two more, so that at the end of 30,000,000 years eight species 
were living and seven had died out. At this rate of evolution 63 species 
would have evolved in 50,000,000 years, of which 32 species would be 
living and 31 would have died out. No such regularity of evolution or 
results could be expected or would ever occur, as chance plays a very 
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large part in evolution, and though some spceies might give rise to many, 
others gave rise to none. The emphasis here is on the slowness of the 
process. 

Students unfamiliar with the various proofs of the l(?ngth of geologic 
time are likely to think that investigators of living animals should he 
able to notice permanent evolution changes, but the geologist does not 
(consider that likely, as all changes that he has been able to trace in th(‘ 
g(‘ologic past have been exceedingly slow in terms of historical time. 

Fig. 342.— Devc4opmt»iit of 02 species from 1 species. The diagram represents possi- 
iile results from slow changes—the development of two species from one in 10,000,000 
years. 

Effects of Change of Environment.—The youthful forms coming into 
the early Paleozoic seas had other factors than youth in favor of rapid 
evolution. As the seas spread over the continents, opportunities for 
rapid changes in environment were created. The animals had been 
living in shallow water near the shore, and the spreading seas may have 
forced them into water that was deeper or shallower, muddier or clearer, 
fresher or saltier, quieter or more agitated, cooler or warmer. Any 
one of these changes might favor individuals with some particular 
modification, or it might destroy the animal. The spreading, at any 
time, or even the shrinking of the seas forces modification of habitat 
and, consequently, favors certain characteristics of the animal at the 
expense of others. 

The withdrawal of the seas at the close of the first period probably 
caused the extermination of many species that, having become accus¬ 
tomed to certain living conditions, could not adjust themselves rapidly 
enough to the new ones forced upon them. A graphic example may serve 
to illustrate this. Suppose the waters should begin to rise on the present 
North American continent until all lands lower than 8,000 feet were 
submerged. You may well imagine what would happen to many 
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species of animals now living on the continent. The land above 8,000 
feet high is all in the Rocky Mountain region and the higli mountains 
near the Pacific Coast. All of the land animals would be forced into an 
area no larger than the state of California. That area could not produce 
enough food for the 160,000,000 people of North America, and unless 
food could be brought in from the outside the human population would 
have to decrease. Thos(i sp('cies of animals that could not be used for 
food probably would be exterminated and those species of plants that 
were not in some way directly useful to man would b(^ kilk^d off. In 
the process of change, animals not infrequently adopt a new habitat as 
distinctly different as are air and water. This time would be partifuilarly 
favorable for such adjustment, and some species would be likely to adapt 
themselves to living in the sea. No rapid adjustments would be required 
but very great changes would be necessary Ix'fore the adaptations wc're 
complete, and the animals^ regular habitat Ix^came water. 

Absence of Land Life in Cambrian.— No land life of the earliest 
Paleozoic period is known, or, if there w^ere such, it did not leave fossils. 
With no plants or animals present, tin? land was just bai*ren rock. With¬ 
out the protection from eroding agents affordc'd by a covering of plants, 
the details of erosion must have been somewhat different from now. 

Absence of Vertebrates.—In the rocks of the Cambrian period no 
bone has })een found, and if animals with bones had been pressent geolo¬ 
gists would almost certainly have discovered their remains. The 
internal skeleton remained, then, as a great organic structure still to be 
developed. 

LIFE OF THE ORDOVICIAN 

In the second period, which is the upper j^art of the Lower Paleozoic, 
some forms of life w^ere decidedly different from those in the first period. 

Fig. 343.—Ordovician trilobites. {After Goldring, courtesy of New York State Museum.) 

The restriction of the areas of shallow seas had caused great modifications 
in animals and the disappearance of great numbers of species. The 
readvance of the sea gave opportunity for remaining forms to develop 
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and expand and for new spe(jies to originate. Not only did new species 
in great numbers come in (probably more than 6,000 being known from 
the second period) but not more than 10 or 15 of the more than 2,000 
species of the Cambi-ian lived over into Ordovician. New classcvs of 
animals appeared and some of these became as abundant as the brachio- 
pods and trilobites, in spite of the fact that trilobites and brachiopods 

Fi«. 344.““ Ordovioiiui brachiopods. (From Paleontology of New York.) 

(Figs. 343 and 344) w(‘r(‘ more numerous than they had been in the 
Camlman. { 

Cephalopods.—We need ])ay attention to only a few of the new classes. 
One of tii(‘s(‘ is the c(‘phalopods, of which tlie pearly nautilus and the 
octopus are modcu-n forms. This class was r(‘pr(\sented only by small 
individuals in th(‘ first part of th(i period, but in the 8e(*ond part the clavss 
included the largest and most powerful of the cart h^s'in habitants. The 
earli(\st (cephalopods had small conelike shells; and, as th(^y develope^d, 

345. “ Ordovician cephalopods, about }’j natural size. {After Goldring, courtesy of ike 
New York HUife Museum.) 

the cone increased in length and became a long, slender, straight shell. 
As tluc animal grew, it add(^d to the length of the shell and left the older 
part unoc-cupi(cd. This was accomplished by the addition of a cross 
partition behind the animal each time it moved forward in the shell 
(Fig. 345). Some such shells, more than 1 foot in diameter and 15 feet 
long, have been found; but, with the very beginning of the evolution 
of this class, before the close of the second period of the Paleozoic, its 
ncKJmbers assumed a great variety of forms. Straight shells were the most 
common, but some were slightly curved, strongly curved, or loosely 
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coiled, and still others were tightly coiled (Fig. 345). All had partitions 
in the shell and the entire group may be recognized by them. If it 
were not for the partitions, many of the shells would greatly resemble 
snail shells. 

SnailS) Clams, and Bryozoa.—Snails and clams (Fig. 346) of many 
kinds have been found in Ordovician rock. Bryozoa (moss animals) 

Fig. 340.—Ordovician trilobit«, snail, clam, and bryozoan. {After Goldring, courtesy of the 
New York State Museum.) 

were possibly the most abundant creatures in the Ordoviedan seas. 
They were extremedy small and lived in colonies. The (tolony phdured 
in Fig. 346 shows about 50 animals on the side exposed and there wen» 
as many on the opposite side. The colony is shown natural size. Some 
Ordovician rocks are composed largely of bryozoans. 

Fig. 347.—Ordovician fish (conodont) teeth. Five species, from the Middle Ordovician, 
All enlarged about 25 diameters. {After Branson and Mehl.) 

Fishes.—The other important class that appeared was the fishes 
(Fig. 347), the first of the vertebrates. One should not, however, expect 
to find fossil fishes in Ordovician rocks, as probably not one geologist 
in a hundred has ever collected any fish remains from this period. The 
other classes that possessed hard skeletons had them on the outside of 
the body as shells. Forms like the modern crawfish and grasshopijfr 
represented in the early Paleozoic by trilobites, periodically break open 
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tho outer covering, e.sc?ape from it, and form a new covering. This is 
highly wasteful and comparable to a man's having to burn down his old 
house before he can have a new one. The development of the internal 
skeleton made possible organic changes that the external skeleton had 
prevented, and paved the way for the evolution of the highest types of 
animals. 

Absence of Land Life.—Although no fossils of land animals or plants 
have been found in Ordovician rocks, there can be no doubt that the 
more primitive plants lived in gn^at numbers, as animals depend indirectly 
at least upon plants for their food. No animal has the power within 
itself of taking chemicals directly from the air, the water, or the rocks 
and transforming them into animal food. Plants perform this function 
and animals must eithei* eat the plants or eat other animals. Undoubt- 
(‘dly, the first living matter to originate was one of the lowest types of 
plants. 

ECONOMIC PRODUCTS OF THE LOWER PALEOZOIC 

Cambrian.—The ec^onomic products from the Cambrian are not of 
great importance. Some of the gold from the Black Hills is found in the 
sandstones and conglomerates that w(^r(‘ formed at the time of the very 
widespr(‘ad sc^a near the clos(i of the period. This gold was a placer 
deposit foriiK'd with the (conglomerate. Such deposits originate, upon 
the weatluu’ing of gold veins, by streams' transporting the pebbles and 
finer fragments of rock and particles of gold and redepositing them. 
Most of the gold is of dust size but flakes and nuggets occur. Gold is 
about six or seven times as heavy as ordinary rock, and, therefore, is 
concentrated by the running water that deposits the gravel. A con¬ 
siderable amount of the gold that has been mined in the world w^as 
recovered m(u*ely by washing gravel. When such gravel becomes 
cemented, it forms a consolidated placer. Such Cambrian placers are 
not uncommon in the United States, but the Black Hills seems to be the 
only place where they were mined, and even there they did not constitute 
the main sourt^e of the gold. 

The greatest lead deposits in the United States are in Cambrian rock 
in southeast Missouri. They occur in a dolomite that was formed at the 
time of the greatest extent of Cambrian seas. The ore mineral is galena, 
which consists of lead and sulfur. The galena particles are disseminated 
through the dolomite and were deposited there subsequent to the time 
of formation of the rock, probably, by warm or hot water that moved 
upward throiigh the rock carrying the lead in solution. The lead ore 
was one of the reasons for the early exploration and settlements of south¬ 
east Missouri. However, the French were hunting for silver and mined 
the lead only incidentally. The oldest mines in the Mississippi Valley 
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are in this region and date back to 1720. For many years this region 
has produceid more lead than any other in the world and there is no 
indication that the ore bodies are near exhaustion. 

Ordovician.—Ordovicuan economic products are considerably mon^ 
important than those of the Cambrian, and petroleum and gas are among 
the more valuable of them. The most widespread lirnestoiu' that formed 
in the sea which covered about GO per ccmt of the North American con¬ 
tinent (a limestone widely known to oil men as the Trent-on contained 
the petroleum of westc'rn Ohio and eastern Indiana. It was }‘(H*ov(‘i’ed 
from rocks of a low anticline known as the Cincinnati arch.’' This 
was one of the early producing areas that is now neai'ly exhausted. Al¬ 
one time, it produced more than 20,000,000 l)arrels of peti’ohmm per 
year; its present production is very small. Until 1912, this was (he only 
area that had produced oil in paying (|uantiti(‘s from th(' ()rdovi(*ian, 
but since that time such oc^currences of oil hav(^ been found in Kentucky, 
southern Illinois, and particularly in Oklahoma. In Oklahoma nearly 
all deeper wells get their supplies from the Ordovician, and the rock is 
producing more than even the younger ro(!ks of the area i)roduced in the 
early days of the Oklahoma fic^lds. 

Lead and zinc from Illinois, Iowa, and Wisconsin come from Ordovi¬ 
cian rocks. 

A formation called th(^ ^^St. Peter sandstone is one of tlu^ main 
artesian-water bearers of the northern Mississip])i Valley, and arir^sian 
water is one of the most important of the e(*onomic |)roducts. In many 
places, the sandstone contains more than 99 per cent silica and less than 
0.1 per cent iron compounds and, therefore, is used extensively for the 
manufacture of glass. 



CHAPTER XIX 

PETROLEUM GEOLOGY AND THE PETROLEUM OF 
THE PALEOZOIC 

Among tho numerous coiitrilaitions macl(^ ]>y geologists to the economic 
eondilions of reec^nt tim()s, probably nom^ has be(m more important than 
lh('ir application of g(‘ological principles to the discoveiy of petroleum 
fields. As lat(‘ as the first decaide of the twentieth (*entury, the dis(H)very 
of j)(‘trol(aim ‘Spools’’ was largely a matter of gu(^sswork. The earliest 
p(droleum fields develo]ied in the United States were in Pennsylvania, 
Ohio, and West Virginia. 

The Anticlinal Theory.—Dr. I. C. White of the West Virginia Geologi¬ 
cal Survey observ(‘d that wells drilled on the tops of anticlines yielded 
more' ixdroleum than those' drilh'd at otla'i* places. For several years 
h(‘ checked his observations and finally formulated from them the anti- 

clinal theory—a formulation that- merely goes back to his first, observation 
that j)etroleum is found rnainl}’ in th(^ to])s of anticlines. 

Geological Methods of Locating Oil.— At tlu^ present time geologists, 
th(^ world ov(*r, in their search for new bodies of ])etroleum s(d(^ct anti¬ 
clines as the most, likely locations. This does not mean that they look 
for the t()})s of hills. Your study of anticlines has shown you that their 
tops may be in the bottoms of valleys (Fig. 3-18) or on the tops of hills. 
Figure 349 shows a stream flowing through the top of an anticline. This 
is a producing anticline, and the wells are drilled in the bottom of the 
valh'y. In another oil field in the same vicinity as in that of Fig. 349, 
the w('lls arc drilled in the top of a hill but, nevertheless, at the summit 
of the anticline (Fig. 350). It is a rather common thing for fake geolo¬ 
gists to go into a region and recommend drilling on the tops of hills. 

When a geologist starts to investigate an area wh(^re he is unfamiliar 
with the g(K>logy and can find nothing published to give him real informa¬ 
tion about such geology, he first works out the geologic section, f.c., he 
finds out the age and kind of the surface rock and of all the rocks as far 
down in the section as he can get at them. If the strata are turned up 
on edge or steeply dipping, as shown in Fig. 351, one can measure a 
thick section without the beds being exposed in deep valleys or on high 
hills. 

It may be worth while to follow a geologist in his actual work of 
studying a section. He may go into the field shown in Fig. 350. He will 
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have no difficulty in seeing that there is an anticline at this place, but it 
may be that igneous rocks are near the surface or that there are no other 

Fig. 348.—Photograph and section of part of an oil-bearing anticline. The rocks at 
the right dip to the east, the rocks in the distance dip to the north, and the rocks at the left 
dip to the south. This is the north end of a long narrow anticline. {Photograph by Willard 
Bailey,) 

Fio. 349.—A stream valley in the top of an anticline. The beds on one side of the valley 
dip to the right, on the other side, to the left. {Photograph by E. B. Branson,,) 

rocks suitable for petroleum production within reach of the drill from 
the top of the anticline. About 10 miles south of the anticline a stream 
cuts through the mountains and exposes a full section, from granite to 
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ilu) surface rocks of the anticline. The rocks at the surface of the anti¬ 
cline are nonfossiliferous, red sandstones which are not likely to yield oil. 
Below about 700 feet of the red sandstone are a sandy shale and thin- 

Fia. 350.—An oil-prod\icing anticline in Wyoming showing two producing wells and a 
dry hole. (A) An oil sand; (B) a shale that forms an impervious cap to the oil sand. Below 
the black in A the sand is saturated with water, and above the black gas is present. 

Fig. 361.—A geologic section from pre-Cambrian granite to Mesosoic rooks, as they are 
exposed 10 miles south of the area shown in Fig. 360. 

bedded limestone; below this are rather coarse-grained sandstones and 
interbedded with them highly fossiliferous limestones. The animals 
that are represented by the fossils may have yielded petroleum on 
their partial decay, and the petroleum may then have migrated into the 
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sandstone and saturated it. The sandy shakis above the sandstone 
would hav(^ prev('nt(*d the petroleum from going higher. 

Figure 350 illustrates several phases of geology of petrolcMim. Ilie 
well located dirc'ctly on top of the anticline can most advantageously 
drain the entire anticlinal .structure. However, in some larg(' oil fields 
the location would be a poor one, as gas accumulates abov(^ the oil and 
the w('ll might be a h('a\y ])roducer of gas but produ(*e no oil. In that 
case the next well would be drilk^d on the flank of the anticline so as to 
strike below the gas and g(‘t the oil. One well was drilk'd so low on the 
anticline that the drill stru(*k the produ(*ing sand at 3,000 f(M4 but got 
nothing but water. In this field, as in many others di*ilk‘d without 
ac(*urate geological information, drilling off-structun^ used up all profits. 

Age of Oil-bearing Strata.—The g(K)logist pays particailai* attiuition 
to the age of the rocks. Some fi(4ds produce from rock of only one ag(*; 
others from rocks of mor(‘ than om^ period, as do those in Pennsylvania 
and Oklahoma. 

The chief stat(‘s that produce petroleum from Paleozoic* roc'ks an*, 
in order of their present production, Oklahoma, Illinois, Texas, Kansas, 
New Mexi(a), and ^Michigan. Until a few years ago most of the oil of 
these fields came from Pc^nnsylvanian rocks, the n(‘xt to the youngest 
rocks of the Paleozoic. Drillers declined to drill below Pennsylvanian 
rocks. When some of tlie best fields neared (exhaustion, however, wells 
were dceepened to Ordo\dcian rocks, which wene found to be e\xm more 
productive than the higher beds, and at the i)resent time wells in many 
producing fields are being dteepenc'd to tine older rocks. 

If the geologist making the inveestigation had found that the rocks 
immediately underlying the surfaces rocks in Fig. 350 were Cambrian 
in age, he would have paid no more attention to the field, as rocks of 
that age have been found to be productive in only one place in the world. 
Geologists would not say that Cambrian rocks may not be found produc¬ 
tive but mendy that their experienc(i has shown that it isnT worth while 
spending money attempting to get p(^trok*um from rocks that old. If 
it had been found that th(^ ro(?ks imnuKiiakfly undc^rlying the red rocks 
were granite or other igneous rock, negative conditions for oil would 
have been still further emphasized and geologists would have said its 
occurrence was impossible. In a recent test for oil in one of the central 
states of the United States, granite was ‘struck and drilling was con¬ 
tinued with the hope of passing through it to find sedimentary rocks 
below. The fallacy is evident to anyone who understands how granites 
are formed. 

Petroleum Reserves.—In 1939, the United States produced about 
?5 of the petroleum of the world. This do(?s not mean that the United 
States actually has % of the world’s petroleum but rather that it is 
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using its supply faster than most other countries. New fields in the 
United States are discovered every year, but that must come to an end, 
probably during the first half of the twentieth century. When new 
fields cease to be found, petroleum production will decrease rather rapidly, 
and either a substitute for gasoline must be found or the use of gasoline- 
drivcui machinery must decrease, and the United States must come to 
the condition of some other countries where gasoline' is very high in 
price. At present, petroleum is being produced without great waste. 
This has come about by improvement in methods by the oil companies 
and improvement in laws of production by the various produ(*ing states. 

Natural Gas.—Natural gas is probably the cheape^st and b(\st fuel 
(extant. It generally occurs with petroleum, though there are some gas 
fields that produce no petroleum and some petroleum fi(4ds that produce 
no gas. In the earlier days of petroleum and gas production, it was not 
uncommon to drill a gas well and allow the gas to escape into the air. In 
that way great amounts of this high grad(^ fuel W('re wast('d. Most 
states now have laws that prohibit such waste, and all gas wells must 
be capped so as to conserve the gas in the ground. Gas may be ])i])ed for 
long distances to market, but there are large wells in remote places from 
which no gas is being used. Near Farmington, New Mexico, are two 
su(;h wells, one capable of supptying about 85,000,000 cubic feet per day 
and the other about 70,000,000 cubic feet per day; both are capped. 
No doubt this field would furnish manj^ other wells of similar capacity 
if it w(‘re drilled. In cities far from gas fields, gas may be more expensive^ 
than oth('r fuels owing to the costs of transportation. 

ORIGIN OF PETROLEUM 

The way in which petroleum originated was for a long time in contro¬ 
versy, and (wen at j^resent there is not entir(‘ agr('('ment among investi¬ 
gators, although almost without exception gc^ologists believe that it 
(^ame from plants and animals that lived in the seas at the time that the 
sediments were forming. The evidences that go to prove this are numer¬ 
ous. First, no large bodies of petrohnim have ever been found unas¬ 
sociated with sedimentary rocks. Second, no large amounts of petroleum 
occur either in rocks that are not highly fossiliferous or that are uncon¬ 
nected with highly fossiliferous rocks by a porous b('d through wJiich the 
oil might migrate to them. Third, petroleum can be formed in the 
laboratory from the fatty materials of plants and animals. 

It seems probable that, when the sediments were being deposited, the 
petroleum was formed by partial decay of the tissues of animals and plants 
living in the seas. In clear water, petroleum drops would rise to the 
surface, being lighter than water, and evaporate; but in water containing 
clay particles the drops would be likely to attach themselves to the clay 
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particles, be carried to the bottom, and buried in the muds. The mud 
might thus come to be saturated with petroleum. The material resulting 
from the decay, then*, might have been some other form of hydrocarbon 
(rather than petroleum), which might have be(*ri changed to petroleum 
later in its histor}^ 

Petroleum may be manufactured in the chemical laboratory from iron 
compounds, but it occurs nowhere in nature in such situations as to 
suggest origin from ii'on and nowhere near to bodies of iron ores of quan¬ 
tity great enough to have furnished the necessary materials. Petrolc'um 
produced from iron compounds in the laboratory lac^ks certain properties 
that all natural petroleum possesses. 

For the conditions requisite to the formation of great quantiticis of 
petroleum, imagine widespread shallow seas, depth ranging probably 
from 200 or 300 to 1,000 feet, animal and plant life abundant, sedinumts 
in the water sufficient to carry down thci petroleum drops. Do not 
consider that the water was what is commonly re*garded as muddy, 
as in that case the animals and plants would not be present in abundance, 
and if they were the sediments would form so much faster than the* oil 
droplets that the resulting muds would contain insignificant amounts of 
petroleum. You are scarcely aware of the dust in the atmosphere, but 
it is probably settling as fast as the sediments were scuttling in the seas 
at the time that the great amounts of petroleum were formed, possibly 
at the rate of 1 foot in 4,000 or 5,000 years; 1 pint of petroleum per cubic 
foot of rock may have settled in the same length of time. From this 
you can imagine the rate of use of petroleum, at the present time, over 
the rate of formation: possibly, several million times as fast as it is being 
formed. There is no way of making even an approximate estimate. 
Hence, it is a duty of all intelligent citizens to conserve this natural 
product in every way possible. 



CHAPTER XX 

MIDDLE PALEOZOIC; SILURIAN AND DEVONIAN PERIODS 

The periods that we shall (;onsid(‘r as Middle Paleozoic are the Silurian 
and Devonian of the standard section. The Middle Paleozoic is strik¬ 
ingly different from Lower Paleozoic in several respects. The periods are 
based on the H(‘dimentary rocks laid down during a great advance of the 
sea, as was tru(^ in the Lower Paleozoic. In the third period, the Silurian, 
the seas were quite different from those of the other periods (Fig. 352). 
The W(^st(irn margin of the sea was a little west of the Mississippi River, 
but in all of the other periods far western regions had been under water. 
Most of the Ro(^ky Mountain region is entirely free? from Silurian de^posits. 
The Devonian seas (Fig. 353) were not so extensive as those of some other 
p(^riods, but their rocks occur in both (iastcun and western areas and 
through the interior. In both periods the Appalachian Trough was one of 
the early places to be invaded, and served as a dc^pository through most of 
their duration. The rocks of both periods are shales, limestones, and 
sandstones, with limestones forming a larger proportion than would be 
cxp(icted from the proportion of calcium carbonate to clays, silts, and 
sands derived from normal weathering. The earliest known occurrence 
of salt and gyj)sum is in the Silurian, but they occur in small quantities 
compared to limestone. The largest deposits of salt and gypsum occur 
in New York, Ohio, and Ontario. 

The relationship and extent of the formations show that the seas 
oscillated a great deal, and th(‘y did not always cover the same areas 
on readvancing. Salt and gypsum are present in the rocks of only 
a few periods, although, as the materials forming them are very common 
in sea water, they should be present in most marine deposits if they 
did not require special conditions for their formation. Clearly, they 
required some special conditions. Late in the Silurian period the seas 
withdrew from most of the North American continent, and isolated bodies 
of salt water were left in New York, Ohio, and Ontario. Most of these 
bodies of water were merely shut off by bars from larger bodies of salt 
water. The climate must have been arid so as to make evaporation 
equal or exceed the inflow from streams. Apparently many of the 
isolated bodies of water completely evaporated and all of their salt and 
gypsum were precipitated on the sea floor. The sea water contains a 
little more than 1 part in 100 by volume of salt. As some of the salt 
deposits are 200 feet thick, more than 20,000 feet of water must have 
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evaporated in order to aeposit that much. However, one should not 
awRiimo that there was a basin 20,000 feet deep, for other facts show that 
the water was comparatively shallow at all times (see page 366). 

Fia. 352.—Silurian seas. {Modified from Schuchert.) Fine stipple represents arcus 
of late Silurian epicontinental seas. Dashes represent areas of middle Silurian seas. 
Black represents outcrops. 

LIFE OF MIDDLE PALEOZOIC 

The life of the Middle Paleozoic in its general aspects was not very 
different from that of the Lower Paleozoic. In the seas the brachiopods 
(Fig. 354), trilobites, and cephalopods were dominant forms. 

Trilobites.—Trilobites were showing old-age characteristics before 
the close of the Devonian. In the earlier Paleozoic they had been young 
and subject to great numbers of variations. In the Silurian they became 
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less and less varied and in the Devonian the old-age characteristics 
showed plainly. 

Of animals and plants in general, it may be said that one of the most 
conspicuous indications of a group’s entering ‘‘old age” is the develop¬ 
ment of useless structures commonly designated as “ornaments.” With 

Fig. 353.—Devonian seas. {Modified from Schuchert.) Fine stipple represents areas of 
epicontinental seas. Black represents outcrops. 

the trilobites these were in the nature of spines and nodes on various 
parts of the body (Fig. 356). They had ceased to evolve changes that 
would fit them to their environment, or to develop many new species. 
One familiar with the development of life in the geologic past might pre¬ 
dict, after examining the Devonian trilobites, that they were near the 

end of their course. 
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Cephalopods.—Amoiiir ^he cephalopods a new type of structure 
appeared that was later tO become the dominant feature of that group. 
The partitions in the shells had been simple, gently curved plates hereto¬ 
fore, but in the Devonian a form appeared that had strong flexures in 
the edges of the partition, producing complex sutures (Fig. 355d), 

Corals and Crinoids.—(^4)raLs w^ere present in late Cambrian seas 
and incTcased in numbers and kinds in Ordovician seas; and reef-building 
forms were abundant in Silurian and Devonian seas (Fig. 356). Crinoids 
appeared in the Ordovician and were abundant in Ksome Silurian and 
Devonian seas. As one member of the Echinodermata, crinoids arc 
reflated to modern starfishes and sea urchins. They consist of a cup 
or head, with radiating arms, that contains the vital organs (Fig. 357). 

a b c d 
Fig. 35(3." Devonian and Silurian corals. {From Pirsson and Schuchert, courtesy of John 

Wiley & Sons, Inc.) 

The root w^as attached to the sea bottom and the other organs floated 
in the sea water (Fig. 358). 

Fishes Develop Paired Fins..Fishes, which had appeared in the 
Ordovician period, were still rare and small in the Silurian. They camqf 
to the time of great evolutional vigor and great changes in the Devonian, 
which is known as the Age of Fishes^' (Fig. 359). By the middle of tho^ 
period they had branched out into four main lines of development. One 
of these was the sharks, which appeared here for the first time and which , 
in some respects constituted a great advance among fishes. Some of 
these sharks show the development of paired limbs, which up to this time 
had not been present. The fish fins had been long folds of skin along 
the sides of the body; now, the bone supporte of these folds became 
segregated into four groups, two on each side of the body, and folds of 
skin were restricted to the four groups of bone to form the paired limbs. 
Bony fishes, which are today, and long have been, the dominant group of 
fishes, had their ancestral forms in the Devonian. All of them were 
small, and there were few species. 
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Armored Joint-necked Fishes.—One specialized group, the ‘^jointed 
necks/^ assumed some striking peculiarities and in some places became 
the dominant form of fishcvs and the largc^st animals in the Devonian. 
In the joint necks the lower jaw and the teetli of the low('r jaw consist 
of just one unit; all other fishes have separated bones in the lower jaw 
and the teeth an^ separate pierces. The^' ar(‘ called the “joint-necked'^ 
fishes on account of two ball-and-so(^ket joints betwe^en the skull and some 

armor plates on the back of the fish (Fig. 360). Tlu^se armor plates 
were a new type of diivelopment. On the middl(^ of the back was a 
heavy shield-shaped piece of bone and on either side of this piece were 
other bony plates. Two of the latter, one on each side, articulated with 
the base of the skull by means of the ball-and-socket joints. Here 
was the first heavily armored animal that had come into existence, and 
it furnishes us with another lesson in the economy of evolutionary 
development, which is that heavy armoring, though it may protect the 
animal temporarily, finally leads to extinction. Some of. these fishes 
reached a length of 25 feet or more and may be considered as giants 
among all animals of that time. Although they appeared first in early 
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Devonian, they did not outlast that period. This Ls our first record of 
the dying out of an entire race. Another law of evolution that is illus- 

Fiq. 368.—Restoration of crinoids, bryosoa, cephalopoda and trilobites, with associated sea¬ 
weeds, in a Devonian sea. {Courteey of Rochester Museum of Arts and Sciences.) 

trated here is that giantism leads to extinction. The two laws ma}^ be 
stated in other ways: very large animals belong to short-lived species; 
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Fig. 360.—Some of the best known Devonian fishes, (a) lung fish, (/>) shark, (c) joint- 
neck armored fish, (d) and (c) armored fishes. (/) a late Silurian fish, {g) joint between the 
head and the armor of a joint-neck fish, {h) head and body armor of a joint-neck fish, 
(a, 6, c, d, e, from Piraaon and Schuchert, courtmy of John 'Wiieg & Sous, Inr..; f, from Kiaer; 
g and h from Hranaon.) 
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heavily armored species soon become extinct. The joint-neck fishes 
are found in the Devonian of Ohio and New York, and in various other 
regions of the world. The black Devonian shales of northern Ohio 
are the best collecting ground for them in the world. 

Lungfishes.—Another peculiar typ(' of fish was one that developed 
lungs and was able to breath air and live on land. These are known as 
lh(‘ ‘Mungfishes/’ and they were the first vertebrates that could liv(i 
out of wat(n\ Their lungs were probably a mistake in dev(*lopinent, 
as gills ar(^ more efficient breathing agents than suc^h lungs. These 
fishes dcn'eloped anotlun* inefficient structure: the paired fins became 
(‘longabni and changed into a sort of h^gs without ft^et, enabling the 
animal to move about clumsily over the earth^s surface. Her(‘ wen^ two 

unsuccc'ssful types of evolution toward higher forms, but the structures 
were hot conducive to greater efficien(‘y and the animals neveu’ progressed 
I)(\yond the stage found in the Devonian. Although there' are thn^e 
typ('s of lungfishes existing, the time of their gniatest abundance was th(i 
Devonian. No other form seems to have developed from thenn, and 
they should not be confused with the amphibia, next to be discussed. 

Amphibia.—A principle of evolution, emphasized in tlu^ chapt('r on t he 
Lower Paleozoic, is that at times of rapid evolution in young groups, 
when they are giving rise to a great variety of new forms, soinc' large 

changes develop that may lead to large upward trends in evolution. 
Fishes were evolving very rapidly and producing gn^at numbers of 
radically different types. They had developed pain'd fins (almost 
pair(?d legs in the lungfishes) and had evolved a primitive type of lung. 

Fig. 361.—On the left an amphibian footprint from the Devonian. {From Pirsaon 

and Schuchert, after Lull^ courtesy of John Wiley & Sons, Inc.) On the right a hypothotiral 
Devonian amphibian. {After M. G. Mehl.^ 

It is not surprising, therefore, that along another line of evolution an 
efficient lung should develop and that paired legs with walking feet 
should appear. This next iiigher group in the evolution of the verte- 
^brates was the amphibians, which left evidences of their presence in 
the late Devonian rocks (Fig. 361). The evidences are not extensive, 
just a track in the Upper Devonian of Pennsylvania and a few bones 
in Latvia and in east Greenland. There is a possibility that lung develop¬ 

ment lagged behind the development of the feet. Amphibians are cold¬ 
blooded animals that breathe by means of gills m the early stage and by 
means of lungs in the later stage. They differ from fishes not only 
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in having legs, feet, and lungs but in having developed a three-chambered 
heart rather than the two-chambered heart of the fishes. 

Scorpions, the First Lung Breathers.—While the seas were drying up 
in New York, Ohio, and Ontario, they forced various life adjustments to 
changing environment. Sea animals that lived in th(jse inland bodies 
of water would surely have died off had the 
s(ias dried up very rapidly or dried up within 
a few thousand years, but due to the slow¬ 
ness of th(^ drying there was opportunity for 
adjustment to new conditions. The animals 
might start living part of the time in waUir 
and i^art of the time on land and finally de- 
v(^lop tbe ability to live on land all of the time 
and bn^athc air. Whethc^r this w'as the cause 
or wh(‘ther something else forced the chang(\ 
the fii'st of the air-breathing animals, scorpions 
(Fig. 362), appc'an^d on the shores of the 
Silurian seas. Of course, the air-breathing 
A (‘rtebrates, like the lungfishe^s and the am¬ 
phibians, did not. d(ivelop from the s(^orpions. 
The ability to breathe air was an independent development in all three 
typ(‘s. 

The Oldest Forests.^—At some time^ during the Middle Paleozoic, 
j)lants of larger size grew on land, and a record of the first fore^sts (Fig. 
363) has bec^n found in the Devonian of New York state. The fossil 
tiees w('r<^ un(‘ov(u*(?d at the time the (‘xc^avations were being mad(^ for 
the Croton aqueduct, part of the water system of New York City; 
stumps of trees and trunks 2 or 3 feet in diameter w'ere found there in 
abundance. Th(^ trees Ix'long to the fern group of plants (Fig. 364) 
and not to the higher grou]) to which most trees of tin* prescuit b(4ong. 
There ar(‘ fossil fronds among them that look so much like f(‘rn fronds 
that anyone at all familiar with ferns could recjognize them. Before 
this time, all of the main groups of plants had appeared, with the ex(x>p- 
tion of the highest.^ 

Thin coal seams occur in various parts of the world and many of the 
Devonian shales are highly carbonaceous. Some of those in northern 
Ohio have so much plant material in them that they will burn. How¬ 
ever, much of the carbonaceous material in the rocks came from plants 

1 Botanists divide plants into four great groups, which they call ^Hhallophytes,'^ 
^‘bryophytes,'* pteridophytes,” and “spermatophytes.” The first includes one- 
celled forms and others of very low organization. The bryophytes are the moss 
group, the pteridophytes the fern group, and the spermatophytes include all of the 
seed-bearing plants. 

Fio. 362.—Scorpion on the 
right {after Pocock). Euryp- 
terid on the left {after Clarke 
and Ruedemann), {From 
Pirason and Schuchert, courtesy 
of John Wiley & Sons, Inc.) 
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luci. 363.—A Devonian forest. C, Moore, Historical Geology. From a paiiUing by 
C. R, Knight in Field Museum of Natural History^ Chicago.) 

Fig. 364.—A Devonian seed fern (about 20 feet high). {From a restoration in New York 
State Museum by Winifred Qoldring, Courtesy of New York State Museum*) 
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that grew in the seas rather than from land plants, and these had no 
connection with the Devonian forests. 

ECONOMIC PRODUCTS 

Salt.—As we have already considered the salt and gypsum as unusual 
rocks of the Middle Paleozoic, we shall discuss them first among the 
economic producits. The salt supply for the entire United States used 
to come largely from the Silurian of New York and Ohio, but the develop¬ 
ment of salt mines in other parts of the country has restricted the use 
of this salt to eastern and east c(ritral United States. The salt is not 
actually mined. Most of th(^ material is dissolved and brought to the 
surface as a brine, and then the solution is e\^aporated to separate the 
sodium chloride from other salts as, when the seas in which the deposit 
was formed were in the late stages of evaporation, salts more soluble than 
sodium chloride had also been dejMjsited. Thus in evaporation of the 
brines brought to the surface, sodium chloride is precipitated first, 
and the remaining solution is drawn off. Potash is among the most 
valuable of the very soluble salts nmiaining in the solution. 

Gypsum and Other Quarry Products.—Gypsum is quarried, calcined, 
and used mainly as an interior plaster for houses. It is also used for 
modeling purposes and for making plaster of Paris and cements. Most 
of the gypsum from the Middle Paleozoic is quarried in Ohio and New 
York. 

For the manufacture of natural cement, which was once a thriving 
industry, much of the raw materials was derived from Middle Paleozoic 
rocks. Portland cement has taken the place of natural ce>ment and is a 
Ix^tter material on acx^ount of being more uniform. The natural cement 
was made by burning to clinker stage a limestone that contained about 
20 per cent clay. As limestones vary greatly in composition, even within 
short distances and bet ween different. b(‘ds in the same quarry, much of 
the quarried produc^t had to be rejected because it contained either too 
much or too little clay. For Portland cement the materials are analyzed 
chemically; just the right proportion of the right shale or clay is mixed 
wuth the limestone, and the resulting product from any particular plant 
is quite uniform. Flagstones from the Devonian were formerly used in 
making sidewalks and roads, but their use has been largely discontinued 
with the development of cement; the use of Devonian limestones and 
shales in the manufacture of Portland cement is extensive. Lim(>stones 
and shales of almost any period may be used in this manufacture; the 
ones selected for use depend largely on the location of their outcrops in 
the vicinity where it is desired to locate the cement plant. 

Oil and Gas.—Oil and gas are produced from both Silurian and 
Devonian rocks in West Virginia, Pennsylvania, Ohio, and Kentucky, 
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but the production is not large and no big field has been developed in 
Middle Paleozoic rocks. 

Iron.—Much of the iron produced in the United States previous to 
about 1854 came from the Silurian of the Appalachian Mountains, from 
Pennsylvania southward to Alabama. An arm of the Silurian seas 
extended through the Appalachian Troiigh and the waters coming to it 
were highly charged with iron in solution. This iron was pre(dpitat(^d on 
the sea bottom, in some places with calcium carbonate, in some with 
clay, and in others with sand. Some parts of the ore are made up of 
little grains resembling flaxseed and it was named ‘Tlaxs(K'd ore^^ on 
that account. Some of the rock lias an iron content high enough to 
make it an iron ore, but most of it has not. When iron smelting was 
done by charcoal burned in the region and the amount of iron produced 
in any furnace was small and for local consumption, hundreds of furnaces 
were located near the mines. When th(^ Lake Sup('rior iron began to 
be produced, the small mines along the Appalachians were gradually 
abandoned and nearly all mining of this ore centered about Birmingham, 
Alabama, which now has the largest iron production outside the Lake 
Superior region. The Birmingham distiict has some advantages over 
the northern region in that it has an abundance of coal and lim(\stone, 
used in smelting. Although the Alabama ore is of lower grade than that 
in the Lake Superior region, pig iron can be produced as cheaply there 
as it is from the better ores. 

CLIMATE OF MIDDLE PALEOZOIC 

Conclusions concerning climate of the Middle Paleozoic are based 
largely on the distribution of sea animals. Corals live almost altogether 
in tropical waters, particularly the reef-building corals, and these are 
widedy distributed in latitude in both of the Middle Paleozoic periods. 
During the Silurian, there seems to have been a path of migration for 
animals from North America to Europe directly through the polar regions, 
as the same species are found in central North America in the vicinity 
of Chicago, in the northernmost.part of North America, in Spitzbergen, 
and in Sweden, and these species are not found generally distributed 
in the Silurian rocks. The presence of the same marine invertebrates 
in the warm temperate regions and what today are the polar regions 
indicates a rather uniform temperature of water at that time. There 
are no positive evidences of seasonal vpiation in the fossil plants, but 
those variations might not have been present in the type of plants that 
grew at that time. 



CHAPTER XXI 

UPPER PALEOZOIC: MISSISSIPPIAN, PENNSYLVANIAN, AND 
PERMIAN PERIODS 

In the Ui)per many geologists roeognize only one period, 
which they call th(^ (Carboniferous and which they divide into Missis- 
sippian, Pe^nnsylvanian, and Permian. Other geologists (consider that 
('ach one of these divisions is deserving of period rank. The names of all 
of the Paleozoic periods preceding tlu^ Up])er wx^re derived from the 
British Isles. The term ‘^Carboniferous'^ was applied on account of the 
(\\tensiv(! coal deposits that 0(‘cur in th(‘ ]\mnsylvanian. “ MissLssipjnan " 
was adopted b(^caus(‘ of the gr(*at development of rocks of this age in the 

Mississippi Valley: “Pennsylv^anian" on account of the rocks of Pennsyl¬ 
vania b(nng so largely Carboniferous in age; and “Permian" was so 
calhid from the province of Perm, Russia (this being the only departure 
from wxvstern Euroi)ean or Ameri(*an terms among the names of the 
periods). 

Geography of the Upper Paleozoic.—During the Mississippian period 
the extent of seas on the North American continent (Fig. 365) was not 
grc^atly different fi’om that- of other PahH)Zoic })criods. The Appalachian 
IVough formed an early seaway, as usual, and seas were widespread in 
th(» interior and in the Ro(^ky Mountain regions. 

Pennsylvanian geography departed widely (Fig. 366) from that of 
other ])(jriods. Seas advanced and retreated many times over the 
same region; as many as 60 advances and retreats are knowm. The 
ivtrcats wore rapid and the lands wxr(> at all times so low' that swamps 
covered most of them. From the Appalachian region to eastern Kansas 
and N(^braska, half of the area above sea was in swamps during several 
of the land stages. The marine deposits are recognized by the fossils 
they contain, and the swamp deposits were mainly plants that later 
bcicame coal and at present constitute the great coal reserve of the United 
States from Kansas to Pennsylvania. The rocks associated with the 
(*oal are mainly shales, but sandstones are common and thin limestones 
made up part of the marine formations. Erosion was vigorous during 
some of the sea withdrawals, and river channels were formed that were 
filled wdth sands when seas advanced again over the region. In Kansas 
and Oklahoma some of these channel deposits bear oil. 

In the province of Perm, Russia, much of the Permian consists of red 
sandstone, and in the Rocky Mountain region and Oklahoma red sand- 

366 
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stones of Permian age oeeur in many places. These rocks are usually 
called ^^red beds/’ although all of them have been given formation 
names. 

Shallow-water Deposits.—A striking peculiarity of the Appalachian 
Trough sediments is that most of them show evidences of having been 

Fig. 365.—Mississippian seas. {Modified from SchucherL) Fine stipple represents epi¬ 
continental seas. Black represents outcrops. 

deposited in shallow water. Ripple marking is common in the rocks of 
every period, and rapid alternation of coarse to find sediments is present 
in every period. Shallow-water fossils occur in nearly every formation, 
and mud cracks are present in hundreds of members. 

In order to have 40,000 feet of sediments deposited in shallow water, 
the bottom of the trough must have been sinking at about the same rate 
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that sediments were being deposited. At some times sedimentation 
was the more rapid, and widespread top beds of deltas and alluvial 
fans were formed. 

End of the Appalachian Trough and Close of the Paleozoic Era.- 
With the close of the Mississippian, the Api)alaehian Trough eeascnl to be 

Fig. 366.—Pennsylvanian seas. {Modified from Schuchert.) The swamp areas in 
eastern and central United States represented by dashes and lines. The epicontinental 
seas in western United States represented by fine stipple. Black represents outcrops. 
Seas covered the swamp areas during part of the period. 

a permanent seaway and from an area of deposition became one of erosion. 
During the Pennsylvanian, the region was above water most of the time; 
and, in the Permian, the rocks were folded and faulted into the Appala¬ 
chian Mountains. The sides of the trough were pushed 40 to 50 miles 
closer together, and many sharp folds of large size developed that involved 
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strata several mik^s in thickiK'ss. During* the Paleozoic, some 40,000 
feet of sediments were deposited in the trough. As f(‘w unconformities 
representing any considerable lapse of time aro }3r(‘sont in the section, 
it appears that the trough area was above sea only a few times during 
the Paleozoic. 

Fig. 367.—Permian epicontinental seas in fine stipple, rmterops in black. {Seas modified 
from SchiLckert.) 

Before the close of the Pennsylvanian, the seas withdrew to a Gulf of 
Mexico extension that reached as far north as Nebraska and as far west 
as Arizona. This sea continued into the Permian, and the boundary 
between the two periods is uncertain. During the Permian the seas 
advanced irregularly, became more and more restricted (Fig. 367), and 
finally withdrew to the ocean basins. 
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Emergence of the Lands.—The folding of the Appalachian Mountains 
changed geographic conditions so much that the later history of the 
region and of th(i adjacent territory was radically different from that of 
earlier times. Seas never again oc^cupied the Appalachian Trough, 
although they overlapped parts of it. 

At the end of the Pcjrmian all of North America emerged; no place is 
known wh(»re Paleozoic sediments grade nito Mesozoic without uncon¬ 
formity, although ill some i:)lac(^s no unconformit}^ (^an be identified 
positively. Not oid.y did a period of erosion of the entire continent set 
in but it last(Ki wc'll into the Triassic (the first period of the next era) 
over most of the contin(‘iit. 

LIFE OF THE UPPER PALEOZOIC 

Inasmuch as Middle passed into Upper Paleozoic with no conspicuous 
g(*ographic^ (diang(\s, striking lif(i changes were not to be expected. There 
was a rather gradual evolution of the forms aln^ady present. 

6 7 
Fio. 368.—Mississippian fossils; (1, 2, 3) productids, (4) a common brachiopod, (5) a 

trilobite, (6 and 7) spirifers. 

Trilobites.—Old-age characteristics of the Devonian trilobites faith¬ 
fully foretold the coming results; few trilobites were left in the Missis- 
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sippian, and they were small and most of them without ornamentation 
(Fig. 370). From some 200 species in the Devonian, they dropped to 
about 20 in the Mississippian, and even where other fossils are abund¬ 
ant one rarely finds a trilobite. In the Pennsylvanian they are still 
rarer, and few species are known from the Permian of any region. 

Fig. 369.—Fciuisylvanian bradhiopocls of tlio doiiiiiiaiit genera, Prodiietus at the left, 
Spirifer at the lower right, Chonetey at the upper right. (After Hecde, University of Kansas 

Geological Su rvey.) 

Brachiopods.—Brachiopods n^tained thciir leadership in numbers 
of species and individuals and displayed no marked signs of old age. 
Two types, known as “spirifers^^ and ‘‘productids,^' dominated and made 
up nearly half of the 800 species known from the Upper Paleozoic (Figs. 
368, 369, and 370). Ih oductids were degeneratt) forms in some respects. 
They had lost llunr pedicle, a fleshy stalk by means of which most 

brachiopods were attached. Pro¬ 
duct! ds had one very convex shell 
and one that was concave (Fig. 
368). 

Crinoids.—Another group of 
invertebrates, the crinoids, became 
abundant (Fig. 371). The joints 
of the stems have a hole in the 
middle, and some Indians, in local¬ 
ities where crinoid stems are com¬ 
mon fossils, used them as beads. 
Some Mississippian rocks are com¬ 
posed almost entirely of these 

stems, which do not show conspicuously on freshly broken surfaces but 
weather out in relief. Over wide areas of the Mississippian sea bottom, 
the crinoids must have lived close enough together to a;^ear like fields 
of waving grains as their heads moved back and forth with the move¬ 
ment of the water. Crinoids occur for the most part in limestone 

L 

V 1' 
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Fig. 370.—Permian brachiopods of the 
genera Spiriferina at the left, Hustedia above, 
Aulosteges at the right. {After C, C. Branson, 
Paleontology and Stratigraphy of the Phos- 
phoria formation.) 
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because they were chiefly dear-water dwellei*s. They decreased in num¬ 
bers in Pennsylvanian and Permian times. 

Insects.—Insects of (jonsiderable varh^ty weni pr(\sent. ^rhc^j" first 
appeared in the l^ennsylvanian and some kinds became abundant. 
Permian rocks contain remains of cockroaches several inches long. 
Dragonflies, with a wing spread of nearly 2 feet (Fig. 377, page 375), 

371.—Missisflippian crinoids. (After Pirsson and Schuchcrt, courtesy of John Wiley 
A’ Sons, Inc.) 

Fig. 372.—Upper Paleozoic sharks’ teeth and a shark 8i)ine. (After E. B. Branson.) 

were the largest of the insects. Other insects were comparable in size 
to those of the present, but many of the highest types of insects, such 
as bees and butterflies, had not appeared. 

Sharks.—In the Devonian, sharks had appeared as inconspicuous 
members of the class of fishes. In the Mississippian, they developed 
rapidly, and in one of the formations more than 400 species are known. 
They developed along two lines that were strikingly different. One 
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type had sharp, tearing teeth, like those of most modern sliarks; the 
other type had flat, crushing teeth, some of them 2 or 3 inches in diameter 
(Fig. 372). Shark skeletons are made of cartilage, lu^ver having had 
calcium compounds laid down in them to make them hard ]ik(^ ordiiiaiy 
bone. On that account they are only rarely preserved as fossils, and 
the remains of sharks found in the rocks are mainly teeth and spines, 
which are made of calcium compounds. In the Pennsylvanian, sharks 
decniased rapidly, and few lived over into the Permian. 

Fia. 373.—Amphibians from the Pennsylvanian (those on the left about 4 inches long; on 
the right, about 18 inches long), {After Osborn, “ The Origin and Evolution of lAfe.") 

Fig. 374.—Amphibians from the Permian (those on the left, alx)Ut 6 feet long; the 
upper right, about 2 feet long. The lower right is a hypothetical form about 8 inches long). 
{Upper left after Osborn, the others after Williston.) 

Amphibians.—Amphibians appeared first in the Devonian, and their 
remains are very rare in the Mississippian. Land and water conditions 
in the Pennsylvanian were exceedingly favorable for the amphibians, 
and they increased rapidly (Fig. 373). All were small, but some of the 
swamps must have fairly swarmed with them. The development of 
Amphibia continued in the Permian, during which some reached a 
length of 7 or 8 feet. They were broad and short-legged (Fig. 374). 
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In spite of their comparatively recent development, some of the amphib¬ 
ians had degenerated to such an extent as to have lost their logs. 

Reptiles.—While numerous changes were taking place in the amphib¬ 
ians, the reptiles branched off from 
them. The oldest remains of reptiles 
known are from the l^ennsylvanian 
(about the time when amphibians 
were evolving so raj^idly), but only 
a few sp<^cimens are known from the 
period. In the Pcu-inian the devel¬ 
opment of reptiles came with a rush 
and many strange forms have been 
collected (Fig. 375). None of them, 
except one lizard-like form, belongs 
to any of the modern types. Most 
of the Pf'rmian reptiles of North 
America have been collected from 
lY^xas, where continental dciposits 
favorable for the pr(;s(*rvation of 
their skeletons were formed. The most remarkable of these reptiles 
had long, slender si)ines extending upward from the arcluis of the ver- 

Fig. 375.—Keptiles from the Permian, 
upper about 7 feel long, lower about 4 
feet long. {After Williston.) 

Fig. 376.—A Permian fin-backed reptile eating a large amphibian (reptile about 8 feet 
long). {From M, G. MeM.) 

tebrao, giving to the top of the body a peculiar sail-like appearance with 
the sail extending lengthwise of the body (Fig. 376). A specialized 
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form had crosspieces on the bony spines, making each appear like the 
mast of a ship witli cross arms. 

Changes from Amphibians to Reptiles.—The differences between 
reptiles and amphibians are not great as they appear in the skeleton, 
the only part preserved as fossils. The real distinguishing characteristic 
is that in the earlj^ life of the amphibians they breathe by means of gills, 
and reptiles never breathe with gills. The difference is not so large as it 
seems, because^ the gills are also present in the reptil(\s but only in the 
embryonic stage. In the process of evolution of reptiles the lung-breath¬ 
ing stage developed earlier and earlier in the life of the individual until 
the change to lungs came in the embryo. In somc^ ways this prov(‘d an 
advantage and was perpetuated, giving rise te the reptiles. When 
changes start in a particular direcition, they may go past the most advan- 
tagc'ous stage if the changes are rapid and vigorous and may give rise 
to animals unfitted for any environment ex(‘(^pt the one into which they 
an^ born. This did not happen with the rej)t,iles in the early stages in 
the Pennsylvanian, but in the IV^rmian almost any sort of monstrosity 
might be expected on account of the rapidity of the changes that were 
taking place (Fig. 376). 

The vertebrate land life of the latest Paleozoic was entirel}^ reptiles 
and amphibians, with possibly a minor development of lungfish. No 
birds or mammals were present. The P(^rmian reptikjs w(*re ])robably 
no more abundant than reptiles at the present time, and the land was 
poorly supplied with life. There were no forms so big as the modern 
crocodile, and none of the modern forms was present. 

Extinction of Many Reptile Groups.—A striking thing about the 
Permian reptile groups was their complete disappearance. To say 

complete disappearanceprobably <?onveys the wrong impression, 
although the several groups seem to have left no descendants. Most 
forms disappear by changing gradually so that the old kind by which 
they were known is no longer prescjnt. The changes in 100,000-year 
periods would not be great enough to obscure the relationships, but the 
lost time between Permian and the next period, when preservation of 
reptiles was such as to enable investigators to study their anatomy, 
was in tens of millions of years. For most forms it is impossible to 
determine the ancestral form. It is not known from what Permian 
group modern turtles, lizards, snakes, or crocodiles came. 

Plants.—The Mississippian contained no plants that need special 
mention. In places, plants were verysabundant; and in some places coal 
was formed. The reason for the small amount of coal was probably the 
absence of swampy conditions rather than scarcity of plants. 

In the Pennsylvanian came the great time of plant growth of the 
Paleozoic. The swamp conditions of the period have been mentioned in 
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aiioiJier paragraph, and the Hwamp vegetation will now be described. 
Appanuitly in the lowlands water plants grew in such profusion as actually 
to fill the swamps with dead plant remains. In places the spores of the 

FiCC 377;—^Life of a Pennsylvanian swamp. A large dragonfly in the foreground, several 
smair amphibians in the water. {From M. G, Mehl.) 

fern group of plants accumulated in such quantitieis as to form beds of 
coal. In parts of the Mississippi Valley, sink holes had fonned in the 
older rocks during early Pennsylvanian time and these were a favorable 
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place for the lodging of spores. Cannel coal (a coal made up of spores) 
developed in the sink holes; in some to a thickness of more than 50 feet. 

Scouring rushes and club mosses reached the greatest size of any of 
the tr(;es, some more than 100 feet tall and 6 f('et in diameter (Fig. 377). 
The modern representatives of these groups are small herbs. Tree ferns 
were abundant and smaller-sized ferns gnnv in great profusion. Th(i 
most significant of all of the plants was one tliat seemed half way between 
the ferns and the seed-bearing plants. It- had leaves like a fern but bore 
seeds. This was the beginning of the highest type of plants, the sper- 
matophytes or seed-bearers, which now dominate the plant life of the 

world. 
Decline of Plants.—The most remarkable thing about the plant 

life of the late Paleozoic was its decline toward th(' close. From thou- 

Fig. 378.—Light, agile reptiles from the Permian. Length of the larger, about 5 feet. 
{From M. G, McM.) 

sands of species in the Pennsylvanian, it was reduced to a few hundred 
in the late Permian, and not one of these passed over into'' the Mesozoic. 
The failure to pass over is not of high significance as the tiihe between the 
latest fossiliferous Paleozoic and oldest Mesozoic m"ay have been more 
than 10,000,000 years. (For the sparse vegetation of the Permian see 
Figs. 376 and 378.) 

Permian Climate Unfavorable to Plants.—Permian conditions were 
much more trying for plants than for animals, but the lack of plant 
fossils may be somewhat misleading. At the present time about one- 
third of the land surface is desert, and, although plants of many kinds 
may grow in deserts, few of them could be preserved as fossils because 
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they contain too little woody tissue. Another reason is that they are 
unlikely to fall into watcu’ and got cov(^red with mud so that the minerals 
in solution in th(‘ wat(‘i- may penetrate the tissues and change them to 
solid ro(!k.^ ih‘o})al)ly mon^ of the (earth’s surfa(^(^ was arid in the P(‘rmian 
than at. present and smalha* areas were favorable for plant preservation. 
But still anotlnn* factor entered into the plant problem of the Permian, 
'^riie inen^asing cold brought on glaciation over large arenas and subjcK^ted 
plants to rigorous conditions. With continental glaciers (extending into 
t h(^ t.ropic.s in Afrieai, Asia, and Australia, conditions for abundant plant 
gT‘owth wen^ ])resent during part of the time in only limited areas of 
(hose regions. 

The? (juestion may be raised as to why, with glaciers in the tropics 
in othe^r pai’ts of lh(‘ world, i*eptil(‘S could live in such abundance in 
Texas and marine* life flourish in the se'as nearly as far north as thei 
Arctic Care*le. As glae*ien\s dewelop only in r(‘gions of abundant snowfall, 
t}je\y e^oulel ne>t form in Texas where the' climate was arid. That de)e\s 
ne)(. fully answer the* epiestie)n, howe*ve*r, for reptiles do ne)t live in cejlel 
climate's, and Texas could be just as ce)ld withe)ut glae‘ie?rs as with theun. 
Glacial de'posits ai*e numerous in the; Permian but that does not me^an 
that the Permian was cold during the entire ])eriod in those placets whe;re; 
the glaciers fornu'd. The period must have; laste;d at least 30,000,000 
ye;ars, and 1,000,000 years was long ene)ugh for the glaciatiem. Ple;isto- 
ceiK' glaciation may not have last eel more than 1,000,000 years and that 
gave time ene)Ugh fe)r five advane*e's and five re'treats of the ice and for 
tropical plants to gre)W 500 miles north e)f the* e'xtrcmie southern boundary 
e)f the ie;e; during an uilorglacial pe'riod. It is ])ossible;, then, to have 
be)re;al and tr()]>ical })lants growing within the same are;a within a small 
part of one; perie^d and to have a cemtinental glacier cover an are;a, and 
tropical plants grow in the same area within 1,000,000 yc'ars. The 
climate; of T(*xas may have; been e;olel e;nough for glae‘iers to form there 
during the same time that the'y were present in India, but the Texas 
I’ermian history that we have be'en considering may have long been over. 
The same e*e)nsideration may have be;e;n true; for aridity as for glaciation. 
A re;gie)n t hat was ariel during part of a period may have been well watered 
eluring another part. The area arid during the last part of the Silurian 
was under the sea during much of the period. 

^ Plants fossilize in other ways than being petrified. A plant may fall into mud 
and be(;oine completely covercid with it. After the mud becomes solid the plant 
tissue may decay and be removed and the cavity be filled with sand, silt, or clay. 
This creates a cast of the original trunk, just as a cast is made of iron in an iron 
foundry. Fossils formed in this way contain none of the cell structure such as is 
preserved in petrified plants, but their shape and exterior markings are reproduced in 
great perfection. 
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In India, Australia, and Africa a flora developed under the influence? 
of glaciation during latej Paleozoic and finally spread over most of the 
world. It is called the? ^'Gondwana flora'' from its supposed spreading 
across Gondwana land. The? flora was made up largely of ferns and 
related forms and contained no tropical elements. 

Permian and Its Life.—The landscape in T(?xas during the period was, 
perhaps, typical. The area was low, something like the delta of the 

Mississippi at the present time. Vegetation may have been fairly 
abundant but not so plentiful as it is in th(‘ moist tropics today or as it 
had been in the Pennsylvanian. It was more like that at the mouth of a 
great river in a semiarid region. No flowtn’ing plants were pr(;sent, 
the plants being mainly of the fern group, bearing no s(?(?ds and reproduc¬ 
ing by spores only. 

The streams in this region were bringing in mainly red sands, silts, 
and clays and depositing them as red beds on the lowlands, which were 
part of an old basin that had been laid bare by the drying up or with¬ 
drawal of the seas. Parts of the deposits wen^ alluvial fans and parts 
were the top beds of deltas. Here and there, the wind piled up loess, 
adobe, and sand. North, northwest, and west lay the enclosed seas in 
which gypsum and salt were being deposited. 

Most of the animals lived near the stream courses, but in the lowlands 
water was abundant enough for favorable habitat. On these lowdands 
the reptiles and amphibians lived (Figs. 377 and 378), but their remains 
were preserved as fossils only under exceptional conditions. The oxbow 
lakes formcid by cutoff meanders were favorite drinking places for ani¬ 
mals, and the muds there were finer and buried animals more efficiently 
than the ordinar}^ flood-plain deposits. The chance for bones to be 
covered with water and mud was better there than elsewhere and, 
therefore, the chance for fossilization was better. 

Animals as large as most vertebrates were not apt to die without other 
animals' eating the flesh and scattering the bones. If the carcass was 
covered with mud soon after the animal died so that other animals 
found it difficult to disturb it, the chance for fossilization was greatly 
increased. If the animals were preserved mainly in oxbows, their remains 
would be found only in an extremely small part of the total area. Such 
is the case with the Texas reptiles; one may search for days over these 
deposits without finding a bone and then find remains of several individ¬ 
uals near together. 

Highlands should be included in the picture, as well as lowlands. 
The uplift of the Arbuckle and Wichita mountains in Oklahoma and the 
extension of that line of folding through Arkansas to the main Appala¬ 

chian Mountains were taking place during the Permian. Streams were 
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rejuvenated and became vigorous near their headwaters and were 
sluggish only where they came to the old sea flats. 

The rivers contained lungfishes and primitive bony fishes as well al 
small clams. The highly saline seas had no life in them, but th(^ opeiil 
seas were separated from the inclosed parts only by sand bars in many 
places. On one side of the bar there were no animals while on the other 
side life was abundant. The fisherman drawing his nets through the 
inhabited sea would have brought out mainly brachiopods, among which 
the concavo-conve^x shelled productids would have been dominant. He 
would have worked for a long time before 
securing a trilobite or a crinoid. In some', 
places cephalopods would have been the 
main cat(;h. If he had used a very fine- 
meshed net, he might have se(‘ured great 

Fig, .S79.—Foraniinifera, one-celled animals, that Fig. 380.—A hrachiopod with 
made up large amounts of Pennsylvanian rock (about phosphatic shell, abundant in 
six times natural length). {After Keyes, Missouri Geo- northwestern Permian sea of the 
logical Survey.) United States. 

numbers of shells of one-celled animals of the type that made up a 
great deal of rock in the Penirsylvanian and was very abundant in som(^ 
parts of the Permian (Fig. 379). 

The Wyoming Sea Life,—If the fisherman had crossed the divide from 
the sea that was drying up in Kansas to a sea that occupied part of 
Wyoming and tricjd his net there, he would have found some of the shal¬ 
low parts inhabited mainly b}’^ forms very rare in the southern Seas. 
One brachiopod (its name is Orbiculoidea) that had an almost circular 
shell composed of calcium phosphate rather than of calcium car¬ 
bonate was abundant (Fig. 380). These shells accumulated in such 
numbers that they made a rock largel}^ composed of phosphate, which is 
used as fertilizer where it can be put on the market without too great 
cost. The net would still have brought in mainly brachiopods, with the 
productid type the dominant one. 

ECONOMIC PRODUCTS OF THE UPPER PALEOZOIC 

The economic products yielded by Upper Paleozoic rocks are of 
greater value than are those of any rocks representing a similar length of 
time in geological history, 
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Mississippian, OtY, Gas, aiid Coal.—Mississippian rocks contain much 
oil and gas in Pennsylvania, Ohio, West Virginia, and Illinois. The 
oldest workable coal in North America is in the Mississippian of Virginia, 
but the available tonnage is small. A delta was built into the Ap])ala- 
chian Trough and in its swamps this Mississippian coal was formed. 

Building Stone.—Building stones (and limestone for making cturu^nt) 
are quarried in many places in (he United States. Th(^ limestone (piar- 
ries of Bedfoi’d, Indiana, are the largest in th(i country in Mississippian 
rocks. The stone is fine grained and is the oldest rock in North America 
made up mainly of the shells of one-celled animals (protozoa). Nearly 
every large city east of the Mississippi River has many buildings con¬ 
structed of this stone. The Ber(\a sandstone (Mississippian) of northern 
Ohio is another well-know^n stone which is widely us(»d. It is quarried 
and sawed into blocks or left rough according to th(‘ use wanted. The 
bedding is even and in many parts of the quarri(\s the stone splits into 
the right thickness for building. The stone in slabs 2 or 3 inches (hick, 
w^as formerly used extensivel,y for sidew^alks; but, the formation Ix'ing 
extensively ripple marked, the sidew'alk sui-faces became too rough 
with wear when the ripples appeared upon tlnun. Somci la>'(‘rs in the 
(juarries are used extensively for abrasives, ])articulaiiy for giindstones. 
Most of the grindstones used in the United Stat(\s are made in northern 
Ohio from th(^se rocks. 

There are many quarries in the Burlington limestone (Mississippian) 
of low'a and Missouri. One of the best knowui is at Carthag(‘, Missouri, 
where the rock is so compact and even grained that it- takes a good polish 
and is used as marbles The formation is pecuiliar in being made up very 
largely of the stc'ms and otluu* parts of crinoids. More crinoids 
have come from it than from any other formation in America, and fine 
collections of them are in many museums. 

Zine. and Lead.—In southwestern Missouri and adjacent parts of 
Oklahoma and Kansas, great numbe^rs of caves and sink holes formed in 
Mississippian limestone before Pennsylvanian time; and, when the 
Pennsylvanian seas came over the region, they washed the residual 
chert from the hills into the sink holes and later covered the entire region 
with clay that now forms extensive shale deposits. 

Circulating warm wat(?rs carrying lead, zinc, calcium, sili(;on, iron, 
and sulfur in solution deposited minerals of these metals between the 
pieces of cherts that filled the sinks and buried caves. The resulting 
zinc-lead deposits were thus a heterogeneous mixture of galena, sphalerite, 
calcite, quartz, pyrite, and chert. Crystals of calcite 6 inches in diameter 
are not rare, and masses of galena and sphalerite weighing several 
hundred pounds have been found. This is the most important zinc- 
producing region of the world, and lead to an amount about one-fourth 
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as great as the zinc comes from the same region. It was formerly known 
as the ^Moplin district/’ as Joplin was the main city of the region, but 
as most of the mining is now in Oklahoma and Kansas it is known at 
present as the ^‘Tri-State” district. 

Pennsylvanian, Coal,—The l^ennsylvanian is the great mineral 
producer, as th(i two mineral prodm^ts (coal and oil) most important in 
amount and value com(i from it. About 90 per cent of the coal mined 
in North America comes from rocks of Pennsylvanian age. All of the 
(^oal of the United States east of eastern Kansas is of this age, except small 
de^posits in Virginia and North Carolina. Pennsylvania is the chief 
coal-producing state and contains large deposits of both anthracites and 
bituminous coal. The anthracite deposits are in the northe^ast-ern 
part e^f the state. They are the only large anthracite deposits in the 
United States, anei the\y underlie only a small area. The rocks in whiesh 
they e)e;cur wesre intensely fe>lded and the change from bituminous to 
anthracite probably took place during the folding (pag(s 367). Since 
the folding, erosion has r(smov(sd most of the coal-bearing strata and many 
timcAS as much anthracite has been (sarrhd away by streams as has been 
left Ixshind. 

''Phe finest, deposit of bituminous coal in the United States is the Pitts¬ 
burgh bed known as the? black diamond coal”; it was largely responsible 
for the growth of \%‘irious manufac*tori<KS in I^ittsburgh. It cokes readily 
and is valuable for smelting iron. Many of the (‘arly iron mines were 
near (uiough to Pittsburgh to (tause the smelting industr}" to grow up 
there, and, when the richer iron deposits of the Lake Superior region 
were discovered, it was cheaper to bring the ore to Pittsburgh than to 
ship the coal to the ore. The Pittsburgh bed underlay an area of 2,100 
square miles, averaged about 7 feet thick, and is of very high quality. 
In spite of its thickness and extent, it is nearly exhausted and coal will 
be shipped from distant fields to Pittsburgh within a few years. For the 
accumulation of the Pittsburgh bed of coal, a swamp with an area of 
possible 3,000 square miles must have existed for many thousands of 
years. 

In some places in Pennsylvania and West Virginia, more than 20 beds 
of coal are present in the same section, and beds of marine origin alternate 
with most of the beds. There must have been more than 20 advances 
and retreats of the sea in such a region. 

The total coal reserve in Pennsylvanian rocks is vast, but it is not 
inexhaustible and the more easily obtainable coal is bcxng rapidly mined. 
About 545,000,000 tons of coal per year are mined from Pennsylvanian 
rocks. In general, the bituminous coal from the western part of the 
area is poorer than that from the eastern; the change to poorer coal is 
fairly gradual and constant westward. 
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For tho century ending with 1935, coal was tlie most valuable mineral 
product of the world, and no nation reached indust rial supremacy without 
access to large supplies of it. Most nations havc^ guarded their supplies 
with great; care, but the United States has always becui prodigal of all 
of its natural resourc(\s and not until within the last few years has it 
made any effort to conserve them. Coal was mined in su(di a manner 
as to leave cpiantities undc^rgrpund that can nevcu* be rc^covered, and a 
great deal of that mined was wasted. Main^ mining restrictions have 
bec^n enacted into law" in some coal-])roducing states and more are needed. 
Such restrictions necessarily increase the price of the product, but tln^ 
incr(*ase is not large, and th(‘ people of a nation should be glad to help 
in cons(*rvation to prevc'iit d(d.eriorat.ion and conserve for post(‘rity. 
Conservation could b(^ attained by the us(' of more' ('fficient coal-burning 
engines. The averages engine that uses coal for fuel g(*ts only about 
20 per cent of the pow-er that might b(^ obtained from the (^oal; (>() per 
cent would reduce the consumption of (*oal to J('ss than half W"hat it, is 
today, as about thn^e-fourths of the (!oal consumed is used in (‘iigiiu's of 
variems kinds. Th(‘ United States producers more than half of the coal 
of th(^ w"orld, but exports little. 

The question is often raised w^hether coal is forming at the prevscait, 
time. The answ^ca* is in the affirmative, but it is forming in only small 
areas and in small amounts. If one considers that the Pennsylvanian 
coal was at least 10,000,000 years in forming, with one-fourth of tin* 
United Stat(‘s under sw^amps, he will se(^ that th(^ rate was very slow". 
Vegc^tation is not accumulating today undc'r conditions that would 
])(*rmit its formation into coal fast enough to keep one big factory running. 

Oil and Gas.—Since the invention of the internal-combustion engiiuj 
such as is used in the automobile, petrohmm has come to compete with 
coal as a producer of powcir, and many industries are directly dependent 
on petroleum for their existence. AVithin the last 25 ycuirs world produc¬ 
tion of petroleum has increased from about 300,000,000 to over 3,000,- 
000,000 barrels per year. This has raised the prodiK^tion and refining 
of petroleum to one of the big industries. The valuta of the annual 
petroleum production in the United States is gi’eater than that of coal. 

The Oklahoma-Kansas oil field has long bot^n the largest producer 
of petroleum for the manufacture of gasoline, and until 1927 almost 
the entire production came from Pennsylvania rocks. While the areas 
east of Oklahoma were swampy land, a sea extended northward from 
Texas through Oklahoma and Kansas into Nebraska. The sea was 
shallow and abounded in animal life, and petroleum formed in it in great 
quantities. The rocks consisted of limestone, sandstones, and shales 
in alternating beds. Oil formed in shales and limestones and migrated 
into the sandstones. During the Permian, low folds formed in the rocks 
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of Oklahoma and Kansas (at about tlic same time that the Appala(;hian 
Mount.ains wen^ forming), and the oil migrated into the antieliru's, from 
whicfh it is obtained today. 

Almost inen^dible amounts of oil are obtained fre)m some wells anel 
from some' areas. The large'st wedl even* bre)ught in, in the Mide*ontinent 
province, made about 140,000 barn'ls por elay, but most wells make a few 
to 5,000 barn'ls })e^r day. A vast numbe r of anticline^s have be'tni drilled 
in Oklahoma and Kansas and nearly all of them produced oil. This 
is a high ave^rage, as not more than about oiK^-fifth of the anticlines 
of the United States have preduced even where all conditions sen^med 
fave)rable. The J^ennsylvanian pre)duces from many beds and that 
accounts for thc^ })roeluction from almost every anticline in a fielel. 

The ])roduction from the oil fields of Oklahoma and Kansas has 
averaged about 300,000,000 barrels pen* 3n\ar for the last 10 years. The 
oil is of high grade, although not so high as the oils from Pennsylvania and 
West Virginia that (*ome from oldc'r rocks. The ago of the rocks that 
})roduc(^ petroh'um se'erns to have little to do with the' grade' of oil pro¬ 
duced. In some places high-grade oil is produced from younger strata 
and deH^i)er elrilling ge'ts low-grade oil from the older rocks, and in other 
fields the reverse is the e*as(i. 

There is a gene'ral idea, that oil is in some way asse)ciate'd with e‘oal 
and oceairs onl,y where coal beds are' pre^sent, but oil and e*oal have no 
nece'ssary relationshii). Some of the large^st oil fie'lds have^ no coal anel 
many e)f the large'st coal fields have no oil. The twe) are fe)rme'd undeu* 
radicall.y diflfe'rent e'onditie)ns, oil alwa.ys asse>cialed with bodies of still 
wate'r, usuall.y the sea, and coal, with swampy coneiitions. Oil is not 
always asse)e;iated with salt wate*r in the wedls, althenigh se)me j)e>opIe 
not, familiar wit h oil preduct ion think that t he fineling of salt wateu* in a 
wedl indie*ate^s that oil will be fenind and that the absence of salt water 
presage.\s absence of e)il. 

As stated in another paragraph, producers in Oklahe)ma and Kansas 
are drilling te) Ordovician rocks to ken^p up the ])re)duction anel Pennsyl¬ 
vanian roe*ks there arc nearing the (exhaustion of their supply. Ne) 
doubt, some new fiedds will be devele)p(d in the l^ennsylvanian of theses 
states, but it seems cle?ar that the grejater part of the oil has been takeui 
out. 

The question might be raised as to whj^ drilling to the Ordovician is 
necessary rather than stopping in some of the roe*,ks between the Penn¬ 
sylvanian and the Ordovician. The Mississippian rocks are mainly 
limestones and did not have enough sediments deposited with them to 
hold the oil if it formed. Also, the water may have been too deep for the 
formation of the oil and its retention. The Devonian rocks of the 
region are absent or too thin to have accumulated much oil. Even if oil 
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formed in them as they were being deposited, they were so deeply eroded 
before Mississippian time that all of the oil would have escaped. If oil is 
trapped in rocks and streams cut through the overlying impervious strata, 
all of the oil finally escapes. The Silurian rocks are absent in some places, 
too thin in others, and noi of the right kind in others. Where the rocks 
of a period are all sandstone, oil will not be found, unless it has migrated 
from other rocks to sandstones that arc capped by impervious rocks. 
In the last five years large quantities of oil have been taken from the 
Mississippian and Devonian rocks of Illinois and from the Upper Paleo¬ 
zoic rocks of Michigan. 

Clay.—Clay for the manufacture of brick, tile, and pottery comes 
from Pennsylvanian shales, and fire clay, which is used in making bric^k 
for furnace linings and other things requiring resistance to gn^at h(‘at, 
occurs associated with coal in many places. The clay industry is a very 
large one, but the raw product is of small value compared to that of 
articles manufacjtured from it. 

Iron.—Some iron was deposited in the same Pennsylvanian bogs 
as were the clays. Most of the iron is of low grade and will not be mined 
until the high grade or(\s of other periods are exhausted. 

Permian.—Twenty yeai’s ago the Permian was consid('red onci of the 
least important of all of th(^ periods in economic products, but later knowl¬ 
edge has changed its status to a considerable extent. The oldest oil fi(4d 
in Wyoming was developed in Permian rocks, but it was small and of liU-k^ 
(?ons(iquence. Captain Bonneville, whom Irving made famous in his book 
of that title, camped n(‘ar an oil spring not far off the old Oregon trail 
and recorded the presence of oil in his journal. In 1883, a well was 
drilled on the site of the spring and black oil was obtained from t he Per¬ 
mian rocks. The field is still producing and one of the wells drilled 40 
years ago is still yielding. Plgure 349 (page 346) shows one end of the 
anticline. 

In 1928, a 75,000-barrel well was drilled in w^estern Texas and P(u- 
mian rocks furnished the oil. Many large wells have been drilh^d sinc(^, 
and the Permian promises to become one of the largest produc^ers of 
oil in the United States. 

In southeastern New Mexico and southwestern Texas are the largest 
salt and gypsum deposits of North America, but they are not of com¬ 
mercial importance at present as neither product is mined. The size of 
the deposits is known from wells drilled into them in many places. 
In Texas, the last deposits of Permian seas that were drying up were 
potash. Permits have been taken by several companies looking toward 
commercial production of the potash as fertilizer. 

In Wyoming, Montana, Utah, and Idaho, there are extensive phos¬ 
phate deposits that form a potential source for fertilizers. Fertilizers 
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must come to be used more extcuisively in the United States as soils 
wear out. The phosphate of this region is btdng mined in only one place 
at the present time and in very small fpiantJty. The governnn^nt has 
withdrawn most of th(^ phosphate areas from homc^stead entry and the 
deposits will finallj^ be leased to producers. 

Although, potentially, the Permian contains mineral deposits of grf'at 
value, at present its production is small. 

RECAPITULATION OF PALEOZOIC LIFE 

In the Cambrian period, the seas brought in the first abundant life, 
which consisted mainly of brachiopods and trilobik^s. In the Ordo¬ 
vician many new groups of animals originated, most significant of whi(;h 
were the (^e}:)halopods and fishes. The trilobites and brachiopods 
increased in numlxjrs over those of the fii>;t period, l)ut th(\v no longer 
dominated. In the Silurian, sc,orpions—the first air })reathers—are 
known from th(' sho?*e\s of the lakes which dried up late in the period. 
In this period coral nx'fs appear for the; first time. The Devonian period 
is known as the “Age* of Fishes^’ owing to the gn^at expansion and develop¬ 
ment of the group during this time. Dining th(^ same period, the am¬ 
phibians (next higher grouj) of A'ert.ebrat(^s) appear(*d, and the trilobites 
began to take on old-age charact(*ristics, which preceded their dis¬ 
appearance. In th(j Devonian, also, the first forests appeared. 

The remarkable things about the life of the Mississippian were the 
development of the crinoids and the great expansion of the sharks. In 
the Pennsylvanian the amphibians gave rise to great numlx'rs of highly 
varied forms and the reptihis evolved from them. Insects appeared for 
the first time. The expansion of plant life was significant, particularly 
the formation of coal from the plants. 

The last p(*riod saw the remarkable evolution of strange reptiles, the 
development of large amphibians, the final dominance of the brachiopods, 
and, finally, the Ixjginning of great reduction in all types of life and the 
disappearaiKie of the trilobites and many of the reptiles. 
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THE MESOZOIC ERA 

The word “Mesozoic*” means “middle' life^” and lih‘ midway 
from its origin ’to its prc'sent, eondition. Tlie t('i*m is only n'lativ^c* as 
Mk' era is far latc'r than thc^ middle of gc'ologie history, and animals and 
plants had progressc^d mneh beyond thc^ middle' in t hc' e'volntionary sealc'. 
Howevt'r, the term is a good one as, in g(uien*al, it connotes the^ situation 
correctly. The Mc^scjzoic was not nearly so long as thc' l^aleozoie*, 
possibly 15(),()()0,()00 3^ears in all. It is dividc'd into e)nly thrc'c^ ])(*i*iods: 
'JViassic, Jurassic, and Cre'tacc'ous, and the samei principle's apply in the^ 
division into periods as are used in the J^alc'ozoic. 

Whem the Paleozoic cle)sed with the uplift of the North American 
continent and the formation of the Appalachian Mountains, the're' sc'c'ms 
to have becni no sea left ove^r aii}" jmrt of North Amerie*a. All of thci 
continent was exposed to erosion and was dc'c^ply dissected in many 
areas before^ the? rc'advanc^e of seas. 

Causes of Sea Advances.—It may l)c well to re])eat thc' caiusc's for 
advancing of t.he sc^as bc'forc' taking up t hci j)hysi(ail history of the Meso¬ 
zoic. First in order is the downwarping of the' land or the upwarping 
of the sea basin. 13ownwarping of the land allows thc^ s(\‘is to comc' 
in locally over the areas affectc'd, and uj)warping of the sc^a basin causes 
gcmeral sea advances The second cause is the downcnitting of thc^ land 
by streams and other agents, which may bring it low enough to allow 
the seas to advances with very little rise of sea kwel. The third cause, the 
filling of seas by piling up sediments in them as streams carry materials 
from the lands, goes along with the downcutting. Both the cutting 
down of the land and the piling up of thc^ materials in the seas make* the' 
differences between the depth df sea bottom and height of land smaller 
than they wc^re before. 

The Mesozoic-Paleozoic Boundary.—As the Mesozoic-Paleozoic 
boundary is one of the most important in the geologic column, one would 
expect to find a plainly eviefent physical break there. In order to get 
first hand information about the boundary, geologists go to a place where 
it is exposed, the rocks of the Mesozoic resting directly on those of the 
Paleozoic. In eastern North America there is no place where oldest 
Mesozoic rocks rest on youngest Paleozoic. No rocks of the first part of 
the Mesozoic, and none of latest Paleozoic, are present in or east of the 

386 
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Appalachian Moiiiiiaiiis One must go as far west as tlu3 Wasatch 
Mountains in Utah to find the contact of oldest Mesozoic and youngest 
PaU^ozoic beds (Fig. 381). 

From what we have k‘arned of geologic; history and of Paleozoic rocks, 
have we anything definite to anticipate about the contact? We know 
that the Pal(30zoic. closed with the folding of the Appalachian Mountain 
i-egion and gcmcu-al uplift of the cintire continent. Erosion was in progress 
on the entire; continent for some time iH'forc seas came in again ov(;r the; 
land. The first of tlie M(\sozoic sediments would be deposited on rock 

Fio. 381.— Contact between Paleozoic and Mesozoic rocks where the Paleozoic rocks are 
horizontal. 

surfaces produced by erosion, but on what kinds of rocks? Are the 
J^aleozoic rocks diff(;rent from the Mesozoic? In anticipating the 
appearance of the contact we should remember that the Mesozoic rocks 
were deposited millions of years ago and all have been subject to pressure 
and cementation, some to deformation and metamorphism. 

The contact in the Wasatch Mountains shows nothing very striking, 
and expert geologists might pass it many times without finding it. Both 
l^alcozoic and Mesozoic formations consist of shale, sandstone, and 
limestone, and the kind of rock gives no clue to the place of contact. In 
this region there was no deformation of the Paleozoic beds before the 
Mesozoic seas came in and so the Mesozoic beds are parallel with the 
Paleozoic (Fig. 381). Pre-Mesozoic erosion had not greatly roughened 
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the surface of the Paleozoic rocks, and thus the slightly irregular surface 
on which the oldest Mesozoic sediments were deposited is not apparent 
in most places, even wheie recent erosion has exposed the contact. 
Fossils ill the rocks are, therefore, the only means of dc^termining the 

Fia. 383.—Unconformity at the Paleozoic-Mesozoic boundary. (Horizontal Mesozoic 
beds drawn in above dippinif Paleozoic beds.) 

contact, and the Wasatch Mountains section fails the geologist in that 
the lowest Mesozoic rocks are nonfossiliferous. 

In many places in the Rocky Mountains, a. red sandstone overlies 
limestone that contains Permian fossils. Near the bottom of the sand¬ 
stone one bed contains Mesozoic fossils,' and on that account the line 
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of contact is drawn at the base of the red sandstone. The fossils are 
indicative of the age of the rock, and the change from limestone to red 
sandstone shows marked differences in physical conditions under which 
the rocks formed. After long investigations in this field, an unconformity 
was detected at the base of the red sandstone, and it helps to fix the 
place of contact. 

If oiK^ could find a place where the latest Paleozoic rocks had been 
folded and eroded before the early Mesozoic rocks were deposited, the 
contact would appear definite and unmistakable, although it could not be 
identified as the Pah^ozoic-Mesozoic boundary without dc^termining, by 
the fossils, the age of the ro(;ks both abovc^ and below the unconformity 
(Fig. 383). Such a contact would suggest larger changes than those 
s(;parating most periods and, therefore, might be an era boundary. 

The changes in animals and plants from late Paleozoic to early 
Mesozoic were the largest recorded in geologic history from one period 
to the next su(;ceeding, and the differences in fossils first gave rise to the 
(*ra division. G(K)logists are accustomed to finding fossils of one period 
definitely ndated to those of the preceding, but early Mesozoic forms are 
so diffenuit from those of the late Paleozoic that they might almost belong 
on another ])lanet. In order to bring about such marked changes in 
life, therci must have been events as revolutionary in other parts of the 
('arth as the eh^vation and folding of the Appalachian area that took 

place in eastern North America. 



CHAPTER XXIII 

LOWER MESOZOIC; TRIASSIC PERIOD 

The Triassic (the oldest period of the Me^sozoic) was named from its 
threefold development in the Alps. No such development oeeurs in 
America, where the history of the period was strikingly different from 
that in Europe and its record far less complete. 

First Advance of Seas.—The highlands at the close of the Paleozoic 
were of sufficient extent to keep the seas from advancing over any con¬ 
siderable area of the continent for a long period of time, and to prevent 
large invasions except where marked downwarping had taken pla(*(\ 
It is not surprising that the first sea invasions were small, and, as tlu^ 
Appalachian Mountains had formed near the Atlantic C/oast, we should 
not expect the earliest sea advance to have been on that coast. During 
the first period of the Mesozoic, the seas did not advance on either the 
Atlantic or Gulf Coasts, but all invasions were from th(^ Pacific. At 
first the seas spread over a very narrow margin of land near the present 
Pacific Coast, and gradually crept in farther and fartluT. Although 
there were no mountains in the Pacific region, thcTe were low ranges of 
hills and highland areas that caused irregular distribution of the s(ias. 

Near eastern California, a range of hills restrict(^d the s(*a advance, but 
valleys through the hills, or gaps between them, allowed the seas to 
spread eastward into the area of the present Rocky Mountains and Great 
Basin (Fig. 384).^ 

Formation of Red Beds.—From some source this eastern sea was 
supplied with red sand, and the sandstones, generally designated as the 
‘‘red beds,'^ were deposited over an area stretching from pentral Montana 
to central New Mexico and from eastern Colorado to Nevada. The red 
sandstones are the most noticeable, though not the most widespread, 
of the Mesozoic formations of North America. Along with the sand¬ 
stones, red shales and siltstones were formed, and in many places gypsum 
was deposited. The gypsum indicates^ aridity while it was forming. 
Red sediments may also indicate aridity, but it should not be inferred 
on the basis of red color alone. West of the hills that restricted the 
Triassic seas no red beds were formed, although the area seems to have 
been under the sea during most of the Triassic. In California and 
western Nevada the deposits were mainly limestones. Near-shore 

^ Geologists are not in agreement on the extent of Triassic seas. 
390 
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pliascs were conglom(^rates and sandstones, and offshore deposits included 
much shale. No Triassic rocks are exposed between the Rocky and 
Appalachian Mountains except in the Black Hills region, and it is prob¬ 
able that none was formed except in the vicinity of the front ranges of 
the Rockies. 

Fio. 384.” -Map of North America; Triassic epicontinentnl seas in fine stipple, outcrops in 
black. 

Brown Sandstones.—In the late Paleozoic, synclines, anticlines, and 
faults, originating at the same time as the Appalachians and running 
parallel to them, formed eastward as far as the present coast line. There 
is no evidence that any of the synclines was below sea level during the 
Triassic, but they were the sites of rivers and lakes in which there formed 
alluvial fans and flood-plain deposits similar to those now forming in 
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the Great Valley of California. In some places the intervening hills 
were high, and coarse materials were washed from them into the valleys. 
The streams were vigorous and deposited sand and gravel more exten¬ 
sively than the finer materials. Brown shale, siltstone, sandstone, and 
coarser-grained rocks were formed in the old synclines from northern 
Massachusetts to North Carolina (Fig. 384). 

Many buildings in New York, New Haven, and other cities near or on 
the Triassic deposits were built of what was called the ''Connecticut 
brownstone^' before brick became cheaper and the fashion in stone 
changed. The brownstone fronts were once among the finest dwellings 
of New York City, and great rows of brownstone buildings may still be 
seen, although they have now become poor (^lass and are rapidly being 
replaced by more mod(?rn brick buildings. 

The eastern Triassic ro(*ks are red or brown, but no gypsum is associ¬ 
ated with them and the climate was not arid. Moist climat(i is indicated 
by coal deposits of Virginia and North Carolina. Coal from th(\se beds 
was the first to be mined and used in the Unitc^d States. 

Volcanism.—In New York, Massachusetts, Connecticut, and New 
Jersey, the Triassic was a period of gn^at igneous activity. In the? Con¬ 
necticut Valley, lavas were (extruded into a large syncline, were covcired 
later by scidiments and, in turn, by more lava. Magma rose through 
fissures and spread out laterally as sills, but most of the flat-lying basalts 
represent lava flows rather than sills or other magma intrusions. Much 
faulting took place in the synedines, producing many (conduits through 
which the lavas issued. 

The Hudson River, in its lower course, cuts through one of the old 
sills where they are columnar in structure. The Palisadcis con¬ 
sist of vertical prisms of basalt, which may be clearly seem for long dis¬ 
tances. The Triassic igneous rocks • are basalt and were extruded or 
intruded near the close of the period. 

North American Seas and Outcrops.—By examining the map (Fig. 
384) of the Triassic seas and outcrops, you will see that they cover only 
small areas compared to those of most periods that we have studied 
and that the general distribution is greatly different from that of Paleo¬ 
zoic periods. 

LIFE OF THE TRIASSIC 

The greatest known break (or perhaps it would be more accurate to 
say the greatest known changes) in the life of the world as indicated by 
fossils is that from late Paleozoic to early Mesozoic, often spoken of as 
coming between Paleozoic and Mesozoic. 

Invertebrates.—In general, invertebrates were the dominant animals 
of the Paleozoic and vertebrates of the Mesozoic. Four classes of 
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Paleozoic invertebrates were considered particularly because they were 
highly characteristic. Trilobites were abundant in early Paleozoic, but 
no specimen has ever been found in a Mesozoic rock. Brachiopods, 
although abundant to the close of the Paleozoic, became so rare that one 
may collec^t in highly fossiliferous Triassic rocks for many days without 
finding a specimen. F'ossiliferous Paleozoic rocks are characterized 
by the preseruje of either trilobites or brachiopods or both; w’hereas 
fossiliferous Mesozoic rocks are characterized by the absence of trilobites 
and th(i rarity of brachiopods. Paleozoic and Mesozoic rocks may be 
distinguished also by cephalopods, 
a group of invertcibrates that is 
common in the Paleozoic from the 
Ordovician onward and abundant 
in the Mesozoic. The cephalopod 
has a chamlxjred shell, but the 
partitions between the chambers 
of most Pal(H)Zoi(^ cephalopods were 
simple, whereas in the Mesozoic 
they WTre exceedingly complex 
(Fig. 385). The presence of very 
complex partitions, which are in- 
dicat(^d on the outer side of the 
shell by sutures, is sufficient to determine that a rock is Mesozoic 
rath(U’ than Paleozoic. 

In the earlic'st Triassic seas of California, Nevada, and Utah, many 
complex-sutured cephalopods lived. Some of the rocks are almost 
(‘iitin^ly made up of them, and throughout the period cephalopods were 
the most abundant animals. However, east of California and Nevada 
th(\y did not last beyond the lower part of the Triassic. When the 
red sandstones and gypsum of the Rocky Mountain and Great Basin 
regions began to form, the cephalopods must have either emigrated 
or pe^rished, and in the major part ot the great series of red beds no 
cephalopods have been found. Very few other marine invertebrates 

were present.^ 
Crinoids constitute another group of invertebrates that are very 

abundant in some Paleozoic rocks. The crinoids became very rare in the 
Mesozoic and their fossils are practically absent from Triassic rocks. 

^ The absence of marine invertebrates trom the red beds has led many geologists 

to believe that the formations are continental in origin rather than marine, in spite 

of the extensive gypsum deposits in them; and, although geologists agree that large 

parts of the red beds are marine, some contend that considerable parts are conti¬ 

nental. All believe that the parts that bear fossils of land vertebrates are mainly 

continental. 

Fiu. 385.—A Paleozoic cephalopod with 
simple sutures at the right. {From Texas 
Geological Survey.) A Triassic cephalopod 
with complex sutures at the loft. (From 
J. P. Smith.) 
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The clam group (pelecypods) was abundant from Ordovician to the 
end of the Paleozoic. They were abundant in part of other Mesozoic 
faunas but were rare in most of the Triassic. 

Vertebrates.—Although it may not be possible for us to arrive at any 
appreciation of the real differences between Paleozoic and Mesozoic 
invert-ebrates, we can see the differences between the vertebrates, because 
we are more familiar with them. The oldest vertebrates, the fishes, 
first appeared in the Ordovician period of the Paleozoic. In the Devo¬ 
nian came the amphibians, which w(‘re (capable of breathing air and had 
developed walking legs and a higher organization than fishes. In the 

Fig. 386.—A Triassic crocodilelike reptile chasing a small dinosaur. {From M. G. Mchl.) 

Pennsylvanian, reptiles appeared, and in the Permian they became^ 
rather abundant in some areas although most of them were of groups 
that did not survive the Paleozoic. The Mesozoic is known as tlu) 
‘‘Age of Reptiles,and properly so, although the history of the reptiles 
of the Mesozoic is still imperfectly known. 

Reptiles of Western North America.—The oldest reptiles known 
from the continental deposits of the Mesozoic of North America were 
found in the red beds of the Rocky Mountain region and are about 
Middle Triassic in age. The number of kinds of these reptiles is small 
compared to the number present in the Permian, and nearly all belong 
to a crocodilelike group (Fig. 386). In form they resemble the long¬ 
snouted crocodiles that now inhabit the rivers of southern Asia. Several 
different kinds that lived during Middle and Upper Triassic left their 
remains in the western red beds and they were probably rather numerous 
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in the rivers. Some fossils of other kinds of reptiles (one, a small dino¬ 
saur) have been found in the red beds, but they make up a small part of 
the total and need not b(i considered at this place. 

Amphibians of Western North America.—Large amphibians were 
rivals of the reptiles for the supremacy of the lands and rivers near the 
western seas. Some of them were nearly 10 feet long, and skulls 30 
inches long by 18 inches wide have been found (Fig. 387). These amphib- 

Fi<i. 387.—Skull of a large Triassic amphibian. The animal was probably more tha;« t»n 
feet long. 

ians were the largest of their kind that ever lived in America. They 
were the last of the old type of amphibian, and, in later periods, their 
place was taken by the toad and salamander types. These amphibians 
were clumsy, slow-moving creatures, and their bulk alone enabled them 
to compete with the reptiles. They were heavily armored on the ventral 
surface of the body, but the armor was of little use as a protection from 
the reptiles because they were unprotected on the back. Perhaps the 
faunas of the Triassic rivers of the west may be compared with those of 
the upper reaches of the Congo River—the crocodiles there representing 
fhe reptiles; the hippopotamuses, the amphibians. Such a comparison is 
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for numbers and sizes only as the amphibians are not related to the 
hippopotamuses. However, one who has seen pictures of the life of the 
upper Congo might replace the huge clumsy mammals with amphibians 
of much the same weight, though not so tall, and thus get a living pi(;ture. 
The crocodilians were smalh^r than thoscj of the Congo and were not of 
such predatory habits. The reseniblan(^(^ ends with the two kinds of 
animals, as other kinds wei e very rare. 

Faunas of Eastern North America.—The best representation of 
Triassic land life in any part of North America is from the deposits in tlui 
old synclines in Connec^ticut. T\ui same type of crocodilelike animals 

Fia. 388.—A crocodilelike reptile from the Triassic of the Connecticut Valley. (An 
' unp^Miahed drawing by Williston,) 

(Fig. 388) as those in the west was present here, but not as the most 
numerous forms. Another group, destined to become the most abundant 
and largest of the Mesozoic animals, the dinosaurs, had made its appear¬ 
ance. Tracks (Fig. 389) of the dinosaurs in the Connecticut Valley 
first attracted attention. Some of the sandstone surfaces there arc 
marked with a complete network of tracks of various sizes and kinds. 
These were called ^^bird tracks,'' or more specifically, “turkey tracks," 
when they were first found, and a book was written on the bird tracks 
of the Connecticut Valley. The tracks look like those made by birds, 
and many of them were made by three-toed animals that walked on 
only two legs. The number of kinds of tracks is much greater than the 
number of kinds of bones that has been discovered, but a few kinds of 
dinosaur bones have been collected and the peculiarities of the animals 
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worked out. The rarity of the bones was such that at first they were 
collected no matter what the difficulty. It is told of Professor 0. C. 
Marsh of Yale College that on finding dinosaur bones in the rocks of a 
bridge he succeeded in having the bridge torn down so that he might 
get the bones. 

Although some of the Triassic dinosaurs were larger than horses, none 
of them n^ached such a size as to suggest that their de^scendants were to 
be the largest of all land animals. At this early stage th(\y had begun 
to show v aried and striking characd.eristics. Some were carnivorous, 
with long, strong t(‘eth and others wore strictly herbivorous. Some 
were quadrujx'dal and othei's had the forefeet reduced to small size', 

Fig. 389..Dinosaur tracks from the Triassic of the Connecticut Valley. {After Moore,) 

walk(^d on strongly developed hind legs, and dragged a heavy tail that 
balaiK^ed the body. Som(» had solid, heavy bones and others had hollow, 
light bones and were agile jumpers. If one could have observed the life 
in the ConiK^cticut lowlands, he would have been struck by the great 
variety in kinds of land animals of large size (Fig. 390). 

Amphibians similar to those of the west, but smaller, were present in 
the Connecticut Valley. 

Swimming Reptiles.—It seems that the time of great variations in 
reptiles had a second wave; the first coming in the late Paleozoic, the 
second in the first period of the Mesozoic. In central Europe and far- 
western North America, the developing reptiles lived near the sea margiiLs, 
and it is not strange that some of them became good swimmers and 
finally took up their habitat in the seas. This was true of two large 
orders of reptiles that originated during Triassic time. Both developed 
paddles instead of feet and were good swimmers, but in other respects 
the orders were decidedly different. Reptiles of one order, the ichthyo- 
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saurs, had a very short neck and a long tail, which was the main swim¬ 
ming appendage (Fig. 391); those of the other order, the plesiosaurs, 
had a very long neck and short tail. 

Fig. 390.—A general assemblage of Triassic reptiles and amphibians. The animals in 
the' background are amphibians, the five'aHtmals walking on their hind legs are dinosaurs, 
the animal in the left foreground is a primitive crocodilian. 

Fl3rmg and Other Reptiles.—Though the water afforded one habitat 
in which great specialization could take place, the air furnished another, 
and flying reptiles in primitive, poorly developed form appeared during 
the Triassic. (Flying reptiles will be described more fully in Jurassic 
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and Cretaceous faunas.) Primitive forms of such modern reptiles as 
lizards and turtles also made tluir first appearaiK^e in the Triassic. 
Several other orders, wiiich are not important enough for us to consider 
here, also appeared. This was a time of great variety of specialization 
and the appearance of numerous iiew^ forms. At such times the origin 
of strikingly different forms ma^’' be exf)ect-ed, and it was here that the 
culmination of animal life, the mammals, mad(‘ its appearance. 

Fics. .‘391.- A swimniinp: reptile, Ichthyosaur, from the Nevada "IViassic, about *40 natu¬ 
ral size. {After Oahoni.) 

Appearance of Mammals.—Thc^ change from some* highly spe(naliz(‘d 
reptiles to lower types of mammals was not very large. Differences 
between the two as to the skeletal framework, i.e., the bones, are small, 
and experts disagree as to what these differences really arc. One rather 
pronounced difference between mammals and reptiles is in tlu^ tc^eth, 
which are differentiated into incisors, canin(\s, and molars in mammals 
but not in reptiles. The lower jaw of reptiles articulates with a bone in 
the skull called the quadrate^’ (Fig. 392). No quadrate is present in 
mammals, and their jaw articulation is quite different. The reduction and 
disappearance of the quadrate boiu' and *1110 differentiation of t.lu^ t(‘(‘lJi 

Fig. 392.—Skull of an early inamnial on the right, and of a reptile on the left. The quad¬ 
rate bone iq) present in the reptile skull is absent from the mammal skull. 

into incisors, canines, and molars may be considered as transitional stages 
from reptiles to mammals. Both of these changes were taking place 
in one group of reptiles that lived in Triassic time in South Africa. 

We readily tell the difference between mammals and reptiles by the 
hair on the bodies of the one and scales on the bodies of the other and 
by the fact that mammals suckle their young and reptiles feed theirs 
in other ways. There are several anatomical differences in the soft 
parts of the bodies of mammals and reptiles, and there are embryological 
differences, but geologists can find no evidence on the time of origin of 
hair, the suckling of the young, or the embryological differences, as nom^ 
of the soft parts are preserved in the fossil state. Fossils furnish direct 
evidence only of changes of the skeletal parts. 

The appearance of mammals would have seemed to be of little 
importance if one could have observed this appearance and known the 
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details. Throughout the Mesozoie, mammals were small, rare, weak, 
and seemed to have little chance in competition with the reptiles. One 
might as readily i)redict that the d(‘scendant of some small form of the 
present, say the mouse, would finally become rulei* of the earth, as to 
have said in Mc^sozoic tirn(‘s that mammals were the coming rulers. 

Plants.—Among th(' striking (ruriosities for tourists who travel 
through w{\st('rn Unit-ed Slates are the nunKTous petrified forests. Thos(* 
of Arizona ixvc w(‘]l known and most of them are in Triassic rod beds, 
l^arge ti*ees aj*(^ pi‘es(*i-v(‘d in great numb(n-s. The trunks are silicified 
(Figs. 139 and 394), and the sili(*a is of many colors, giving a strik¬ 
ing appearanci' to the i)(‘trifi(d wood. In the main pcjtrified forest. 

Fjg. —Fossil tree trunks from the Triassie of Arizona forming a natural bridge. 
{Phoiofjraph by WUh‘s T. Lee, courtesy of V. S. Geological Survey.) 

thousands of the trtH's have w(iatb(u*ed out of the rock and lie scattered 
over the clays and sands of the red rocks. As they are much harder 
than the rc'st of the rock they remain t)ehind after it has been eroded 
away. Trunks of ti-ees 3 fe(4. in diameter and 100 feet long have been 
found. Petrified forests in the Triassic are also rather common in New 
Mexico, Colorado, and Utah, and ptitrified wood is abundant in Wyoming. 
A petniliarity of some of the petrified forests is that the trees have no 
bark. They seem to have been transported for long distances and to 
have had the bark worn off in transit. Modern flowering plants had 
not appean^d but conifers (Fig. 390) were abundant and, with the fern 
group, made up most of the Triassic flora. 

MISCELLANEOUS 

Climate.—Tluj cold climates of late Paleozoic gave place to warmer 
ones, and, before Middle Triassic, warm climates prevailed over most of 
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the (^arth. Lower Mesozoic rocks are not known in many places in high 
latitude's, but in Spitzbergen, at 75° north latitude, the animal and plant 
life was much likv that d(\scribed for the Connecticut Valley. Reptiles 
and amphibians flourished there, and they cannot survive in very cold 
(dimates, as they are cold blooded (z.c., their blood takers on the tempera¬ 
ture of the surrounding m(‘dium). Rings of growth were not pr6\s(mt 
in the Triassic trees, indicating absc^nce of seasonal changes of climate. 
Gypsum dc^posits point to aridity in parts of the Rocky Mountain 
region, but arid conditions were local. 4"he presence of large petrified 
trec^s [)oints to abundant rainfall, but. the tre(\s may have grown in higher, 
Tuore moist ngions and bc^en transported to the lowei-, arid places. 

Economic Products.—Tlu^ Triassic furnishes the least valuable 
economic* products of any period thus far considered. The brownstonc^s 
of the eastern dep(3sits, some of the coal of North Carolina and Virginia, 
road metal from the igneous rocks, and the gypsum of the Rocky Moun¬ 
tain region constitute the very small list. Although gypsum occurs in 
gre^at quant ities, very little is used. 

Close of the Triassic.—No large continental movements took places 
to bring the Triassic to a close. Th(‘ s('as gradually withdrew until 
noJie was left on the contiiuait of North America. 
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MIDDLE MESOZOIC; JURASSIC PERIOD 

The term Jurassic was derived from the Jura Mountains loc^aied 
between Switzerland and France, where rocks of the period are wM 

exposed. In North America, the seas advanced only from the Pa(nfi(t 
()(‘ean during the early part of the period and spread eastward to eastern 
California (Fig. 395). Later, a sea advanced from the Gulf of Mexico 
through Mexico and Texas. Still later, an Arctic sea transgressed south¬ 
ward through we^stern Canada into Montana and Wyoming and as far 
south as central Colorado. There were no Jurassic seas in th<' east(?rn 
]3art of the continent; this is the only period of geologic*, history in whi(Ji 
no deposits are known east of the middle of th(i continent. 

All Jurassic seas, except those near the Pacific Coast, were short 
lived, and the deposits in them were thin, not being more than 400 fe(4i 
thick in most places. It is evident that a thin dc^posit, formed in a sea 
such as advanced from the Arctic, must consist quite largely of sediments 
formed as the sea was advancing and retreating. Such deposits would 
be made up largely of granules, sands, silts, and clays. Also, if the seas 
were shallow, sediments would not be well sorted, as materials after 
settling to the bottom might be disturbed by storm waves and mix(‘d 
up with other materials, sands with clays, and pebbles wdth sands. 
IJmestoncs would have little chance to form whcue the storm wav(\s 
struck the bottom, and, although calcium carbonate might be deposited 
on the bottom, large storms would create waves that would mix it with 
sand, silt, and clay. In some places in Montana, Wyoming, Utah, 
Colorado, Idaho, and firitish Columbia, the seas were deep enough to 
permit limestones 40 to 50 feet thick to form over large areas. 

Morrison Formation.—In the Rocky Mountain region the formation 
called “ Morrison has long been under discussion as to whether it is 
Jurassic or Cretaceous. Although the authors recognize the controversial 
nature of the subject, the formation will be called ^Murassic^' in this 
text. The Morrison overlaps the marine deposits formed by the sea 
that came in from the north and lies unconformably on them. The 
extent of the Morrison is shown in Fig. 396 and it is worthy of con¬ 
sideration because of the fossils it contains. The presence of land fossils 
(in large numbers), poor bedding, poor sorting of materials, and loess 
and dune deposits indicate that it was continental in origin. Great 
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variety of coloring, ranging througli blu(\s, groejis, yellows, and reds; 
colors not confined to particular beds but crossing from oru' to another; 
and many piec(\s of wood in various hods ar(‘ contributing evidences 
concerning origin. 

Fic. 395.—Jurassic epicontinental seas of North America in fine stipple, outcrops in black. 
(Seas modified from Schucheri.) 

LIFE OF THE JURASSIC 

Marine Invertebrates.—^Life in the Jurassic seas shows general 
development from that of the Triassic. In North America, the seas 
were not so dominated by cephalopods as in the preceding period. 
Fewer fossils are known from the Jurassic of America than from any 
other period; this is directly opposite to the condition in Europe, where 
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Jurassic fossils are very abundant. Oysters and other peleeypods and 
a new type of ceplialopod, with an internal shell, that looks like a slender 
cigar were common in the North American seas (Fig. 397). 

Dinosaurs.—The main interest in Jurassic life in Amc^rica is in the 
land vertebrates, and most of these are contained in the Morrison forma¬ 
tion. The most abundant fossils in the Morrison are dinosaurs, more 
of which have been collected from it than from all other formations in 
America, and more than from any other formation in the world. In 
March of 1878, three men independently discovered dinosaur remains 
in Colorado and Wyoming, the first rei)orted from America. Professor 

O. C. Marsh of Yale College and Pro¬ 
fessor E. D. Cope of the Philadelphia 
Academy of Sciences became particu¬ 
larly interested in the dinosaur remains 
and soon had collecting parties in the 
field. The main areas from which col¬ 
lections have been made are near Mor¬ 
rison, Colorado, western Colorado, 
Wyoming, and Utah. The earlier col¬ 
lectors labored under great difficulties, 
for example, hostik*. Indians, and lack 
of roads, transportafion, and money. 
Collecting v(n’t(^brat(^ fossils requires a 
great deal of money; in vertebrates may 
be collected without such great expend¬ 
iture. It was not until early in the 
twentieth century that systematic col¬ 
lecting of dinosaurs was undertaken. 
The older collectors picked up bones 
that lay on the surf ace and dug out those 

that could be easily obtained or were not too deeply covered. The modern 
collector of dinosaurs on finding bones scattered over the surface locates the 
place where the bones are in the sjolid rock by tracing the fragments of bone 
up-slope to their highest occurrence and then starts digging and quarrying 
the overlying rock. If he finds that the larger part of one animal or 
several animals are likely to be present, he puts a force of men to work 
removing the rock above the bones. The men may use scrapers and 
steam shovels to take the materials away and may loosen the solid rock 
by blasting. As the workers come close to the bone, they carefully 
chisel and cut away the rock near the bone itself and finally lay bare fill 
of the skeleton (Fig. 398) present in the rock. The fossils are then 
removed in blocks of rock as large as can be handled conveniently, and 
shipped to the museum to be prepared. The enclosing rock may be 

Fig. 397.—Jurassic invertebrate fos¬ 
sils. Upper left, an oyster; lower right, 
a clam; upper right, a cephalopod show¬ 
ing one suture, the other sutures con¬ 
cealed; lower left, a new type of ceph¬ 
alopod called Belemnite (Jove’s thunder¬ 
bolt). All about K natural size. 
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cut away to h^ave the bones in relief, or the bones may be completely 
freed and mounted as skeletons. 

The lands must hav(^ swarmed with dinosaurs in the Jurassic, com¬ 
parable in numb('rs to those of the wild animals of present-day Africa. 
They were probably more numerous than modern African elephants 
but not so numerous as the bison once were in North America. Orig¬ 
inating in the Triassi(?, the dinosaur grcui) progressed to greatest size 
and variety in Morrison time. Morrison fossils furnish a splendid 
picture in comparison with which oth(u- dinosaur assemblages seem 
meager. This picture would have })een one of many had conditions 

Fig. 398.—Several feet of rock have been removed from above this dinosaur and the 
man is preparing the bones so that they can be taken out, {After Matthew, courtesy of the 
American Museum of Natural History.) 

been favorable for the preservation of fossils during all of the Mesozoic— 
actually it is comparable to one chapter out of a book of one hundred or 
more chapters. We must, then, make the most of this fragmentary 
record. 

On collecting specimens from the Morrison, or examining thovsc 
already collected, one is impressed first by the huge size of some of them. 
Dinosaur means ^Horrible reptile and the name was given more on 
account of the size of the animals than their feu’oeity, although some of 
the species look sufficiently ferocious to w^arrant the appellation. When 
one finds a single vertebra too large for him to lift or a leg bone 6 feet 
long and 8 inches in diameter, he is likely to wonder what sort of creatures 
lived in those days. Some of the dinosaurs of this time were the largest 
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land ariinuils that have ever liv(jd (Fig. 399). Spoeimeiis mon^ than 
70 feet long have been eolhu^ted, and fragments of considerably larg(*r 
specimens ar(‘ known. Some of the largest dinosaur bones of the samc^ 
age as those of the Morrison hav(^ Ix'.en found in South Africa. Som(^ 
Jurassic dinosaius may have r('aclu‘d a length of 100 feet. 

Dinosaur Park.—The bestr-known dinosaur quarry in the Unitcnl 
States is near Vcu-nal, Utah. This was first dis(*overed by a party from 
the Carnegie' Museum. After it had be'eai workc^d extensi\^ely and many 
sk(4(^tons rc'moved, it was finally establishc'd as a national park known 
as Dinosaur Park.^’ A sign along the^ liighway l(*ading east from V ernal 
dir(H,‘ts trav(4('rs to it. Remains of many dinosaurs have been uncov(u*(^d 
in the rocks and arci expose'd there for traveU'rs to examine. 

Dmosaars in AIuscums.- Some of the best of the dinosaurs from tlu' 
various quarries have been mounted in the Xational Miiseaim in Wash¬ 
ington, the American Musc'um in New York ("ity, the ('arnegie Museum 
at I’ittsburgh, the Fi(‘ld Museum at Chi(*ago, and the Peabody Museum 
at Yale University. Fach of these' museums contains several mounted 
skeletons of different kinds of dinosaurs. Many specimeuis of dinosaurs 
from AiiKu-ica are in museums in Europe'. 

Brontosaurus.—The largest type' e)f dinosaur, the Brontosaurus (Pig. 
399), had a veuy long neck and tail, a small head with a ve'iy small 
mouth, a huge^ body, and gre^at columnar le'gs with soliel be)ne^s. The’i 
animal was herbivorous and may have found it diffiemlt, with sueJi a small 
mouth, to eat food enough to keep alive, but 7*eptiles are^ ne)t se) actives 
as mammals and do npt. reKpiire so mue*h food. The>se e*re^aturejs were 
egg-laying and the eggs w^ere hatedied by the he>at of thei sun. It woulei 
have ree|uircd rather higli temperature for seven*al montlis te) hateJi 
sudi an egg, and the i)re\sence e)f dinosaurs in a region would therefore^ 
indicates high teunperat ure\s and no cold periods. Be^cause of various 
structure's in the animal, it seems that it must have livc^d partially sub¬ 
merged in the water and that it could not have handled its huge bulk 
succe\ssfully on the land. As it was not a good swimmer, it probably 
w^aded about in water dee>p enough to submerge the body partially and to 
hedp support it. This also would account for the fine preservation of 
many specimens. When animals dieni, they might settle to tlie^ bottom 
and be covered by mud, but fewer than 1 in 10,000 might thus happen 
to be covered and preserve^d. 

Stegosaurus.—Stegosaurus, though not so large as the Brontosaurus 
de^scribed, was more specialize^d in some reispects. It had huge bony 
plates on its back (Fig. 400), a specialization for which no reason is 
apparent. Some of the largest plates arc too heavy for one man to lift. 
Its strange app^iarance w^as increased by its very small head, long, straight 
hind legs, and very short front legs. Its teeth were well adapted for 
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grinding vegetation. This dinosaur has the distinction of having the 
smallest brain compared to the size of the animal of any creature that 
over existed. It is this fact that led to the erroneous statement that 
its brain was in the tail rather than in the head. The creature weighed 
jierhaps 30,000 pounds and its brain weighed only about 10 ounces. 
The brain is so small in comparison to the rest of the animal that it would 
be possible to drag it backward into the tail region through the space for 
th(^ spinal cord in the vertebrae. The space for nervous matter in the 
pelvic vertebrae is large enough for three or four such brains. As the 
greater part of the muscular control recpiired to handle the huge tail, 
pelvis, and hind legs was in the tail region, the reason for such arrange¬ 
ment of nervous tissue is not difficult to see. The stupidity of such a 
creature can only b(i wondered at, not realized, and that such an animal 
(H)uld have evolved in spite of its poor mental equipment indicat;es 
extremely favorable living conditions. 

Carnivorous Dinosaurs,—Another type of dinosaur, a further develop¬ 
ment of one of the Triassic forms, had become larger and more voracious 
in the Jurassic. It walked on the hind legs, had very small front legs, a 
large head, and long heavy tail. Its bones were hollow and it was a 
large-brain(^d, active creature. It seems to have fed on the herbivorous 
types of dinosaurs. 

Other Dinosaurs.—More than 80 species of dinosaurs are known from 
the Morrison and the variety in size and kind was very large. The 
size ranged from those 80 feet long to some not more than 2 or 3 feet 
long; brain capacit}" ranged from extremely small to relatively large; 
habits ranged from extremes of herbivores to extremes of carnivores. 
Most of them were egg-laying but it is possible that some were viviparous, 
(the young were born alive). Some were light, agile, jumping, pos¬ 
sibly almost flying, and otln^rs were of the clumsy type that lived mainly 
in the water. Imagine 80 of the most diverse kinds of mammals that 
you know from all over the world and the dinosaurs of the Morrison 
would be as varied as those 80 kinds. 

Other Reptiles and Mammals.—^Although dinosaurs dominated, 
the picture of the life of the Upper Jurassic in western North Ameri(ja 
would not be complete without some account of the other creatures that 
were present. A few crocodiles, extremely rare lizards, and turtles 
constituted the rest of the reptiles. In spite of the amphibians^ being 
so large and abundant in the Triassic, all of them had disappeared 
before late Jurassic; at any rate, none of these fossils has been found. 
Mammals had come to America, but they were few in number and very 
small. Professor Marsh kept two men collecting mammals from th(^ 
Morrison in an area where they were known to occur, and the results of 
nearly two years of work by these men were less than a double handful 
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of hon(\s.^ By the use of modoni methods of collecting, a great many 
te(^th of many kinds of mammals have been obtained from the Morrison. 
Th(' mammals were no largtn* than rats and were extremely primitive, 
l)ossibly of the egg-laying kind. 

Ichthyosaur}^.—Ichthvo.^aurs (Fig. 401), desccaidants of the remarkable 
swimming reptiles of the Triassie, were present in the sea that came down 
in the .Jurassic llirough northern United States from the Arctic Ocean. 
In the fi(‘ld one rtiay find ichthyosaur remains in one bed and dinosaur 
remains in the b(‘ds immediately above. Oiu^ must have soira^ ratlau- 
thorough knowledg(' of th(\se animals to distinguish them from frag¬ 
mentary remains, although the iclithyosaurs wfa*e swimming reptiles 
wit.h paddles for feet and the dinosaurs were land-living reptilcjs. The 

Fig. 401.—A fossil irhihyosaiir, showing not only the skeletal structure, but by a 
carbonaceous residue, the outlines of the body, paddles, and fins. Jurassic slates, Holz- 
iriaden, Wlirttcinburg, Germany. {American Museum of Natural History.) 

jiresence of ichthyosaur remains in a rock identifies it as marine, whi'.n^as 
the jiresence of dinosaur remains is almost as certain evidence that the 
rocks are continental, though a few dinosaur fossils have been found in 
marine strata wh(u*e the i-emains had drifted out to sea. 

As vrith th(^ Triassi(% th(' pi(;ture of Jurassic life gained from a study of 
Anu^rican fossils is imperfect, aiwl one must go to w-estern Europe in 
ordca* to complete it. Fossils that supplement those in America are 
found mainly in the Solenhofen beds of Bavaria, a marine deposit that 
(contains also some well-preserved nonmarine forms. The Solenhofen 
beds are limest.one of very fine texture, which is quarried to be used as 
lithographic plates. The major part of the fossils come from the quarried 
blocks. Workmen in the quarries report the finds to paleontologists, and 
thousands of specimens have been collected on the basis of their discover¬ 
ies. Hundreds of almost perfect ichthyosaur specimens have come from 

^ Information from Professor Williston, who was associated with Professor Marsh 
at the time of collecting. 
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tho quarries and ichthyosaurs constitute the most abundant group found 
in th(‘ l)eds. Every museum of importance in the world (*ontains ichthyo¬ 
saurs from these quarries, but not more than 10 or 12 specimens have 

been found in the Jurassic rocks of America, and most of them are 
exceedingly fragmentary. Comparing this number with the thousands 
found in the Solenhofen beds probably does not give a true picture of 
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the abundance of ichthyosaurs in the two seas, as the Solenhofen sedi¬ 

ments were perfectly adapted for preserving fossils and those of Amt^icia 

were not. 

Fljdng Reptiles (Pterosaurs).—Flying reptil(\s of the Jurassic evolved 

from the Triassic forms and geologists owe their rather (*om})lete knowl¬ 

edge of them to the remains preserved in the Solenhofen beds. Th(^ 

pterosaurs,’^ as they are called, were probably the most perfect flying 

vertebrates that ever lived, and their flying apparatus was distinctly 

different from that of birds or of the mammalian fliers, bats. Their 

bones were exceedingly light, a bone an inch in diameter having the bony 

matter not much thicker than an eggshell. The wing developt^d by tlu^ 

A 
Fig. 403.—(A) Modern bird wing, (B) archeopteryx wing, ((.^) pterodactyl wing, (D) bat 

wing. 

great increase in length of one finger and the reduction of the others, 

whioh remained as very small vestiges (Figs. 402 and 403). Some stu¬ 

dents of the group have thought it likely that the animals hung in trees 

by the use of the small fingers. The vestigial fingers may be 2 or 3 inches 

long and the one finger, which developed to support the wing membrane, 

2 or 3 feet long. It is difficult to understand the mechanism by which 

such a change came about. The flying itself could not have induced 

the change as there could be no flight, until there was some sort of wing. 

In order to be preserved in marine deposits, pterosaurs must have 

flown over the water. Many of them were probably fishers and were 

likely to meet disaster when they tried to catch fish out on the seas, 

as there were too many ichthyosaurs and other voracious reptiles to 

make diving for fish a safe occupation. 
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Birds.—We found that during a time of very great reptilian evolution 
in th(i Triassie not only did numerous kinds of new reptiles appear but 
much greatcir clianges took place that gav(i rise to the mammals. During 
the Jurassic, reptilian evolution went on unabated, and still another 
widely divergent group, the birds, was developed. It was in the Solen- 
hof(Ui beds of Bavaria that the oldest bird remains wen^ found, and only 
three specimens have bcjen found in the Jurassic of the world. The 
old(\st birds (Fig. 402) were so much like reptiles that had they not 
possessed feathers they would have been called reptiles.’^ 

Birds with Teeth and Long Tails.—The most striking difference 
between Jurassic and modern birds was the presence of teeth in the 
Jurassic specimens (Fig. 404). The teeth were small but were well 
developed and functional. Probably the most impressive primitive 
character of these birds was the presence of a long, bony tail. Some 

Fig. 404. ' Restoration of the head of Archeopteryx showing the teeth. {Copied from 
restoration by Ileilrruinn.) 

modern birds are described as having long tails, but the tail is entirely 
made up of feathers, as all modern birds have th(^ tail vertebrae deformed 
and coales(H;d into a small misshapen organ. The Jurassic bird^s tail 
was made of twent.y-odd vertebrae, which were not united. 

Primitive Bird Structures.—The modern bird’s wing is highl}^ special¬ 
ized through th(* loss of some of the fingers and the union of others. One 
do(is not re(H)gnize the resemblaiKie of modern birds’ wings to the forefoot 
of an ordinary animal, but the Jurassic bird had three well-developed 
fingers. TIk^ modern bird has the vertebrae in the shoulder region 
firmly united and attached to the breast bone by means of the shoulder 
girdle to form a rather perfectly boxed-in chest. The Jurassic bird 
had no union of the vertebrae in the shoulder-girdle region and therefore 
no such protection as that j)ossessed by the modern bird. The modern 
bird has t he vertebrafi united in th(* pcdvic region and great specialization 
of the other pelvic bones, but the Jurassic bird had no union of vertebrae 
and no specialization of the other bones of the region. Probably the 
most fundamental difference between Jurassic birds and modern forms 
is in the vertebrae. The most primitive vertebim^, those of the fishes, 
were biconcave, i.e., they were deeply hollowed out at each end. Before 
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Triassic time all vertebrates, whether reptiles, amphibians, or fishes, had 

such biconcave vertebrae. Modern birds have very highly specialized 

vertebrae with no concavity, but the Jurassic birds had biconcav(‘, 

vertebrae like the rc^ptilcft of the Tiiassic and fishes of all time. 

If Jurassic birds had nol, had feathers, thciy would have been con- 

siciered as a pec^uliar lizard with forelegs strangely modified. Such 

strued-ures as fcnitJiers are only rarely fossilized, but those of thc^ birds 

from the Solenhofcui beds are pc'rfectly preserved to a minute degren^, 

showing the barblets and sealers on the teaturc\s. 

Fossil Birds Arc Rare.—Birds are among the rarest of fossils and th(^ 

finding of only a few specimens in the Solenhofen beds do(\s not indic^ate 

that they may not have bc'en fairly numerous in their habitat on land. 

It was only accidental that th(\v flew out over the sea, as thew were not 

fishers like the pterosaurs. 

Comparison of Records of Marine and Land Life. -The record of 

sc^a life of the Jurassic is rather complete in w(\stern Europe. A study 

of the evolution of marine forms, would show fairly steady progress with 

no marked gaps such as c^xist in thci land life. It is the* invcu’tc'bratc^ 

marine life of which the record is faiiJy coinplcfle, but of the irJitbyc^saui’s 

and many othc'r marine vea-tebrates the continuity is no bettcu’ than 

with the land vertebrate's. It is likcJy that with th(^ extension of gc^ologi- 

cal studies to Asia, African., and South America, and with morei extensive; 

studies in North x\merica, many of the; gaps in the; record will be filled. 

MISCELLANEOUS 

Climate.—Jurassic climate sc'c'ins to have' bc^en warm ovc'r most of 

the earth although there are some differences, possibly due to (Jimatc;, 

between faunas as far norih as Alaska and those in th(; United States. 

However, the ichthyosaur’s, which must have been strictly warm-water 

animals, came into the inter-ior of North America from the northern seas, 

and th(\y must have lived as far north as Alaska. 

Economic Products.—In the United States, the Jurassic has only 

scant deposits of e(;onomi(! value. In California, the main gold d(;posits 

are partly in Jurassic ro(;ks, where the gold veins wen; formed in a great 

series of slates that were intruded by igneous rock. For many years, 

Califoniia has been the main gold-produ(;ing state in the Uniti;d States, 

and much of the gold came either from the Jurassic or from placei* 

deposits derived from the Jurassic. In*Alaska, there are important coal 

deposits, which may in time become of economic value. 

Close of the Jurassic.—Th(; northern sea and the Gulf of Mexico 

gradually withdrew during the Upper Jurassic, and no great differential 

movements of the land accompanied the withdrawal. The Pacific sea, 

however, may have been more abruptly drained off from the land as the 
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first great uplift of the Sierra Nevada Mouiii ains came in the late Jurassie. 

The uplift was a(*coini)aiiied by intenst^ folding and by the intrusion of 

some of the lai’gest magmas of the North Americ^an continent. One of 

the batholiths n\sulting from magma stretches more than 800 miles north 

and south and r(‘ach(\s a width of more than 80 milc^s in some places. 

Th(' Jurassic shal(\s of (^ast(‘rn (California w(T(‘ intensely folded and 

metamorphos(»d, so much so that many of them were (diangcd to slat(\s, 

and bedding plaiu^s and all otJua* ordinary stru(*tur(?s of s(idimentary rocks 

wer(‘ destroyc'd. Souk* of the shakes w(a(' nu'tamorphosed to schists. 

There is some jjarallelisrn b(‘tw(M‘n the closer of th(‘ second period of th(^ 

Paleozoic, wluui tlu^ mountains of c^asb^rn New York and western N(^w 

England wer*e form(‘.d, and the sc^cond p(‘riod of the Mesozoic with the 

formation of th(^ Sifu-ra N(^vada Mountains. A contrast betweeji Paleo¬ 

zoic* and Mesozoic exists in the Pal(‘ozoic marine rocks’ bcang mainly in 

ccmtral and east(a*n North America and the Mc'sozoic* mariru^ rocks’ 

mainly in the Rocky Mountains and west(*rri North America. 



CHAPTER XXV 

UPPER MESOZOIC; CRETACEOUS PERIOD 

The Cretaceous’^ derived its name from creta (Latin for ‘^chalk”) 

on account of the large amount of chalk formed during the ])(*riod. It 

was named from the chalk cliffs of western France, which stand out promi¬ 

nently along the coast.. By many geologists the Cn^tacH'ous has been 

divided into two periods, and in sorm* t(^xtbooks the (k)manch(»an or 

Lower Cretaceous is given the rank of a period. 

Sea Oscillations.—As in the Triassic and Jurassic, the seas advan(*ed 

first from the Pacific Coast, but the Si(‘rra N('vada Mountains stood as an 

impassable barrier and restricted the epi(a)ntinental s(‘as to very narrow 

areas (Fig. 405). Almost at the beginning of the i)ei*iod, the Gulf of 

Mexico advanced through Texas and Oklahoma and, later in the first half 

of the period, extended northward as far as Wyoming. Tlu^ Atlantic^ 

seas did not advance during the first half of the period. 4"he Cretacc'ous 

seems to have been a considerably longer peunod than either the Jurassic 

or Triassic, and th('re wen* many more oscillations of the land and 

advances and withdrawals of the sea. The advances finally culniinat(*d 

in a sea that extended from the Gulf of Mexico to the Arctic ()(H\an and 

was more than 1,000 miles wnde in its wid(*st parts. Its easteni shores 

extended through eastern Texas, central (Jklahoma, central Kansas, 

and thence eastward into Iowa and northward in a northwesterly direc¬ 

tion to the Arctic Ocean. Its western shore was not far east of th(* 

Sierra Nevada Mountains. In this s(*.a, dc^posits more than 20,000 fe(*t 

thick were made in some places, although their average, thickiu^ss w'lis 

not more than 2,000 feet. 

Methods of Working out Ancient Sea Margins.—It may be well to 

review the ways of determining the exte.nt of ancient seas, using Civta- 

ceous as an example. Figure 406 is a diagrammatic cross scKdion of 

Cretaceous deposits in Kansas, Colorado, and Utah as they have be('n 

worked out by numerous gcjologists in a long series of years. Figure 405 

shows Cretaceous seas. In central Kansas the Cretaceous deposits are 

thin and patchy, i.e.^ isolated outcrops occur here and there resting on 

Permian rocks (Fig. 406). The patchiness is due to erosion after the 

deposits were formed rather than to original deposition. 

The Kansas Cretaceous rocks contain marine fossils of Upper Oeta- 

ceous time. The fossils have been determined as lower Upper Cretaceous 

418 
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by finding thorn preserved in a series of rocks where the entire Cretaceous 

section is exposed. Westward other Cretaceous rocks come in above 

those present in central Plansas. Those in the first location are repre¬ 

sented by A on the diagram, and the ones coming in above are represented 

Fig. 405.—Cretaceous seas of about maximum extent. {Modified from Schuchert.) Fine 
stipple represents epicontinental seas. Black represents Cretaceous outcrops. 

by B. The geologist interprets this condition at the place where B 

begins as the margin of a later Cretaceous sea, and, if he could trace 

the margin of the outcrops northward and southward, he would be tracing 

the old sea beach of that time. There is a considerable amount of 

uiKiertainty in such tracing. In the first place, B may be covered almost 

every place by C and it is diflicult to determine the exact location of the 
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margin of B. This margin may be exposed only where streams cut a<iross 

it and these places may be many miles apart. Take a series of locations 

along the Pacific Coast, as repr<\sented in Fig. 405, mark them by crosses, 

and draw an outline of the coast from those locations. Comparing 

your outline with the actual coast, line, you will find that the only places 

where your diagram is cornset is at the cro.sses, but in spite of that you 

have represented the Pacific; Coast in a roughly accurate way, more 

accurately than the Crc'taceous map represents the Cretaceous sea 

(Fig. 405). . , , • 
Then; is one othcu- iincc'rtainly a.ssociat(;d with the geologists determi¬ 

nation of the old sea margin. The margin of the; rocks t.hat he finds may 

not represent, the act.ual seashore. The marginal deposits may have 

been eroded before or after the overlying formation was laid down. 

Farther westward the margin of B is under C. A rests on the Morrison 

formation in Colorado ancl is the oldest of all the Cretaceous that the 

geologist is able to find by tracing the rocks over all of the area of 

deposition. . 
In Colorado and Utah, E comers in above D, and the margin ot J'. 

has been made out by extensive geological study. The eastward inigra- 

tion of the margins from A to B, B to C, C to D, and D to E indicates 

shrinking of the Cretaceous sea. The western margin of A is in Utah; 

B shows small retreat of the sea eastward; D and E much greater retreats; 

and the sea in which E was deposited was narrow. 
In making his investigations, the geologist is not able to follow the rock 

without interruption. If he could trace it along the outcrop and the 

rock remained the same from one place to another, the history would all 

work out rather easily, but neither one of these is true. Not only are 
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tlion^ great distances between outcrops, but the rocks change in character 

from place to place. Under such conditions the age of the rock must 

be determined (entirely from the fossil content. The fossils present must 

be known to the geologist, and he must be able to recognize them wherever 

he finds them. TIk^ fossils in each of the members must be distinct 

enough to differentiate it from all of the other members. In such a 

series it is not lik(‘ly that all of the fossils will be different in each member. 

Most of them may be the samc^ and the differentiation may be made on 

the basis of two oi* thi*ee species. Imagine in A such an assemblage of 

fossils as would n'pn^sent the life in North America before its discovery 

by Europeans, and in B an assemblage that would reprcisent the life in 

Ameri(^a today. Most of the species of the two periods are the same but 

the leading ones ar(^ different. All of the domestic animals wen^ brought 

in by Europeans, and domestic animals dominate at the present tinu'. 

Sc^veral of the species of jjre-Columbian tim(^ arc now extinct or almost 

so. Using th(^ t)isou as an example, in A it was a dominating foi'm, in 

B rarely ever found. Using the }iors(i as an example of the othej* typ(‘, 

in A it was not present, but in B it is abundant. The geologists, after 

studying the fossils in A and B thoroughly enough to learn these two 

facts, could distinguish one from th(^ otln^r by bison and horses. 

Geologists may idcuitify formations by tracing them along tlui out- 

(^rops, a good way but with severe limitations because of scarcity of 

outcrops. He may identify th(^ formations by the kinds of rock in them, 

which may be valuable or useless. As an (example, chalk was formed in 

America during only a relatively limited time, and thus wluuever it is 

found it indicat(\s a rather definite age. Part of C in Fig. 406 is chalk 

and where the chalk is }J!*esent in Texas, Kansas, and Nebraska it was 

formed in about the same ei)och of time, but had C been made of shale, 

the kind of ro(?k would have been usele.s8 in idcmtification, as so many 

of the Cretaceous formations are shale. 

Formation of Dakota Sandstone.—We may now' return to a (ionsidera- 

tion of the great Cretaceous sea that cut the North American continent 

in two from north to south. As this sea advanced northw'ard from tfie 

Gulf of Mexico, it was very shallow near the margins and wavers worked 

over the weathered matcirial, sorted out the finer particles, and carried 

them into the deeper waters. Sands were deposited from the beach out¬ 

ward to a water depth of 200 or 300 feet, i.e., as far outward as storm 

wav(\s could strike the bottom rather vigorously. In many placies thcjre 

were doubtless sand dunes on the shore and the advancing seas (encoun¬ 

tered little fine material in addition to the sand. The objection may be 

raised that the seas would soon advance over a narrow^ strip of sand 

dunes and reach the normal mantle rock beyond. The seas were probably 

advancing at a rate of not more than 1 mile in 1,000 years, and it would 
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not 1)0 at all difficult for sand diinovS to form along the s(^a margin in 

belts 1 mile wide in 1,000 years, so that under some; conditions the sea 

might advance ov('r sand-dune areas for hundreds of miles, tin? dun(3s 

forming as fast as the sea advanced. Howc'ver, the rocks would have 

to be composed of a sufficient amount of sand (o furnish it- for the dunes 

from their weathering. If the rocks were composed of shakes without 

sand, no sand dunes could form except as the sand blew up from the 

sea; and this would not (H)ntinue long as the source of sand would be 

(exhausted with th(3 advance of the sea over the shale area. 

This beach and shallow-water sand formation extends from Texas 

nearly to the Arctic Ocean. It has be(ui called the ^‘Dakota sandstom^^^ 

(Fig. 405) on acicount of its developnumt in the Dakotas. Its eastern 

border is in Iowa, Nebraska, and Kansas, and its western in Nevada, 

Arizona, and Utah. It is A of Fig. 406 and is almost as extensive as the 

most wid(3spread Uretaceous sea. 

Alternation of Marine and Continental Deposits.—The oscillations of 

the Cretaceous sea brought- about alt(‘rnat,i()n of sc^diments. B(3ds of 

coal may come between formations bearing marine fossils, and dinosaui* 

tracks may occur in the muds associat-(‘d with the coal, two (3videnc(3s of 

continental deposition. Sludls of fr(\sh-water animals may be associated 

with the muds and sands abov(‘ and Ix^low the (3oal, and these constitute 

still anotluir (jvidence of contim^ntal deposition. 

Other Cretaceous Deposits.—The most typical of the (./n^taceous 

deposits ar(3 in eastern Colorado and wesU'rn Kansas and Nebraska, 

where tlu3 Dakota sandstone, at the bottom of the seri(3s, is followed by 

s(3V(3ral hundred feet of shale, which, in turn, is overlain by limestone. 

Interpreting this, we may a.ssume that the margin of the Cretaceous s(ia 

had advanced so far northward and westward that no more clays wore 

being deposited in this part of the s(3as and that the only a(3CumuIation 

on the sea bottom was from shells and bones of sea animals and from 

chemically precipitated calcium carbonate. The lowest limestomvs 

contain clay, which was deposited while the land was near enough for 

fine sediments to be carried to th(3 limestone-forming area. Above 

these limestones comes the chalk, which is very extensive in western 

Kansas (Fig. 407) and Nebraska, eastern Colorado, and parts of Oklahoma 

and Texas. 

Chalk.—Chalk is a limestone of a type entirely different from any 

studied thus far. It is very soft, and sifome of it has been thought to 

be made up almost entirely of the remains of one-celled sea animals 

(Fig. 408). Much chalk, however, is not so largely composed of such 

remains, and some of it has only a small proportion of fossils. 

The softness of chalk is due to the poor cementation of the deposit 

and the minuteness of its fossils. Where the deposits are free from 
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impurities, the chalk is as soft and free from grit as the crayon used on the 

blackboard. Until late in the ninetecaith century, the crayons used 

were made from chalk, but now they are manufactured from neither 

limestone nor chalk, but from calcined gypsum. 

Fi<i. 407.—All erosion remnant of 
("retaeeoiis <4ialk in western Kansas. 
{Photograph by E. D. Bramoii.) 

Fig. 408.—Forarniiiifera from the 
chalk of western Kansas, rnagnifieil 20 
diameters. • 

Fig. 409.- “A small portion of a slab covered with specimens of the froe-swimruing 
Cretaceous criiioid, Uintacrinus. From the chalk of western Kansas (14 natural size). 
{After Moore.) 

Atlantic Coast Cretaceous.—The early Cretaceous seas did not 

advance along the Atlantic Coast, but continental deposits of the nature 

of alluvial fans, flood-plain deposits, and landward sides of deltas formed 

east of the Appalachians, from Massachusetts to South Carolina, and 
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in the last half of the period seas advanced to the base of the Appalachian 

Mountains and in the eastern Gulf region as a continuation of the 

great sea that covered the interior. The deposits along th(5 Atlantic and 

Fig. 410.—Cephalopods from the Cretaceous, {From U, S. Geological Survey reports.) 

Gulf coasts were thin (little more than 1,000 feet at the thickest) as 

compared with those of the western interior. Glauconitic greensands 

formed in many places, but most of the formations are clays, silts, and 

ordinary sands. 
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LIFE OF THE CRETACEOUS 

In America the Cretaceous saw the culmination of Mesozoic plants 

and marine vertebrates and invertebrates. Invertebrate animals in 

Triassic and Jurassic had not been abundant in most of the American 

Fig. 411.—Cl arris, gastropod, and sea urchin from the Cretaceous. {From U. S. Geological 
Survey reports.) 

seas, but ip the Cretaceous the seas fairly swarmed with great numbers 

and many kinds. In the main they were kinds with which the student 

is not familiar, and it will suffice to call attention to a few of the most 
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striking things about them. Clams and eephalopods were the dominant 

forms. Crinoids, which w^cue so abundant in late Paleozoic, w’erc 

reduced to a few kinds, some of which were stemless (Fig. 409). 

Cephalopods.—In the Cretac^eous, eephalopods reached their culmi¬ 

nation in complexity of partitions and number of species and their 

maximum size for the entire Mesozoic. This was triuj for America and 

not for Kurope. Howtn’^er, thci cephaloi)ods were in old-age stagers 

and showed very decided old-age charactc^ristics. They did not evolve 

into new forms but acquin^d strange ornamentation and shapes. The 

beginning of coiled cephalopods was 

in the Ordovician. After that coiled 

forms dominated, and the last of the 

straight forms disappeared with early 

Triassic. Until Upper Ch-etae^eous, all 

of tlie compk'x partitioned forms had 

b('(‘n coiled, but tlu'u they began to 

uncoil (Fig. 410). The oldest part of 

th(^ shell was (n)iled and the youngc\st 

pari straight. Some' s])ecies almost 

tied their shells into knots, as shown 

in Fig. 410. Some be^came highly 

ornaiiKaitcHi, a cjuality that acc.om- 

})anies old ag(' or decay. 

Clams. “ I'lie clam group (Figs. 411 

and 413) was at the height of its devel¬ 

opment and some of the kinds wc'n^ 

large. Shells more? than 4 feet across 

are not uncommon in the chalk of 

west(irn Kansas. The oyster group, 

which appeared in the Triassic and 

increased in the Jurassic, became ex¬ 

tremely abundant and developed many 

Fig. 412.—A stone post containing 
fossil clams, western Kansas. {Photo¬ 
graph by Walter Keller.) 

species in the Cretaceous. Some of them were several inches long and 

others were very small. More than 1,000 of the small ones have been 

found attached to one large (Jam shell (Fig. 413). 

Mosasaurs.—The seas fairly swarmed with marine reptiles, and the 

numbers of fossils in the marine rocks were supplemented by the land 

reptiles and by birds that flew over the“ sea and became buried in the 

marine oozes, which finally formed the chalks. One of the great collecting 

grounds of the world for Ujiper Cretaceous fossils, particularly the 

vertebrates, is part of western Kansas. The most abundant animal 

in the chalk of the area is the rnosasaur, a marine lizard with paddles 

instead of walking feet (Fig. 414). 
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The first mosasaur specimen was found near the town of Maestricht, 

Holland, near the Meuse River. It bec.ame so well known that an 

invading army captured it and took it to Paris. Figure 414 is modified 

from a drawing by Professor S. W. Williston,^ who did more than any 

other investigator to make the mosasaurs of North America known. 

ij ...>' - If 

I'lG. 413.—(A) A large clam from western Kansas; (B) opposite side of the same shell 
completely incrusted with small oysters (about natural size). 

The larg(\st of the mosasaurs were about 60 feet long, a length comparable 

to that of small whales, although mosasaurs were more slender. 

^ It wa.s probably th(i mosasaurs that made Professor Willistoii a paleontologist. 
He lived at Manhattan, Kansas, near the chalk beds and w(*nt with his professor of 
geology of the State Agricultural College to get fossils from the chalks. The finding 
of numerous bones in the chalk aroused his interest to such an extent that he went 
to Yale College to study vertebrate fossils under Professor Marsh, tluiii the best-known 
student of Cretaceous vertebrates in the United States. At the time when Professor 
Willistoii first went to th(? (dialk beds, bones were scattered widely over the surface 
where the chalk had weathered, but since then hundreds of collectors have worked 
over the exposures of (‘-halk and have taken way all of the larger bones exposed 
on the surface. It is only as the chalk weathers and is eroded further that other 
sp<^cimens appear. It gives a collector a decided thrill to find a clean, perfect fossil 
bone lying on the surface of the chalk and then to locate other bones that are sticking 
out of the chalk. He may then take a pick or a knife, dig away the chalk and find 
more clean, hard bone. The collector never knows how much of a specimen he will 
find after he has located some part of an animal in the solid rock. The bone he is 
working on may be the last one present, in the series, or the series may be complete 
from tip of snout to end of tail. After the animal died, it may have been torn to 
pieces by other voracious animals, and only under rare circumstaiK^es did a complete 
animal settle to the bottom and get hovered with mud to fo.ssilizc in its entirety. 
Even if the entire animal w^re preSeiVed in the chalk, the chance for some person to 
find it at the stage when none had been eroded away would be small. The chances 
are thousands to one that streams, while cutting valleys in the chalk, would have 
carried away or destroyed part of the bones of the specimen. 'Hiousands of speci¬ 
mens of mosasaurs have been collected from the Kansas chalks, and, although good 
specimens are rare, nearly every important museum has at least one. 
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Flying Reptiles.—Associated with the mosasaur fossils in the chalk 

are those of the final forms of the flying reptiles (Fig. 415). Greater 

specialization had created here a most perfect flying machine and the 

largest of the flying animals that ever existed (F'ig. 416). The largest 

specimens had a wing spread of about 27 feet, but th(^ whole framework 

of the animal weighed only a f(*w 

pounds. Specialization was nearly all 

in the wings and h(‘ad; the latter 

became greatly (‘longabHl and had a 

strong bac^kward-projecting crest (Fig. 

414), which served as an attachment 

for the wing muscles. The beaks came 

t-o acute points and the animals may ,, . . , , , 
. - , , , . IMG. 415.—Skeleton of a pterodactyl 
have been able to spear t heir Jirey. from the Cretfujeous of western Kansas. 

As tlunr remains havt? been found only Wilhston.) 

in marine deposits th(\y probably caught mainly sea animals. Tin* 

(‘arlier jiterosaurs had long, strong teeth, but those of the chalk had 

(iVolv(‘d to a toothless stage. Ih-erosaurs^ must have livt'h on the 
shor(\s of all the s(‘as of North America and th(\v probably flew widt^ly 

over the lands, but their remains have been found only in the chalks 

of western Kansas with th(» exception of one specimen in Washington. 

Fig. 416.—Pterodactyl from the Cretaceous. {Restored by Herrick E. Wilson.) 

It seems remarkable that their liones are unknown from aii}^ othcir of 

the widespread Cretaceous deposits of North America. 

Turtles.—In the chapter on the Triassic the first apix^aranci^ of 

turtles was mentioned. In the chalks three or four kinds of marine 

1 In collecting from the chalks of western Kansas one should not e.xpect to find 

pterosaur bones every day or even every week. One experienced collector found 

three specimens in 3 months. One of these consisted of a part of one wing, another 

of part of a head and one wing, and another of fragimiiits of wing and body bones. 

The finding of the rarer fossils in the chalk is a matter of chance as well as perseverance. 

One collector had one day to spend in the chalk, and although he found nothing else 

worth while, he took out a very fine, small pterosaur, one of the most complete that 

has ever been collected. Another experienced collector, with one daj" to spend in the 

chalk beds, found and took out possibly the most perfect wing that has ever been 

discovered, but the same collector might work for a year without finding anj^thing 

else comparable to it. 
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turtles are present. Some of these reached a length of 8 or 9 feet, and 

their skulls were as large as the skull of a horse (Fig. 417). Their feet 

were paddles but not so perfect as those of the mosasaurs. Their backs 

were not covered with bones; in this respect they were like modern sea 

turtles but unlike modern land turtles. 

Plesiosaurs.—At least one other marine 

reptile, the plesiosaur, was present in the seas 

in which the (dialks were deposited. The ex¬ 

tremely long, slender necks of the plesiosaurs 

have led to a rough description of them as 

animals with bodies like that of a turtle and 

neck and head like those of a snake (Fig. 418). 

Some of the animals became as large as the 

large mosasaurs. Plesiosaur remains are almost 

as rare as those of pterosaurs in the Kansas chalk, but in some other 

Cretaceous deposits they are fairly abundant. 

Fig. 417.—A turtle from 
western Kansas. {After 
Williaton,) 

Fig. 418.—Plesiosaur from western Kansas. {After WiUiston,) 

Fig. 419.—Skeleton of the large marine fish, Portheus, of late Cretaceous age. {Pre¬ 
served in the University of Kansas Museum.) Some specimens of this fish are 16 feet long. 
{After Moore.) 

Fishes.—In spite of the abundance of reptile remains in the chalk, 

the collector finds fully three times as many fossils of fishes (Fig. 419) as 

of all reptiles combined. In taking out the skeleton of one mosasaur 
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lie may destroy those of several fishes. This was the first time of great- 

abuiidan(*(^ of th(^ bony fishes. Most of the kinds in the Age of Fishes 

w(Te of the more primitive nonbony types. Some of these CietaccHius 

fishes were no mean antagonists of th(^ r('ptil(\s. One sj^eeies was 18 to 

20 feet long and had its jaws armc^d with long, sharp teeth. Ev(;n the 

smaller species were well provided with teeth. Although the bony 

fishes dominated, some of the sharks of Cn^taceous were much larger, 

and at least one species attained the size of the large mosasaurs. 

Birds.—The collector of fossils from th(i chalk is satisfied until 

he has found a fossil bird, the rarest of all the fossils.^ Alen have work(‘d 

for years in the chalks without finding one bird bone. Although all 

of the birds from the chalk had teeth, some of them were rather highly 

spe(dalized in other respects. Some still had tlu; biconcave (fish type) 

vertebrae, but others had developed the highly specialized typci of 

vertebrae of modern birds. One form had lost its wings and had devel¬ 

oped webfeet (F^ig. 420-1). It was as truly water-living as the marine 

reptiles (Fig. 421). Some of the other birds had as highly spe(*ialized 

flight organs as modern forms (Fig. 420-2). One difference that is con¬ 

stant between all Mesozoic and post-Mesozoie; birds is the presence of 

teeth in the former and the lack of teeth in the latter. The preservation 

of a bird seems always to depend upon some especially favorable^ type of 

s(^dimentation. No birds are known from the Mesozoic of Fhirope 

exc^ept from the Solenhofen Jurassic beds, and only four are known in 

Am(^rica outside of the CVetaceous chalks. 

Dinosaurs.—In the northern Rocky Mountain region, contiiKuital 

df^posits developed over wide areas in tlu^ u])permost Ch’etaccjous, and 

^ The first bird known from the chalk had a rather remarkable history. It was 

collected by Profe8.sor Mudge of the Kansas State .4gricultural College, who did not 

recognize it as a bird. He boxed it up and directed it to Profe.ssor Cope of the Phila¬ 

delphia Museum. However, before he could .ship it, a friend of his appeared who 

asked him to send it to Professor Marsh of Yale College. Accordingly the direction 

on the box was changed and the specimen was sent to Professor Marsh, who later wrote 

a large book on birds of the chalk beds. On receiving the specimen, Professor Marsh 

wrote a paper describing it and in an extra paragraph said that associated with the 

other bones of the bird were some little reptile jaws of a new type. The paper hadn’t 

been out long when Professor Marsh published a short correction .saying that the 

so-called reptile jaws actually belonged to the bird and that birds with teeth had bcuui 

found. He was ridiculed in scientific papers, as well as in newspapers, as the man 

who had found birds with teeth. However, other specimens were discovered soon 

after and all of them from the chalk had teeth. 

Professor Marsh turned the tables on other geologists in a dramatic way. The 

bird from the Jurassic of the Solenhofen beds had been known for a long time, but 

no teeth had been described from its jaws. On going to the museum at Berlin, Pro¬ 

fessor Marsh asked for the privilege of examining the specimen and, using a sharp 

needle in preparing it, he was not greatly surprised to uncover teeth, which had been 

overlooked by the other paleontologists who had studied it. 
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here we get the last picture of the dinosaurs (Fig. 422) and their asso¬ 

ciates. The first American ])iclure of tliis group was in the Upper 

Triassic of the Connecticut Vall(\v, tlu‘ s(‘cond in tlie Upper Jurassic, 

of th(^ Rocky Mountain region, and tln^ third, and last, in the u})permos1, 

1 2 
Fig. 420.—Skeletons of upper Cretaceous toothed birds. 1. Hesperoniis, ? size. 

2. Ichthyornis, hte size. {After Marsh.) 

Fig. 421.—Restoration of Hesperornis, the Cretaceouo swimming bird. {After Gleeaon.) 

Cretaceous of the Rocky Mountain region. The largest of the dinosaurs 

had disappeared and peculiar specializations had taken the place of mere 

bulk, although dinosaurs were still by far the largest animals that lived 

on the land. One form had developed a very large head (in some speci¬ 

mens 9 feet long by 5 feet broad) with two or three horns on it (Fig. 399). 
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Its body was relatively low, broad, and heavy. It was named ^^Tricera- 

tops^' on account of the three horns of the first one discovered. One 

of the Jurassic dinosaurs had the distinction of having the smallest 

brain for the size of the animal of all creatures, but Triceratops (Fig. 423) 

had the smallest brain compared to the size of the head of any known 

animal. On a ret^ent expeidition of the American Museum to Mongolia, 

the discovery of what seemed to be ancestors of the Triceratops type was 

made. Dozens of skulls like those of the Triceratops were found. They 

ranged in size from above 1 foot long to almost the length of the Ameri¬ 

can Triceratops. A unique discovery in connection with these animals 

was their eggs. Although Triceratops has been known for 50 years, the 

2 years of collecting in Mongolia produced more specimens than have 

come from all of North America. 

e 
Fiu. 423.'—Several sptM^ies of the horned dinosaurs, Ceratopsidae. The host-known genus, 

Triceratops, is shown in 3. {After Berry.) 

A carnivorous dinosaur that walked on its hind feet and had very 

short, almost useless front legs was the last of its type and reached the 

culmination of its kind in size and ferocity (Fig. 399). It was named 

Tyrannosaurus rex, ‘^king of the tyrant reptiles.^' As it stood on its 

hind legs it was some 25 f(^et high. Its head was more than twice the 

size of a horse^s head, and its teeth were long, sharp, and strong. 

Another peculiar specie?s was the duck-billed dinosaur (Fig. 422). It, 

too, walked on its hind legs and had very weak front legs. The front 

of its head was flattened and widened so that it looked very much like 

the bill of a huge duck. It had flat teeth, adapted only for feeding on 

plants. 

These descriptions may seem to be altogether of the peculiar types of 

dinosaurs, but they were the dominant ones. The race was rapidly 

moving toward extinction, and the latest dinosaurs known in America 
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were preseiil/ hen*. There is some disagreement as to wheth(^r the top 

of this dmosaur-l)(*aring formation should be called ^'C\‘nozoi(*/’ or Meso¬ 

zoic/^ and on the interpn'tation of some geologists dinosaurs pc^rsisted 

into the Cenozoic^, but according to the majority they disappeared near 

the close of the Mesozoic. 

CRETACEOUS PLANTS 

An event of far-reaching significance in the early Cretaceous was the 

appearance of flowering plants in the Atlantic Coast region. Plants of 

various types had been abundant since the Middle Paleozoic, but flow(*r- 

ing plants were unknown until the Lower Cretaceous. They then 

Fig. 424.—A piece of Dakota (Upper Cretaceous) sandstone containing two leaves. 

evolved rapidly and soon spread westward from the Atlantic Coast to 

the localities of the western-most Cretaceous deposits. In the Rocky 

Mountain region they were preserved first in the Dakota sandstone 

(Fig. 424) of the Upper Cretaceous, where they are exceedingly abundant. 

Probably no other formation is better known for its plants than the 

Dakota sandstone. Maple, cottonwood, oak, walnut, sassafras, willow, 

and many other present-day types of plants were common, but none of 

the modern species had appeared. One result of the appearance of 

flowering plants was that insects could evolve the process of honey 

making from blossoms and that various kinds of animals could develop 

the special diet of flowering plants only. 
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MISCELLANEOUS 

Climate of the Cretaceous.—Large reptiles and subtropical j)lan(.s 

have Ix'en found in Cretaceous ro(^ks in high latitudes, indicating mild 

tem])eratur(^s over all the world. There is no evidence of (extreme aridity 

any place during the period, but aridity is a condition dependc^nt upon 

local (conditions and lik(4y to be pncsent in ('very period. It is only 

wlucre it- is ('xtrem(c and widespread that evidences of it are lik(*ly to 

app(car in the rocks. 

Economic Products.—The ('conomic valuer (jf Cretacccous miiu'ral 

products is greabcr than that of such products of all the nest of the 

Alesozoi(c, and equal to thi' value of those products of some' pceriods of 

the Paleozoic. The great coal deposits of th(‘ Ro(cky Mountain negion 

and the area (eastward are mainly (h*(eta(*(-ous. Coal of this p(eri()d is 

comparable in amount to that of the late Pah'ozoic in east-(ern Unit('d 

States, although the (juality is by no nu'ans so high. Most of it is low 

grade bituminous (coal or lignite. As coal deposits are extensive in tine 

Cretaceous nxeks, swamps containing luxuriant vegetation must hav(c 

extended over wide areas several tim(\s du?*ing the period. 

This veg(.ctation was mainly flowering plants rather than the typ(cs 

that formed the coal of the late I^aleozoic. The coal roserv(c in the 

Cretaceous rocks is mor(' than 200,000,000,()()() tons and is Ixnng mined 

only very sparingly. Next to coal, petroleum is the most valuabhc 

Cretaceous product. The oil fields of parts of T('xas, Wyoming, Mon¬ 

tana, Colorado, New M(ixico, Utah, and Mexico are Cretac(x)us in ag(\ 

Wyoming and Mexico are tlx' only im])ortant produc(‘rs from the CV(*- 

taceous, and the total production is small compared with that from tlx' 

late Paleozoic and still later Ckaiozoic rocks of California. 

Close of the Cretaceous.—In lat (^ Cn'taceous nearly all of the Rocky 

Mountain ranges were uplift(*d and f()ld('d, so that western North 

America, from being an area of de^position, became oiKi of erosion, with 

great numbers of mountain ranges. Mountain making was in progress 

from Alaska to Cape Horn and was ev(in more intense in South than in 

North America. Uplift was g(meral over North Am(jrica, and the 

Appalachian Mountains had another p(uiod of growth. Since their 

origin in late Paleozoic, they had undergone almost constant erosion and 

were nearly peneplaned before the uplift at the close of the Cretaceous. 



CHAPTER XXVI 

THE CENOZOIC ERA^ 

The term “Cenozoic” means “recent life^^ and it was applied to the 

latcist geologic era because some species of animals that are still living 

have rei)res(inf ativ(\s in the oldest of the Cenozoic rocks. The uppermost 

Mesozoic rocks (contain no modern species; but the lowest Cenozoic rocks, 

which r(\st diix^ctly on toj) of them (Fig. 300, page 281), contain some 

model’ll species. As species as distinct as the modern ones could not have 

oi iginat(xi fi’om the old(u* ones without some transitional forms, it seems 

c('rtain that considi^rable time elapsed between the laying down of the 

uppcu’inost Mesozoic^ and the lowermost Cenozoic beds from which fossils 

hav(^ been coll(M*t(d. 

Divisions of the Cenozoic.—^Although the Cenozoic lasted no longcir 

tlian some of tlu^ periods of the Paleozoic and Mesozoic, it has been 

divid(Ki into five jiin'iods on the basis of the proportion of the number of 

species of modern mollusks present in the fauna to the number of species 

of present-day mollusks. They may be listed as follows: 

Pleistocene, most recent, 90 to 100 per cent of living Mollusca. 

Pliocene, more recent., 50 to 90 per cent of living Mollusca. 

Miocene, l(‘ss recent, 20 to 50 per cent of living Mollusca. 

Oligocem^ little of the recent, 10 to 20 per cent of living Mollusc.a. 

Eocene, dawn of the recent, 1 to 10 per cent of living Molluvsc.a. 

Obviously this division into periods does not follow the principles 

outlined on page^ 327 for period differentiation, but at the time the 

names were proposc^d no principles for gtnjlogic divisions had been 

formulated. Most geologists do not recognize the Cenozoic divisions as 

of period rank, and it seems logical to refer all Cenozoic and Recent to 

one period. That is, we are living in the first period of the Cenozoic era, 

and no extensive sea invasion of the land, in which marine strata could 

form, has occurred. 

Early Cenozoic Land.—The truncated folds covered with horizontal 

Eocene beds in the Appalachian, Cordilleran, and western mountains, 

indicate something of the amount of erosion that must have taken 

^ The earliest investigations of the Cenozoic were made near Paris in the Paris 
Basin, but most of the names were given by Sir Charles Lyell, an eminent English 
geologist. 

497 
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place before the Cenozoic seas could overlap the Mesozoic and older 
rocks, as they must have done to produce the relationships between 
Cenozoic and Mesozoic rocks shown in Fig. 300. The early overlap 
was not on the areas that had been formed into mountains in the closing 
stages of the Cretaceous but rather on the low-lying areas. If the seas 
were to start to encroach on the North American continent at the present 
time, on account of the general rise of sea level, they would first overlap 
the lowlands at the mouths of the Mississippi and other rivers, and it 
would be a long time before they would reach far enough inland to rest 
directly on consolidated rock of pn^vious periods. The land is probably 
not so emergent now as it was when Cenozoic histor}^ began, and the 
mountains have been eroded to a much greater degree. 

Eastern Cenozoic Seas. —Tlie Atlantic* and Gulf coastal areas have 
been somewhat unstable during Cenozoic time. During each of the 
epochs, seas encroached over narrow arenas nciar the existing coast lines 
and withdrew after relatively short periods. The oscillations were much 
smaller and less numerous than those that occurred during the Creta¬ 
ceous period. Mexico and Central America were more largely inundated 
than the rest of North America (Fig. 425). 

The seas were shallow and the sediments were nearly all of near-shore 
types, alternating sands, silts, and clays. Each epoch is represented by a 
few to about 500 feet of sediments, except the Gulf of Mexico region, 
where more than 12,000 feet of Cenozoic sediments are known. Slight 
unconformities separate the rocks of each epoch. Early in the Cenozoic, 
the sea advanced from the Gulf as far north as southeastern Missouri. 
In parts of the Gulf region, the seas may have remained without with¬ 
drawing at the close of epochs, but the sediments of the region show 
many alterations of subaqiueous and subaerial conditions, as one would 
expect in a delta. Coal formed in some of the delta swamps, and, even 
along the Atlantic Coast, nonmarinc alternated with marine formations. 

Although Central America was under the sea several times during 
the Cenozoic and many thousand feet of sediirumts were deposited, it 
seems to have formed a land bridge between North and South America 
in the middle and later part of the era. 

Pacific Cenozoic Seas.—The Pacific sea invasions (Fig. 425) were no 
larger than those of the Atlantic, but sediments accumulated to a much 
greater thickness. More than 25,000 feet of strata were deposited, 
though no single section is that thick. The sediments are coarse, volcanic 
ash makes up no inconsiderable part of them, and lava flows alternate 
with sediments in many places. 

In the Puget Sound region, a great delta formed and more than 100 
coal beds alternate with other sediments. In California, diatoms (one- 
celled plants) make up formations more than 1,000 feet in thickness. 
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These diatoms seem to have accumulated in shallow water though 
diatoms ordinarily live in deep water far from shore. 

Continental Deposits.—To most geologists the greatest interest in 
Cenozoic strata of North America centers about the continental deposits 

Fio. 426.—Cenozoic seas and outcrop. Fine stipple represents epicontinental seas. 
Black represents outcrops of Cenozoic sedimentary rocks. Dashes represent outcrops of 
Cenozoic igneous rocks. 

of the Rocky Mountain region and that to the west. The main reason 
for this interest is the preservation in those deposits of fossils that give 
a key to an understanding of the development of many types of animals. 

As the Upper Mesozoic seas were withdrawing from the Rocky 
Mountain region, they were partially filled with deltas built by extended 
consequent streams which crossed the newly emergent land. This 
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land was irregular in topography. The irregularities were not large, 
however, but resembled those of the surface of the delta of the Mississippi 
at the present time. In the depressions, rank vegetation flourished and 
much of this finally became coal. Alluvial fans from the higher lands 
formed over the tops of the deltas and merged with the to]) beds of deltas 
to form widespread nonmarine deposits, the oldest of which were the 
youngest of the continental Cretaceous rocks. The later deposits of the 
same kind, formed after the s(^as had withdrawn from the continc^nt, 
were the oldest of the Cenozoic deposits. These deposits were most 
extensive in Montana, Wyoming, and North and South Dakota, and the 
amount of coal in them is very large. 

Contact between Mesozoic and Cenzoic Rocks.—You will readily 
see that the contact betwcH^n Mesozoic and Cenozoic rocks could not 
be sharp under such conditions and that gtiologists would find difficulty 
in determining just where to draw the boundary between the eras. The 
change from one type of s(^diment to another would not be significant. 
When we contrast this contact with the line of dc'rnarcatiori between eras 
as we have considered them before, this seems the wrong place to draw the 
line, but such relationships must have developed in some places between 
the latest deposits of every era and the earliest of the su(?(i(HKiing era. The 
Mesozoic-Cenozoic relationship is better preserved over larger areas than 
the others because, owing to the short space of time that has elapsed, 
there has been much l(?ss chancje for its destruction by erosion. The 
contact between Cenozoic and older rocks produced when the Ceno¬ 
zoic seas advanced over the eroded lands is one of unconformity 
(Fig. 300). 

Cenozoic Volcanism.—During the Cenozoic there was a great amount 
of volcanism. In Washington, Oregon, Utah, and Idaho, lava ranging in 
thickness from a few to 5,000 feet flowed out ovcir an area of more than 
200,000 square miles. The surface of the Columbia River Plateau is 
made up of basalts formed at this time (Fig. 425). Near the Pacific 
Coast in both North and South America, numerous volcanic mountains 
formed. In Arizona, New Mexico, Colorado, Utah, and Montana, 
many dikes, necks, sills, and larger intrusive masses of Cenozoic age 
have been exposed by erosion, and many areas are covered with lava 
flows, mainly basalt. In late Pleistocene time Yellowstone Park was the 
scene of a great deal of volcanism. 

Cenozoic Mountain-making.—The mountains of western North 
and South America had various degrees of uplift during the Cenozoic, 
and many of them owe most of their elevation to Cenozoic movements. 
The Pliocene and Pleistocene epochs witnessed direct elevation without 
folding of most of the Rocky Mountain ranges and coast ranges. The 
Appalachian Mountains experienced several upwarpings during Ceno- 
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zoic time, and most of their height above sea level is due to Cenozoic 
uplifts, although all of the folding preceded Cenozoic. 

Basins between the Mountains.—The Rocky Mountain ranges 
formed at the close of the Mesozoic but were not then uplifted to their 
present heights. Between the various mountain ranges there were basins 
in which extremely irregular continental deposits formed (Fig. 426). 
Where streams have cut through them, so that they may be observ(id, 
one sees thick beds of sandstone gradually grading to shales along the beds. 
Sandstones and shakes alternate from top to bottom, so that one formation 
may have many bt^ds of sandstone and 
many beds of shale. The materials 
of the sandstones and shales are not 
w(dl sorted be(;ause rivers do not sort 
materials thoroughly (except in their 
large deltas, where they spn^ad over 
wid(i areas. If one visualizes the sort 
of deposit formed on a wide flood 
plain, where the strc^am working lat- 
(*rally builds up one side and cuts down 
the otluir, (Hits off meandc^rs, abandons 
oxbows, probably fills the oxbows with 
fine muds at tinuis of flood, cuts across 
old oxbows and fills the crosscuts with 
sand, gets grav(‘ls from the bluffs and 
alternates them with sands and clays 
in some places, he has some idea of 
the complexity of the river deposits 
of the Cenozoic. 

The sites of deposition were not in 
the same places throughout all of the 
Cenozoic era. In southern Colorado 

Fig. 426.—Areas of Eocene conti¬ 
nental deposits in the Rocky Mountain 
region. {Data from U. S. Geological 
Svrveg.) 

and northern New Mexico, a considerable area was covered by deposits 
during the first part of the era, but this site ceased to receive sc^diments 
during the last three epochs. Several basins might be receiving st^di- 
m(Hits at the same time but be entirely disconnected. 

LIFE OF THE CENOZOIC 

During the closing stages of the Mesozoic the typical reptiles, birds, 
and mammals were dying off or undergoing great changes, and with the 
earliest Cenozoic the animals contrasted strikingly with those of late 
Mesozoic. Whereas Mesozoic is known as the “Age of Reptiles,’’ 
Cenozoic is known as the “Age of Mammals.” None of the large and 
highly specialized reptiles of the Mesozoic remained, the dinosaurs. 
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flying reptiles, and many kinds of swimming reptiles having disappoar(*d. 
In place of the reptiles, mammals (few and small in the Mc^sozoie) 
became the dominant type of Cenozoic land life. In thci oldest of the 
Eocene continental deposits, remains of primitive^ generalized mammals 
(all small) have hoxm found, but they are rare. 

An Example of Early Eocene Life.—Try to imagine a landscape such 
as may be found at present in southern California hemmed in by low 
mountains, vegetation luxurious and subtropical palm trees common, 
the animal life consisting mainly of gem^ralized types of mammals, most 
of them small. If you could have caught and examined oiui of them, 
you would have found it unlike anything that you had ever seen or read 

from the Eocene. (After Scott.) 

Fig. 42(S. An ancestral carnivore of the 
Eocene. (After Scott.) 

of. It might have resembled a small horse or might, hav(‘ looked more 
like a dog. You might really have been (examining an anc(\stra] horse. 
In the oldest Cenozoic deposits, horses were no bigg(^r than small dogs; 
they had four toes, walked flat-footed, and only nunotely r(‘.sembled 

‘ By primitive types,” it is meant that the forms were like those from which you 

would expecjt the more specialized Hpecie.s to develop. By “generalized,” we mean 

that the animal has characteristics that become distribut(id in the higher forms. 

One of the higher forms will have some of the c.haracteri.stics of the geiuiralized type 

and lack others, so that in a large number of species of the higher types one would find 

all of the characteristics possessed by the generalized types. 

For instance, all of these mammals had four or five toes, whereas with the progress 

of evolution many of them lost one or more of the toes. Man is primitive in respect 

to number of toes. All of these mammals had 44 teeth, but during the progress of 

evolution most animals lost some of their teeth. Man has 32 t(?eth and is somewhat 

specialized in that respect. Some mammals have become very highly specialized in 

respect to teeth, having lost all of them. Specialization does not necessarily mean 

advantageous progress. It may even mean degeneration. 
The early Cenozoic mammals were all flat-footed, t.e., none of them walked on 

the ends of their toes as many mammals do at* the present time. All of them had 

generalized teeth; they were not specialized for eating grass, flesh, insects, or fruit. 

Nearly all mammals of the present have some such specialization of teeth. Hogs^ 

teeth are not specialized for any particular kind of diet and so may be said to be 

“generalized” or “primitive.” 
None of those primitive mammals had developed the burrowing habit of the 

rodents or the swimming specializations of many modern mammals. 
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modern horses (Fig. 427). Another of these animals looked something 
like a eat and more lik(.‘ a dog, but it was neither. It did not have sharp 
shearing teeth or we‘ll-developed canine tec^tli, and it did not have claws. 
It was a primitive tyj)e of carnivore, or flesh eater; on(‘ of the ancestors 
of the carnivores of the present time (Fig. 428). Among the trees you 
would have missed the variety of birds that are present almost every 
t)lace in modern time. Birds were pn'sent but of few kinds and probably 
few in nurnbei's. However, birds ai’e pieserved with great difficulty 
and are always ran' as fossils no matt(u* how abundant they were; hence, 
we may be incorrect in considering that th(', number of birds was small. 

You would have seen few reptiles although it may be that modern 
types of reptiles played a more important part than w(^ suppose. Turtles, 
(*rocodile.s, lizards, and snakes were present but not in great numbers or 
of many kinds. 

Rapid Changes in Animals.—Conditions for rapid changes of mam¬ 
malian spe(*ies were favorable. Many typt's of highly specialized mam¬ 
mals app(^ar('d, great numbers devcdopc'd, large forms evolves! from 
small on(\s, and all of the main types of mammalian life were present- by 
the end of the Eocc'ne. Several kinds of mammals reached elephantine 
size during t he (-enozoic (Fig. 429). Before the close of the first epoch oiu) 

kind had at tained a height of 5 feet. Its head was large and many-horned, 
and uppc'r caiiiiu^ t-ee'tli of the males were larger and curved. As its 
remains were found first miar the Uinta Mountains, it was named 
^^Uintatherium^' (Fig. 429a). One of the striking peculiarities of the 
animal was that it had the smallest brain for th(^ size of its body of any 
known mammal.^ Most mammals are large-brained, and the proportion 
of brain to siz(' of body is always larger than in other typ(\s of animals. 
The large mammals of the early Cenozoic were herbivores that had 
developed forms with generalized teeth. 

Horses.—Probably the history of the horse group is better known 
than that of any other. We have alread}^ considered the hors(i that 
occurred in the oldest Cenozoic formation, an animal no larger than a 
small dog, four-toed, walking flat-footed, having 44 teeth not differen¬ 
tiated or highly specialized, hoofs not well developed. In later Eocene 
many changes took place in the horse. The animals become larger 
(about the size of Shetland ponies) and the number of toes was reduced to 
three on each foot^ (Fig. 430). 

^ Recall that one of the Mesozoic animals had the smallest brain compared to. 

size of body among all animals (page 410), and that another had the smallest brain 

compared to the size of its head (page 434). 

* The reduction of toes seems to have come about by the animars starting to walk 

on the ends of the toes. Illustrate this with your own hand by placing it flat on the 

table with the forearm erect. Now start to raise the hand so as to rest it on the ends 
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The loss of toes, accompanied by changes that caused the animal to 
walk more on the ends of the toes, forced other modifications in the foot 
(Fig. 430). The change from flat-footedness to walking on the ends of 
the toes caused alterations in muscles and in relationship of the feet to 

Fig. 430.—The lower part of the linibs of modern and fossil horses, drawn to scale, 
showing progressive enlargement of the central digit and the gradual disappearance of the 
side toes. The part of the limbs represented is that below the wrist or ankle. {After 
MoorCt modified from Scott.) 

the legs. A striking (4iange was in the elongation of the tarsal bones, 
which assumed an erect position and attained an increase in length 
that was greatly out of proportion to the other increase in size of the 
animal. 

of the fingers rather than on the flat of the hand. As the hand comes up, the thumb 

ceases to connect with the table. Keep on raising the hand until the little finger also 

ceases to connect with the table. You now have the condition of the three-toed 

horse, with the middle toe bearing the greater weight and the side toes resting on the 

ground and helping bear the weight.. It has really become an odd-toed creature, 

the middle toe being largest (Fig. 430). As the first toe ceased to touch the ground, 

it gradually atrophied or ceased to develop, and, as vtg observed, in the oldest horse 

it was already missing, assuming that this four-toed form had developed from an 

original five-toed animal. During the Upper Eocene the same thing happened to the 

fifth toe, the little finger as represented by your hand; every vestige of that toe had 

disappeared before the end of Eocene time. 

Continue to raise your hand into a still more erect position so that the arm and 

hand are in a straight line from the elbow to the tips of the fingers. The fingers on 

either side of the middle drag backward as your hand is raised and finally cease to 

touch the table. This seems to hav’^e happened to the horse as it began to walk on the 

middle toe, and by glacial time it had lost all but that toe. The other two, however, 

remained as mere splints or vestiges and are present in the modern horse (see Equus 

of Fig. 430). 
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Only one of the five tarsal bones remains in the one-toed stage, and 
it has increased greatly in length: from 2 inches in the earliest horse to 
18 inches in some of the larger horses. The foot lengthened to 20 or 
22 inc.hes, and had a single line of bones extending from the ankle^ to 
the hoof. 

All parts of the horse were changing all of the time, but some parts 
more rapidly than others. The lengthening of the foot required decided 
changes in other parts of the bodj^ The horse was becoming a grazing 
animal; and with an increase in the length of the foot that brought its 
head 18 inches farther from the ground, an adjustment was necessary 
unless it was to get down on its knees or lie down in order to feed. The 
horse^s head and ne(*k both elongated at the same time as the foot 
increased in h^ngth, so that there never was a tim(^ that it could not readily 
n^ach the ground with its mouth.^ 

In the early stages the horse could not be a grazer b(^cause grass had 
not devciloped. First, it had to (^at shrubs and bi*anches of trees. As 
grasses developed, the horse formed th(i habit of (mating th(^m, but its 
teeth were not well fitted for the purpose. They were small and too 

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) 
Fig. 431. " Evolution of horses’ teeth, from Eocene to Kccent. {After Osborn.) (a, h) From 

the Eocene, (c) from the Oligocene, (d) from the Miocene, (c) from Pleistocene to Recent. 

much alike in hardness throughout each tooth to make them effective 
grinders of grass. The later evolution of the teetli was as striking as 
that of the feet. They became large and elongated but, most essential 
of all, developed very complex patterns of enamel alternating with a 
softer material called dentine (Fig. 431). We found from studying the 
rocks that hard layers stood out as soft layers wore down and that 
where alternating layers of hard and soft rocks were exposed the topog¬ 
raphy consisted of ridges and valleys. The tooth of the horse, by having 
harder and softer layers on edge, remains rough as long as such layers 
exist. By increasing the length of the short teeth, the animars length 

^ People unfamiliar with the anatomy of horses are likely to call the ankle the 

knee. The part of the horse about the height of the knee of man, which seems to 

function like the knee of man, is really the ankle, and the knee is up against the body. 

® Such discussion of changes does not imply that geologists know what caused them, 

which came first, which was the most important in the evolution, or anything further 

than that the changes actually took place. As biologists working with modern 

forms are usually unable to tell what causes variations, geologists are absolutely 

helpless in working out causes of change.^ in forms that lived so long ago. 
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of life could thus be increased greatly, for the wear caused by eating 
grasses reduces teeth rapidly. Possibly, the Pleistocene horse (Fig. 432) 
lived several times as long as the early Cenozoic horse, although such a 
conclusion is not susceptible of proof. 

Many species of horses developed from early Cenozoic to Pleistocene 
(Fig. 432). More than 60 species have been described from North 
America alone, and it is probable that as many more will be found. 
Seven or eight spo(;i(>s liv(3d at the same time, and liorses may have 
been as abundant as the bison were on the great plains 100 years ago. 
However, horses entirely disappeared from both North and South 
America long Ix^fore the c-orning of Europeans to the continents. 

Horses are known as odd-toed ungulates (hoofed animals) because 
th<i usual number of toes was three or one. A four-toed horse was 
mentioned but it was a temporary stage betw(>(*n five-toed and three¬ 
toed. Many other odd-toed ungulates appeared during the Cenozoic. 

Rhinoceros.—After the horse, the most abundant odd-toed ungulate 
in North America was the rhinoceros, along with which the tapir and the 
horse arc the only odd-toed undulates extant. Th(> rhinoceros lived in 
such great numbers in parts of Nebraska and Kansas that some Cenozoic 
deposits there consist almost entirely of its bones. S(‘V(^ral kinds existed, 
but three main types roamed North America at the same time. One 
of these, a large heavy-limbed form like the modern African species, 
lived in low-timbered regions. Another was a light-limbed, slender, 
grass-eating type, and a third was intermediate between the two in size 
and habits (Figs. 433 and 434). 

Tapir.—The tapir is a three-toed form with modern representatives 
only in Africa and the American tropics. In Central and South America, 
it is the largest of the wild animals living today, but the evolution of 
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the feet has not gone beyoiid the clumsy threc-toed type (four on the 
front), and none of the fiiu^ adjustments of elongated tarsal bones has 
come about in its evolution. 

Fig. 434.—Woolly rhinoceros, with antelope and mammoth in the distance. Close of 
the glacial epoch; steppe climate; midwinter evening; northern France. {From painting 
by Charles R. Knight, courtesy of American Museum of Natural History.) 

Even-toed Ungulates.—'l^he general consideration of the odd-toed 
ungulates leads up to the study of the much more numerous even-toed 

ungulates, which are representcjd by 
hundreds of species and by the most 
valuable of modern animals with the 
exception of the horse. Cattle, sheep, 
deer, antelope, camels (Fig. 435), and 
goats are some of the even-to(id ungu¬ 
lates. Instead of having one, three, 
or five toes they have two or four 
toes.^ They seem to have branched 
off from the odd-toed ungulates very 
early in Cenozoic time. Several spe¬ 
cies of camels developed in North 
America during early Cenozoic, and 

they seem to have flourished until about the time of the glacial period. 
Carnivores.—Carnivorous mammals appeared in large numbers and 

many species, culminating in size in the huge saber-toothed tiger, which 

left, Miocerie-Pliocene 
right. {After Berry.) 

camel on the 

1 If you will again use your hand to illustrate the foot of the primitive lower 

Cenozoic flat-footed mammal, you can see the process through which the even-toed 

ungulates passed as they changed to two-toed forms. As before, have the forearm 

erect, the hand flat on the table. Raise the hand slightly until the thumb is off the 

table and the weight of the arm and hand rests on four fingers. The thumb now is 

useless; gradually the toe, thus represented, atrophied in the even-toed ungulates and 

the animal came to walk on four toes. Continue to raise the hand to a more erect 

positions, but bring the weight to bear on the two middle fingers instead of on the 
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was very abundant in the late Cenozoic. Not only was this cat very 
large but the great size of its upper canine teeth readily distinguished it 
from all of the other large cats (Fig. 436). A remarkable occurrence of 
the remains of the saber-toothed tiger is at Rancho la Brea in Los Angeles, 
California, where large seepages of oil occurred, the volatile parts of 
which evaporated, leaving an asphalt lake. Animals coming to the lake 
to drink were mired in the asphalt. Thousands of specimens of the 
saber-toothed tiger have been taken from those lakes. Their flesh was 
not preserved in th(i asphalt but onlj'^ their bones. 

Fio. 4SG.—Eocene cat on the left; Pleistocene cat, the sabertooth, on the right. {After 
Scott.) 

Primates (Apes and Man).—Man and the apes form the group called 
'^Primates,” and in the oldest Cenozoif^ formations fragmentary remains 
of primitive, generalized apes have been found. Small apes were scarcely 
distinguishable from some other primitive types of mammals. In North 
America, apes were neith(ir numerous nor highly developed; the rise of the 
higher types of primates came mainly in Africa and Asia. 

Elephants.—J]urasia was favorable for mammalian evolution in the 
Cenozoic. Odd-toed and even-toed ungulates, carnivores, and many 
other forms were much like those of North America. The elephant 
group, however, was entirely distinct and was well developed and large 
before it migrated to North America. It seems to have originated in 
Africa, and members of the first elephantlike species were small and 
resembled modern hogs (Fig. 437a). This was only a superficial resem¬ 
blance, however, one of shape rather than structure. The oldest ele- 

middle finger. The outer two fingers now })ecome useless; gradually, in the even¬ 

toed ungulates the outer toes ceased to develop and two-toed forms, such as cattle, 

goats, and sheep, resulted. The splints of the other toes remain as vestiges of the 

former structures in almost all forms. Many of the earlier species of the even-toed 

ungulates had four functional toes and several of the living forms have four toes, 

although the outer two are not functional. The evolution of the rest of the foot 

paralleled that of the odd-toed ungulates. Two palm bones functioned in the same 

way as one in the horse, and the ankle of the animal is in the same position as that of 

the horse. The head and neck of the large specifis lengthened at the same time that 

the foot elongated. They, too, became grazing animals and their teeth became modi¬ 

fied in much the same way as those of the horse. Specialization in teeth went even 

farther than in the horse, as some of the even-toed ungulates lost all of the teeth from 

the front part of one jaw. 
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{d) {e) 

Fig. 437.—Elephants from Eocene to Pleistocene, (a) Oldest known eh^phant, from 
the Eocene of Egypt, {}>) Oligocene elephant, (c) Miocene elephant, {d) Pliocene elephant, 
(#?) Pleistocene elephant. {After Osborn.) 

phants lived in early C(»nozoic time. They had protuberant 8 
• i 1 j T i 1 t\T* A 1 1 \ 

snouts hut 

longitudineP^w secfion 

Elephas 

(Recent) 

neither trunk nor tusks. With tht^ pro^^ress of 
7 Cenozoic time they iruu'eased greatly in size, and 
I Elephas snout elongated and betjainc prt^hensile (Fig. 

4376). Unlike the horse, the elephant did not 
longitudinePy^ section reach the ground by an elongation of the n(H*k 

and head; inst-ead the elongation of th(^ trunk 
allowed the animal to drink from th(*, low-lying 
pools and to browser from the tops of lTec\s. 

Stegodon The outer incisor teeth incrc'ased in length 
(Pliocene) in both upper and lower jaws and finally devel- 

Mastodon oped into tusks. In some species only the upper 
(Pleistocene) incisors enlarged, in others only the lower, and 

in still others both upper and lower. Th(^ 
females of many of the species lost the incisors 
and were tuskless. Unlike? their development in 

Ralawmashodon horse, the feet of elephants remained large 
gpeeno clumsy. The earliest known elephants had 

somewhat specialized teeth, but the tendency 
Fig. 438.--Types of was for teeth tO become very large and hav(? 

elephant teeth, showing alternating Vertical layers of enamel and dentine 

type of grinding surface. (Fig. 438), such as are present in the horse. As 
ilffT 'modifiedfrom mouth and head did not keep pace with the 

rest of the body in size, it was necessary that the 
mouth should be a very effective food gatherer in order to provide the animal 

(Pliocene) 

I Mastodon 

* (Pleistocene) 

Tetrabelodon 

(Miocene) 

Balaeomashodon 

Moerotherium 
(Eocene) 

Fig. 438.—Types of 
elephant teeth, showing 
evolution in size and in 
type of grinding surface. 
After Moore, modified from 

LuU.) 
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with the food that it needed. The small teeth of the early forms could 
not perform that function and with the progress of time the number of 
teeth became greatly reduced and their size greatly increased. In the 
final stages of development, the elephants have only one functional tooth 
in each jaw, not counting the tusks. A peculiarity of the t(?eth is that 
another one comes in behind the one that is functioning and gradually 
pushes it up and out, so that elephants shed their teeth several times 
during life. The pain caused by the; incoming tooth is known to animal 

Fig. 439.—American mastodon from the Pleistocene of New York. {From painting by 
Charles R. Knight, courtesy of Field Museum of Natural History.) 

keepers as elephant toothache’'; it sometimes drives the animals nearly 
frantic. 

About Middle Cenozoic time, before the North American animals 
migrated into South America, elephants came across some land bridge 
between Asia and North America and finally crossed the Isthmus of 
Panama into South America. They spread all over North America, and 
the remains of the two main types, mastodon (Fig. 439) and mammoth, 
have been collected from every state in the United States. 

Domestic Animals.—It is remarkable that all of the domestic animals 
of the Americas were brought by Europeans, save only the small camels 
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of South America, llorses, camels, dogs, cats, hogs, all had been early 
denizens of North America, but none survived until the white man 
arrived. All of the present-day forms originated from old-world species. 

South American Mammals.—North America was separated from 
South America b}^ some water barrier until rather late Cenozoic time. 
South America was thus left as ail isolated region and peculiar types of 
animals evolved there, entirely independent of the animals of other 
regions. Some remnants of this development are still present in South 
America; it is there that the sloths (Fig. 440)—clumsy, awkward, stupid 
creatures—occur. Huge birds of peculiar types, some of which njached 
a height of 7 or 8 feet and were wingless, appeared late in the era and 

lived almost to the present. 
Late in the Cenozoic, after land connec¬ 

tion had been established between North and 
South America, some of the South American 
animals came into southern United States. 
Among them were the sloths, one of which 
(Fig. 440) was described by Thomas Jeffer¬ 
son, who seems to have been the only presi¬ 
dent of the United Stat(^s who ever dabbled 
in paleontology. He found remains of this 
animal in North Carolina, collected them, 
and named the species. A very large arma¬ 

dillo-like animal had flourished in South America and it came as far 
north as the Missouri River. North American mammals went south 
into South America and flourished, but South American types never 
gained much of a hold in North America. 

Animals of Isolated Areas.—Islands and other isolated areas arc 
favorable for the origin of peculiar types. This is strikingly brought out 
by Alfred Russel Wallace in his book called ‘‘Islands and Island Life.” 
Darwin was greatly impressed by the development of peculiar types in 
the Pacific islands. In Australia many kinds of primitive mammals 
developed. 

Aquatic and Flying Mammals.—In the evolution of reptiles of the 
early Mesozoic, you will recall how some forms took to water and devel¬ 
oped swimming appendages, others to the air and developed wings, some 
became climbers, and others borrowers. Parallel development took place 
among mammals in early Cenozoic. Mammals with wings, such as those 
of the bat type, came in early but were always rare. Flying mammals 
never reached the importance of flying reptiles, and they are among the 
rarest of all fossils. The water has always been a favorite habitat for 
animals and no sooner does the evolution of a particular group start 
than some of them become aquatic. The land animal that we have been 

Fig. 440.—A giant sloth from the 
Pleistocene, 
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considering did not live in surroundings favorable for the adoption of an 
aquatic habitat, but where the seas came over the land on the Atlantic 
and Gulf coasts mammals had ample opportunity to take to the water. 
Before the close of the Eocene, several types had so adjusted themselves 
as to be entirely at home in water. Primitive whales inhabited the water 
along the Atlantic and Gulf coasts and in a comparatively short time 
they developed into very large animals.^ 

Many other types of swimming mammals were developing throughout 
the Cenozoic. Everyone is familiar with several of the modern descend¬ 
ants, such as seals, sea lions, and walruses. As with the reptiles, the 
adaptation to living in the water was best shown in the modification of 
the feet and legs, which became paddles. In some the legs disappeared, 
and the animal swam mainly by means of the tail. No air-breathing 
animal has evolved water-breathing organs. 

Fossil Fishes.—When the Union Pacific Railroad was built through 
western Wyoming, numerous fossil fishes were found in the Green River 
formation of the Eocene in one cut and the place was named ‘^FossiP^ 
on that acjcount. Ever since that time these fossil fishes have been an 
object of curiosity for tourists and have been sold at various towns along 
the railroad. At present, one man makes it his business to quarry out 
these fossils and sell them. The fishes are preserved in a very fine¬ 
grained linn^stone, which probably was formed as a chemical precipitate 
on the lake floor. Every detail of the structure of the hard parts is 
presc^rved and the fossils occur in such quantities that a person knowing 
nothing about them can collect many fragments if he happens to go to 
the right place. The rock is quite different from the lithographic lime¬ 
stones of Bavaria, which we have considered as very favorable for the 
preservation of fossils. 

The fishes from the Green River formation are much like modern 
forms, indicating that most of their evolution had taken place before 
early Cenozoic. However, th(‘ differences are great enough to make all 
of them of different species from those of the present. Along with the 

1 The bones of fossil whales were objects of curiosity to early settlers in the Caro- 

linas and were interpreted as remains of huge animals that had succeeded in reaching 

those places at the time of the Deluge. One enterprising citizen collected and put 

together enough bones to make an animal about 125 feet long. With these he traveled 

over the country, displaying ‘‘the great reptile,” as he called it, for an admission fee. 

He named the animal Basilosaurus,” and finally took the specimen to England, where 

it was purchased by the British Museum. Experts there found that several animals 

were represented in the one specimen. The owner had collected as many bones as 

he needed and put them together to make an animal of large size for exhibition pur¬ 

poses. The experts also found that the animal was not a reptile, as was indicated 

by the name ^^Basilosaurus,” but a primitive whale, and it was renamed in accordance 

with its true nature. 
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fishes occur huge palm leaves and parts of other subtropical plants, 
evidences that the climate was considerably warmer during that period 
than at present. Fossil insects are abundant in the same beds as the 

fishes. 

MISCELLANEOUS 

Climate.—The climate of the Cenozoic fluctuated considerably. 
Evidences of glaciation have been found in Eocene deposits of Colorado; 
in the Green River deposits of the same period in western Wyoming, 
subtropical plants were abundant. Coal formed in Alaska and in 
islands within the Arctic Circle. Fossil palms have been found in Green¬ 
land. In Pliocene, the climate became cooler and that epoch closed as 
the great ice sheets spread ovc^r the continents. Within the glacial epoch, 
climates became so mild during glacier retreats that subtropical plants 
grew as far north as southern Canada. The glaciers disappeared, and at 
present we do not know whether climate is growing colder or warmer, 
drier or wetter. 

Economic Products.—The Cenozoic rocks furnish the greatest oil 
production in North America. Most of the oil comes from California, 
Texas, and Louisiana. A great deal of coal formed in the early Cenozoic 
in northwestern United States, but little is mined. The igneous intrusion 
of the period gave rise to many rich deposits of gold, silver, copper, lead, 
zinc, and other metals. 



CHAPTER XXVII 

THE PLEISTOCENE OR GLACIAL EPOCH 

All of the geological epochs except the Pleistocene, now under con- 
side^ration, are based on advances and retreats of the seas. After the last 
important sea invasion, the climate became so cold as to produce extensive 
glaciation in many middle latitudes of the world. When this was first 
realized, it was supposed that here was the first extensive glaciation that 
had taken place in gc'ologic time and that it constituted a real geologic 
period. Had the earlier glaciations been known, as they are now, it is 
probable tliat the Pleistocene would have been (‘onsidered as merely an 
epoch of another period, and it is so considered in this book. 

Glaciers Form.—The Pleistocene was initiated by deenjase in tem¬ 
perature, particularly in the northern hemisphe^re. This decrease grad¬ 
ually brought on an excess of snowfall over waste in the northern half of 
North America and Europe. Such excess (50uld occur only where the 
amount of snowfall was considerable. Glaciers do not form in arid 
regions no matter how cold. In North America, glaciers advanced 
southward from threci centers of dispersion and at their greatest extent 
reached about to the Missouri and Ohio Rivers. The front of the glacier 
extended from Long Island to the Rocky Mountains of northern Montana. 
The ice edge was irregular but resembled a somewhat regular seashore 

(Fig. 441). 
In Iowa, four epochs of glaciation have been recognized by the pres¬ 

ence of four drift sheets. Four times glaciers covered all or part of the 

state, and four times they melted away. Between some drift sheets there 
was more weathering than has taken place since the last ice retreat, 
indicating that the time between the retreat and readvance was longer 
than the time since the last glaciation. 

Indications of two to four ice advances have been found in many 
areas in North America, and students of glaciation recognize four glacial 
epochs in the Pleistocene. The oldest glacier of the Pleistocene seems to 
have been one of the most extensive and to have advanced more than 
1,000,000 years ago. The last glacier withdrew from the Niagara Falls 
region 40,000 to 50,000 years ago, if our Niagara Falls timepiece is to be 

trusted. 
Ice Covers Mountains and Enters the Ocean.—The ice of the main 

glaciers must have been 4,000 or more feet thick in the centers from which 
467 
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it advanced and have thinned to less than 100 leet at the edge. Many 
of the New England mountains were covered by ice, as were, also, the 
Adirondacks in New York and various ranges in Canada. Along the New 
England coast and part of New York, the ice pushed out into the 
shallow part of the ocean and built its terminal moraines under the sea. 
It left the area over which it advanced mantled with ground or terminal 
moraine and dotted with large and small lakes. All the Great Lakes 

Fig. 441.—Map of North America showing area covered by glacial ice during some part 
of the Pleistocene epoch. {From W. C. Alden^ U. S. Geological Survey,) 

were formed largely by glaciation, mainly by filling and irregular dam¬ 
ming of old valleys, but in part by scouring. The glaciation left water¬ 
falls and streams entirely out of adjustment with the underlying solid 
rocks. 

The Great Lakes.—The history of the lake region, from the time when 
the last glacier retreated so as to allow the lakes to begin to form, is well 
known. The first outlets were south, from Lake Erie and Lake Michigan 
to the Ohio and Mississippi (Fig. 442). The Chicago Drainage Canal, 
which carries the sewage from Chicago, was excavated in one of these old 
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outlets. At a later stage of ice retreat a lower margin was uncovered, the 
one through which the waters run over Niagara Falls. 

During this history the margins of the lakes changed considerably, 
and some of the lakes remained at different levels long enough to create 
old beaches and even well-developed sea cliffs and wave-cut terraces. 
South of Lake Erie and Lake Ontario old beaches and barriers may be 
followed for many miles. The first railroads in northern Ohio were built 
on the old beaches. The first wagon roads also followed these beaches 
and the farmhouses were built near them. Away from the beaches the 
mantle rock was largely lake deposits of silt and clay, which made road 
construction very difficult. Silt and clay might be 10 feet or more thick, 
and when wet formed a deep mud, with the result that vehicles mired 
down. The beaches and barriers were built of sand and gravel and made 

Fia. 442.- -A late stage in the formation of the Great Lakes. {From Taylor and Leverett, 
U. S. Geological Survey.) 

natural roads. The results of these earlier selections of places for roads 
are still apparent. Villages are along the old beaches and the main roads 
are still there. 

Glaciation and Economic Development.—The effect of glaciation on 
early settlements is shown by other trade routes. The construction of 
the Erie Canal would probably never have been undertaken had it not 
been that the valley was once occupied by a stream draining the Great 
Lakfis. A canal running from the west end of Lake Erie southwestward 
through Ohio and Indiana follows an old outlet valley. Cleveland 
became a railway center because of preglacial valleys through the high¬ 
lands to the southeast. These valleys were abandoned by their streams 
with the readjustments of drainage that came about when the glacier 
retreated. Niagara Falls was due to changes of drainage brought about 
by glaciation, and the great electric plants developed there thus owe their 
location to glaciation. The side of a great valley was formed in the 
Paleozoic rocks east and west of Niagara. The tributary streams to this 
valley were in harmony with the main stream and had cut through the 
side cliffs so that they entered the main valley at the level of the main 
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^stream. The glaciers filled up the old valleys with drift, and a new stream 
draining Lake Erie took a new course, after the glaciers retreated, tfirough 
the lowest pla(;o over the glacial topography. This new drainage stream 
missed the old valleys, came to the cliff over high land, and thus formed 
the original Niagara. If it had happened to strike through one of the 
preglacial valleys, the entires history and development of that part of the 
United States would have been different. 

Old Lakes Filled with Peat.—Nc^arly all of the peat bogs of (yanada 
and of northeastern United States originated in glacial lak(' basins. The 
peat bogs of Ireland and of western Euroj)e also developed in such lake 
basins. We do not think of glaciation as forming a condition favoral)l(^ 
for the beginning of coal beds, but the peat in the bogs could beconui 
(covered with silt and sand and, in course of time, (diange to coal. Such 
'^oal beds would be small and irregular and would not compare in thickness 
or extent with the coal beds of late Paleozoic, or lat e Mesozoic. How(iV(U', 
in Ireland and w(\stern Europe, i)eat is used extensively as fiu'l and the 
peat bogs are thus of real value to the inhabitants. In New Jcjrsey, 
peat is gath(u*ed, cut into bricpiettes, and used as fuel. Some of the old 
bogs that have filkni with plant remains and clay are used for grow¬ 
ing garden truck. The (telery gardens of New Jersey and eastern Nenv 
York are largely in these old bogs. 

In some places, however, the bogs are not advantageous to man. 
Somej of the earlier railroad builders, particularly in Uanada, had great, 
trouble from them. The railway eaigiiKHU-s did not realize ihe character* 
of the material and so built railroads directly across the bogs or ^'mus¬ 
kegs,” as they called them. As soon as th(^ railroads were usc^d, the tracks 
began to settle, and in spites of the use of thousands of tons of roc^k as 
ballast, they continued to settle, in many places compcdling ndocation of 
th() road. 

Western Lakes.—Some other lakes of Pleistocene and later times 
should not be passed without mention. Great Salt Lak(^ was a body of 
fresh water many times as large as at present. It drained northward into 
Snake River through a valley that has been little changed since the 
stream ceased to flow through it. Along with increase in temperature 
in the Rocky Mountain region, decrease in precipitation must have come, 
for Great Salt Lake has actually dried down to its present state (Figs. 
443 and 444). That means that it hai? changed from a lake covering 
20,000 square miles to one covering less than 2,000, from extreme depths 
of more than 1,000 feet to an average depth of less than 20 feet, and from 
normal river water containing only 1 part common salt in 20,000 parts 
of water to a water that contains 1 part common salt in 5 parts of water. 
Other salt lakes of the same kind wore present in the Rocky Mountain 
region and westward, but Lake Bonneville, the ancestor of Great Salt 



. 443. Map f)f Gieat Salt Lake showing its relation to the vast aneestral fresh-water 
lak(* known as Lake Bonneville (shaded). {After Gilbert, U. S. Geological Survey.) 

Fig. 444.—Ancient shore-line terraces of Lake Bonneville. {After Gilbert.) 
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Lake, was the largest. Lake Agassiz, (Fig. 80, page 82) another very 
large Pleistocene lake, covered considerable areas in Canada, Minnesota, 
and North Dakota. It was shallow and became nearly filled with sedi¬ 
ments, mainly sand and coarse clay, before it was drained by the lowering 
of the northern outlet upon withdrawal of the glaciers. The deposits 
cover nearly flat areas that constitute the extensive wheatlands of the 
region where the lake existed. At one time this lake drained southward 
into the Mississippi, but, with the disappearance of the ice at the north, 
the northern margin became lower than the southern, and it drained 
northward through the Nelson River. 

Valley Glaciers.—Whil<^ the continental glaciers covered so much of 
the northern part of America, Alpine glaciers were much more extensive 
in the mountains than they are at present. Glaciers 25 miles long 
stretched out on to the plains from the Uinta Mountains in Utah, where 
no glaciers now exist. Every mountain range of the Rocky Mountains 
and westward presents similar phenomena. Between the moraines of 
the continental glaciers in Montana and the terminal moraines of the 
mountain glaciers of the Rocky Mountain front ranges, there is a wide 
nonglaciated area. The Appalachian Mountains were not high enough 
to have local glaciers, but some of the mountains of northern New 
England had Alpine glaciers. 

Boundary of Glaciated Areas.—As described in the chapter on 
glaciation, the margin between the glaciated and nonglaciated areas is 
not well marked in all places, the oldo^st glacial deposits having been so 
greatly eroded by streams that none of the original glacial topography 
remains. Under such conditions the former presence of glaciers can be 
recognized only by the occurrence of materials from remote regions in 
places where they could not have been depositcid by streams. This is 
true along the margins of the old drift near the Missouri and Kansas 
rivers in Kansas and Missouri. 

Nontransported soils correspond in a general way to the underlying 
rock, but in glaciated regions the soils are irregular and do not cornnspond 
to the underlying rocks. A good soil map is likely to show the contact of 
glaciated and nonglaciated areas by the soils represented. 

Drift Becomes Tillite.—The wide occurrence of glacial drift over 
North America and the similarity of the drift from one place to another 
allow its recognition with very little question. Drift is a continental 
deposit as widespread as many of the rocks that were formed beneath 
the sea, which geologists trace over very wide areas, and, with their fossil 
contents, form the basis for working out historical geology. With the 
progress of time much of the drift is likely to be washed away by streams 
and reworked to form stream, lake, and ocean deposits. Should seas 
advance over the area of drift and deposit other materials above it, 
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cementation might change the drift to solid ro<^k so that it would be 
])reserved. In Canada this solid rock, or tillif-e, might be on pro-Paleozoic 
deposits, in New York on Paleozoic, in Montana on Mesozoic, in some 
other place on Cenozoic, and its age could not be determined from the 
rocks on which it lies. 

How to Determine the Age of Drift.—If the Pleistocene consolidated 
drift in Canada should happen to overlie the pre-Cambrian tilhte, the 
two might be so mu(^h alike as to make the distinguishing of them difficult. 
The materials for both would have come from the pre-Cambrian rocks, 
and glaciers in the pre-Cambrian must have made thcar deposits in thf^ 
same way as they did in the Pleistocene. There is some likelihood that/ 
the pr(*-Cambrian drift would be somewhat mt^tamorphosed, but, if 
neither was metamorphosed beyond the stage of being firmly cemented, 
they might be indistinguishable. It would be possible that the pre- 
Cambrian drift/ had been entirely eroded away from one place and 
Pleistocene drift deposited directlj^ on granite or pre-Cambrian schist or 
gneiss. In a near-by area it would be possible that the pre-Cambrian 
drift would lie on the same kind of rocks wdth no Pleistocene drift over it. 
A geologist working in the field would find it difficult, then, to tell the age 
of tluj two drifts. Either might be Pleistocene; either might be pre- 
Cambrian. OiK^ fossil might serve to solve part of the problem. If even 
a fragment of bone were found in the drift, it could not be pre-Cambrian, 
as animals with bones did not live at that time. A mastodon tooth, a 
mammoth tooth, the tooth of a horse, or any recognizable bone of 
Pleistocene mammal would be adequate proof of Pleistocene age. How¬ 
ever, if the age of one drift Avere proved in this way, and no fossils were 
found in the other, it would not on that account be pre-Cambrian. It 
might be Pleistocene but nonfossiliferous. The Pleistocene drift would be 
difficult to identify from one locality to another on the basis of fossil 
content, because fossils are so rare. Conditions for burying and fossiliza- 
tion of animals were not favorable. 

It might be possible to solve the question of the age of the drifts by 
tracing them laterally. If one could find Pahiozoic rocks overlying one 
drift and underlying the other, he would then have proved the wide 
difference in age of the two, and, as only the two series of drifts have ever 
been found in southern Canada, he might assume with a considerable 
degree of certainty that the one drift is pre-Cambrian and the other 

Pleistocene. 
Effects of Glaciation on Plants and Animals.—As the margin of the 

glacier moved northward, plants covered the ground left bare by the 
retreating ice, but at times the ice retreat was fast enough to leave great 
areas of barren ground exposed. Some geologists suppose that such 
barren ground, covered with the mixed glacial flour and weathered mate- 
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rial, furnished the winds with the fine material that finally formed loess. 
As you will recall, loess contains a large amount of nonchemically weath- 
ereid fine material which could have originated from the ground-up rock 
of the glacier. 

The fluctuation of temperature between advances of the ice went 
beyond what we now consider normal. In some of the interglacial 
stages plants of types that grow no farther north than Florida at th(i 
present time grew in southern ('anada, i.c., southern ("anada, s(»emingly, 

Fig. 445.—A Pleistocene woolly rhinoceros. 

was subtropical. It is possible that we are now living in an interglacial 
stage, although there is no sure evidence to indicate this. As has Ix^en 
pointed out, most glaciers are retreating at the pres(mt time, indicating 
(4ther a lessening of the? amount of precipitation or a rising of temperature. 
However, even the rcitreat^ of the glaciers does not show that w(^ an^ living 
in an interglacial stage. The climate has not- bec^ome so warm as it was 
in som(» interglacial stages of the Pleistocene. 

Glacaation had profound effects on tlui life in and beyond the glaciated 
regions. As the cold climate came on and glaciers advanced from thii 

Fig. 440.^—(a) Pleistocene mastodon, {h and c) Pleistocene mammoths. {After Scott.) 

north, the warmth-loving animals and plants migrated southward. 
Many of the plants were destroyed. Animals that could not adjust 
themselves to increasing cold gradually disappeared or inhabited only the 
more southerly areas. Some animals lived at the margins of the glaciers 
or inhabited the hills that stuck up through the ice and some developed 
protective coverings. The woolly rhinoceros (Figs. 434 and 445) and the 
hair-covered mammoth (Figs. 439 and 446) lived on the glaciers and along 
the glacial margins. 
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In general the animals and plants of the Pleistoeene were not greatly 
different from those of the present, although some of the more prominent 
animal species have died out. 

In North America, many species of horses, deer, antelope, bison, bear, 
cats, and dogs of various types mingled with some boreal forms and some 
tropical species, and all moved northward with the coming of the warmer 
climate. The mastodon (Fig. 439) and mammoth were common until 
after the retreat of the last glacier from the United States. Their remains 
have been found in bogs of the youngest moraines. Horses were rather 
abundant, but the,y disappeanid from North America between the time 
of the nitreat of the ice and th(^ coming of Europeans. The disappearance 
of horses, mammoths, and mastodons is hard to explain. The mammoth 
lived until a relatively recent time. Its remains with flesh intact haw 
been found frozen in the ice of Siberia. 

MAN 

The Pleistocene epoch might be called the time of the rise of man t.o 
dominancy. We are naturally much interested in the history of man, 
but from the geological point of view less is known of him than of most 
other animals. Man^s history has been worked out only from imperfect, 
widely scattered specimens, whereas the well-known horse history is 
bas(id on thousands of fossils. 

Pithecanthropus, the Ape Man of Java.—In 1892 a specimen was 
discovered in Java that seemed to be intermediate between the highest 
type of ape and man. Apes have large brain capacity compared to their 
size, though this proportion is very much less than in man. Man^s brain 
capacity is greater than that of any other animal in comparison to his 
size. The Java specimem does not have the brain capacit}^ of man but 
seems to have a greater one than any ape. As a matter of fact only part 
of the skull of the ^Mava man^^ is known, and measurements of brain 
capacity vary to a considerable extent. The teeth of the Java specimen 
are somewhat mor(» like those of apes than of man. Only one limb bone 
is known, a femur, and it indicates an erect-walking creature, much more 
like man than ape. It is not known that all of the associated bones 
found in Java belong together, so that though this creature is called ^'the 
ape man of Java,'' so many uncertainties are connected with it that it 
furnishes little help in tracing the descent of man. 

As far as can be determined, the Java remains came from the Pliocene, 
the epoch immediately preceding Pleistocene, and they constitute our 
earliest record of man, if the creature was really man. 

The Heidelberg Man.—The next oldest remains were found in Ger¬ 
many, near Heidelberg, and consist of one lower jaw, which is heavy ^ud 
retreating. Though the teeth are much more primitive than those of 
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modern man, they are not apelike and by no stretch of the imagination 
could the jaw be considered as belonging to anything but man. 

The Piltdown Man.—In 1911, part of a skull was found in a gravel pit 
near Piltdown, England, and near it but not associated with it a tooth 
and some other bone fragments. The skull is primitive in many respects, 
and the teeth also arc considerably different from those of modern man. 
The brain capacity, so far as can be determined, is smaller than that of 
ordinary man, although not smaller than the smallest brains known 
among modern people. As the remains were scattered, it was not possible 
to determine the position of some of the teeth. Had this not been the 
case the specimen might have helped to solve the problem of the relation¬ 
ship of the remains to those of modern man. 

The Peking Race.—In 1928, fossils of man more advanced than the 
Pithecanthropus were found near Peking, China, and since^ then several 
other finds have been made. At the present time, paleontologists are not 
agreed as to whether the race represented by the Peking fossils is old('r 
or younger than the Piltdown race. Some students of fossil man believe 
that the Peking man was closely related to the Neanderthal man of 
Europe. The Piltdown man seems to have lived about the third inter¬ 
glacial stage and the Heidelberg man probably the second interglacial 
stage. In the fourth interglacial stage cave dwellers had established 
themselves in western Europe and their remains are rather well known. 
All are plainly types of men comparable^ to some present typos. 

Fiq. 447.—Restorations of Pithecanthropus, left; Neanderthal man, middle; Cro-Magnon 
man, right. {Permission of American Museum of Natural History,) 

Ancestors of Man.—The Neanderthal men, as they are called, throw 
no light on the way of man^s development. The Grimaldi, a negroid 
type that lived at the same time, was not in the line of development of 
modern man and cannot be considered directly ancestral to modern man. 
Another race, known as the ^'Cro-Magnon (Fig. 447),^’ was one of the 
finest physically that ever lived. They were large, had large brain capac- 
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ity, and their civilization had progressed to a high stage. It was they 
who painted in colors the well-known pictures in some of the ancient 
caves of France. But none of the three types gives any real clue as to 
the descent of modern man. We are left with the firm conviction, the 
certainty as a matter of fact, that man has developed from lower animals 
in the same way that other modern animals have developed from ancient 
forms, but we do not know the precise steps in the development of man or 
from what ancestor he came. 

Man^s way of taking care of hLs dead has made him the rarest of all 
fossils, and, though it is likely that more fossils of man will be found and 
probable that man\s ancestry may be roughly traced at some time, at 
present we must consider the matter as unsettled and allow the future to 
take care of the problem. 

Pleistocene Man in Europe.—In western Europe, man was a cave 
dweller during the late Pleistocene. Not only his bones but his imple¬ 
ments and drawings have be^n found in the caves and in deposits below 
glacial drift in other places. In the caves, his bone.s are associated with 
those of the cave bear, saber-toothed tiger, mammoth, and other Pleisto¬ 
cene animals, and his drawings depict Pleistocene species. The drawings 
are more convincing than the bones, as man’s bones might have become 
mingled with oldcir bones in the caves, but he could not have drawn 
animals that lu^ had never seen. Artifacts such as those found in the 
caves have been found in interglacial deposits at no great distance from 
the caves and constitute a means of matching the cave time with glacial 
time. 

Pleistocene Man in America.—Man was present in Europe during the 
later part of the glacial period and probably during the earlier, but it is 
still a point in question as to w^hethcr he was present in America. Many 
finds of implements made by man and of actual human bones have con¬ 
vinced some investigators of his presence before the last ice advance, 
but in every case there has been enough uncertainty to leave the less 
easily convinced skeptical. No scientist says that man was not present in 
America during the Pleistocene, and recent discoveries tend to strengthen 
belief in his presence. 

We may raise the question as to what would be sufficient evidence of 
his presence. At Vireo, Florida, bones of man were found with those of 
animals that lived only during the Pleistocene. They were not very far 
below the surface, and some investigators said that they might have 
gotten mixed up with the bones of the Pleistocene animals by falling into 
a hole where a tree had been uprooted from above the deposits that 
contained the other animals, or by a small stream cutting a little valley 
through the deposits and the valley becoming filled by deposits in which 
the bones of man were preserved and the other bones weathered in from 
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the sides or carried in from a short distanc^e away. Or it was possible 
that all of the bones had been carried and deposited in that place latc^r 
than Pleistocene times. The Yireo deposit is evidence in favor of man 
being present at the same time as the other animals, but it is not abso¬ 
lutely convincing. 

Near Lansing, Kansas, human remains were found below some 40 
feet of river deposits, and for a time this was held as proof of maiYs early 
occupancy of Americ^a. But studtmts of river dc'posits soon pointc'd out 
that the river may shift its d(‘j)osits v(‘ry quickly and that 40 or 50 feet 
of sand and clay could be piled up in one place within a few years. 

Recently, in Oklahoma and '^Fexas, the nunains of man have been 
found in seemingly undistiuLed sediments along with bones of mastodon 
and other animals not known to have liv(‘d beyond the Pleistocene. 
These finds, too, have not proved convimaiig to some geologists, and the 
(piestion still remains open, although evid(ai(*(^ seems to point more and 
more positive^ toward man’s ('aiiy occuf)ancy of America. The finds in 
Oklahoma and Texas arc^ outside of the glaciat(^d area and so are not 
associated with glacial deposits. In Minnesota bones of a woman were 
found below laminated clays, indicating burial in Pleistoc^ene time^. 
However, this occurrence is not positive evidence of her presence there 
in Pleistocene tim(». When man’s impkunents or bones are found below a 
considerable thickness of undisturbed glacial drift, i.e., where there 
can be no question of their ever having been moved, geologists will be 
completely convinced of the presence of man in America during the 
Pleistocene. 
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Ilighwoocl Mountains, Montana, dikes 
of, 16, 17 

Historical geology, defined, 2, 309 

Part II, 309-468 

Historical table, 320 

Hogback mountains, 289-290 

Hogbacks, 106-107 

Hook, 161, 165, 170 

Hornblende, 7, 45, 46, 47, 69, 71, 215, 220. 
223 

Hornfels (baked shale), 213, 223 
Horses, 445-449 

four-toed, 442 

teeth of, 447 

Hot springs, 29, 33, 42, 135, 136, 145-146 

Hovey, PL O., 25 

Hudson River, drowned part of, 167 

Hustedia, 370 

Hwang Ho River, China, 115, 116, 119, 

267, 332 

Hydration, 67, 123 

defined, 61 

Hydrogen, 4, 6, 7 

I 

Ice, as a mineral, 4, 5 
stratification of, 229 

Ice-oovered areas of North America, 458 

Ichthyornis, 432 

Ichthyosaurs, 399, 412 

Igneous rock table, 48 

Igneous rocks, 9-74 

classification of, 47-49 
colors of, 48 

composition of, 46-47, 48 
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Igneous rocks, defined, 9 

mode of occurrence of, 9, 14-35, 49-51 
ore deposits in, 51-55 

solidification of, 11-12 

source of, in magma, 9-10 

structural features of, 42-45 

textures of, 13-14, 47, 48, 49 

weathering of, 56-74 

India, 78 

Infant valley, 83 

Insects, 371 

Insoluble products of weathering, 62, 69, 

175-177, 179, 207 

Intrenched meanders, 109-110 

Intrusive rocks, 14-21 

Invertebrates, 392-393 

Iron, 6, 46, 52, 53, 61, 67, 69, 124, 177, 

189, 190, 207, 297, 320, 364 

Iron oxides, 67, 69, 70, 72, 127, 189, 190, 

207, 213 

Iron rust {see Limonite) 

Isolated areas, 454 

Isolated hills, 85, 100 

J 

Japan earthquakes, 294, 295, 297, 298, 

301, 303, 304, 305, 306, 307 

Jefferson, Thomas, 454 

Jeffreys, Harold, 314 

Jetties, 115 

Jointing, producing columnar structure, 

45 

Joints, 272-273 
Jumping {see Saltation) 

Jurassic, birds of, 413-416 

climate of, 416 

coal of, 416 
dinosaurs of, 406-411 

life of, 404-416 

outcrops of, 404 

oysters of, 406 

seas of, 404 

E 

Kamo, 250, 251-252 

Kaolinite, 65 

Karst topography, 142 

Kettles, 244 

Kilauea, 27, 42, 285 

Knob and kettle topography, 244 

Krakatua, 29, 36-37, 261 

L 

Laccoliths, 14, 15, 19, 49, 52 

Lagoon, 161, 163, 165 

Lake Agassiz, 82, 462 
Lake Erie, 98 

Lake Superior iron on^s, 190, 207 

Lakes, 140-141, 161, 190, 271, 308 

Laminae, 198 

Landslides, 142, 143 

as cause of earthquakes, 299 

Land-tied island, 161, 165 

I^apilli, 31, 51 

Laplace, Pierre, 311 

Lassen Peak, California, 35, 42, 286 

Lateral moraine, 246 

Laterite, 72, 207 

Lava, 9, 21-42 

basaltic, 50 

felsic, 51 

Lava caves, 23-24, 35, 42 

Lava flows, 21-25, 45, 50 

in Iceland, 23 

in India, 23 

in northw(jstern United States, 21, 60 

Lead, 6, 52, 53, 151, 343-344 

Leith and Mead, 45, 67 

Levees, 114-116 

Limestone, 172, 178, 179, 180, 181, 186, 

188, 193, 196, 206, 207, 213, 223 

Limonite, 61, 69, 70, 127, 129, 132, 189, 

206, 215, 223 

Lizards in Triassic, 399 

Ix)ad, of glaciers, 232 

of ground water, acquired, 124-125 

deposited, 126-136 

transported, 125-126 

of streams, 92-93 

of wind, acquired, 260-261 

deposited, 262-263, 266-270 

transported, 261-262 

Loess, 266-267 
Lorraine iron ores, France and (Germany, 

190 

Lost rivers, 141 

Lower Paleozoic, 329-344 

Lung fishes, 359-360 

Lungs, origin of, 360 
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Luray Cavern, Va., 132, 141 

Lyell, Charles, 437 

M 

McAdie, A., 298 

Mafic minerals, 4% 48, 69, 71, 215, 222 

Mafic rocks, 47, 49 

Magma, composition of, 11 

defined, 9 

movement of, 9-10 

solidification of, 11-12 

source of, 9-10 

as source of ore deposits, 51-53 

Magmatic solutions, 51-53, 210 

Magnesium, 6, 7, 46, 66, 71, 179, 190 

Magnesium carbonate, 66, 69, 71, 125, 

180, 186 

Magnesium chloride, 192 

Magnesium sulfate, 67, 71, 192 

Magnetite, 223 

Maine, shore line of, 170 

Mammals, flying, 454 

South American, 454 

swimming, 455 

in Triassic, 399-401 

Mammoth, 452, 453, 464 

Mammoth Cave, Kentucky, 124,141,143 

Mammoth Hot Springs, Yellowstone 

National Park, 135, 147 

Man, 451, 465-468 

Manganese nodules, 172 

Mantle rock, 56, 65, 125, 207 

Marble, 212, 221, 222, 223 

Marl, 186 

Marsh, O. C., 397, 406 

Martha’s Vineyard, 166 

Massive metamorphic rocks, 222 

Massiveness, of igneous rocks, 42, 45 

of metamorphic rocks, 221-222 

Mastodon, 451, 452, 453 

Matter, organization of, 3-8 

Mature topography, 95 

Mauna Loa, Hawaii, 27, 42 

Meanders, 83-88 

cycle of, 86 

movement of, 86-88 

Mechanical work of the physical agents, 

glaciers, 231-252 

ground water, 143-144 

ocean, 152-172 

wind, 269-271 

Meinzer, O. E., 122 

Mercury, 312 

Mesa Verde, Colorado, 291-292 

Mesas, 103-104 

Mesozoic, 286, 320 

Mesozoic-Paleozoic boundary, 386-388 

Messina earthquake, 294, 298, 303, 305 

Metamorphic rocks, 209-224 

classification of, 222-223 
tabhis of, 223 

Metamorphism, agents of, chemical, 211- 

212 

physical, 216-219 

contact, 209 

produces chemical changes, 211-216 

gneiss from granite, 215 

marble from limestone, 213 

quartzite from sandstone, 213 

slate and schist from shale, 213-215 

producers physical changes, 216-222 
banding, 219-221 

cleavage, 219, 220 

crumpling, 218, 221 

foliation, 218, 219, 221 

regional, 209 

Meteoric water, 60, 75, 120, 144 

Mexico, 438 

Micas, 7, 45, 47, 214, 223 
Middle Paleozoic, 351 

Migration, of dunes, 270-271 

of falls, 98-99 

Mineral deposits, 51-55 

Mineral matter in the ocean, 150-162 

Mineralizers, 12, 51 
Minerals, defined, 4 

ferromagnesian, 46 

mafic, 46 

of one element, 7 

primary, formation of, 7-8 

Miocene, 437 

Mississippi delta, 116-118 

Mississippi River, 80, 87, 89, 110, 115 

Mississippian, 365 

outcrops of, 366 

seas of, 366 

Missouri River, 88, 90 

Mode of occurrence of igneous rocks, 

extrusive, 21-42 

intrusive, 14-21 

Monadnocks, 327 

Mont Pel4e, Martinique, 25, 29, 37-39 

Montmorillonite, 66 
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Moraines, 242-252 

Morrison formation, 405-406 

Mosasaurs, 426-428 
Moulton, F. R., 313 

Mt. Etna, Colorado, 143, 144 

Mt. Etna, Sicily, 27, 286 

Mt. Hood, Oregon, 286 

Mt. Katmai, Alaska, 25, 39-40, 232 

Mt. Rainier, Washington, 286 

Mt. Shasta, California, 286 

Mountain making, in Cenozoic, 440 

in Cretaceous, 436 
movements, 283 

in Paleozoic, 467-469 

Mountains, 284-293 
of erosion, 291- 293 

due to faulting, 290 

due to folding, 286-290 

volcanic, 284-286 

Mud cracks, 203 

Mud curls, 203 

Mud flows, 29, 31, 42 

Muds, 171-172, 178 

Muscovite, 47, 66, 71, 214, 220, 223 

N 

Natural Bridgci, Virginia, 142 

Natural bridges, developed, by ground 

water, 142 

by streams, 107-109 

by waves, 160 

by the wind, 266 

Natural gas, 179, 194, 349, 363 

Natural levees, 114-115 

Neanderthal man, 466 

Nebular hypothesis, 311 

Necks, 14, 19-21, 50 

New Madrid, Missouri, earthquake, 298, 

307, 308 

Niagara Falls, 98, 101, 459 

Niagara Gorge, 101 

Niagara River, 90, 101 

Nickel, 6, 51, 53, 151, 297, 324 

Nile delta, 119 

Nodular bedding, 198 

Nome, Alaska, 170 

Normal fault, 276 

O 

Obsidian (volcanic glass), 48, 5(1-51, 223 

weathering of, 70 

477 

Obsidian Cliff, Yellowstone National 
Park, 50 

Obsidian porphyry, 48, 51 

Ocean, 76, 149-172 

currents of, 154-155 

deposits in, 149-150, 156-157, 161-162, 
164, 171-172 

depth of, 150 

erosion by, 76, 152-156, 157-160, 161- 
165, 170, 172 

mineral matter in, 150-152 

work of, chemical, 76, 172 

mechanical, 76, 152-156, 157-160, 
163-165, 170 

Odd-toed ungulates, 445-451 
Oil {see Petroleum) 

Oil-producing anticline, 346-347 

Old Faithful geyser, Yellowstone Na¬ 

tional Park, 33 

Old lakes, 460 
Old topography, 95 

Oldest rocks, 318 

Oligocene, 443 

mammals and plants in, 446 

Olivine, 45, 47, 222, 223 
Omori, F., 294 

Onyx marble, 132 

Oolites, calcareous, 186, 190, 203, 268 

of iron oxides, 190 

siliceous, 203 

Oozes, 371-172 

Orbiculoidea, 379 

Ordovician, 320 

outcrops of, 335 

seas of, 335 

Ore deposits, affected by faulting, 276-278 

contact metarnorphic, 210 

disseminated, 53 

enrichment of, 74 

origin of, igneous, 51-55 

placers, 55, 74, 170, 271 

primary, 53 

secondary, 53-55, 73-74 

veins, 52-53 

Organic sedimentary rocks, 178, 179, 

192-195 

Orthoclase, 46 

alteration of, 63-66, 71 

Outwash plain, 252 

Oxbow lakes, 100 
Oxidation, defined, 61 

Oxygen, 4, 5, 6, 7, 61, 67, 69, 151, 17. 
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Oysters, 406, 427 

Ozarks, Missouri, 322 

P 

Painted Desert, Arizona, 106 

Paired limbs, 355 

Paleontology, defined, 2 

Paleozoic, 320, 321 
close of, 367 

Palisades of the Hudson, New Jersey, 19 
Palm leaves, 456 

Parasitic cones, 33 

Paris Basin, 437 

Peat, 460 

Pebbles, 155, 175, 179, 206 
Pedestal rocks, 107 

Peking race, 466 

Pelecypods, J>iassic, 394 

Pel^e's Spine, 38, 39 
Peneplain, 95 

Pennsylvanian, 320, 365 

clay of, 384 

coal of, 381 

gas of, 382 

iron of, 384 

oil of, 382 

outcrops of, 366 

seas in, 366 

Peridotite, 47, 223 

Peridotitic zone of the earth, 11, 49 

Periods, 320 
Permian, 320 

climate of, 376 

life of, 378 

oil of, 384 

seas of, 368 

Perret, Frank A., 25 

Petrifaction, 133-135 

Petrified Forest, Arizona, 134, 401 
Petrified wood, 134, 135, 401 

Petroleum, 179, 345-350 

in Cenozoic, 456 

in Cretaceous, 436 

origin of, 194, 349-350 

Petroleum geology, 345-350 

Petrology, defined, 2 

Phenocrysts, 14, 43, 49, 50 

Phosphatic nodules, 172 

Physical agents, introduction to, 75-77 

Physical geology, defined, 2 

Part I, 1-308 

Pikes Peak, Colorado, 21, 58, 322 
Pillowy surfaces of lavas, 25 
Piltdown man, 466 

Pinnacles, 107 

Pithecanthropus, 465 

Placers, beach, 170, 343 

stn^am, 55 

wind, 74, 271 

Plagioclase, 45 
alteration of, 66, 71 

Planetesimal hypothesis, 313-315 

Plants, Pennsylvanian, 374-376 

Plaster of Paris, 192, 363 
Platinum, 7, 51, 55, 74, 177 

Platte River, Nebraska, 111 

Playa, 190, 260 
Pleistocene, 457 

climate of, 463 

Pleistocene hors(^, 448 

Pleistocene man, in America, 467 

in Europe, 467 
Plesiosaurs, 430 

Pliocene, 437 

Plugs, 14, 19-21 

Pluto, 311 

Pohai Gulf, 115, 267 

Pompeii, 28, 35-36 

Porosity of rocks, 137, 194 

Porphyritic texture, 13-14, 47, 48, 49, 

50, 51 

Porphyry, 13, 43, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51 

Portheus, 430 

Portland cement, 363 

Potash, 65, 66, 70, 71, 213 

in Permian, 384 

Potassium, 6, 45, 66, 71, 125, 179, 192 

deposits of, Stassfurt, Germany, 192 

Texas and New Mexico, 190, 192 

Potassium sulfate, 192 

Powell, J. W., 318 

Pre-Cambrian, 320-326 

drift in, 463 

Pressure, directional, 219-221 

or *^head^^ in wells, 148 

on u magma, 10 

as metamorphic agent, 216, 217-222 

producing consolidation in sediments, 

195 

uniform, 218, 221-222 

wind, 259 

Primary igneous rocks, 9, 56 

Primary minerals, formation of, 7-8 
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Primary ore deposits, 51-63 

Primates, 451 

Primitive animals, 442 

Productids, 369, 370 

Proterozoic, 320-322, 324, 325 

Pseudomorphs, 132-133 

Pterodactyls, 413-414, 428, 429 

Pumice, 29-30, 40, 50, 171 

Pyrite, 67, 72, 132, 205, 214, 221 

Pyroclastic materials, 29, 30-31 

Pyroxene, 7, 8, 45, 46, 69-70, 71, 215 

Q 

Quadrate bone, 399 

Quartz, 7, 45, 46, 66, 70, 71, 127, 129, 

132, 134, 135, 180, 206, 213, 215, 268 

Quartz schist, 220, 223 

Quartzite, 196, 205, 213, 221, 223 

R 

Rain prints, 201 

Rainbow Natural Bridge, Utah, 108 

Rainfall, 78, 120 

Raised beaches, 170 

Rate of organic development, 339, 450, 

464 

Recrystallization, 213, 222 

Red beds, 390 

Red clay, 172 

Replacement, 132, 189 

Reservoirs, 194 

Reverse fault, 276 

Rhinoceros, 449 

Rifts, 276 

Rill marks, 201 

Ripple marks, 199-201, 261 

current, 201 

wave, 201 

Rising coast, effect of, 169-170 

Roaring Mountain, Yellowstone National 

Park, 31, 32 

Rock cycle, 224 

Rock flour, 241-242 

Rock slides, 59, 60 

Rock streams, 60, 144 

Rolling, transportation by, 155, 261 

Ropy structure in lavas, 23, 25, 35, 42 

Rimofl, 78-79, 120 

Russell, I. C., 151 

S 

Sabre-toothed tiger, 450-451 

Sacramento River, California, 82 

St. Lawrence River, 82 

St. Peter sandstone, 176, 344 

St. Pierre, Martinique, 29, 37-38 

Salt, 4, 54, 66, 71, 150, 172, 178, 179, 

190, 196, 207, 271, 363, 384 
Salt plain, 190, 271 

Saltation, transportation by, 155, ^31, 
262 

Salton Sea, California, 80 

San Francisco Mountains, Arizona, 286 

San Juan Valley, CV)lorado, 109-110 

Sand, 155, 175, 179, 181, 184, 260-261, 

267-270, 308 

Sandblast, 263, 264 

Sandstone, 123, 171, 178, 179, 180, 184. 

195, li'6, 201, 213, 220, 223 
Sandy shale, 181 

Satinspar, 191 

Saturn, 312 

Schist, 213-214, 219, 220, 222, 223 

Scoriaceous rocks, 29 
Scorpions, 361 

Scouring, 233 

S('.a advances, 327 

causes of, 386 

Sea caves, 159-160 

Sea cliffs, 158, 170 

Sea level, 150 

Sedimentary rock table, 179 

Sedimentary rocks, 173-208 

classification of, 178, 179 

consolidation of, 195-197 
distribution of, 173 

features of, 197-206 

gradations in, 181-182 

kinds of, 178-180 

kinds of materials in, carbonaceous, 177 

clastic, 175-177 

soluble, 177 

origin of, chemical, 179, 185-192 

clastic, 179, 183-185 

organic, 179, 192-195 

source of materials in, 174-175 

weathering of, 206-208 
Sedimentation in advancing seas, 331 

Seed fern, 364 

Seed-bearing plants, 376 

Seeps, 123, 145 
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Seismogram, 296-297 

Seismograph, 292 

Seismometry, defined, 295 

Seismoscope, 296 

Selenite, 191 

Septaria, 128 

Serpentine, 222-223 

Shale, 65, 171, 178, 179, 180, 181, 184- 

185, 205, 213-214, 218, 223 
Shallow-water deposits, 366 

Shaly sandstone, 181 

Shape of clastic materials, 176-177 

Sharks, 355, 358-359 
Shenandoah C'avcrn, Virginia, 141 

Shingle beaches, 153 
Ship liock. New Mexico, 20 

Shore currents, 154-155, 161 
Siderite, 189 

Sierra Nevada Mountains, California, 

417 

Silica, 7, 46, 71, 135, 151, 177, 196 

Silicate minerals, 7, 46, 69 
Siliceous deposits, 193-194 

Siliceous sinter, 135 
Silicon, 6, 7 

Sills, 17-19, 45, 49, 52, 218, 392 

Silt, 175, 179, 181, 184, 266, 267 

Siltstone, 178, 179, 184, 223 

Silurian, 320, 351, 352 

life of, 352-356 

outcrops of, 352 

seas in, 352 

Silver, 7, 52, 53, 151 

Silver Spring, Florida, 145 

Sink holes or sinks, 140-141, 142 

Sinking coast, effect of, 166-169 

Slate, 214-215, 219, 221, 223 

Slickensides, 275 

Sloths, 454 

Snake River, Idaho, 102 

Snow, dunes of, 268 

fields, 225-226 

line, 226 

Snowslides, 225 

Sodium, 4, 5, 6, 45, 55, 66, 71, 152, 192 

Sodium carbonate, 66, 71, 125 

Sodium chloride, 4, 5, 55, 66, 71, 125, 

151, 152, 190 

Sodium sulfate, 71, 125 

Soil, 56, 65, 70, 73, 207, 260, 266 

Soil creep, 143 

Solenhofen beds, 412-415 

Soluble products of weathering, 62, 67, 

177, 179, 185 

Soluble silica, 64, 65, 66, 70, 71, 125, 127, 

135, 179, 186-189, 214 

South American mammals, 454 

Spanish Peaks, Colorado, dikes around, 

18 

Spatter cones, 24 

Specularite, 223 

Sphalerite, 380 

Sphinx, 107 

Spiral nebula, 313-314 

Spires, 106 

Spirifer, 369-370 

Spits, 161, 165, 170 

Spouting c.aves, 160 

Springs, deposits by, 135-136 

hot, 29, 31, 33, 42, 135, 136, 145-147 

intermittent, 147 

medicinal, 147 
permanent, 147 

Stability, law of, 62, 212 

Stacks, 160, 165 

Stalactites, calcareous, 129-132 

of lava, 24 

Stalagmites, 129-132 

Staurolite, 214, 221 
Steam {nee Watt^r vapor) 

Steamboat Springs, Nevada, 136, 145 

Stegosaurus, 408, 410 

Storm waves, 153-154, 161 

Stratified drift, 249-252 

Streams, 78-119 

deposition by, 110-119 

develop valleys, 83-90 

erosion by, 97-110 

load of, 92-93 

Structural geology, defined, 2 

Structures and diastrophism, 272-293 

Stylolites, 139-140, 205 

Submarine volcanoes, 35 

Subsoil, 56, 70 

Substances, slightly soluble in sea water, 
179, 185-190 

calcium carbonate, 185-186 

iron minerals, 189-190 
magnesium carbonate, 186 

soluble silica, 186-189 

soluble in sea water, 179, 190-192 

calcium sulfate, 190-192 

magnesium chloride, 192 

magnesium sulfate, 192 
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Substances, soluble in sea wa.ter, potas¬ 

sium chloride, 192 

potassium sulfate, 192 

sodium chloride, 190 

Sulfate radical, 67 

Sulfur, 6, 52, 61 

Sulfur dioxide, 12, 28, 61, 212 

Suspension, transportation in, 155, 261, 

262 

Swedish iron ores, 323 

Swimming mammals, 454-455 

Swimming reptiles, 397, 412-413, 426- 

428 
Syncline, 279 

T 

lablc of geologic history, 326 

Taconic uplift, 336 

'rale, 220, 223 

Talus deposits, 59-60 

Tapir, 449 

Temperature, effects, in deposition by 

ground water, 127 

in metamorphism, 210, 216-217 
in weathering, 57-58 

of lavas, 9, 11, 27 

in mines, 217 
of springs, 145-147 

in wells, 216-217 

Terminal moraine, 243-246 
Terraces, due to deposition by waves, 161 

due to erosion, by rivers, 99-100 

by waves, 157-158 

as evidence of rising coast, 170 

lake, 169, 170, 461 

Terrigenous materials, 157, 171, 172 

Textures of igneous rocks, 13-14, 47, 48, 

49, 50, 51 

Theory of glaciation, 257-258 

Thousand Springs, Idaho, 145 

Tides, 155 

Tigris delta, 119 
TiUite, 242 

Tin, 63 

Titanothere, 443 

Tombolo, 161, 165 

Topographic age, 95 

Transportation, by ground water, 125- 

126 
by the ocean, 155-166 

by the wind, 261-262 

Travertine, 135 
Trenton, 344 

Triassic, 320, 390-402 

climate of, 401 

close of, 402 

economic products of, 402 
life of, 293-401 

plank of, 401 

Triceratops, 409, 433-434 

Trilobitos, Cambrian, 337-338 

Devonian, 354 

Ordovician, 340 

ornamentation of, 353 
Silurian, 354 

Upper Paleozoic, 369 

Tsunamis, 303, 304 

Tuff, 48, 49, 51, 223 
Tungsten, 6, 53 

Turtles, Cretaceous, 429-430 
Triassic, 399 

lYrannosaurus, 409, 434 

U 

Uinta Mountains, Utah, 462 

Uintacrinus, 423 

Uintatherium, 444 

Unconformity, 281-282,283,329,387,388 

Undertow^, 155, 156 

Ungulates, even-toed, 450 

. odd-toed, 445-449 
Upper Paleozoic, 365 

U-shaped valley, 235-237 

V 

Vadose-water zone, 122-123, 141 

Valley of Ten Thousand Smokes, 31, 40 

Valleys, age of, 96 

development of, 83-90 

glaciated, example of, 253-255 

mature, 93, 94 

old, 93, 94 

widening of, 88-89 

young, 84, 93, 94 

Veins, 52, 128, 276, 277 

Ventifacts, 263-264 

Vesuvius, 25, 26, 28, 35-36, 286 

Volcanic breccia, 48, 49 

Volcanic cones, 26-26, 33-35 

Volcanic dust, 31, 35, 37, 38, 39, 40, 42, 

49, 61, 171, 261, 271 
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Volcanic mountains, 284-286 
Volcanism, 9~42 

as cause of earthquakes, 301-303 
in Cenozoic, 440 

and igneous rocks, 9-55 
in Triassic, 392 

Volcanoes, 25-42, 284 -286, 294 
form of, 26 

gases in, 29 

important, described, 35-42 

location of, 35 

origin of, 27 

products of, 29-31 

relation of, to earthquakes, 301-303 

to magmas, 27 

W 

Wallace, Alfred Russel, 454 

Water, as chemical agent, of meta- 
morphism, 212 

of weathering, 60-62, 64-72 

coimate, 120, 122 

ground, 120-148 
magmatic, 11, 12, 51, 52, 120 

meteoritic, 60-61, 120, 122 

soil, 123 
solvent power of, 61 

vadose, 122-123 

Water level, 122 

Water table, 122 

Water vapor, 11, 12, 28, 29, 33, 40, 51,61 

212 
Wave-built beaches, 161 

Wave-cut beaches, 157-158, 170 

Waves, 153-154, 155, 161, 163, 165 

depth of, 153 

erosion by, 153-154 

Weathering of igneous rocks, 56-74 

chemical, 60-73 

agents of, 60 
end products of, 71-72 

intermediate products of, 71 

economic importance of, 73-74 

mechanical, 57-60 

agents of, 57 

rate of, 72-73 
Weathering of sedimentary rocks, 206-208 

Weathering products, chart of, 71 

Wells, artesian, 148 

deep, 121, 216-217 

flowing artesian, 148 

Western lakes, 460 

Whales, 455 

White, I. C., 345 

Williston, S. W., 412, 427-428 

Wind, 75, 259-271 

deposits made by, dunes. 267-271 
placers, 271 

volcanic dust, 271 

erosive features produced by, 263-266 
carved rocks, 266 

desert pavement, 264-266 
natural bridges, 266 

smoothed rocks, 264 

ventifacts, 263-264 

geological work of, chemical, 60-62 

mechanical, 260-263 

velocities of, 259 

Wind-worn stones, 263-264 

Y 

Yellow Sea, 115, 267 

Yellowstone National Park, fumaroles 
in, 31 

geysers in, 147 

hot springs in, 147 

Mammoth Hot Springs in, 135, 147 

Obsidian Cliff in, 50 ♦ 
Old Faithful geyser in, 33 

Roaring Mountain in, 31 

Young topography, 95 

Z 

Zinc, 6, 52, 53, 151, 344, 380 

Zion Canyon, Utah, 101 

Zone, of aeration, 122 

of cavities, 121 

of cementation, 127, 196, 211 

^f ground water, 1212-123 

of metamorphism, 211 

of vadose water, 122-123, 141 

of weathering, 211 








